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"Woman is the highest term for man."
Mary Baker Eddy, (1884)

In metaphor the term "woman" represents the spiritual identity of our humanity, the highest identity of the
human being. It takes us beyond the sexual identity, to the realm of the divine the divine idea reflected in our
being. It takes us into the 4th dimension, of Spirit. Here is where our humanity is anchored. We have developed
ourselves into a species of life that has no equal in the world, with capabilities of reason, discovery, and understanding that far surpass all other species. We have begun to discover truth, and to develop ourselves with it
towards a future that is truly anchored in infinity. That 's what the book is designed to explore: the image of
mankind that is described in ancient Scriptures as "a woman clothed with the sun and the moon under her feet,
and on her head a crown of twelve stars," the stars in the crown of our rejoicing. (Revelation 12:1)
This book presented here is Volume 6A, of the research series, Discovering Infinity.
The research series, Discovering Infinity, was originally created over the span of two decades, beginning in
the late 1980s, and was updated periodically. The series is structured as two sets of three volumes, with each set
corresponding to the three-step sequence of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise that we find in the poetic trilogy the
Divine Comedy by Dante Alighierie created in the early 1300s. The first set of three volumes of the series Discovering Infinity represents the view of Dante's "pilgrim," while the second set represents the view of his "guide." In
some cases a volume of this series is made up of several distinct books. For more details, see the appendix: About
the research series, Discovering Infinity.
In parallel with the research series Discovering Infinity a series of twelve novels with the summary title, The
lodging for the Rose, was created. The platform of the novel was deemed necessary for this different venue of
exploration since the real dimension of love tends to become lost on any kind of theoretical platform, rather than
be born out as a light to uplift civilization from the grassroots level up. The individual titles of the series of novels
are shown in the appendix: More works by the author. The series The Lodging for the Rose has two individual
novels leading into it as a kind of preface that is gently opening the portal to the Principle of Universal Love,
which is the main theme of the series of twelve novels, The Lodging for the Rose. The Principle of Universal Love
is the thread that ties both series together.
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Foreword: The Fourth
Dimension, of Spirit
In an obscure place in her writings, well separated
from the outline for her structure for scientific
development, Mary Baker Eddy writes about the line,
plane, and height of Science, but then goes on to refer
to a still higher dimension that she calls the "fourth
dimension, of Spirit" which she mentions nowhere else
in any of her writings.*1 It appears that she treats this
concept like anything else that is deeply connected with
her development structure, all of which had been
wrapped in a cloak of silence. This final book in the
series on discovering infinity is intended to open up an
exploration of this higher dimension.
About taking ownership.

It may be interesting to note where this fourth
dimension fits into the overall design of reality, and how
this book series reflects this design. Appendix i, has been
designed to illustrated this. Figure 1 shows the nine
volumes of this series in a sequence of upwards
unfolding. The intend is not to show a linear progression,
but to show domains of thought and action, that must
all be addressed together. The four dimensions, as related
to Mary Baker Eddy's structure for scientific and spiritual
self-development, rather than being physical dimensions,
are related to the domains of perception addressed in
volume's 3, 4, 5, and 6a. They also represent four
different responses to the demands that the discovery
of Mary Baker Eddy's structure for scientific
development places upon mankind.
Volume 3 presents the mechanical aspects of the
discovered structure. Indeed, if scientific development
is to be successful there must be a certain mechanical
compliance with the outlined design that was provided
by the most advanced pioneer in this field. But mere
mechanical compliance to the fundamental architecture
of an idea, is not enough to experience the full benefit
that it has to offer. One must also achieve a conceptual
compliance. This means that the concept that the idea
represents is sufficiently understood, by which it can
be applied to seeing the world in terms of its
fundamental architecture that the pioneer had outlined.
This conceptual compliance expands the mental horizon.
By this conceptual compliance, ideas and
interrelationships come into focus that were totally

ignored, previously. But this level of compliance, too, is
not enough. One must also take ownership of the process
of discovery and development. This means taking
responsibility for it, for the way it affects ones existence,
for the way it becomes a tool and determines one's
existence. This taking ownership reflects itself in such
considerations as assuring oneself that discovered ideas
are true.
Let's consider an example. In Volume 3, the
interrelationship between the matrix and various ready
made structures were explored. One of these was the
ready made structure of questions and answers that make
up the chapter Recapitulation, in the textbook. The
structure was related to the context of the matrix
Foursquare in the manner that platform would be
related, but it was done in a rather mechanical fashion.
Now, if one were to take ownership, one might look at
the process of interrelating the structures with such
attention to details, that one recognizes that a more
advanced interrelationship is possible. One might
recognize, for instance, that the mere mechanical
application leads to a result that does not fully reflect
the basic functionality of the matrix. Therefore, one
needs to ponder the process again.
We had recognized previously that the outer
columns represent unmanifest concepts, and the adjacent
inner columns represent their respective manifests. If
one superimposes this characteristic upon the process
of relating the Recapitulation questions to the matrix,
one will recognize that the third question (applied right
to left) belongs actually to an outer column, and the
fourth question to the adjacent inner column. By this
consideration their sequence becomes reversed.
Naturally, this applies all the way through the matrix,
and it even applies to the rows as well, so that the lower
two rows also become reversed. But is the resulting
structure correct? You may accept this rearrangement,
b e c a u s e I s a y i t i s m o r e c o r r e c t . Yo u m a y e v e n
understand the principle behind the process that makes
it more correct, but are you willing to make this your
own process that you can subscribe to, because you
understand it fully to the degree that it may alter your
life?
This process, of course, is applicable to both forms
of relating the 24 questions and answers of the chapter
Recapitulation to the matrix. In one form (presented in
Volume 3) the first eight subjects are regarded as
subtitles for the four rows and the four columns of the
matrix. In the other form (presented in Volume 5) a
requirement exists for having 24 subjects identified to
cover the duality that exists in the lower two rows,
according to the dual functionality of the rows as they
pertain to the confrontational structure in one instant,
or to the reflective structure in another. If all aspects
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are to be covered simultaneously, 24 elements are
required, which we find supplied in the chapter
Recapitulation. Which of the two forms you choose is
your own business, and the choice may change as the
scientific development opens new vistas that will
obsolete one or the other, or put both into a different
light, by which both become new.
The process of taking ownership, however, is
primarily focused onto the confrontational structure
where the Christ and Christ Science confront all errors
in human thought. In this context Christian Science
reflects the Christ Science and establishes a healing
platform for humanity.
The sphere of this deep reaching confrontation is
totally owned by humanity. God cannot own such a
process, because God, infinite Mind, being focused on
Truth, can have no conceptual awareness of error that
it would confront. There is no error in Truth. The
confrontational structure is a feature of the human
domain in which human errors are confronted with
discovered truths. This domain is owned by humanity,
and the confrontation that goes on there must cover
every aspect of the human scene, from politics to
mythologies, from religion to absolute Science. This
confrontation gets rid of the 'crap' in human thought,
the mental garbage that blocks the light. The
confrontation is a house cleaning process.
The confrontational structure that defines this
process includes the seven days of creation, of Genesis
1, that describes the process of discovery of reality: of
letting in the 'light;' of discovering the 'firmament;' of
discovering the nature of man in the image of God; of
discovering the essential completeness of infinity. The
discovery process is an essential part of the
confrontational structure. These new discoveries,
primarily discoveries in Christ Science, prompts one to
take the garbage out of human affairs.
The reflective structure, however, which comes
into play when the confrontational structure is
superseded, when truth becomes established, is not
owned by humanity. Here the ownership rests with God.
Here, a new dimension begins: the fourth dimension, of
Spirit. When humanity takes full ownership of its house
and cleans out the rubbish, then the harmonies and riches
of the divine reality will be found reflected in every
aspect of human existence. In this structure, the first
row, representing the absolute unmanifest, finds its full
manifest in the second row, and these two upper rows
are fully mirrored in the lower half of the reflective
structure where Christian Science, the arbiter of truth,
has its full manifest in Christianity. Human thought does
not own this process. This process is ordered by divine
Principle which human thought can neither mock with
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perversion or human will, nor evade the consequences.
This process is owned by God, it reflects reality.
In this fourth dimension, of Spirit, certain
incongruities are resolved that appear as a puzzlement
on a lower level. For example, in the Mary Baker Eddy's
Glossary of the textbook, we find the dual definition of
the term "Burial." If this definition is understood from a
higher standpoint than mechanical compliance, or even
conceptual compliance, but is taken through one's
ownership of the problem, through the process of
discovery to a level where a higher point of reference is
applied, then the definition becomes fundamentally
changed. Against this higher point of reference the
definition of "burial" comes to light as a description of
the natural manifest in human terms, of a higher
unmanifest which may be described as divine Principle,
reflecting infinite Spirit. Now, if this concept is downing
in thought, the dual definition of the term describes two
essential aspects that result from the same process, but
not a fundamental duality that would split the definition
apart as a mechanical compliance to crudely perceived
rules would demand.
If, on the other hand the top row is left out of
view, the crudely perceived rules are not superseded by
a higher point of reference (which in this case is not
recognized to exist) and as a consequence the dual
definition is regarded as a description for defining the
process for achieving burial (the elimination of all that
is false). This reversal put the whole definition into a
different light. When the definition is regarded to define
a process to be enacted, rather than describing the
manifestation of a higher process, we find that two
distinct processes are defined which would therefore
have to be related separately to the matrix. In this
perverted case, however, the entire matrix structure falls
apart in several different ways.
The structure falls apart because the perverted
concept gives us additional definitions to deal with, over
and above the 144 building blocks that a foursquare
matrix with a 9x16 dimension is designed to
accommodate. When this is accepted, unchallenged by
further discoveries, the very symbolism would become
meaningless that Mary Baker Eddy has incorporated into
the Cross and Crown seal that she placed on the front
cover of every one of her works. As described in Volume
3, the Crown in Christ and Christmas represents in
metaphor the dimension of 9 and 16, which describes
the 9x16 dimension of the matrix for which 144 building
blocks, or Glossary definitions, are needed to define it.
If we look at the dual definitions in such a manner that
more definitions are recognized, the entire symbolism
becomes meaningless. This, of course, would be the case
when the connecting link between the first and second
row is not brought within the range of perception. In
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this case the definition of "burial" would not be regarded
as a description of the multifaceted outcome of a
singularity that reflects a certain aspect of the absolute
domain, but would be seen as descriptions of processes
that get us there. One would see multiple processes.
Now, if this erroneous perception were adapted, one
would also fail to recognize one of the five unique types
of dual definitions, the type which allows no separation
of an apparent duality. In this case, one would recognize
only four types of dual definitions to exist in Mary Baker
Eddy's Glossary, rather than the five that have been
recognized. Now, with fifth type thus being eliminated,
a vital aspect of the symbolism of the crown in the Cross
and Crown seal, has been made meaningless. It appears
that Mary Baker Eddy has recognized this possibility,
for which she may have redesigned her seal in a manner
that this vital feature becomes strongly emphasized. If
we look at the modern seal, we find a five pointed crown.
All this point to the important fact that the basic
foursquare matrix incorporates two structures - one to
be owned by humanity, and another that is owned by
God - and that the two structures exist not in isolation
from each other, but are strongly interlinked. The
Glossary definitions for the term, Burial, and likewise
for the term, Euphrates, stand at the center of this
linkage. They are our link to the fourth dimension, of
Spirit, by describing its effect upon human experience.
The dual definition of Euphrates indicates to us the
multifaceted uplifting effect of the singularity of infinity
or divine Spirit, manifest as Science in its highest form.
Mary Baker Eddy gives no hints anywhere in her
writings that one can step forward to a still higher
dimension than what she called the fourth dimension,
of Spirit, nor can one find a logical reason for one
wanting to do so. The question becomes imperative, at
this point: does this impose a limit upon the limitless?
Does the forth dimension, of Spirit, represent the
ultimate limit beyond which one cannot go? The answer
must be in the negative. It doesn't limit anything. It
represents in its design an open doorway to infinity itself.
It represents not a limit, but the end of all limits and
limitations. Nor is it alone in this. Every aspect that is
related to the matrix Foursquare structure opens thought
to infinity. This is built into the nature of the matrix
structure. In fact, the entire book series that this book
is a part of has been designed to comply with the
dynamics of this structure. In Appendix i, Figure 2, the
nine volumes of the book series on discovering infinity
are brought into relationship with the basic nature of
the matrix. We have the four rows and the four columns
represented, and a central focal point that everything
leads towards.
As noted in previous volumes the flow in this
structure is from the outside towards the center, from

the unmanifest towards the manifest, and from there to
the center, which thereby becomes enormously enriched.
This enrichment is then reflected outwardly into all four
directions, Northward, Eastward, Southward, and
Westward. This outflow has no limits. Therefore, with
Volume 6b, the series may end, though the process of
unfolding has no end in itself. Its effect is sure to expand
into all possible directions.
Volume 6b has been given largely a political focus
for this reason, for it is there where the effect of
scientific and spiritual unfolding must ultimately be felt.
To the degree that it transforms this scene, civilization
becomes uplifted. If it does not transform this scene,
civilization is doomed to collapse into poverty,
impotence, and an homogenous sea of insanity.
The transformation of policies by which the
nations of the earth govern themselves, yea, by which
the nation-states were created that enable people to
govern themselves, determine the collective future that
all people share. If spirituality determines the shape of
these policies, as was the case during the great periods
of renaissance, a rich future lies ahead which sets up a
stage for advanced spiritual discoveries and endless
progression. If, however, mankind's spirituality is
sufficiently kept in the background, then spirituality will
have no guiding influence on the shape of the policies
that effect human existence more deeply than all other
factors combined. Consequently, a new dark age may
creep upon humanity that promises to be darker than
the darkest in its past.
Mary Baker Eddy symbolically highlighted this
final frontier in which infinite Spirit finds its fullest
reflection, by creating the Christian Science Monitor.
The launching of the Monitor was her final contribution
for the advance of humanity. Ironically, the underlying
structure for scientific and spiritual development that
is essential for the role the Monitor to be fulfilled, could
not have been presented by her at her time, and so it
remained hidden. This was evidently not her choice, but
a choice that was imposed upon her by the decaying
world environment in which the spirit of the Renaissance
had been defeated and new counterforces to spirituality
were fast gaining mankind's attention.
It is interesting to note the unyielding discipline
that Mary Baker Eddy had exercised as she kept the
greatest of her achievements wrapped in silence for over
twenty years until she took it with her to the grave, as
it were. The world's convention is to put one's greatest
achievement on a pedestal and set it on a 'hill' for all to
see. Evidently, Mary Baker Eddy understood that this
course was not an option in her case. She evidently knew
that by promoting it, it would become lost. It would
have been but faintly understood, and this only by a
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few, if it would have been understood at all. Most
certainly, it would not have been subjected to further
development. Over the years it would have become but
another icon of Mary Baker Eddyism and so be rendered
as a useless relic of the past. Thus, the greatest of her
achievements would have died for all practical purposes
long before it would have produced any positive effects.
When she speaks of that higher dimension that lies
above the line, plane, and height of Science, above the
conventional dimensions, she appears to point to an
aspect that brings all the lower dimensions to light and
gives them vitality. But what, specifically, is this higher
dimension? One cannot describe it as Science, because
science is an aspect of the lower dimensions that opens
the mental gate to the infinite. Science, itself, is not
found in the absolute realm.
The problem with Science is, that it is impotent
by itself. Mankind has pursued numerous avenues of
science, and yet it has not been able to raise itself by
these out of the abyss that gave mankind centuries of
war and long periods of economic self-destruction.
Science can open the door to a higher dimension only
when the desire and determination exists to advance the
leading edge of civilization in this direction. Instead of
doing this, however, science has become reshaped in
recent years to justify regression, rather than
development; to justify conservatism and austerity,
rather than the realization of mankind's potential; to
justify depopulation, rather than the creation of
advanced infrastructures for living. In other words,
science is not a constituent element of the absolute
domain. It can be the highest element in the
development of human thought towards the infinite, but
in the absolute domain of infinite Spirit and infinite
Mind, the concept of science has no meaning. It is
meaningful for human development, but its has no
meaning in the absolute sense. Science is not its own
driver, it merely reflects the motions of infinite Mind
to the degree these motions are accepted.
Let me illustrate. At the present time mankind is
facing the most severe long term energy crisis in its entire
history as oil reserves begin to dwindle. At the same
time, the prevailing scientific arguments are centered
on shutting down civilization instead of developing new
and greater energy resources, such as nuclear power. If
today's scientific thrust would reflect the higher
dimension, the dimension where mankind stands face
to face with infinity, the planet's dwindling oil reserves
would cause it no concern. If this type of spiritual focus
of scientific development had been maintained after
Plato, the world would be so highly developed today
that oil would have become obsolete long ago as an
energy resource, and the intervening dark ages that nearly
destroyed civilization would not have occurred. In this
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case we might have stood on the moon long before
Columbus discovered America. In 230 B.C. it was
common knowledge that the earth is a sphere. Even the
size of the sphere was accurate calculated. Moreover,
Egypt had sent out an expedition to circumnavigate the
globe to prove this point. Cave drawings prove that this
expedition made its way to the west coast of South
America. Imagine what could have been achieved had
this scientific advance not been wiped by the insanity
of the Roman Empire that brought a thousand years of
darkness upon the world.
The point of progress that could have been
achieved, of course, can still be reached today, should
anyone care to desire it. It is even still possible to step
beyond today's dependency on 'primitive' energy
resources, such as oil, and create an energy rich future
based unlimited resources for nuclear fission energy, and
supersede even this resource with the development of
advanced fusion energy production.
In this, we have the interaction defined by which
spirituality, that reflects the infinite, manifests itself in
the human domain. This is the principle by which
mankind has lived since its beginning, by which advanced
technologies have provided for mankind's expanding
needs. The same would naturally continue to happen,
brining on line the infinite resources of nuclear power,
if this development were not blocked by processes of
induced insanity. At the present time, this insanity is
unfolding, which shows a break in the link between
infinite Spirit and mankind's spirituality. Under the
name of science, so-called, many vital development tasks
that are essential for mankind's existence in the decades
ahead, are being sabotaged by all means possible, in order
that decadent power structures can be maintained by
which humanity is looted for the profit of a few. Thus,
science, being unhooked from infinity, becomes misused
as an instrument for the advancement of death. The
types of this misuse of science are many, and are too
numerous to be listed here. Some of the misuses of
science are actually criminally stupid.
One such criminal abuse of science is found in
economics. Mankind has been convinced by conservative
science that human existence is totally circumscribed
by limitations that no one can avoid. Thus, it is taught
to cut itself loose from production oriented economics
and set itself adrift on the wild-waters of market forces
and speculative processes which override all that which
is fundamental to social stability and spiritual growth.
The so-called market forces, naturally, drive humanity
into impotence as they cannot provide the substance
that is required to fulfill mankind's advanced
development needs. Instead, they demand and take
profits where nothing has been created to earn profits.
Thereby society steals from itself and will collapse its
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civilization according to this type of entropic process
where everything winds down to zero, which is already
very far advanced.
A new platform needs to be erected that operates
on a level above primitive economics, above greed
oriented financing that grinds the human scene into
poverty. A higher dimension is required that resets the
stage on a foundation where sanity is reflected in infinity
oriented science.
In the case of the dwindling world oil supply, the
facts are well known that this energy resource is
hopelessly limited. It is also fully known that advanced
technologies in oil production can bridge the developing
shortfall only for a season. The problem that endangers
humanity in the long run is the kind of apathy by which
mankind refuses to live in the real world, by which it
refuses to acknowledge the existing link between science
and infinity which links human development with the
reflective structure of the fourth dimension, of Spirit.
Rather than addressing the developing energy
shortfall in a timely fashion, the world is filled with
hysteric cries, today, from environmental organizations
that literally scare humanity into committing itself to a
long cold winter of energy deficient existence. On this
unnatural platform of artificially engineered poverty the
advanced energy systems for the future simply cannot
be developed and the existing systems are fast becoming
destroyed.
For instance, the Global Warming advocates
proclaim that fossil fuel generated CO2 gases, if our
present type of energy production were to continue,
would raise the world's temperature by 3 degrees over
the next hundred years, which would melt the polar ice
caps, raise the ocean levels by several meters, and flood
all low lying areas around the world. Now, what insanity
drives this kind of science? Let us assume that the
warming prediction are true, (which they are not, as
there exists no substantiating long term evidence for it)
would such warming imply a catastrophe? Certainly not.
If the last 100 years of the world's industrial revolution
have not produced any measurable global warming,
another 30 years of the same won't alter the global
picture. Indeed, mankind should count itself lucky if
the world's fossil fuels last that long. They certainly
won't last for centuries upon centuries as the scare
stories would have it. While there exists no evidence in
support of the Global Warming mythology, there exists
substantial evidence that a global cooling trend has
begun. In fact, the world is facing the onset of another
ice age. The end of present 11,000 year interglacial
period is theoretically already overdue. The phase change
of the global thermal system may have already begun.

The reason that fundamental scientific facts are
pushed into the background to be overruled by
mythologies, etc., reflects the declining dimension of
science in human existence. Science has been reduced
to the cruder dimension where truth becomes displaced
by mythology, by which the higher dimensions have
become lost.
The calling card of today's prevailing (wrongly
called) science is, that it is getting more absurd, and more
deadly for humanity, while the various power brokers
that drive the devolution of science profit from the
game. It is obvious that the higher dimensions of reality
must be explored with the most dedicated devotion to
the truth, by which all lower dimensions become more
meaningful and productive for mankind.
Dante had made a pioneering attempt to change a
similar trend at his time. He focused on a higher
dimension than that which was recognized at his time,
a dimension that exists above the conventional. We find
this exploration documented in his work "Paradiso"
which is the final part of his trilogy the "Commedia" or
"Divine Comedy." This part is also the most metaphoric
of the three. In this work Dante speaks about the "music
of the spheres," and, then, explores such dimensions as
love, honor, truth, justice, beauty, and light. He made a
brave attempt at exploring the higher dimension of
reality that he understood to exist, and it was, he went
quite far with it. He hinted at the fact that the true
definition of what may be termed the "fourth dimension,
of Spirit," must be found in life and through love.
Dante also pioneered the idea that one can
profitably explore this higher dimension and determine
to a large extend what the fundamental nature of this
higher dimension must be. Nonetheless, his explorations
were but a faint beginning compared to what developed
along this line 650 years later through the discoveries
by Mary Baker Eddy.
Considering the vast complexities of spiritual ideas
and their scientific interrelationship, as they have been
outlined by Mary Baker Eddy, Dante's work comes to
light as merely an introduction to the theme. Here the
question arises: What are we going to do with these vast
complexities that far supersede the vision of even some
of history's brightest pioneers? What practical value do
the higher complexities have? How do we live with
them? Where is the proof of the pudding?
Oh, you may answer that we live in an age in which
no one expects positive results anymore, where failure
are common. The trend in modern times has been that
people feel more and more impotent. Even the
democratic process of electing governments has become
a joke, as only half of the eligible voters bother to
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register, and this in the leading democracies, and only
half of those who are registered bother to turn out on
the day of voting, so that governments become selected
on the strength of no more than 15% of the popular vote.
In other words, many people regard the whole
democratic process as but a useless exercise. It appears
as though people have withdrawn themselves from the
reality that underlies their existence and have chosen
to live in a lower dimension, the mythical artificial world
of imaginary cyberspace.

The Malaysian Monkey Trap, as it is called, of
course, comes in many variations, all employing the same
trick. One finds its biggest application in the financial
markets. People are self-condemned to stay in these
markets as they have failed to recognize their situation
from the vantage point of a higher dimension of
perception. They remain captivated by an illusion of
wealth that they can, collectively, never cash out. The
only way they can save themselves is to let go of the
illusions that they cling to.

In some cases the withdrawal from reality has
become an active denial. Today's financial crisis is an
excellent example. It is no longer a secret that the world
is filled to the brim with financial aggregates that have
no real cash-out value. For as long as investors manage
to steal from each other and thus reap a profit, market
values will rise even though they are not backed up by
reality. If new money isn't constantly pumped into the
market, the stolen profits will disappear and the markets
will crash. This happens whenever productive
economies, which alone produce value, do no longer
produce enough to maintain themselves, much less are
able to feed the rising financial bubbles. Then the
illusion of wealth, created by inflated market values,
ends. In this case the investors will realize that the
trillions in outstanding financial aggregates that they
own, are claims against a nonexistent source of wealth,
whereby they become valueless.

An animal acts in this fashion out of ignorance,
even though fear should alert it of the imminent danger.
Mankind, in contrast, cannot claim this excuse. Mankind
knows about the imminent dangers of its hyper-inflated
world-financial system, with values growing
exponentially while at the same time the productive
economies contract. People can see this. The human
society is not stupid. It is perfectly aware that no value
is produced outside the processes of the productive
economy, but it cannot let go of its cherished plumb of
speculative windfalls even if this threatens the
disintegration of the entire system. Mankind has been
trained to live in a monkey sphere of perception, or an
even lower dimension of intelligence. As a consequence
of this denial of reality, the people who are trapped into
this lower dimension loose the most precious they have
without ever tasting the fruit that they are grasping for.

If we lived in an environment of sanity this
differential between reality and fantasy would have been
corrected long ago. But it hasn't been corrected. To the
contrary. The reality is carefully ignored except when
it becomes too obvious, in which case it becomes
actively denied. Thus, the speculative game continues
that produces nothing except illusions and undermines
the physical platform that support's people's existence.
Some animal species act in a similar fashion.
Naturally, with animals it is hard to determine whether
they act out of conscious denial, or out of ignorance.
Some species of monkeys are captured with ease by a
process that exploits this trend. A box is constructed
with narrow slots in it, just wide enough for a monkey's
arm to pass through. Then the box it bated with the
monkeys' favorite food. The animal will grasp the food,
but will no longer be able to withdraw its hand. The
fist, holding the food, has become too large to pass
through the narrow slot. At this point the monkey's fate
is sealed. The monkey needs to drop the bait and run to
save its life, but it can't. The higher dimension of
consciousness where a larger range of facts become
examined lies beyond the animal's capability. So the
monkey looses its life without ever getting to taste what
it had risked its entire existence for.

Monkeys, of course, cannot help themselves, but
not so human beings who are the brightest 'star' in the
unfolding of life - endowed with a grand and most
capable intellect that sets the human being apart from
any other species on the planet.
The prevailing failure to act wisely seems to
indicate that a portion of the highest dimension of
mankind has been eroded, or that it is actively denied,
that it needs to be specifically reclaimed. This may be
the dimension that Mary Baker Eddy had in mind when
she presented the proposition of the existence of a
"fourth dimension, of Spirit."
The just presented examples of society's failures,
of course, lay still far in the future when Mary Baker
Eddy referred to that "fourth dimension, of Spirit." Still,
she understood the principle, and the consequences that
arise from ignoring this principle, neither of which the
public was ready to deal with. This may also have been
the reason why her development structure that opens
the door to the higher dimension could not be
announced to the world; why it had to remain obscured
until it was brought to light through mankind's own
processes of discovery. It may also have been obscured
for the simple fact that the world was not ready to deal
with the power that this structure has the potential to
unleash.
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Just imagine the vast potential that lies at
mankind's feet right now, financially and economically.
The vast developments that are going on in China merely
hint at what man is truly capable off in terms of
development. The principle of infinite economics
(introduced in Volume 1a), powered by the vast
resources of nuclear energy and advanced technology,
have the potential to 'open the doors of heaven' for
humanity and pour forth a blessing that there may not
be room enough to receive it. Mankind's potential to
generate new resources appears to be always many times
greater than the human need, unless it is being denied.
Here, we begin to touch upon a whole new dimension,
indeed.
Like Mary Baker Eddy's outline for her structure
for scientific development had remained hidden, the
infinite potential of mankind remains also largely
unrecognized and unacknowledged! The two appear to
be linked. If mankind's true potential becomes realized
the whole world becomes transformed with riches that
even the most daring visionaries fail to grasp at the
present. This is evident by the fact that no one speaks
about them, even in the realm of science fiction.
However, for this potential to be realized, it appears
essential that organized structures for scientific
development become established as supporting spiritual
infrastructures.

Touching Infinity
The "fourth dimension, of Spirit,"*2 is the
dimension of infinity. It cannot be anything else. Infinity
is the final frontier. The final frontier isn't space, nuclear
science, oceanography. It is divine Science that get us
to the portal where we stand face to face with infinity,
the divine nature, and the true identity of man, - even
the true idea of God - and were we step beyond that
portal and find our home in infinity.
Divine Science is an essential element of every step
of real progress that humanity ever made. It is the
foundation of every creative unfolding, although this is
rarely acknowledged. In divine Science we deal with the
most fundamental elements that underlie the entire
human dimension. One of these is infinity. In real terms,
there is no final frontier. Perhaps it is in this where we
find the most profound meaning of infinity.

Sadly, the dimension of infinity is countered in
thought by the human belief in finity. Finity is the
opposite of infinity. It is finite and terminal, and so is
everything facet of life that is encumbered by it. By it
life itself becomes terminal and death a reality. This
points to the infinite distance that separated Christ's
Jesus' perception and experience from mankind's limited
sense of itself. Paul, the Apostle, evidently glimpsed
something of that larger dimension of reality that he
beheld reflected in Jesus' life and deeds. "O death, where
is sting?" he is quoted to have said; "Oh grave, where is
thy victory?" Few people, today, would share this
sentiment; and this is not surprising. The modern society
has regressed into a state of impotency and accepted
limits which literally threaten to terminate civilization,
opening the gates to the hell of a new dark age.
Nevertheless, humanity has made some faint
progress in dealing with the problem of binding itself
to finity. Technologies have been developed that enable
us to stand upon the stars and view our world from a
new and higher perspective. This type of progress has
been encompassing all fields.
We can find it in politics. Here, political policies
have been developed that have enabled a nation to pull
itself out of the deepest cultural and economic
depression. This was done by policies of political
association and self-recognition that created the
framework for the most prosperous nations on the
planet. An example of this is found in the case of the
USA in its first century of existence, as well as in the
case of China, today.
In medicine, too, we find the same kind of
advances. New medical procedures have made it possible
to give a needy person a new heart, lung, or whatever.
Medical technologies can literally rebuild a human being.
Likewise in physics, mankind has made scientific
discoveries that have changed the world with the same
type of beneficial effect that arise from opening
ourselves to the domain of infinity. Nuclear physics, in
this department of dealing with finity, has put at man's
feet boundless physical energies with which to power
its economies and all the processes that will ever be
required for human living for millions of centuries to
come. Nuclear power is coming to light as an
inexhaustible resource.
None of the above mentioned advanced steps
would have been possible without mankind taking up,
at least to some degree, the fundamental challenge of
dealing with its belief in limitation. In fact some of the
results from aggressively dealing with these beliefs have
been monumental.
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If you would have stepped off an airplane in Beijing
20 years ago, and on your ride to town, passing ox carts,
you were told by your host that this nation would build
itself a modern infrastructure, that it would commit
itself to revolutionize its transportation systems, that it
would create hundreds of new cities, control its rivers,
and with the aid of these turn vast desserts into fruitful
fields, you would have laughed. Today, all this is
happening. The full extend of the goals, of course, will
not be reached for some decades to come, but the
building has started. It has turned China into the largest
construction site on the planet while the rest of the
world is collapsing itself into poverty. In China, people
have begun to deal with their belief in limitation, and
this breakthrough is taking on concrete form.
In a very real way, all of this progress is the
outcome of divine Science. Divine Science is not a thing
specific to religion, or even a specific religion. It is a
thing that is native to universal humanity, or as Mary
Baker Eddy has put it, it is "encompassing the universe
and man." She also described it as "the true idea of God."
This concept has even become a central element
at the leading edge in modern politics. The American
Statesman and economist, Lyndon LaRouche states
bluntly, that unless it becomes acknowledged that "man
is created in the image of God," and unless this
acknowledgement underlies a nation's policy structures
and their objectives, even that of all nations, humanity
will destroy itself by the inevitable consequences of its
b e l i e f i n l i m i t a t i o n a n d i m p o t e n c y . A n d Ly n d o n
LaRouche does more then just talk. He is currently
fighting a war for making this fact more universally
understood as a means for averting the dangers of the
greatest financial collapse in history that has begun
throughout the world, that threatens to bankrupt and
disintegrate the entire world-financial system, and with
it the state of civilization that has become essential for
the physical existence of most of humanity.
More than a hundred years ago Mary Baker Eddy
challenged mankind to deal with its belief in limitation.
This challenge is incorporated in one of the major
elements of the Glossary of her most profound work,
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, which
holds the most major element of building blocks for a
structure for scientific development that she outlined
in the book, but had never directly presented.
The topic of mankind's belief in limitation is
focused on by her with her definition for the term
Euphrates. The river Euphrates is one of the four rivers
described in Genesis II. In her Glossary to the textbook
these four rivers stand in metaphor for the four
fundamental aspects that define humanity: Its ability to
create and appreciate beauty and culture; its ability to
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honor and respect; its ability to overcome beliefs in
limitation; and its ability to govern and enrich its
existence by the recognition and application of the laws
of the universe.
It appears that the most difficult one of these
aspects to deal with, is mankind's ability to overcome
its belief in limitation. The belief creates boundaries
beyond which those who are bound by the belief, cannot
move. The encumbered person appears to be boxed in
by limitations. However, once the shifts in consciousness
occur by which the boundaries are overcome, great
freedoms are being realized.
It may be useful to note at this point that the shifts
that break down barriers, as far as history has shown, do
not occur in the manner of a linear progression. An
example of this is found in Mary Baker Eddy's own life.
Mary Baker has been of ill health for decades in her early
years, and although she was a dedicated student of the
Bible from childhood on, her health problems were not
healed by her studying until that profound overturning
in consciousness took place by which she was totally
healed. And this occurred in the space of a moment.
Christian Science healing occurs mostly in this manner,
often spontaneously.
The same type of process can also be observed on
the larger scale of world history. The unfolding of the
Renaissance in the 15th century is such an example. For
many centuries, up to the middle of the 14th century,
nearly all people on possibly all continents, lived
miserable primitive lives as serves, slaves, or worse.
Their very existence was 'owned' as property by the
various rulers who ruled during the dark ages. All this
changed when certain young boys, who copied
manuscripts in monasteries, suddenly rediscovered the
thinking of Plato, and discovered in this manner the
process of discovery. Out of the success story a type of
public education system was created, called the
"Brotherhood of the Common Life" that had the effect
to create for the mind a new horizon, which in turn
created quite a few geniuses. These were the forces that
laid the foundation for the Golden Renaissance which
became the greatest period of scientific, cultural, social,
and technological advances in all of human history.
The Renaissance cannot be said to have been the
end result of a linear progression. It spread like an
explosion. A profound universal shift in consciousness
had caused a discontinuity, a quantum jump as it were,
by which a new universe was created. The old was left
behind as irrelevant.
Mary Baker Eddy's definition of Euphrates is one
of the cornerstones of the scientific development
structure that she has outlined in several of her works,
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with which she established a scientific platform for a
new Renaissance. The concept of Euphrates also presents
a paradox.
Mary Baker Eddy's definition for the term
Euphrates is presented in the form of a double definition
that is divided into two sentences which speak about
two separate aspects of a common theme. The first
sentence of the definition of Euphrates speaks about
divine Science, the true idea of God, and the glory which
is to come. The second sentence defines Euphrates as "a
type of mortal thought... the only error of which is
limitation."
The question now is this: Does the dual definition
of Euphrates present us with two diverse aspects; one
of a lower nature, and one of a higher nature, or do we
deal with a single aspect that cannot be separated into
two parts, in spite of the apparent duality? A case can
be made for both.
When seen as a complex single aspect, the
definition of Euphrates tells us that divine Science is
the highest form of science possible, a science that
operates within the confines of mortal thought but deals
with humanity's most important frontier where it
challenges its belief in limitation. The concept of
Euphrates tells us that divine Science is the science that
presents the true idea of God, and therefore, by its nature
as a science, encompasses all there is, the universe and
man.
The opposite case that one can make, is the case
where the definition is understood as intended to be
split in two. In this case the term Euphrates deemed to
represent two separate domains that stand apart from
each other and correspond to a perceived lower and
higher context. Divine Science, as the higher context,
becomes a domain that lies outside and above the area
of mortal thought. In other words this science has
nothing to do with mankind's final frontier, but focuses
on something still higher, such as, immortality and Love.
Indeed, this connection is documented.
A friend had pointed this out. He discovered a
passage that indirectly defines divine Science as
"immortality and Love." The passage is a part of the
definition of Veil: *3
At first glance it is tempting to perceive the dual
definition of Euphrates as two separate aspects that are
vertically separated, because if they were, the lower of
these separated definitions would then be the only
definition in the Glossary that deals directly with
situations where mankind's only error is a belief in
limitation, which is one of the chief errors that presently
limits humanity. The friend pointed out that even the

directors of the Christian Science church are tightly
bound by this belief, to rigid position beyond which they
cannot move. He notes that everything in this church is
bound to faith in Christian Science. By this, the door to
scientific development is closed. Nothing moves, nothing
happens, and the slightest invitation to move
scientifically is met with coldness and stubbornness. At
least, this was his experience.
The same happens in politics, too, on a much larger
scale. In spite of the chaotic breakdown of the worldfinancial system that is presently sending millions of
people to their death each year, every move to change
the system that is causing this enormous destruction is
met with terror, persecution, coldness, and stubbornness.
The "religious" priesthood, of whatever type it may
be, cannot relent from its dogmatism because it is limited
by the dogmatic beliefs that it regards as final. The
oligarch, too, cannot relent from his dogmatism by means
of which he is looting society. The oligarchy is bound
to these limits according to long held belief, by which
the oligarchy regards itself as being incapable of
generating its own resources for living in a creative and
productive manner. Consequently it steals, and must
pursue this course with all its might.
Likewise the speculator. The speculator cannot
relent from stealing by clever fraudulent schemes,
because those trapped in this type of system see
themselves as being incapable of earning a living in an
honest manner. And so the list goes on.
It should seem important, for these reasons, that
the fallacy of self-limitation becomes emphasized on the
matrix of the structure as a unique definition by having
it stand separate from divine Science. The question now
arises whether this is a correct rendering.
Indeed it might seem logical to do this in order
that one might show the path of progression from a
problem bound state of consciousness, towards a
freedom centered state of consciousness. Except, this
may not be the spiritual universe is organized. It might
be correct if human progress always unfolded in the
manner of linear progressions. But this is not what can
be observed in real life. Most progress occurs in quantum
jumps that are so profound that they can be recognized
as a discontinuity of what was going on before.
Discontinuities are the kind of events when sicknesses
give way to health, when characters are changed, when
dark ages yield to the brightness of a renaissance, when
new ideas dawn that enables processes that open the
door to achievements that have never before been
deemed possible.
Before the discontinuities occur, however, people
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remain bound by the axioms of their beliefs. The danger
of regarding the domain of science as a isolated entity,
lies in the fact that by such separation humanity would
isolate itself from its motivator that brings about the
developmental dynamism. This is precisely the rut
humanity has worked itself into at the present time.
Everything that is essential for the advance of civilization
has been isolated and let go. The consequence is that
civilization is in a state of collapse. Without divine
Science interacting with the human belief in limitation,
the belief remains as fixed so that development cannot,
and does not, occur.
It is man's advancing discovery of the idea of God
that reflects itself on the image of man more than any
other factor in the universe. History shows clearly that
it is precisely this factor that causes the essential
movements on the mental front. These movements occur
not because a people's beliefs in limitation are somehow
subdued by better and better beliefs, as in a linear
progression. All the revolutionary advances in history
have occurred when new insights into fundamental
principles have caused radical changes in capability at
the human level. The result always has been that never
before realized freedoms suddenly unfold. This, of
course, can happen only when the two definitions of
Euphrates are not separated, when Science and the
human dimension remained locked to each other by
which the only true concept of Science unfolds. The
quantum jumps that unfold new stages of renaissance
cannot happen on any other basis.
There are two approaches possible in exploring
Mary Baker Eddy's structure for scientific development.
One is to focus on linear development, the other is to
focus on the kind of discontinuous jumps in perception
that cause transitions between totally different states
of perception. The author's work has been focused on
exploring the discontinuities in human development,
right from the beginning, which sets this work apart from
other works in this field.
Still, the question remains: Is the basic premise
correct upon which the work has been built? Is linear
development the primary factor in human development,
or is discontinuous progression the primary law of the
universe? These questions must be explored.
So, what about linear development, is it an
essential aspect of human existence? No answer is given
here. It is the reader's task to find the answer. The very
emergence of man on the planet points to the primacy
of discontinuous progression. Darwin argues for linear
progression. The emergence of man, however, represents
a quantum leap in the development of life that puts
man into a category of intelligence and capability that
no other species can match, even remotely. Darwin
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suggests that the apes are the ancestors of man, but why
have the apes remained apes, and not achieved a similar
scientific and technological capability? In this regard,
man represents a profound breakthrough in the
unfolding of life, a breakout as it were, from the
traditional process, a quantum jump in the creative selfdevelopment of life. Man, literally, was created, or selfcreated from the basis of an infinite resource - the richest
resource in the universe - that of an intelligent intellect.
This is not intended to belittle other expressions of life.
The universe is filled with spiritual beings that reflect
the intelligence and integrity of the Mind of the
Universe, or infinite Mind, an aspect of God. Man is
merely the fullest expression thereof, although much of
it has become lost, and much has not yet been fully
realized. Nevertheless, in the creative self-development
of life, man represents a quantum jump in progression.
Man can therefore be understood as having been created
in the image of God, as the fullest reflection of God's
nature and being that has so far unfolded. All life exists
in complete oneness with God, the difference lies in
what we are able to realize of. Christ Jesus was a master
of this realization. He said plainly: "I and my Father are
one."*4 and proved the essence of it with his healing
work.
Nearly all of the profound developments of human
progress have their root in some form of a break through
recognition that man is created in the image of God and
is endowed with a creative intellect that enables the
species to overcome limitations upon limitations and
thereby determine its own history. The Golden
Renaissance, for instance, unfolded on the basis of this
very recognition. Today's new renaissance in China has
similar roots, in that this nation's cultural history of
Confucian ideology unfolded almost in parallel with
Christianity.
The concept of a universal God is native to nearly
all religions, though with a great diversity in meaning.
Traditionally, that pattern has been that whichever
society found the tallest image for itself in the reflection
of its supreme being, or universal source, or boundless
base, has also been the most culturally advanced and
the richest socially and economically. Break-through
discoveries in divine Science, especially in respect to
dealing with human beliefs in limitation have always
been the driving force behind the changes that have
uplifted civilization. In other words it is the effect of
science on human consciousness that causes
discontinuous breakouts from long accepted barriers or
limits. For this reason the dual definition of Euphrates
cannot be split into two parts as a shallow perception
of the principle underlying the various types of dual
definitions would cause one to do.
Mankind may make rules for itself, but these rules
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must be molded to reflect the fundamental principles
of reality. The rules about dual definitions must reflect
this. If there existed but a single type of dual definition
to define a certain concept, the rules would be simple.
But reality is more complex. It stands to Mary Baker
Eddy's credit as a great scientist that she presented
examples of a wide range of different types of dual
definitions that must be understood by the fundamental
principle involved, without which the defined concept
cannot be correctly understood.
It was tempting at first to recognize only one type
of dual definition, and from this basis to treat them all
alike. Mary Baker Eddy highlights an existing duality
with the use of two sentences in defining a term, which
often give contrasting meanings for the term. When one
deals with this type of duality the individual definitions
need to be separately regarded, and their concept be
separately represented on the matrix. Contrasting dual
definitions, therefore, must have their pairs vertically
separated so that the dually defined term can be
perceived as having opposite meanings, as in the case of
Zeal. The term Zeal is defined by Mary Baker Eddy as:
"The reflected animation of Life, Truth, and Love." This
gives us one meaning. Then, in the next sentence the
term is defined a second time with a totally opposite
meaning, as: "Blind enthusiasm; mortal will." These two
concepts of ZEAL reflect opposite states which are
clearly distinct from each other. The Glossary of Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures contains a number
of such contrasting dual definitions that are represented
on the matrix vertically separated.
But there exist also types of dualities that are not
that simple. In the "fourth dimension, of Spirit" one must
become sensitive to the principle involved in all things.
As far as the Glossary terms are concerned, one can
recognize no less than five different types of dual
definitions there, each representing different principles
and different imperatives for representation.
For instance, one can recognize a type were the
dual concepts need to be horizontally separated, rather
than vertically. This horizontal separation happens when
there is no contrast defined, when the duality is such
that the defined term applies to two distinct domains
at the same level. One, for instance, may apply to the
private domain of one's innermost self-identification,
like the first definition of Adam does, while the same
term, when seen in a different context, can have a totally
different meaning. The definition of Adam incorporates
this principle. The first definition of Adam incorporates
all the lies about the nature of man, while the second
definition that follows deals with the Adamic lies about
God. This type of dual definition is quite rare in the
Glossary, but it is not in real life.

One can also recognize a type of dual definition in
which the various aspects are all contributory elements
which, together, define a single concept. In this case the
the two parts cannot be separated from the whole. Any
attempt to do this would destroy the meaning of what
the term stands for. The definition of "Euphrates" that
has been focused on previously, is an example of this
type. Another example is Mary Baker Eddy's definition
of "Burial."
The definition of "Burial" is made up of two parts,
separated by a period. One of the parts describes the
concept of "burial" as "mortal and corporeal sense put
out of sight and hearing...." The other part describes the
concept of "burial" as "submergence in Spirit;
immortality brought to light."
At first glance it would appear that the two parts
must be set apart from each other and be understood
separately, as one would do for contrasting pairs. Except,
what will be the end-result if we do regard these two
particular parts in isolation? Do we have a different
principle involved with this duality? One part defines a
state of consciousness that attempts to gain spirituality
by physical deprivation (corporeality and physical sense
put out of sight and hearing). Countless people have
indeed attempted this. They have shut themselves up
into narrow celled monasteries in order to gain
spirituality. But has this "burial" revolutionized thinking
and brought about a new renaissance? The answer is,
No. With like intensity, people have delved into books
of spiritual teachings without gaining anything by the
process. The burial of defective axioms cannot be
achieved in this manner. Instead, the "burial" results
from a quantum shift in consciousness that manifests
itself, inevitably, in the burial of old axioms. Mary Baker
Eddy presents two examples of how the process
manifests itself.
Is Mary Baker Eddy telling us, indirectly, that
unless one sees both parts manifested, there is no real
"burial" going on? If any shift in consciousness is
profoundly spiritual it will necessarily manifest itself in
a type of consciousness to which mortal and corporeal
sense is put out site and hearing, while thought is
submerged into spirit and immortality is coming to light.
The two aspects are inherent parts of a single
phenomenon. In other words, it is simply impossible to
look at either of the two phenomena in isolation and
gain from this view a correct concept of "burial."
One should expect that a scientific explorer, like
Mary Baker Eddy, would include into the Glossary of
her textbook all the possible types of dual definitions
that exist, of which there are at least five. Three of these
have so far been pointed out. The fourth type is even
more unique than the previous three. It is a type of
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definition in which there is a contrasting duality in
concept indicated, but no period has been provided that
separates the diverse meanings into two separate
concepts. An example of this type is Mary Baker Eddy's
definition of "Temple" which defines in the same
sentence as both "...the superstructure of Truth; the
shrine of Love;" and as "a material superstructure, where
mortals congregate for worship." These two are totally
contrasting concepts that should stand apart. But why
don't they?
The reason is, that this type of dual definition is
required for a specific purpose. Any term so defined is
uniquely conditioned to serve as a starting point that is
shared by two contrasting structures. These two
contrasting structures do indeed exists within the matrix
of the structure that was outlined by Mary Baker Eddy.
In this unique case, the duality of the single definition,
then, presents a common ground for both a downward
orientation of thought, and an upwards orientation of
thought. There is a good reason for such an entry position
to be shared within a confrontational system, because
the duality indicates the types of directions of thought
that are possible, that one needs to be keenly aware of.
Thus, the duality, in its singular form of application
serves both contrasting domains at once.
The contrasting structure to which this singular
duality applies is found in the lower three rows of the
matrix. The lower three rows of the matrix can be
understood to correspond to the three stages that Mary
Baker Eddy has defined in her translation of the concept
of "mortal mind." The uppermost part of this three level
structure is defined in the textbook as "understanding,"
while the lowest is defined as "depravity." The in
between level is defined as "transitional."
In the confrontational model that defines the
mortal world corresponds to this three part transition
oriented model. The middle element of the translation
of mortal mind, of course, defines the transitional
qualities by which one can regress downwards, or
progress upwards. For this reason, the functionally
equivalent three rows of the matrix can be divided into
two equal, functionally contrasting parts. A mirrored
duality comes to light in the form of a lower and a higher
domain. The central elements of the in between row,
therefore, are all being shared by the two contrasting,
mirrored, domains. This sharing gives us a single entry
point into the translation process from which one
progress or regress. It is here where the duality of those
extremely unique dual definitions comes into play.
Although these dually defined terms stand as a single
definition, they become reflected in both the upper and
lower domain according to their duality. In the upwards
oriented context, the concept of "Temple," for instance,
can be perceived as the shrine of Love, the
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superstructure of Truth. In the downward oriented
context the same concept of 'temple' takes on a totally
different meaning where it is perceived as a material
superstructure where mortals congregate for worship.
In the matrix relationship one sees a perfect reason
why the duality of these terms cannot be divided because
they must serve the function of a dual gateway to both
the upper and the lower domains, depending on one's
point of reference. All, this, of course has already been
described in Volume 5 of the book series. It needs to be
restated, however, because of its immediate importance
to daily experiences.
A friend had alerted this author that the cover of
Mary Baker Eddy's book, "Christ and Christmas," (the
book that presents the outline of the matrix in
metaphor) contains a large, seven sided, star that is
surrounded by 56 rays of light. The significance of this
number is, that it is divisible by seven to represent the
seven days of creation. It is further significant that the
division of the three lower rows of the matrix, into the
earlier described two contrasting domains, creates a
mirrored structure that is made up of 56 definition each
(the central elements of the middle row are shared in
this counting as they serve as gateways to both domains).
The discovery provided a profound verification in
metaphor, of the dual domain confrontational structure
that had been previously recognized to exist.
Still, there remains one more unique type of dual
definition to be focused on. It is a dual definition of
absolutes that cannot be expanded. The only example
of this type to be found in the Glossary is that for the
term "SON." At first glance one would recognize a triple
definition to exist for the term, because Mary Baker
Eddy did provide three definitions for it, presented in
three separate sentences. Two of these stand in contrast
to each other, but they also have a unique relationship
to the third. The three definitions are as follows:

.1. The Son of God, the Messiah or Christ.
.2. The son of man, the offspring of the flesh."
.3. "Son of a year."

The third concept is given in quotation marks. One
can find a reference to it in an article called "Bible
Lessons," in which Mary Baker Eddy points out that in
Hebrew language a calendar month is sometimes referred
to as "son of a year."*5 She also points out that this
concept can be applied to man in both, the higher, and
the lower meaning. In this context, she presents the
phrase "son of a year" not as a third definition of the
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term, but as a modifier that applies to both the higher
and lower meaning of the term "son."
Some would disagree here, and suggest that
because the third term is presented as a separate
definition it should be regarded as such. He relates the
phrase to the Bible narrative where the Apostle says that
man has the power to become the son of God."*6 This
text may be seen to support the assumption that a third
stage is possible, a sort of in between state, between
the two absolutes. This perception, in turn suggest a
transition from a false perception of identity, to the true
perception, in the manner of a linear progression. The
problem with this reasoning is, that there exists no
evidence that a linear transition of this type has ever
occurred. If one becomes sensitive to scientific reality
involved, one will soon recognize that when dealing with
absolute concepts and in between state is not supported
by any fundamental principle. The reality of man's being
is, that man is the Son of God. This fact is reiterated
that at every Sunday Service in every Christian Science
Church throughout the world, as the statement from I.
John 3:2 is read: "Beloved, now are we the sons of God..."
There is no linear progression indicated.
In the fourth dimension, of Spirit, the underlying
Principle of all things becomes the primary factor that
must reflect itself in the perception of reality, and
consequently in the way we perceive the definition of
reality.
The temptation to perceive the "Son of a year"
definition as indicating a transitional stage is a very real
one, indeed, because this type of perception of oneself
is so much less demanding. Christ Jesus, apparently, dealt
with this temptation quite early, and thoroughly, when
he was tempted by the devil to cast himself down from
the pinnacle of the temple. It was said to him, that being
the son of God, he walk away from it unharmed. We
are told that Jesus refuted the devil as if to say: This is
not where its at - this is not what the concept of sonship
is all about. He would soon demonstrate in his healing
work, what man's divine sonship truly signifies. He
demonstrated that man is the "Son of God" in the same
sense of intricate unity in which in Hebrew texts a
month is perceived as "son of a year."
The careful differentiation between the different
types of dual definition, according to the principle
involved, has far reaching consequences for the manner
in which Mary Baker Eddy's structure for scientific
development structure is perceived, and for the
functionality of it. This difference is structurally
significant, because the primitive manner for recognizing
dual definitions, without paying heed to the underlying
principles involved, yields three extra definitions
(associated with the terms: Euphrates, burial, and son).

The consequence of this is, that one must work with a
147 element structure. Such a structure does not lend
itself to an orderly nine by sixteen matrix representation,
as does a 144 element structure. A 144 element structure
results when definitions for Euphrates, burial, and son
are treated according to the demands of the principle
involved.
If the three additional elements from the shallow
perception were to be included a totally different
interrelationship geometry would result. A matrix
structure that combines 147 elements in a sixteen
element framework, is inherently complex, while a 144
element structure is naturally related to a four by four
matrix that is intended to represent the city foursquare.
It should be recognized here that the factors 12
and 144 are directly a part of the biblical narrative
describing the City Foursquare. And it should also be
noted that the number 144 is unique in a numerical sense
in that it is divisible by both 12 and sixteen (12x12=144
and 9x16=144). Since all these factors have an important
relationship to the structure that Mary Baker Eddy has
outlined, one must assume that she did not provide 147
building blocks for it, but 144 of them as one can indeed
find when the various types of dual definitions are
correctly recognized.
A 144 element structure, related to a four by four
matrix, is not only profoundly simple and orderly - and
order is an aspect of Principle - it is also a very unique
structure. With 144 elements available for the total
structure, each of the sixteen main elements of the
structure that represents the City Foursquare, contains
a substructure that is made up of nine sub-element. If
four of these sub-elements are seen to represent the
function of the four rows of the matrix, and four more
are seen to represent the four columns, the basic design
of the matrix is being reflected within each element.
This leaves one sub-element remaining to take on the
role of a central identifier or theme.
All this put together adds up to 144. With the dual
definitions perceived as stated above, the Glossary of
Science and Health wit Key to the Scriptures contains
no only 144 definitions, but it contains also the exact
mix of the various types that is required to completely
fulfill the requirements of the matrix.
The end result is a structure that reflects the
q u a l i t i e s o f p r i n c i p l e , s u c h a s o r d e r, b e a u t y ,
functionality, simplicity, and power. Nothing more needs
to be added. It only needs to be understood. One aid for
understanding is found in metaphoric form in Mary
Baker Eddy's book, Christ and Christmas. But even here,
the 144 dimension is further indicated (in metaphor) as
a symbol of completeness, in the last illustration in this
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book. It is found incorporated into the design of a crown
that displays nine jewels in the frontal view, but when
seen in total, contains sixteen jewels overall. It is hard
to regard this specific metaphor as irrelevant.
Another principle that has been focused on at the
fundamental level of working with Mary Baker Eddy's
outline for the structure is fidelity. There was a time
when the sequential ordering of the columns of the
matrix seemed illogical as defined by Mary Baker Eddy.
So, the ordering was changed for the sake of exploration,
with what seemed to be a better design. But, soon, it
became apparent that the sequence presented by Mary
Baker Eddy in her description of the city foursquare,
would have to be used without alterations for the total
design to be logical. The determination to be totally
faithful to Mary Baker Eddy's design to the minutest
detail totally changed the functional characteristic of
the matrix into something complete and orderly that
no other design can accomplish.
It is plainly evident that Mary Baker Eddy was a
scientist and not a philosopher. When science guides
human activities the created aspects lock together into
something complete, seamless, and whole, but open to
infinity. The author's work has been at times be referred
to as a philosophy. But this hardly describes this work.
What has been presented in this series has none of the
features of a philosophy. In fact, in the "fourth
dimension, of Spirit," were Principle and its infinite
unfolding becomes a prime focal point, the very idea of
a philosophy is out of place. What sets works of
philosophy apart from scientific works is the factor of
openness to the infinite range of thought and its
expression that is inherent in infinite Mind. This is the
frontier that divine Science explores. Philosophies, on
the other hand, tend to be dogmatic. They describe a
fixed view of reality that is paraded as rigidly final and
finite. Thus, by their very design, they present
themselves as a closed door to further progress. Works
of this type match closely works of religious dogmatism,
all of which (in their diversity) pretend to offer the final
solution or absolute truth. They tell the reader that it is
not possible go further than what they present, to
discover more, to gain a clearer view of humanity. In
the shadow of such dogmatism, and there is a lot of this
around, progress does literally end. Indeed, why should
anyone bother to search deeper when the absolute is
deemed to have been attained and is offered for sale or
for free?
Still, it is tempting to label a scientific work
philosophic, and a philosophic work scientific. The real
distinction, of course, is not defined by labels that people
attach, but by the proof of the pudding. Some people
present their designs as the perfect structure, even an
absolute design, and tolerate no deviation. This kind of
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dogmatism, of course, not only closes the door to further
discoveries, but ironically, the self-proclaimed
philosopher will find that the assumed rigidity in dogma
cannot really be maintained. The reality of being always
asserts itself, so that new discoveries (if they are allowed)
always overturn old philosophies.
Science, on the other had, parades to limits to
achievements. The scientists recognizes consciously that
the unfolding of new discoveries and insights has no limit
or end. In other words, no finite form is possible to be
created for Mary Baker Eddy's outlined structure for
scientific development. There is no finity in reality, and
this fact is reflected in the processes of science and their
products. It has been the author goal throughout this
series to explore fundamental principles rather than to
create rigid dogmas. Should not the domain of science
be judged on this platform? Critics may proclaim that
in science true finite goals are attainable, like the
creation of a multiplication table that is apparently
fixed, finite, and unmovable. But, is this a true statement
about a product of science? This statement about a
multiplication table is true only for so long as the base
of the numbering system that has been adapted remains
unchanged. When Canada changed its physical
measurement basis from the imperial to the metric
standard, all the accepted measuring structures that were
in use went out the window. There is nothing finite in
human understanding about reality. Every conclusion is
open to infinite development. This is the dimension of
science, the dimension that is being explored in this book
series.
Ultimately the reader must determine whether the
author's approach matches the nature of reality. Does
the universe unfold according to the model of linear
progression towards a finite end, as some people sees it,
or does it unfold in discontinuous quantum leaps
without end?
Nicolas of Cusa, in the 15th century, was well
acquainted with this question and understood to some
degree that there can be no end to progressive unfolding,
namely, that before the maximum (or minimum) of a
species, or concept, or perception is attained that
species, or concept, or perception is changed into
something totally new. He describes a non-linear,
discontinuous type of progression. One crosses once
deemed hard and fast boundary to a new awareness, and
with it one's experience of the universe becomes a
totally different one. Mary Baker Eddy called the newly
discovered sphere or dimension of thought, the fourth
dimension, of spirit. In this advanced dimension one is
always alone with God. One finds no guide there whom
one might ask: What is truth? The determination must
be made out of the depth of one's own resources. Here,
the answer must be found as to what really is that
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process or perception, or scientific structure, that allows
one to touch upon the fringe of infinity - and one will
find that the answer is always unfolding anew.
The beauty of the conceptual diversity that has
come to the foreground between the two currently
available presentations of Mary Baker Eddy's structure
for scientific development, is that neither of them can
be taken at face value. This is healthy state, because
without this diversity, if there were only one
presentation available it would become dogmatic and
be accepted as the ultimate, like President Franklin
Delanor Roosevelt's four freedoms had been accepted
superficially and were pinned to the walls in barber
shops where they hang and became irrelevant. This
cannot happen in this case when the reverse process is
pursued.
The power of an idea unfolds only in the thought
that the idea evokes. The first decade after the discovery
of the major part of Mary Baker Eddy's outline for her
structure was a period of momentous overturning.
Outmoded perceptions were swept aside. Progress was
almost explosive as the research went into several
directions all at once. This also had a parallel in world
at large. The period in which this happened was a period
of tremendous overturning in the world, as if the thought
processes inherent in both developments supported each
other. This was the time when the cold war was brought
to a halt by the strength of a single profound idea born
by a single man's refusal to accept limitations.
Everyone insisted that the cold war couldn't be
stopped, but it had to be stopped if humanity was to
survive. In the early eighties the nuclear confrontation
had taken on a most frightening dimension, driven by
the growing insanity by which the greatest nations on
the planet had trusted their security to a doctrine of
Mutually Assured Destruction. As the weapons became
more powerful, faster, and increasingly more accurate,
the time span that separated peace from total
Armageddon had shrunk to but a few minutes that one
could count with the fingers of ones hands. So short was
this time-span that no rational response was possible.
The confrontation had become so insane that something
simply had to be done, and fast, before an irrational
reaction would wipe out all life on the planet.
It was against this background, during this period,
that Lyndon LaRouche pioneered the idea of creating a
technological defense against nuclear weapons based on
the application of new physical principles. It took a
tremendous uphill battle to promote the idea, but it
was eventually adopted by U.S. President, Ronald Regan,
under the title: Strategic Defense Initiative. The idea
was that if the Soviets could be persuaded to participate
in the development of such a system, humanity's security

could be guaranteed and all nations would benefit from
the momentous development that would be needed to
create such a defense system. Lyndon LaRouche also
understood, and he made this personally clear to the
Soviet delegation with whom he was in negotiation for
the U.S. government, that any attempt on their part to
pursue a project of this scale on their own would deplete
their economy in five years and collapse the empire.
Either way, he concluded, that humanity would be saved.
As it was, the Soviets chose the second option,
and five years later, as predicted, the Soviet Empire lay
in ruins, self-defeated. The point is, that the goal that
the nations of the world had spent countless billions
for, creating the most dangerous weaponry that has ever
been produced, had failed to accomplished what was
accomplished by the leadership of a single man with a
scientifically based idea. In a very real sense, his
understanding of economics rested on the foundation
of his discovery in "divine science," namely that man is
indeed created in the image of God as had been
recognized at the time of the Renaissance. His
understanding of the power of reason, on this premise,
was the factor that reshaped the physical world.
The deep searching spiritual work that was done
in the political sphere was coincidental in time with
the break-through in the scientific arena that the author's
friend was working in. The two developments were
unfolding in parallel, although unknown to anyone at
this time. It may well be possible that the mental
processes that were pursued in these diverse fields for
discovering fundamental principles had been mutually
supportive. It may have happened that the
reconstructing of Mary Baker Eddy's outlined structure
for scientific development had been a contributing factor
for the development of the mental moves that ended
the Cold War. It may have happened that LaRouche's
research work towards his goal may have contributed
to the unfolding discoveries that were made in the sphere
of divine Science, and vise versa.
It has long been recognized that mental interaction
of this type, especially in the process of healing, can be
effective at great distances, even half way around the
world. Testimonies of this type have been documented.
The question that presents itself out of this background,
is this: If there was a mutually supportive interaction
going on, between the two developments, which came
out of focusing on the realities about God and man in
respect to truth and justice, then it may have been the
process of discovery itself, rather then the final outcome,
that gave impulse to the achievements. If this was the
case, then it must be said that the precise form of the
documented details is of little importance in comparison
to the overturning that leads up to momentous
achievements. In other words, the variances in form may
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be inconsequential in comparison to the axiomatic
overturning by the process of discovery.
The early years of the discovery process, in respect
to Mary Baker Eddy's work, were years of a broad based
enthusiastic sharing of what has been discovered. It
became an outpouring into many directions, which,
h o w e v e r, f o u n d n o s e r i o u s r e s p o n s e , m u c h l e s s
appreciation. The sharing of the work even resulted in
persecution, and this in both spheres.
It is interesting to note that both efforts, that of
Lyndon LaRouche for saving humanity from a possible
nuclear holocaust, and a friend's efforts for saving the
Christian Science church, resulted in near simultaneous
persecution that occurred not only in the same year, but
culminated almost in the same month. The person who
made the break-through discoveries that tie the Glossary
of Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures to Mary
Baker Eddy's structure for scientific development, who
does not wish to be named here, was excommunicated
from the Mother Church of Christ Scientists for his
daring to think, or rather, his efforts and actions based
on the advanced understanding. Lyndon LaRouche was
treated with a similar disdain, except a great deal more
harshly. At the bidding of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, and with the support of traitors in high
places in the U.S. government (this has all been verified
in released U.S. government documents), Lyndon
LaRouche was cast into prison based on drummed up
charges. This case was so far removed from the principle
of justice and jurisprudence that it stands today as one
of the most grotesque cases of political persecution in
U.S. history. The former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey
Clark said the case "represented a broader range of
deliberate cunning and systematic misconduct over a
longer period of time utilizing the power of the federal
government than any other prosecution by the U.S.
Government in my time or to my knowledge."*7 As it
was, it took two major trials and a whole series of
criminal actions by the justice department and the courts
to put this man out of the way. The criminality in
prosecution that this case represents is now fast
becoming the prime motivator for sweeping the garbage
out of the criminal justice system. It was for no other
reason than the simple fact that the U.S. justice system
has become a major criminal itself, which the LaRouche
case illustrates, that the 1998 McDade Murtha bill was
created, which passed the house with a rare bipartisan
majority. The bill, when it becomes law, makes all forms
of criminal misconduct by the courts, illegal.
The simultaneous persecutions of the author's
friend, whose case represents a similar disregard of the
principle of justice, and the case against Lyndon
LaRouche, illustrates to some degree how deeply the
very concept of truth and justice has been eroded, and
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how it had spread like wildfire, even within the two
institutions that were both designed to champion the
cause of truth and justice. This illustrates the great need
for a momentous overturning that has yet to be
accomplished if truth and justice are to be more than
words on a page.
In real terms, both persecutions reflect the same
root cause, namely the attempt to separate truth and
justice. This attempt to separate what is inherently a
singularity had become a universal phenomenon. The
recognition of truth and the adminstration of justice are
both aspects of divine Principle, and are therefore both
aspects of a singular manifest. If you take away one, you
distort the other.
Let's look at Mary Baker Eddy's definition of
"burial" for an example. We ahve a dual definition, here,
that presents two distinct concepts with separate
sentences. One of these deals with the burial of corporeal
sense, such as many monks had pursued centuries ago.
The other deals with a process of submergence in spirit,
and immortality coming to light. This submergence, too,
has been pursued for centuries as people read the Bible
and similar books, cover to cover, sometimes repeatedly.
But did either of these processes generate the kind of
spirituality that changed the world? No! The reason is,
that burial is not created by these processes, but is
defined by them. Split away one aspect from the
definition, and you loose the whole thing. By the same
token, truth without justice, is meaningless, or justice
without truth. Whenever this singularity is split apart
into seperate elements, one finds persecution and
injustice, and civilization decays.
The same is true for burial - it manifests itself on
a wide front of which Mary Baker Eddy defined but two
essential aspects to illustrate the principle. The same
principle can be applied to truth and justice, because,
while these are essemtial, they don't present a complete
definition of divine Principle without, love, being
brought into the context. Now we need to modify our
previous concept, and say, that unless all three are
aspects (truth, justice, and love) found in operation
together, there is no justice in progress, or truth
recognized, but a perversion of them.
The world is filled with such cases where a certain
concept can only be correctly perceived by uniting in
thought all the essential elements that define it, without
which the whole concept is lost. A good example of this
type of perversion, where justice stands without truth
and love, is found in the 1998 Starr Chamber Court that
has been investigating the President of the United States
for years upon years, in what has become the most
lengthy, most expensive, and most criminal legal assault
ever launched by the U.S. justice department against any
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president. The process that is pursued in this case is still
called justice, even though there is no longer any regard
for truth. Certainly, there is no love expressed. The
prosecutors and witnesses are richly paid by wealthy
oligarchs for the purpose of disabling the functionality
of the Presidency during the nation's most critical period
in its entire history, as the world-financial system is
teetering at the abyss of a global systemic disintegration.
The evident goal of the perversion of justice is to destroy
the most effective protective institution that the nation
of the USA has created for itself, for precisely such
situations. It is this protection which the enemies of the
nation have found a strong hindrance to their goals,
which they therefore aim to destroy under the cloak of
justice. Naturally, these processes are not concerned
with truth, and even less about love. Whenever justice
becomes a perversion, that is, when it becomes separated
from truth and love, it is abused as a destructive
instrument.
Without truth and love there is no justice. These
three elements are functionally interdependent and
therefore cannot stand in isolation. If they are seen in
isolation their essential nature becomes lost. This is the
kind of complex recognition that Mary Baker Eddy's
scientific structure was evidently designed to bring to
light. In fact, Mary Baker Eddy points directly to the
dire need for these types of complex recognitions which
humanity is so much dependent on. She highlights the
importance of these singular dualities in her definition
of the term "Moses," where she writes, that "...without
the gospel, - the union of justice and affection, - there
is something spiritually lacking."
It is interesting to note that this very point was
the foundation of a significant development that
intersected with the early discoveries of Mary Baker
Eddy's outlined structure for scientific development.
During the same time frame, as the discovery progressed,
a great controversy broke out in the Christian Science
field over a totally unrelated issue. The Board of
Directors of the Mother Church of Christ Scientist had
planned a globally synchronized Annual Meeting event
at which all members would unite in spirit, at the same
hour, all over the world, creating a huge mass gathering
as it were. Evidently the mass rally was not focused on
the unity of ideas, such as justice, love, and truth, but
was focused on physical mass. Out of this background
tensions arose. The natural result was that a tiny new
organization was set up by a few members who saw it
as their right, as defined within the By-Laws of the
church, to form a church of their own that was to be
acknowledged publicly as a church of Christ Scientists.
This occurred in March 1983. The government registrar
acknowledged the authority of the By-Laws that allowed
this to happen, but not so did the church directors whose
ideology was focused on physical mass, mass identity,

and mass-manipulation, rather than the unity of law,
truth, justice, and love.
It is interesting to note in this context what similar
simultaneous political developments unfolded in the
background. As the plans for the synchronized mass
meeting were announced in September 1982, which
sparked immediate protests from everyone involved
with Mary Baker Eddy's development structure, Helga
Zepp-LaRouche founded a new organization of her own
that she called the "Club of Life," that was designed to
foster world development on the platform of advanced
ideas and the right of humanity for boundless selfdevelopment. This stood in oppossition to the Club of
Rome.
Two months prior, Lyndon LaRouche had unveiled
a more concrete organizational strategy for global
development, his "Operation Juarez" plan, which was
designed to enable Ibero-America to become an
economic superpower on the strength of its humanity
reflected in scientific and technological potential. His
policy involved the creation of a common market for
international self-development of the whole world, that
would have included even India. In order to make the
development possible, his plan involved the creation of
a continent wide debtors cartel for the purpose of
stopping the financial looting of the continent by the
Anglo-American Banking combines. LaRouche warned
that the real goal of the banking combines, protected
by the IMF, was not so much to collect the debt as it
was to destroy the institution of the nation-state
throughout the world.
In August of that year Mexico faintly responded
to the call. It defaulted on its debt-service obligations,
and in September the same year the Mexican president
nationalized some banks. Except, no one else dared to
move with him. Mexico became isolated. Threats were
made against it. Soon a global debt crisis began. Before
the months of September ended, an assassination attempt
was launched against Helga Zepp LaRouche in West
Germany. One must assume that much more than this
kind of pressure was brought to bear against Mexico
and other nations who might have followed Mexico's
lead. Eventually, Mexico capitulated and the looting
resumed. Now Mexico exists as a depleted wreck, in
economic terms, that can no longer feed its population.
Nevertheless, a daring has begun to unfold during
those earlier years by which some nations now do take
a stand for truth and justice. Naturally, oligarchy still
fights back against these nations, with a justice apparatus
that is necessarily devoid of truth, love, and all other
essential elements of true justice. Humanity has not yet
won its way to freedom. But there is a stirring.
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In March 1983 the tiny new church in North
Vancouver began its official operation. It became a
sanctuary of peace in a troubled environment filled with
controversies. Though being small on a global scale, its
founding marks a breakthrough for the common rights
of man. Naturally a battle ensued out of it defiance, and
the oligarchy's definance of its right to be. As it was,
there was no defeat suffered in this case.
On the world scene a similar battle unfolded. The
Club of Life began to hold conferences in 40 cities
around the world, promoting the idea of the debtors
cartel as a prelude to the necessary self-development of
the third world nations without which none of the
incurred debts could never be repaid. The topic that
was pursued included a call on the U.S. to stop its
economic genocide around the world as a gift to
humanity and a prelude to fulfilling its own hopes that
had been awakened with the American Revolution as
the American nation isolated itself from the British
system of feudal economics that ruled the world already
at that time.
Sir Henry Kissinger (A British agent by his own
definition), naturally, denounced the debtor's aspirations
to have a place in the sun, which would have enabled
them to eventually repay their debt. Except this is not
were the Empire's interest lay. "Debtors should be
deprived - to the extend possible - of the issue of
default." was his response. Before the year ended, the
debtor's aspiration for self-development was beaten
down.
Actually, humanity had suffered an even bigger
blow some months before all this happened, when
Lyndon LaRouche's proposal for a cooperative U.S./
Soviet SDI development had been rejected by the Soviet
government. The overturning at the scene of global
power had begun, just as LaRouche had predicted it
would. The only problem was, that he, himself, became
caught up in it.
In North Vancouver, the tiny new church survived
all attempts to deny its existence based on perversions
of law and arrorgant demands that it subject itself to
oligarchic consent. In the sanctuary-like environment of
this self-established tiny church the process of exploring
Mary Baker Eddy's structure for scientific development,
that was pursued at the time under the code name "the
Key of David," continued fruitfully. Once the work was
sufficiently complete for presentation the discovery was
offered to the Christian Science Board of Directors as a
scientific platform for revitalizing the church. It was
offered almost in parallel with LaRouche's offer to the
world, of his "Operation Juarez" proposal that would
have revitalized Ibero America, and with it the world.
The offer, however, that the author's friend had
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presented to the Christian Science Board of Directors
was met with the same total rejection and the man's
eventual excommunication from the church.
All these events occurred in the 1986 to 1987
timeframe. It was in this frame of time, that great phase
change was unfolding. Spirituality was smothered with
depravity, leading up to insanity. Soon a new perversion
began to be promoted throughout the world in the form
of the environmental lie that the desire for national and
international development is bad for humanity and must
to be stopped.
Ironically much of the destructive energy in
defiance of global envelopment came out of the Soviet
camp, at this time. Demands were forthcoming against
developing countries, that these countries make it their
first priority to "overcome development at all cost." The
reason, of course, is simple. Development elevates a
nation's patriotism, and a people's confidence in the
unlimited possibilities that lay within their power to
develop. This, the Soviets regarded as a grave danger to
its global status. They even saw it as a danger that this
might set off a second American Revolution in the world.
The British centered oligarchy, of course, agreed with
the Soviets on this count.
It was precisely in this timeframe that Brazil
tragically accepted the Soviet/British ideology which
defined its national priority goal to achieve a large scale
population reduction. Brazil also accepted LaRouche
argument and declared a national moratorium on its
debt, although without pursuing the necessary
accompanying focus on economic self-development. The
end result was that Brazil tried to go into two opposite
directions at once, which cannot be accomplished. In a
scientific sense, under the accepted terms "Brazil" would
have had to be defined with a dual definition that is
vertically separated. One of these definitions would
represent its hope for self-development, the other its
determined subjection to self-destruction. This
compromise became its undoing.
It became increasingly evident at this time, that if
humanity is to survive in the long run it will have to do
some thorough house cleaning.

Cleaning up the "shit."
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Please pardon the vulgar expression. Occasionally
one needs to be metaphorically precise, though it
involves some vulgarity. But how to do it?
It appears that when the strong currents of spiritual
awakening stir the muddy river beds, they invariably
cleanse the river. In this department the principle
underlying the dual definition of "Burial," "Euphrates,"
and "Son" will be of vital importance. Especially the
definition of "Son." It appears that the definition of "Son"
gives us the key to the definitions for "Burial" and
"Euphrates."
To recap, Mary Baker Eddy gives three definitions
for the term "Son:"

.1. The Son of God, the Messiah or Christ.
.2. The son of man, the offspring of the flesh.
.3. "Son of a year."

The third definition is enclosed in quotation marks
in the original. This commonly means that the definition
is a quotation. As such it appears to have a special
meaning within the context of the whole, like a higher
point of reference was being superimposed upon the
defined duality. But is this really acceptable?
There has been some controversy over this issue
in the field. But what does Mary Baker Eddy say about
it? Does she refer to it as a superimposed point of
reference, an explanatory note that refers to the other
two statements, or does she ell us something else?
A direct reference to the phrase "son of a year"
appears in an article called Bible Lessons*8. But before
she addresses there the phrase "son of a year" she presents
a Scriptural verse as a preamble, which is the following:
"But to as many as received him, to them gave he
power to become the sons of God... which were not born
of blood, nor of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of
God."*9 This sets the stage for a duality. With this
duality established, Mary Baker Eddy then explains that
in Hebrew texts a calendar month is sometimes called
"son of a year." She further points out that in relationship
to man, this concept applies to both the material concept
of man (The son of man, the offspring of the flesh) and
the spiritual concept of man (The Son of God). She never
states that there might be a third concept of man,
possible. After briefly referring to Christ Jesus, she
focuses back on the question as to man's true identity:
"Is man's spiritual sonship a personal gift to man," she
writes, "or is it the reality of his being, in divine

Science?" She answers the question by affirming the
latter, which leaves us with only two possible options
for self-perception, one that is founded in reality and
one that is erroneous. She doesn't talk about any such
possibility as a third state, an in-between state, ast it
were, yet most of humanity perceives itself in this
fashion. Humanity is largely regarded as a mixture of
good and evil, love and hate, torn between spiritual being
and base material indulgence; a mixture of regression
and repentance.
By all appearance, mankind has not found for itself
a fixed address in the jungle where its identity is
absolute. Even Lyndon LaRouche falls short of this. He
speaks of man as created in the image of God, but not
as Son of God in the sense that the ancient Hebrews
had regarded a month as "son of a year." Mary Baker
Eddy's concept is as close to an absolute identity as one
can get. This absolute statement is supported by Mary
Baker Eddy's statement that the Christ idea is giving
mankind "power to become the sons of God," that is, to
accept the true, scientific, identity of man.
What she talks about here, is something greater
then redemption, something in which redemption has
no place. Nor is this divine sonship limited to man, but
includes all life and all creation. The whole universe
moves in accord with infinite Principle, Life, Mind, and
Spirit, from the infinitesimal to the infinite. All life is
embraced in this oneness, of which man is undoubtedly
the brightest expression, but not in a qualitative sense.
Man is the pinnacle in the unfolding of life only in the
sense of man's greater capacity for creativity, but as for
life and mind, there is no qualitative differentiation.
There is but one Mind, Life, Spirit, or God, but one
Principle of the universe expressed in all.
Some people have become extremely conscious of
this universality of Life and Mind, so as to be able to
communicate with animals, insects, and worms. In fact
animals, insects, and worms appear to have a keener
sensitivity in this department, which has been neglected
by man, but can be relearned. The writer J. Allen Boone
tells of his experiences in communicating with other
forms forms of life in his remarkable book, "Kinship with
all All Life."*10 He begins the book by writing about
his experiences with the sensational dog from the movie
screen, named Strongheart, that had been put in his care
for an off-screen period. He was well aware of the dog's
exceptional intelligence and training, but he wasn't
aware that the dog was also keenly sensitive to people's
thinking, even to the point of being able to read people's
thoughts. Also, the dog was able to instantly detect a
fraudulent character in persons it had never met before,
who appeared totally trustworthy to any other human
being, who in fact had been quite successful in swindling
their fellow man.
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He reasoned, that if the dog can read his thought's,
he should have the same capability. It took quite a lot
of humility on his part, and genuine appreciation for
life, to get this intercommunication started. Nothing
would work until there was a level playing field in regard
to his attitude established. The slightest sense of human
superiority would shut down the flow of this
communication which became direct and precise.
In the last third of the book Allan Boon tells about
his experiences with extending this communication
process to other creatures. These included a skunk
family, ants, even a common house fly. The fly became
his companion for some time. He would silently talk to
it and invite it to sit on the end of his finger, and it
would respond. They even had fun together. Soon, the
would allow Allen Boone to gently stroke its wings while
he talked to it silently. His talk was not the kind of talk
that one directs to a lowly fly, but it was an honest
interchange with an intelligent fellow being. He was
even able to establish a "bridge" for an actual two way
communication that was rational and intelligent. The
key was not to limit the dimension of this process, such
as limiting the capacity and worth of the fly as one
commonly defines and limits their kind. The "bridge was
set up between him, Allen Boone, and "a fellow
expression of the Mind of the Universe."
By these experiences the "Son of God" concept
becomes broadened to embrace all life and mind into a
universal whole of intelligent Being. Here, no repentance
is possible. The unity can be expressed and experienced
for the asking, provided one makes the effort to
understand the principle involved which is continuously
operational.
Critics have pointed out that the phrase "son of a
year" should be seen as related to the definition of the
term YEAR, which is defined in part as "space for
repentance." But repentance means getting back to a
state that had been attained before and had become lost.
Allan Boone demonstrated that nothing has been lost of
the spiritual capability of life, that needs to be recreated.
It merely needs to be used. There was no repentance
involved in getting the "bridge" level between the fly
and himself, but intelligence and humility. These
qualities, however, are a natural compliment of the
human spirit.
The sonship that the phrase "son of a year" brings
to light by redefining the concept "Son of God" in the
sense that a month is understood as "son of a year,"
defines something infinitely greater than a lost and refound state of being. It points to a reality of being that
can never be lost.
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Actually the recognition of this has had a long
history that goes right back to Christ Jesus' time and is
reflected in the parable of the prodigal son*11. The story
is about a son who took a share of his father's possession
and wasted all in riotous living, who, when in want,
repented and returned, hoping for a place among the
servants. To his surprise, he was received back as a son,
even with great joy. The question needs to asked: Who
understood the scientific concept of sonship the clearest?
Was it the son who had never bothered to fully
comprehend his true identity? Or was it the father who
understood the unbreakable reality in which all life is
one, though infinite in individuality?
It appears that Mary Baker Eddy cautions humanity
to accept nothing less than the correct concept for itself
that differs totally from the petty trivialities of
interpersonal relationships.
The correct sense of man's identity can be
understood as a type of "fixed address" that defines
clearly where one stands in infinite terms, or in terms
of sonship with God. This "address" defines where on
is, or what one considers oneself to be an integral part
of. Here is where the third sentence of the definition of
"son" becomes extremely important. As a month has
been identified as "son of a year" so man and all life
must share a common address under the identity "Son
of God" and be regarded as such in all aspects. Then we
may begin experiencing this reality.
Of course, the opposite concept, the erring or
mortal concept, defines man as "son of the flesh," a type
of subjective being like the woman in Genesis 2 who
was fashioned by a "lord god" from a rib taken from
man. Here, the "son of a year" concept becomes
important, likewise, as it sets apart the opposite
perception from the real nature of man's sonship with
God. In the fleshly sense man is an isolated being, and is
at best loosely attached to God in the nature of an
appendix. This reflects the interpersonal concept of
sonship in which a son plays the role of an appendix to
the father. But this role can never be found in the fourth
dimension, of Spirit.
If the "son of a year" concept causes the vital shift
in consciousness that defines man as the "Son of God"
in the manner that the Hebrews referred to a month as
"son of year," then the concept has been well applied.
The fact is, no other definition in the Glossary brings
this facet to light. Only one definition comes close, and
this has no meaning without the scientific sense of man's
unity with God pre-established in consciousness. This
definition defines the "I, or EGO," which contains the
statement: "There is but one I, or Us...." The ancient
Hebrews might have said, there is but one "year," though
many months are sons of it.
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In this context the "son of a year" concept has
nothing to do with repentance, except, perhaps to
establish the object for repentance. Repentance is not
something that one can force with human will. It results
from letting in the light of spiritual understanding by
which the true nature of all universal sonship with God
becomes understood. Then the false is left behind and
consciousness becomes cleansed of all the age old
accumulations of mortal rubbish.
In a technical sense, Mary Baker Eddy's definition
of son represents a rare class of multidefinitions, each
of which represents a very unique principle that is far
from being understood, even remotely so, because the
absolute does define infinity. Therefore, this dual
definition that deals with absolutes cannot be expanded
beyond two. Unlike the concept of justice, which needs
to be expanded evermore with associated concepts such
as truth and love before it becomes meaningful, the basic
duality of sonship cannot be expanded one iota without
the whole concept becoming lost. In the absolute sense,
there is either Truth, or there is error. This dual polarity
is fixed.
Lyndon LaRouche, who speaks often about man
as "created in the image of God," would do well to take
the concept fully to the fourth dimension, of Spirit
where man comes to light as "Son of God" in the sense
that a month is seen as "son of a year?" It appears that
the scientific foundation for this shift has not been fully
established. But neither does he see man as an appendix,
or even a highly advanced appendix. There is a spark of
truth unfolding; and a spark of truth is often enough to
work wonders in the human realm. It provides glimpses
of reality that cause quantum jumps to be made.
Mary Baker Eddy's scientific note about the nature
of man's sonship with God, apparently was necessary,
because humanity is even now far from laying that
foundation by the strength its own discoveries of the
truth. Much "shit" has been piled up in the arena of
humanity's self-identification. This "ship' large prevents
the transition of thought to a higher dimension. It needs
to be cleaned up. Lyndon LaRouche has cleaned up a
lot of it in the political world. In so doing he has caused
the kind of progress that should have been made a
century earlier. Still, he is fully aware that the dawning
of mankind's day has barely begun.
The strongest controversy with the author's
advanced perception of the definition of "son" appears
to have surfaced in the late 1980s, possibly in 1989. It is
interesting to note that quite a few mayor controversies
began to surface on the world-scene at this time. It
resulted by someone standing up for a higher identity
of man, than that which is reflected in human impotence.

Naturally, this caused controversies. Nor have the
controversies been cleaned up to the present day. It is
not surprising, of course, that most of the current
political controversies are centered on America's most
controversial man on the political scene, which is Lyndon
LaRouche, a man who has targeted the world-political
stage for a major house cleaning for the benefit of
humanity.
1989 was the year when Lyndon LaRouche was
sentenced to 15 years in prison on drummed-up charges
of securities violations, which were in fact not
considered to be violations until the case against him
was launched, which were then imported into criminal
law and applied retroactively and most fraudulently. The
consequent sentencing occurred on January 27 of that
year. The government's case that was intended to silence
LaRouche became so bizarre, driven with blind zeal, that
the former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark said
about the case in later years that it "represented a
broader ranger of deliberate cunning and systematic
misconduct over a longer period of time utilizing the
power of the federal government than any other
prosecution by the U.S. Government in my time or to
my knowledge."
Although Lyndon LaRouche has been released on
parole after five years of incarceration, a stinking mess
remains to be cleaned up that the case has left behind
in the halls of justice. In spite of thousands upon
thousands of requests for his exoneration, with
thousands of signatures on file from legislators, justice
officials, clergymen, and professional people who put
their name on the petitions, nothing has moved on the
front of justice. Every one of his codefendants, therefore,
remains imprisoned.
This injustice needs to be countered. The halls of
justice need to be cleansed. When a person is sentenced
to prison for 77 years as Michael Billington was for the
"crime" of having solicited loans from individuals for
political purposes without first having acquired a
security vendors licence (jailed in Sept. 1992), then
justice has become "shit." When the same institution of
justice, in contrast, allow the public to be swindled out
of billions of dollars by the professional sharks, called
speculators, and this with impunity to the point that
entire economies of nations are collapsed into
impotence, then the "shit" in those halls becomes
unbearably deep. It needs to be cleared up in order for
humanity to be able to survive.
London LaRouche, and his international
organizations, have stood for years at the fore-front of
precisely such an effort for cleaning up the "shit."
Unfortunately, since the day that this task was taken up
they stood virtually alone. Thus, no decisive victory has
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been achieved. In fact, things have become worse. Today,
even the President of the nation is being besieged by
the same crowd of criminals that took up the case against
Lyndon LaRouche, while the President, who has the
power to clean house on a big scale, refuses to act. Now,
with the Starr Chamber adding profusely to the
excrement, to the point that the proverbial "star" of that
chamber is fast becoming the most hated man of the
nation, it has become amazing to watch to what extend
the public tolerates the foul smell of the years of
accumulated miscarriages of justice. Yes, the hour has
come to clean up all this "shit."
The second major development that started
(likewise) in 1989, that has become mired in shit that
has not yet been cleaned up, started on November 9th
of that year. Here, again, Lyndon LaRouche was at the
center of it, even being shut up in jail. On November 9,
1989, the Berlin Wall was pulled down that he predicted
would happen soon. It was an event that marked the
beginning of the end of the much hated Soviet Empire.
The collapse came about precisely as Lyndon LaRouche
had predicted five years before. It came about as the
inevitable result of his actions, or rather the Soviet's
refusal to act on his proposals. His proposals were
designed to save humanity from a nuclear war that would
have ended civilization and possibly destroy all life on
the planet. What stinks about America's response to his
efforts, is the tragic loss of the greatest opportunity of
the century that emerged with the fall of the Soviet
empire, to redevelop the entire world. This precious
opportunity was lost for the lack of a leader who would
promote the requisite policies for such a development,
while the man who could have provided this leadership
was in jail. Thus, instead of Russia becoming the center
of the Eurasian land-bridge development that could have
spread economic development throughout the whole of
the Eurasian continent, and from there throughout the
world, the Western loan-sharks moved into a disoriented
Russia that was alive with a great hope, and imported
the worst of its looting mafia and destroyed what was
left of that nation's industrial capacity. That is what
stinks.
Even while he was still in jail, LaRouche had
worked on cleaning up the errors that had blackened
mankind's future. He worked out the blueprint for the
process that was needed for the necessary development
process to take off that might still have saved Europe at
this time, which became known as the European
Productive Triangle Project that would have utilized the
productive capacity of the most industrialized regions
of Europe as a locomotive for the economic
development of the continent and the world. As it was,
the plan was pushed aside in favor of promoting the
feudal monetarism that has now looted Russia to the
bone and driven its economy to the point of financial
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and physical collapse.
Under the IMF doctrine of enforced austerity,
called economic shock therapy, many of Russia's vital
infrastructures, of the type that any modern nation
requires to survive, have been destroyed. With 80% of
its industries eliminated, and the farming sector
decimated by lack of inputs in the form of fertilizers
and machinery, farm production losses have become a
national disgrace and disaster, to the point that the
nation is now dying, resulting from the lack of food.
The Russian population is presently shrinking at the rate
of one million people per year, and this in spite of all
new births, while protein deficiency has reached the
critical stage in 40% of the entire population.
If the present trend continues until 2010, health
officials predict that the death rate among children will
increase 90 fold over what it is today, and 70 fold in
adults. This is what stinks about the process that begun
in 1989, which no one until now has seriously bothered
to clear up, but which must be cleared up for the sake
of all humanity.
As things stand, today, Lyndon LaRouche continues
his long standing effort to educate the Russian leaders
about the principles of the renaissance model of
economy, the principles of Friedrich List and Gottfried
Leibnitz which were the founders of the American
model of economy, of Alexander Hamilton, Henry
Carey, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin Delanor Roosevelt,
and much later to a lesser degree of John F. Kennedy.
This type of action that swept the American continent
in these days must be strengthened to sweeps the world.
This action is essential, because there exists no other
alternative to the feudal system than the one that is
scientifically established on the premise that man is the
image of God, or "Son of God," as Mary Baker Eddy
points out in her definition of "SON".
Another mess that needs to be cleaned up, which
cleanup already received a tremendous boost in the
1988/89 timeframe, which is far from complete, is
genocidal environmentalism. This policy of irrationalism
that employs environmental concerns as a cover to
destroy humanity, was promoted strongly during this
early time-frame out of the Soviet camp as a weapon
against the USA. By so doing the Soviets aided the people
in the British camp, and the American oligarchic camp,
who have been at this game for a very long time since
the rise of the Malthusian ideology. Their war-cry
became one of the main environmental issues of the late
1980s to the point of being elevated to prime political
importance.
The irony is, that instead of the mankind taking
action to clean up the unfolding mess of genocidal
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environmentalism that threatens its very existence, it
subscribes evermore to the intentionally created
irrationality behind it. With nearly everyone jumping
on the bandwagon in a string of U.N. conferences, such
as the Cairo Conference on population control, it was
easy for binding depopulation targets to be set.
Fortunately, this didn't bring the expected results.
Environmentalism has become the British-rooted
World-Empire's prime weapon against the welfare of
humanity. It began with an orchestrated ban of the
world's most efficient and most harmless pesticide
(DDT), followed up in short order with the banning of
the most efficient and most harmless refrigerant (CFC)
that the human genius has ever produced. Since these
bans didn't kill the desired amount of people, the
"Global Warming" theory was brought on line in later
years by which fossil fuel energy production is targeted
that is fundamentally essential for mankind's very
existence. Take away its energy resources, and much of
humanity dies.
As things stand, today, little has been done to clean
up the "shit" in the environmental arena, even though
the problem has become acute. The assault on humanity
that was carried out on the environmental front, and
the devolutionary economic front, has been estimated
to have cost the life of 512 million persons during the
ten years of the 1980s. Most of the victims have been
starved to death under the cloak of environmental
demands, political demands, and financial demands. This
enormous death toll goes beyond imagination. It exceeds
the death toll of all the wars of the century combined,
and the toll is rising. This kind of "shit" needs urgently
to be cleaned up.
And still, the story doesn't end here. On December
20, 1989, one more disastrous trend began that has not
been reversed to the present day. It began when 30,000
U.S. troops invaded Panama to arrest a single man on
drummed up drug trafficking charges which have never
been substantiated. During the military rampage that
was unleashed against this largely defenseless nation an
estimated 4,000 people were murdered and many
thousands of others were maimed, while billions of
dollars in property damage was inflicted. And this was
the action of a so-called moral government, carried out
during times of peace. When the rampage had run its
course, a new government was finally installed that was
made up of known and trusted figures of the dope
peddling underworld. Thus began a rule by terror and
deceit that still stinks to the present day. The Lyndon
LaRouche organization has since then gathered evidence
which it said shows that the murdering rampage was a
necessary first stage for the Bush government's own dope
peddling by which the city streets were flooded with
cheap crack for the financing of an illegal war against

the government of Nicaragua.
The military rampage in Panama also set the tone
for other things to come, of the same sort, such as the
larger escapade of murder that began the very next year
in response to the Iraqi takeover of Kuwait after U.S.
Ambassador April Glaspie told Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein that the U.S. would not oppose such an invasion.
This double play got the Iraqi leader committed to a
position from which he could not back down. The
calculated result of all this was President Bush's Dessert
Storm and the brutal isolation of that country from the
world, under U.N. sanctions, by which over two million
Iraqi people died. They have died not in the war, but
from the peace that followed which guaranteed
murderous deprivations. The forced dying from these
U.N. guaranteed deprivations, incidentally, still
continues to the present day (1998).
The whole world-political structure that supports
this silent murdering of large masses of humanity is a
pile of "shit" thrown into the face of humanity that needs
urgently to be cleaned up. Mankind's humanity has
become a farce of the worst sort. So cruel had this farce
become, even in its early days, that the Health Minister
of Brazil Alceni Guerra proudly stood up in 1991 and
announced that an estimated 20-25 million Brazilian
women of childbearing age have been sterilized in order
to reduce the country's population by 32 million people
before the year 2000.
The cleanup effort against this murdering got a
small boost, however, in November of that fateful years
of 1991. This occurred when the Schiller institute of
Germany brought together 300 people from 31 nations
for a conference on the theme of "World Peace through
Development." Its battle plan was, for mankind to dump
the IMF and adopt LaRouche's Productive Triangle Plan.
As it happened, neither of these things have yet
occurred, instead the destruction of humanity has been
escalated on all possible fronts, to the very point and
beyond, at which the Productive Triangle Plan can no
longer be implemented for reasons that the required
industries have now been largely dismantled that could
have carried the day.
In contrast to these world-shaping and worlddestroying processes, the problems seem insignificantly
minute that occasionally arise when critics would
invalidate the accomplished work in respect to Mary
Baker Eddy's outlined scientific development structure.
At least, so it seems. In reality, this is not at all true.
The reason becomes evident when one explores the
inevitable reflection of this work on the larger worldscene.
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When someone perceives a third (erroneous)
definition for the concept of "son," like that which
represents an in-between state, something of a higher
nature than the "offspring of the flesh" state, but lower
than the "Son of God" state, such an identity, when
accepted, can lead to horrendous consequences. On the
surface this graduated perception may appear rational,
but think about what this very perception has done to
humanity since the days of Thomas Malthus, Charles
Darwin, and Francis Galton, who had advanced the idea
more than a century ago, with horrendous consequences.
These people's theories were all built on the graduated
identity of mankind. One of the end-results of this kind
of perception is the Eugenics philosophy that Adolf
Hitler had accepted and built his policy structure upon.
This philosophy recognized master races, made up of
born rulers. At a lower level it recognized subhuman
species that were consequently enslaved and used up,
and then discarded. At lower levels, still, these
philosophers recognized species of human beings that
were considered of such low 'grade' that they were
branded and eliminated from the face of the earth. One
of Hitler's much advertised goals was to make his
"German Reich" free of Jews ( Judenfrei) whom he
regarded as racial pollutants.
Six million people lost their life in the rampage
that ensued out of this erroneously founded background.
But was it really Hitler's madness that caused the death
of these people? One would have to answer, no, because
the same philosophic foundation on which Hitler had
built, still exists, today, and is being heeded and admired
the world over.
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originally came out of the camp of Thomas Malthus,
who started murdering people under the cloak of this
'lovely' mythology at a time when the world-population
was a small fraction of what it is today.
The royal princes of today's world, of course, are
not happy with the slow rate of dying that Malthus's
policies have produced. At one point Prince Philip of
the British Royalty went on record saying that he wished
he could be reincarnated as a particular deadly virus in
order that he might make a real contribution towards
reducing the world population. It seems that his wish
has been fulfilled. The truth is evident when one
considers his empire's vastly destructive impact on
humanity. Most financial, economic, and environmental
demands that come out of the royal sphere, and out of
the institutions that have become subservient to it,
involve large scale genocidal processes which together
are already destroying the life of many times the numbers
o f p e o p l e e a c h y e a r, t h a n H i t l e r h a d d e s t r o y e d
throughout the entirety of his terrible reign.
The most deadly thrust, however, is still to come.
As was noted earlier, it is being prepared under the cover
of the empire's Global Warming mythology which has
been created as a pretext for banning, or curtailing,
mankind's energy production from fossil fuels by which
the world's economies are powered, which support
nearly all of human existence. Once this plan becomes
successful, causing a massive devolution in the physical
economy of the world, the large dying humanity becomes
a process may not be easily reversed.

The royal eyes of Prince Phillip of the British
monarchy, for instance, who occupies a leading position
in the British Empire, see the identity of mankind exactly
like Hitler had seen it. The difference between the two
people is that the Prince isn't killing only Jewish people
with his Empire's policies, such as Hitler had done, his
eyes are set on greater things, on eradicating a very large
portion of the population of the entire planet to recreate
for his Empire those "idyllic" times of the past when
feudalism had reigned supreme. What a novel form of
repentance, and the world is loving it!

This large scale destruction of humanity that the
Prince is fighting for, stinks. It is "shit". This "shit" needs
to be cleaned out of the halls of mankind. The true
identity of man needs to be ushered in. The true identity
of man is that of the "Son of God." The true idea of
man is that of a discoverer, a creator, a builder, a
developer of technologies for the creation of his
resources for living that do not exist naturally. These
qualities have defined the face of humanity during its
finest epochs, and having been demonstrated once, they
prove the reality of man's being. Everything else is "shit"
that needs to be shuffled out of the house and onto a
dung hill.

The Prince speaks of humanity as if people were
cattle that must be culled in order to protect the grazing
pasture. To him the whole of humanity is subhuman.
Naturally, his Empire treats humanity like Hitler did,
or worse. His goal is to depopulate the planet to the
point of doing away with 3-5 billion people. A large
roster of pseudo-scientific imperatives have been
invented by organizations under the Empire's control,
to achieve this goal. One of the pseudo-scientific
imperatives is centered on the long promoted
environmental myth that the earth is too full, which

The thought has occurred that the current failure
to achieve a cleanup may reflect the failure to achieve a
clear perception in the scientific world, of the spiritual
nature of man. In order to bring the day of cleaning up
nearer, Lyndon LaRouche and his organization have set
themselves the goal, for the near future, to effectively
topple the House of Windsor and all that it contains.
And this is only the beginning of what the Lyndon
LaRouche organization aims for.
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Once can cite sever other examples in which the
royal destruction of mankind is the outcome of an
induced, distorted perception of the image of man. One
such example is found in the British Empire's feudal
monetarism, which has become the world-financial
system of today, represented by the IMF. This system
serves three primary goals: The looting of humanity for
imperial wealth; the control over humanity by creating
poverty and deindustrialization; and the eliminating of
large segments of humanity by means of creating such
severe poverty that death by deprivation becomes a way
of life as it is now in Russia, North Korea, Africa, and
many other countries. This is what the IMF's shock
therapy austerity demands are set up to accomplish.
Indeed, this is what they have done and continue to do.
This brutal intentional murdering by economic
means is "shit," but this is what the IMF represents, and
what the world is bowing to. This "shit" has been
building up for decades and has been getting deeper by
the year. Today the entire world-financial house hangs
in the balance that is anchored in this shit, and may soon
be tumbling like a house of cards in a windstorm.
Lyndon LaRouche has set for humanity the goal to
destroy the IMF, too, in order to save humanity from
the worst social disaster in history that will be a near
certainty when the world-financial system disintegrates.
As of this writing a world wide war is in progress to
replace the IMF oriented world-financial system that
serves speculation and looting, with a new Bretton
Woods style world-financial system that protects and
develops national economies. Lyndon LaRouche's chief
postulate in this war is that man is not an animal to be
treated like cattle, but has been created in the image of
God and been endowed with the capacity to create its
own resources for living.
The two cleanup operations, to eliminate the
House of Windsor and to eradicate the IMF are closely
interrelated. LaRouche's war against the House of
Windsor, which was launched in November 1994 with
a special EIR report "The coming fall of the House of
Windsor" was itself the consequence of the ill fated Cairo
conference on population control, that had aimed at
setting mandatory population reduction targets for all
nations on the planet. Lyndon LaRouche and his
organizations had devoted everything they had to a
world-wide mobilization campaign against the
conference in order to prevent or defeat the genocidal
"shit" this conference would have created (and did
create). The dire end result was only prevented, because
President Clinton of the USA suggested that the demands
that had been worked out at conference should not be
enforced through U.N. sanctions, as had been requested,
but should be regarded as guidelines for voluntary action.
This, of course, ended the planned depopulation assault

on humanity.
In response to LaRouche's daring fight certain
documents and hints were leaked from within the British
Empire which had helped LaRouche's cleanup campaign
against the House of Windsor. As of this writing, the
campaign is still ongoing.
The real campaign, however, needs to be fought
on a much deeper level, the level where the full clarity
can be gained on a scientific basis, of the true identity
of man in the image of God, or reflection of God. It is
in this area where the proverbial "shit" has been
accumulating the most and where a cleanup is long
overdue. Everything else appears to be secondary.
Nothing will move on the world-political scene, and the
world-financial scene, until a significant movement
occurs at this level.
Mary Baker Eddy evidently understood the great
challenges this would pose, especially the challenge to
correctly perceive the definition for the term "son"
which is fundamental to the needed understanding. Had
she not introduced the definition "Son of a Year" (as an
explanation), but presented only the two contrasting
terms, one might not have considered the dynamics that
come into play, and the needed actions to clean up the
associated "shit."
The Hebrew perception in which a month is called
"son of a year," when related to man, comes close to
representing the reality of being in which man is a part
of the 'domain' of infinite Spirit, Mind, Truth, Love, etc.,
that is summarily called God. Here is where all of
mankind find's its permanent and 'fixed address,' as was
pointed out earlier. This apparent play on words points
to an important concept that Mary Baker Eddy had
strongly highlighted in metaphor in the most unusual
and profound manner. In the Appendix to the Church
Manual she presents two application forms for
membership in the Mother Church, which she has
labeled Form I and Form II. In the mid 1980s a friend
began to take note of the fact that Mary Baker Eddy
had actually presented two different versions of what
she called "Form I." One of these begins on page 114
and the other on page 116. Form II begins on page 118.
Now, preceding these forms one finds a set of
instructions to the applicant which state repeatedly that,
depending on the individual's circumstances the forms
on pages 114 and 118 are to be used, but no provisions
are made for the use of the form on page 116. It appears
as if this type of application should never be used.
Against this background the author's friend had
examined the differences between the two versions of
Application Form I which are virtually identical except
for two minute details. One of the differences is found
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in the name and address that has been filled in as an
example. In the form that is not to be used "Mrs. Jennie
W. Field" is identified as living on "Forest St." but with
no specific address given. In the form that is specified
to be used "Mrs. Jennie W. Field" is identified as living
at "18 Forest St." (This minute difference appears to be
a typographic mistake, but it clearly is not a mistake,
because the Name and address is printed twice on each
the forms in the same manner. - Please note that in the
modern editions of the Church Manual this significant
difference has been removed.)
The second difference on the form that is not to
be used, is obvious. A provision has been incorporated
by which the words "Church of Christ Scientist" can be
crossed out. These two differences are clearly related to
each other, and they are evidently totally related to the
definition of "Son of a Year."
If Mary Baker Eddy's definition of the term "son"
is understood as a triple definition, with a state inbetween the false identity of man as an offspring of the
flesh, and the true identity of man as the son of God,
then humanity has no 'fixed address.' This is indeed how
humanity has been perceived by its elite, and virtually
all the great evils that have been perpetrated in the
world in the last century have proceeded from this
assumption.
Actually, the degeneration began much earlier. This
same type of cleverly engineered false identity had laid
the foundation for Aristotle's theory of natural slavery,
which in turn laid the foundation for the Roman Empire
that nearly destroyed civilization. Human history is filled
with grotesque examples of what can unfold from this
perception. The first volume of this book series, the
introduction to discovering infinity, deals to a large
extend with the destructive nature of false axiomatic
assumptions that have blackened human history. The
task of writing this first volume was the most painful
aspect of the entire project, and the most difficult,
because the scientific basis had not been established in
this volume by which the root of axiomatic failures
could be scientifically identified as a failure of humanity
in recognize its "fixed address" in reality.
In divine Science the address of man is fixed. It is
absolute. It defines man and all life under the single
concept of "Son of God." It defines where we live and
out fellow beings. It identifies the nature of humanity.
It identifies who we are and how we must relate to each
other and the universe in order that our actions and
experiences most closely reflect the boundless potential
that is found within reality of all being.
The murdering rampages of Rome, the slavery and
dope wars of modern empires, the Eugenics ideology of
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a Hitler that had blackened the face of humanity in such
places as Babi Yar, Jozefow, Lomazy, Gardelegen, and
in countless other places, are but historic examples of
an ideological pile of "shit" that had polluted the
perception and axiomatic responses of vast segments of
society. Should this not be cleaned up?
This "shit," of course, was created and piled up by
the political manipulation that people were subjected
to for various types of imperial objectives and gains. But
the recovery is not that easy. Without the scientific
foundation that enables individuals to discover and
acknowledge their "fixed address" - the fixed and
absolute identity of man - the manipulations and
subjections will continue and the immense suffering that
has been endured throughout history will continue to
be endured. It will end only when that quantum jump
in perception occurs that takes mankind out of its
limited belief and its beliefs in limitation that it has
been drawn into by linear thinking based on false
premises.
The "shit" in human affairs, of course, can all be
traced back to "the apple" from the proverbial "tree of
false knowledge" of the Adam mythology beginning in
Genesis 2, the mythological story of the creation of
mortality and finity. When a non-linear progression takes
place in consciousness that lifts consciousness out of this
self-limited sphere the entire load of historically
accumulated excrement becomes thereby cleaned up at
once or left behind, seeing that most of it is based on a
single failure anyway. The worst thing that one could
aim for, as an option for lifting oneself out of the rut, is
an attempt to reach infinity by linear progression based
on successive compromises by which the "shit" is not
removed but becomes covered over with more of the
same. It all needs to be cleaned out of the 'house' of
human consciousness, for it has no place there. It is a
part of an erroneous universe.

The seven elements of creation.
The kind of discontinuous shift in perception, or
non-linear quantum jump, that overturns one's world
and creates a new universe, doesn't happen, of course,
on its own accord. It is something that needs to be
created. Here, the seven days of creation come into play
that are described in Genesis 1. These seven days, rather
than describing sequential steps of progression or
unfolding, represent seven constituent elements that are
all required together for a discontinuous shift to occur
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by which a new universe is created in thought and in
deed.
The seven elements of creation can therefore be
seen in the manner of a multidefinition that cannot be
separated into stand alone parts without the defined
concept becoming perceived with a different meaning.
The logical place where one would expect to find
the seven elements represented in the structure for
scientific development that Mary Baker has outlined, is
a place that is leading upwards beyond the threshold to
infinity, where a new universe unfolds instead of a new
dark age. The logical place that represents this on the
matrix structure is the upwards oriented part of the
confrontational structure that divides the three lower
rows of the matrix into two parts of 56 definitions each.
The confrontational structure that has been so created
provides in each of its two halves exactly eight
definitions for each of the seven elements of creation,
consisting of two definitions per column.
By this complex interrelationship the seven
elements of creation all have some relationship to the
concept of the precise address that was discussed earlier,
in both the upper and lower domains. The two domains
also correspond to the two accounts of creation. One
begins in Genesis one, and the other, which presents a
perversion of creation, begins in Genesis 2.
Genesis 1 presents the scientifically correct
elements of creation, called seven days.
Element 1 deals with the separation of light (that
which precedes the sun) from darkness. It deals with
the theme of "Spirit versus darkness" according to a
marginal heading by Mary Baker Eddy.*12
Element 2 deals with the 'firmament,' that which
divides the waters 'above' from the waters 'below.' Here
we have the separation brought to light that sets apart
the confrontational universe (the sphere of 'mortal
mind', a negation) from the reflective universe that
brings to light the principles of reality in understanding.
It establishes the object of creation, the creation of a
new universe in thought, deed, and experience.
Element 3 deals with "letting in the light of
spiritual understanding." Mary Baker Eddy calls the seven
elements, stages. Indeed, they are interdependent stages,
but they are not steps of a ladder. One does not step
from one stage to the next. Instead, one adds new facets
of discovery. No single element is reduced in significance
by the process of unfolding, staged as seven days. Every
element is enriched by the progressive staging that sheds
more light upon the whole scene of reality.

Element 4 deals with the divine nature appearing
in concrete manifestations, symbolized as lights above
the firmament that signify spiritual ascension.
Element 5 deals with "soaring aspirations," infinite
ideas, and their fruition. It deals with acknowledgement
of reality that is infinite in nature.
Element 6 deals with life and its boundless
universal reflection, the inexhaustible continuity of good
and the emergence of the divine idea, man (which the
Revelator beheld in the last pages of the Bible as being
"clothed with the sun"). This element deals with
spiritual riches reflected in the nature of man, such as
creativity, that enable mankind to create its own
resources for living and replenish the universe with life
and with light. Here the image of infinity is manifest in
creativity.
Element 7 deals with the essential concept of
resting. Except "rest" does not signify inaction. It signifies
acknowledgement of completeness. This is an active
state. An equivalent concept to this might be "unlabored
motion." Mary Baker Eddy introduced the concept
elsewhere in the textbook where she writes about "the
unlabored motion of the divine energy in healing the
sick."*13
If the seven days of creation were to be understood
in the context of linear development, the seventh state
would signify an end point, a termination, rather than
an inexhaustible continuity. As it is, the notion of
termination stands worlds apart from what Mary Baker
Eddy says about creation and the structural platform of
"seven days." She writes in the textbook: "Creation is
ever appearing, and must ever continue to appear from
the nature of its inexhaustible source."*14 She points
out in a marginal heading that pertains to the seventh
day: "Love and man coexist." Under this heading she
concludes: "Principle and its idea, man, are coexistent
and eternal. The numerals of infinity, called seven days,
can never be reckoned according the calendar of time.
These days will appear as mortality disappears, and they
will reveal eternity, newness of Life, in which all sense
of error forever disappears and thought accepts the
divine infinite calculus."*15
We need every one of the seven elements to create
for ourselves that new universe in which man, reflecting
the divine Being, occupies the center stage so that all
else becomes subservient and supportive or is cleansed
from consciousness.
It should be noted again at this point that the lower
half of the confrontational structure is likewise made
up of 56 definitions, or 8 definitions for each of the seven
days. The difference is that the lower half of this
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structure represents the mortal confrontation to reality,
which is fundamentally a confrontation to the principle
of creation. In this arena the seven days are seen as linear
steps that end at a termination-point (death).
In the second last step of this termination
mythology, prior to the end point, man becomes selfacknowledged as the "offspring of the flesh." In this
lower realm, depravity and mortality is deemed to be
man's home and heritage; here man's fixed address is
one of self-acknowledged nakedness (acceptance of
limitation) and this with shame.
These downwards oriented steps of creation (socalled), in the lower realm, are the steps described in
the Adam mythology. The mythology starts not with
light, but with a mist covering the earth. There is no
firmament there, but dust. There is no "letting in the
light," - everything is taken out of the ground. There
are no soaring aspirations, instead some mud becomes
inflated like a rubber balloon that is finally defined as a
living soul, and named, man. There are no lights above
the firmament and below, in that story. While there are
differential structures presented in this mythology, the
differential is described as defined by sex, and something
worse than sex. In this creation mythology woman is
defined as a subspecies (taken out of man).
In the final step the Adamic mythology,
erroneously called an account of "creation," presents the
final opposite to reality. There is no "rest" to be found,
no completeness, not the slightest hint of "unlabored
motion of divine energies" - nothing of this sort is
reflected in that story. Instead, man becomes
excommunicated (in reality self-excommunicated) from
the face of God, under the stern condemnation: "In the
sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, until thou return
unto the ground; for out of it wast thou taken: for dust
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return."*16 Here, the
denunciation is complete and life is lost.
The "flesh" oriented mortal conflict will always
end here, for it is temporary and terminal by nature,
being self-defeating in every aspect, as it operates in a
total defiance of the principle of creation.
This contrasting diversity encompasses all the
complexities involved in human living as individual take
up the task, or ignore it, of coming face to face with
reality, the absolute, the infinite. This should indicate
to the individual reader that nothing can be accepted at
face value, even what is written in this book series. All
that can ever be gained from any work is that which is
drawn out of the riches of the individual's own resources
in Spirit. All that can happen, is that author's work will
serve as an auxiliary in the process of one's own selfdiscovery and discovery of the universe of Spirit. To the
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degree that this process reflects the truth it will arouse
a spark of interest in the truth and spurs the individual's
own discovery in the infinite realm of God. In other
words, the perception of what is truth, and the
acceptance of it, involves a much larger amount of work
than most people would acknowledge as necessary. The
very heart of divine Truth and Love can never be found
on a page written, or in words spoken. These will at
best be but auxiliaries that open the gate to infinity.
The fourth dimension, of Spirit, begins to unfold at the
point where the human auxiliaries have been utilized
to the full and all forms of confrontation, physical or
otherwise, are left behind.
Think of Allen Boone's work with the fly. The
intercommunication was not possible until the last
vestige of confrontation was purged from consciousness
and the full, universal, reflection of the infinite quality
of God, reflected in all life, was accepted as the reality
of being.
To the degree that the reader wins his own way to
the absolute, as work is being done in Divine Science,
he touches upon the fringes of that realm where "the
proof of the pudding" is found. Whoever explores the
outline of Mary Baker Eddy's structure will find that a
certain authority unfolds together with the new
perception. Out of this authority, however, does not
evolve confrontation. There evolves a more certain
application of the science that changes the course of
the world. This is the yardstick by which one can judge
one's progress. In the final analysis it must be said that
the entire confrontational structure that is found
superimposed over the lower three rows of the matrix
of concepts that Mary Baker Eddy has outlined,
disappears. In the universe of Spirit there is no
confrontation. There is only reflection going on, of the
strength, energy, and quality of spiritual being. There is
peace, and joy, and power. In the infinite realm of divine
reflection the "Son of God" concept is understood as
absolute.
Allen Boone, evidently had more than a superficial
awareness of this absolute. Mary Baker Eddy clearly
understood it and was able to heal on this platform.
Lyndon LaRouche is not at this point yet, but is many
miles closer than anyone else in the political sphere.
Allen Boone tells of an interesting experience. He
once found his house invaded by a huge army of ants
that had found his food box left open, more than he
had ever seen in a house. He got some ant poison, but
then rather chose to communicate with the ants. He
reasoned with them in a "gentleman to gentleman
manner" about his needs and rights, and that he could
wipe most of them out in minutes, but would not do it,
but that he expected a gentleman's response. After he
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had said enough, he left. When he returned, there was
not a single ant anywhere in sight. He never had an ant
problem again after this.
London LaRouche who is still deeply involved in
the confrontational sphere of the world political scene
has nevertheless voiced his understanding many times
that there is no person on the planet, no matter how
evil that person's acts may be at the moment, who is
beyond redemption by the power of the truth, by the
logic of ideas based of fundamental principles if these
can be communicated effectively to that person. In this
sense he works from a platform anchored in the fourth
dimension, of Spirit, and from there acts upon the
confrontational sphere with the intend to cleanse it.
Lyndon LaRouche's policy proposals reflect a
strong sense of compassion, optimism, and authority
based on the understanding of fundamental principle.
The compassion reflects a keen awareness of what is
involved for a world that is totally established within
the confrontational sphere, for this is a dangerous place.
Most of humanity is presently drawn into it, but there
is no security there nor anything that truly supports
human existence. The speculative economic and
financial system, which has become the global system,
is a totally confrontational system that is contrary to
life, love, and dominion. It is a system in which the
'clever' are pitted against the unwary, by which both
shall fall and humanity with them.
Even the lottery and casino gambling mania, which
has gripped huge portions of humanity, is totally built
of the confrontational platform. It is a game of fate
versus rational development, a type of mental
entrapment that enthrones "chance," thereby negating
the power of intelligence. The side effects of this game
are horrendous. When "chance" becomes enthroned over
the power of intelligence, the mental negation of the
principle of the Universe will reflect itself inevitably in
corresponding experiences of accidents, crime, and a
creeping collapse of civilization. One lives at the 'home
address' that one chooses for one's dwelling. It can't be
"Mind" or "chance" at the same time.
The confrontational system has become so near
universal in its acceptance by humanity, as a platform
for living, that it is now overshadowing the whole of
the human world. In most cases the confrontation is
much more direct than we find it in speculation and
gambling. In the realm of direct confrontations the
world's powerful global elite stands pitted against the
life of humanity, aided by vast segments of the
intellectual community that stand pitted against the
truth in the service of those who "pay the piper."
The confrontational system has devastating effects,

even in the realm of justice. It is common knowledge
by now that most of the world's legal structures have
become criminal in nature, acting evermore in violation
of individual human rights, rather then in defense of
them. There exists hardly a nation whose face has not
been blackened by this effect, at least to some degree.
It appears that the whole of civilization now rests
on a confrontational foundation that threatens its very
survival. Lyndon LaRouche's compassion is well placed,
realizing as he does, that few people today have acquired
the ability to operate from a higher platform. This leaves
most of humanity seriously at risk to consequences they
may not be able to deal with, especially when some of
the major structures disintegrate through confrontation
that presently are vital social foundations.
Cleaning up the "shit," surprisingly, is not an act
of confrontation. Truth does not confront error, but
wipes it out. Operation by Principle replaces reliance
on "chance."
Whoever begins to work from the higher point of
reference that is rooted in the fourth dimension, of
Spirit, takes on a huge task, but also finds a security
there that no one can take away. This is how the author
sees Lyndon LaRouche in what he has done and is doing
for the protection, and for the advance, of humanity.
Mankind's operation by Principle echoes the "rest"
of the 7th day, the "unlabored motion of the divine
energies" that are imbedded in the principle of creation.

From a scientific standpoint this operational setup
sets the stage for the next quantum jump that takes the
human perception to a higher level with axioms that
reflect fully the operation of divine Principle. This
quantum jump sets a new stage. It changes the universe
in which we live. This type of progression is inevitable,
even as it has been the hallmark of mankind from the
very beginning. It cannot fail to come to pass, because
it is the necessary consequence of the infinite nature of
God and man and the universe coming to light without
end.
In this timeless and endless process one will, of
course, always recognize only one conclusion, namely
that man's sonship with God is the present reality of
one's being, as Mary Baker Eddy has pointed this out a
hundred years ago. The details may change, and the
clarity and the resulting power may change, but the basic
premise, rooted in truth, has been well discovered and
demonstrated. It will not change. When all becomes
understood, the larger scene of the world will necessarily
change as a consequence of the succeeding breakthroughs
that occur, and these will always be breakthroughs that
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reflect love, truth, and life - manifest in peace, joy and
power. This cannot be avoided.
In the process of creation, as it unfolds
continuously, one can only find peace with joy, and
power - power to create, power to enrich the world,
but not to dominate. Nothing but peace, joy, and this
kind of power will evolve, nor anything more than this.
But does one need to have more? Or is it even possible
to attain more? The present answer is that the nature of
infinity is defined by the elements that reflect the
principle of creation, that give us the means for a way
out of the confrontational sphere into the real universe,
the universe of Spirit, Life, Truth, Love, Mind, Principle,
and Soul.
As you may have noticed, quite a lot is required
to get to this point, and quite a lot is attained when the
point is reached. The reality of being is such that not a
single element of this attainment can stand on its own
as an isolated aspect. There can be no peace without
joy, no power without peace, and no joy without power.
And neither of these can exist without the foundation
that they reflect that has been presented eons ago in the
form of the elements of creation, called seven days.
There can be no peace, joy, or power without "rest" without the unlabored motion reflecting the divine
energies of Spirit. Nor can any of this truly be attained
without 'light;' without the 'firmament' established in
Science; without the process of "letting in the light;"
without "soaring inspiration;" without structures of
Science; without man coming to light as "Son of God."
What we have here is a possible ten element
multidefinition of the concept that Mary Baker Eddy
simply referred to as the "fourth dimension, of Spirit."
What defines this dimension comes together as a huge
multidefinition of the type that was previously explored
(as an example) in context with the terms "Euphrates"
and "Burial." We have a type of multidefinition here that
is larger, but which follows the same principle. The
fourth dimension, of Spirit, can only be defined by a
complex multidefinition of interdependent concepts, of
which not a single one can be isolated or be left out
without the whole complex becoming lost. Nor could
any of the elements truly exist in isolation.
Many people will question these last two
statements, especially the last one. Some might say: If I
had enough money I could have all the power in the
world; if I had a beautiful partner I would have all the
joy anyone can ever have; if I indulge myself in
philosophy and meditation I can will have access to all
the peace anyone can ever experience - and none of the
extra trimmings will be required. Ah, but is this true?
Do all who says these things really talk about peace,
and joy, and power? They may believe that they do, but
do they? The evidence suggest that they don't.
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The would be princes of this world who have
amassed enough wealth, influence, and status to control
entire nations, who literally have all the power in the
world, are so deeply dissatisfied with what they have
attained that they are driven to constantly reach out for
more. Many of the most noble of the lot, whose names
are well known by their deeds, have murdered many
times more human beings with their policies and quests
for ruling the world, than all the Hitlers ever did with
their bullets and gas-chambers and crematorial pyres.
And yet, they have no power. They lack even the power
to support their existence without stealing from others.
Without looting, their world would collapse.
And what about joy? The renowned composer
Hector Beriloz was sure he would find it in the arms of
his longed for beloved. Delirious with unrequited love
he wrote a symphony about his fantasies, but when the
beloved of his dreams finally consented in real life to
the pressures of his pursuit, there was emptiness found
in the resulting marriage, not joy, and the union fell
apart.
And as for peace, who has that rich deep peace
that Goethe's Faustus had struggled for, for a lifetime,
and this in vain, searching for fulfillment in every avenue
that was deemed fulfilling, but did not find it there;
who did find it in the end on a much higher plain, and
this in unison with joy and power.
The formalized structure that Mary Baker Eddy
has outlined in her works, that comes to light as a
structure for scientific development, appears to be little
more than a tool for discovery and self-discovery. The
exploration of it disciplines thought and prepares it for
the necessity of dealing with still greater complexities.
The experience, so far, has been that when this task is
taken up and carried forward, the individual should be
prepared for fundamental changes, a person's whole
world will likely become overturned for a better one.
The structuring of certain concepts into dual-definitions
(of various types), as complex as they may appear when
one first encounters them, are little more than training
wheels attached to children's bicycles for learning the
principle of riding two-wheelers.
Mary Baker Eddy evidently understood this. It
would have been quite impossible, without the exercises
that Mary Baker Eddy has set up in the form of an orderly
structure for scientific development to deal with the
larger question of the seven elements of creation and
their effect on human living.
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Taking authority.
One of the profound discoveries the author's friend
has made is related to the authority with which one
speaks and acts. All this has to do with the profound
differences between: taking a degree; receiving a degree;
and receiving a certificate upon examination. And, of
course, it is all centered on the fourth dimension, of
Spirit.
We have three levels of authority indicated in Mary
Baker Eddy's Church Manual, in connection with the
metaphysical college that she has established. The
highest level of authority is evidently that which is
derived from "taking a degree." This "taking" is possible
only in divine Science where one is alone with God.
The spiritual understanding of man's identity as "Son of
God" provides the kind of peace, joy, and power that
n o m a n c a n c o n f e r, h i n d e r, o r t a k e a w a y . T h e
experienced reality of what has been gleamed in divine
Science is its own proof. The institution that Mary Baker
Eddy has established to promote this purpose is the
"Massachusetts Metaphysical College" which she has
established. The college has not been established as a
part of her church, but as an appendix (a supplemental
structure) to it. Mary Baker Eddy, herself, occupies the
office of the President of that college. She has never
relinquished the post. In other words, the college still
functions with its president at the helm, and will so in
perpetuity. In a very real way, she still presides over
the college, perhaps not in person, but in the spirit of
her discoveries and the scientific demand they place on
anyone who seeks to be enriched by what she knew and
has provided for her students and for future generations.
In this case, the college in Boston becomes
symbolic. Whoever studies with her, who follows the
course of discovery that she has outlined, who thereby
gains a thorough understanding in divine Science and is
eligible on the strength of the demonstrated achievement
"take" the degree that this college confers. In no
uncertain terms, she herself, had insisted on this.
It is reported that during the years when she had
taught personally in the college, she would send her
students out of the classroom near the end of the course,
with the instruction to go and heal someone. It is
reported that most students were successful. By the time
they returned they had delivered the proof of their
identity to themselves. They had taken the degree. They
had operated from the platform she had outlined and
were successful in doing so. This demonstrated success
conferred no small authority. Christ Jesus had insisted
on the same process to be followed. In fact he had

pioneered it. There came a point when he sent 70 people
abroad to heal, and they did.
In Mary Baker Eddy's days, after the degree had
been taken, at the end of the course of instruction, a
signed certificate was issued. But this is not where the
real authority lies. Those lesser forms of authorization
involve all kinds of external, human, approval. But who
approves of what? Who can confer an authority that
was never taken in the first place?
In a technical sense, today's custom is that a degree
is given to the student by a Board of Education, and this
is certified with a certificate upon examination. In a
marginal note on the first application Form 1, for
membership with the Mother Church, Mary Baker Eddy
stipulates that a "loyal student who has taken a degree
at the Massachusetts Metaphysical College..." is eligible
to countersign an application. Nothing is said about any
requirement for certificates. Certificates are required
only for institutional teaching.
In applying for membership with a spiritual
institution the burden of proof rests with the individual's
consciousness. In institutional teaching the burden of
proof of authority is put upon an approver. This
requirement is necessary to protect the public and to
set a minimal standard. But in the absolute sense, it is
impossible that another person can have the slightest
authority over the 'intercommunication' between God
and man in divine Science by which the infinite comes
to light. There is total freedom in divine Science, not
subjection.
It should be understood that what is presented in
these volumes is not a dictate, nor a suggestion to
another to assimilate anything. The work presented
represents nothing more then a statement of the steps
of development experienced by an individual in the
search for Truth. The authority for the statements is
rooted in the honesty of a faithful pursuit of the outline
provided by Mary Baker Eddy and the experiences drawn
from it. It is presented to the reader with the recognition
of: Here I stand. I can do not otherwise. Much has been
gained by the author in pursuing this work. If the reader
finds the exploration worthy to be considered, there may
be a sharing in the blessings that have been experienced.
Any sharing is done with this hope in mind. Still, one
has also the responsibility to suggest caution. The final
authority of what is Truth must always rest with the
individual, and be rooted within the individual's oneness
with God.
The goal that this author has pursued in presenting
his work, has been to share as broadly as possible what
has been shared with him, and what has been drawn
from the depth of his own scientific efforts over decades
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of research on the subject. It is offered to those those
who are already working in divine Science, even those
who may not be aware of it, who have made enormous
breakthroughs in this field as they deal with the essence
of Life, Truth, Love, Principle, Spirit, Mind, Soul, and
also those who may never have thought of the subject
but are keenly aware of the dimensions involved. Divine
Science is at the heart of humanity. Nobody owns it.
Nobody stands apart from it. It exists in human
consciousness, dormant perhaps to some degree, as they
case may be. But it is not foreign. It deals with
immortality and Love, peace, joy, and power. Does
anyone really stand apart from these? Can anyone
embrace more? Here one may rest in action, utilize the
power of creativity in reflecting the unlabored motions
of infinite Mind. Here one finds joy, peace, love, and
life.

The technological dimension.
The undeniable potential of mankind, to build
itself an infinite future, rests on three pillars. The three
pillars are: boundless energy resources, boundless
materials resources, and boundless human resources
which make the first two pillars possible. They are all
available in full measure without any fundamental limit.
Infinite energy resources lie at our feet in the form
of nuclear power by means of the presently available
fast breeder reactor technology. It is also available by
the soon to be available nuclear fusion technology, and
the fabled matter-antimatter reaction technology that
is deemed theoretically feasible. Mankind is so
profoundly blessed that it can choose. Every single one
of these technologies is sufficient to open the human
horizon to infinite energy development. The planet earth
is said to contain enough uranium, for instance, to power
the nuclear breeder technology for the remainder of the
life of the planet at 50 times the world's present level
of energy production. Such a vast energy resource can
be considered infinite for all practical purposes, yet it
is dwarfed in scope by the potential of the more
advanced energy technologies that will most certainly
obsolete nuclear fission technologies in the near future.
The world's materials resources are likewise
infinite. Our entire planet is made up almost exclusively
of the elements of magnesium, iron, nickel, and silicone.
There are no limits to what one can build with these
materials. Certainly, mankind needs to develop the
technology to exploit these resources, which doesn't
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exist yet. It is not a simple task to separate the metals
from the chemical bond that form rocks into which a
large percentage of the earth's metals are bound.
However, as things stand today, a possible technology
for doing this has already been demonstrated in principle.
The threshold towards its full realization is apparently
only a few developmental steps away.
In principle, an infinite dimension is not a static
dimension. It is a dimension that is marked by
breakthrough after breakthrough. Mankind must want
to go beyond today's primitive method of searching for
ready made minerals, for instance, that may be easy to
pick out of the ground, but are woefully inadequate to
supply its advanced development needs.
A rule comes to light, here, namely that every step
towards higher levels of technology opens the door to
vastly more abundant resources than existed before.
Eventually mankind will even discover how to rebuilt
the atomic structures directly, at will, and be thereby
be able to generate any desired element at any desired
quantity. While this may never be necessary, it would
certainly add yet another dimension to mankind's
freedom.
Mankind's food resources are likewise infinite in
nature. With high quality energy and materials available
in infinite abundance, food production can be increased
by several orders of magnitude and be carried out almost
everywhere. Food production would then no longer be
confined to today's primitive type of agriculture on
outdoor fields. It could be shifted indoors, under ground,
into multi-story structures, onto the surface of the
oceans, under water, and even into space. No longer will
it be deemed necessary, then, to kill people with hunger
through induced underdevelopment, in order to
depopulate the earth. The primitive utopia that some
world rulers presently belief in, and are engaged in
achieving, will then be seen as a crime against humanity.
In such an environment of infinite development, the
world will never be recognized as overpopulated. It will
more likely be recognized as woefully underpopulated
in respect to the opportunities that present themselves
for mankind's expansion.
What is lacking, today, to turn the existing
potential into reality is a new dimension of thinking.
Nothing else is lacking. Extremely efficient and save
nuclear power technology already exists to solve the
growing energy production deficits. Nuclear power could
transform the world right now if mankind would stop
to subject itself to scare schemes that equate Chernobyl
(which should be considered an engineering crime) with
modern technology. The Three Mile Island, so-called
accident, was apparently staged on purpose in order to
make all nuclear scare stories more credible and to
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prevent mankind's potential self-development from
becoming realized.
On the side of materials production, nothing is
lacking either, in fundamental terms, to implement the
requisite technology. All that is lacking is a staunch
determination to realize the existing human potential.
If one considers the present state of technological
research and development in this department, which is
near zero at the moment, an escalation to some
reasonable levels could move mountains and transform
the planet. The turnaround wouldn't even require a
scientific revolution, though it would require a reversal
of the present process of dismantling the world's existing
research facilities. This dismantling is presently being
pursued at an insane rate under the rubric of saving
money.
Of course a new dimension of thinking is also
required in the financial arena. The present course of a
nation having to rent its economic life-blood from
private institutions at the price of a king's ransom, is
insane. On this platform nothing can be accomplished,
as indeed nothing of significance has been accomplished
for half a decade.
The ideal that the Renaissance inspired, has been
for a nation to create its own resources. Unfortunately,
whenever this has been done, the oligarchy screamed
with all its might, in response to having lost one of its
opportunities for looting. The oligarchy's response,
traditionally, has been to wage war at such a point,
openly or subliminally, until society relents and reenables the looting practice. A whole new dimension of
thinking (and acting) is required in this arena for the
needed breakthrough to be made by which mankind can
protect itself.
A wholly new and higher dimension of justice is
also required. Mankind needs to break up cliques, level
wealth with honesty, and judge worth according to
wisdom on order to gain a clearer view of humanity.*17
The potential exists to achieve this breakthrough.
Indeed, this breakthrough would have already been
achieved were it not for a few technical mistakes by
which mankind has limited itself, and still limits itself.
The question is, why? Is there a new breed of
human being required as a prerequisite for opening up
the horizon to a higher dimension, such as that which
Mary Baker Eddy points out, where the realization of
the human potential is a natural goal? One would have
to say, no, to that. No new breed of human beings is
required to grasp the infinite goal. Mankind lacks nothing
in itself. It has proven itself fully capable to master the
most infinite tasks. It has conquered space, which is no
longer a limit, it has made tracks on the moon and

explored the universe to the extend of billions upon
billions of galaxies. It has probed into inner space, into
the minutes fragments of an atom. Mankind also
understands that which the eye cannot see, such as love,
truth, honor, principle, etc.. The human being has no
limit except the limits it creates for itself. In real terms,
man is an infinite being.
Animals cannot make this claim, even if they could
speak. They lack this higher dimension that we find so
richly in our human culture, manifest as music, art,
science, technologies, wisdom, and healing. No animal
has ever stood on the moon by the strength of its own
resources, or composed a symphony and performed it
in great theatres, or created food resources in abundance
were no such resources existed. Mankind does all these
things. It takes this capability for granted, and so it
should, for it is part of its nature as infinite beings.
The consequences are undeniable. The places of
the human domain are infinitely rich. Have you ever sat
in a concert hall and listened to the swell of the music
of a great symphony that pours forth with mathematical
precision for the self-appreciation of the listener as a
human being? And as you sat there, have you ever
wondered how far you would have to travel above the
ceiling of that hall that embraces this marvel to find
another place in the universe where living beings have
created for themselves so rich a culture? The distance
may be counted in billions of light years. You look at
the instruments with which the music is performed, and
you wonder if they have an equal anywhere in the
universe outside of the human world. After the theatre
or concert you may choose to celebrate the event in the
intimacy of a small cafe. Here, a new rich dimension
unfolds where you find art in food and in the
environment in which it is served.
By considering the strength of mankind's
capability, it must be said that man's native place is in
"the fourth dimension, of Spirit," because the major
qualifications that define the human being are spiritual
in nature. Out of mankind's spiritual strength all of its
physical resources have been created. In this context,
the capacity for scientific spiritual healing, as Christ
Jesus has pursued it, or Mary Baker Eddy had pioneered
it anew in the 19th century, is not miraculous, but is a
natural capacity that occurred at the end of a long period
of cultural and spiritual development. The subsequent
loss of this practice does not reflect a diminished
capability, but a loss of focus, a regression in
commitment, a fascination with poverty, austerity, and
riches that have no substance.
The greatest difficulty that mankind is facing at
the present time, according to all evidence, is the same
as that which has kept Mary Baker Eddy's outlined
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scientific development structure hidden, right in the
open, for a hundred years. This happened in spite the
fact that many tens of thousands of people had studied
daily with great diligence the very book that contains
the bulk of the outline, and had done so for a hundred
years without recognizing it.
Were all these people stupid or blind? No. But the
requisite focus of thought was missing. A higher
dimension of thinking was needed in order that the
higher dimension of science that Mary Baker Eddy had
laid at everyone's feet, could be recognized. And even
after it became discovered, without a shift in focus it
cannot become accepted as valid by the same people
who profess to cherish her accomplishments and aim to
benefit from them.
Thee shift in alertness and scientific sensitivity,
towards this higher dimension, can become universal and
effect the whole civilization of human kind. No natural
barrier exist. But, please, be forewarned. This shift, when
it occurs, can be explosive.
In mathematical terms, with each higher dimension
a whole magnitude of increase unfolds. Each succeeding
dimension embraces magnitudes that are greater than
anything that has pertained before. What seems utopian
as a solution for today's problem should be considered
as a natural phenomenon in the next higher dimension
of mankind's development that supersedes in magnitude
the sum of all that has gone on previously. Mankind will
be surprised when it discovers what it is capable of once
the development of its true potential is undertaken,
assuming that the higher dimension of mankind's identity
comes to light.
When Mary Baker Eddy made reference to what
she called "the fourth dimension, of Spirit" she knew
nothing about nuclear energy technologies, or high
temperature plasma technologies that separate rocks into
their constituent elements, but she understood the
nature of man in context of the higher dimension.
Without this self-perception she would not have been
able to heal a single cancer, or crippled body, or lung,
heart, eye, or whatever. She lived and breathed in this
dimension. She had recognized man's native dimension
and had conceptually drawn all mankind into it.
The direction in which one is going with this may
be judged by the hyperbolic increase in the perspective
that one experiences. One moves from a unidimensional
geometry of perception that is represented by a line, to
a two dimensional geometry that is represented by a
plane, to a three dimensional geometry that is
represented by space. The fundamental architecture of
Mary Baker Eddy's outlined structure for scientific
development unfolds as a three dimensional structure
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in which each added dimension, as has been explored in
Volume 3, opens up a new world of receiving reality
and man's spiritual identity. However, within the root
of this architecture, there is a provision made that points
to a fourth dimension. This fourth dimension promises
to be revolutionary, perhaps so much so that the process
of scientific Christ healing that once unfolded as a
pinnacle of achieved mental capability may be not only
re-attained, but may be superseded by something greater.
Christ Jesus was very clear about this when he stated
that in due course greater works than his would become
common place.
Since Mary Baker Eddy was likewise thinking in
terms of this fourth dimension, of Spirit, it is only
natural a link to it be found incorporated within the
parameters with which she defined the basic architecture
of the structure for scientific development. As it was, it
took some years to recognize this provision for what it
is. At first it came to light as a, irritating item that didn't
want to fit into the general context.
The basic architecture of the structure was initially
recognized only as a three dimensional structure, made
up of a plane of sixteen elements, measured by "cardinal
points" and four definitions of "sides." Then the whole
structure was understood to have been given a third
dimension as the structure was given a scientific depth
as it was geometrically raised by a factor of nine. It was
recognized that every one of the sixteen elements carried
a nine element substructure built upon them. This,
however, left one of the sets of Mary Baker Eddy's
provided definitions for the biblical city foursquare
unapplied. For a long time this had been a stumbling
block in the process of exploration. It wasn't recognized
that something was missing in building the structure
from the outline, which turned out to be an entire
dimension of its own.
This stumbling block definition carries the
metaphor of 'gates,' according to the description of the
biblical city foursquare in Revelation 21. Gates, in turn
are related to flow. She had previously introduced the
concept of gates as associated with the metaphor for
the sides of the city which were recognized as signifying
domains for development, such as taking sides. But, then,
she presents in addition a very complex metaphoric
definition of the idea of 'gates' opening northward,
eastward, southward, and westward. In essence, this
descriptor is one that expands the metaphor into all
directions at infinitum. It comes to light as a metaphor
for infinity that unfolds the fourth dimension.
Now, if the lower dimensions are leading up to
the higher, the question repeats itself, what shall we do
with them? All these carefully built structures that have
been considered in earlier volumes are obviously
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intended to facilitate and advance whatever moves in
consciousness at the level of thought where discoveries
are made and fundamental principles come to light,
which movement facilitates metaphysical healing and
so set the stage for the higher idea and fuller
implementation. Only how does one get from the printed
page where the three dimensional structure is
documented to the practice of its Science by which
bodily ailments are healed through means of directed
individual work in metaphysics, and this instantly? How
does one do this? - As already indicated, it can be
accomplished by diligent scientific work.
The outline has been discovered that Mary Baker
Eddy has left to humanity, of the structure that she had
used herself and had based her life's work on. It had
proven its value in metaphysical healing. In recent years
the outline has been discovered, and in the exploratory
process of recreating the outlined structure, its science
has likewise been explored to some degree. The the
researched structure has then been applied in its basic
dimension to practical issues. All this was pursued in
earlier volumes. Now, we shall take the next step.

A probe into discovery.
The answer to what can be gleamed through selfinitiated discovery comes to light through another
question: How does one go about to establish in
consciousness this "crowning ultimate that rises to a
mental monument, a superstructure high above the work
of men's hands, even the outcome their hearts, giving to
the material a spiritual significance"...?(Mary Baker Eddy
- The First Church of Christ, Scientist. p.6)
Here an illustration can be useful that Mary Baker
Eddy has provided in a more general context, but which
has a special significance in pointing out the nature of
what may be termed the "fourth dimension, of Spirit."
She writes, "The manifestation of God through mortals
is as light passing through the window-pane. The light
and the glass never mingle, but as matter, the glass is
less opaque than the walls. The mortal mind through
which Truth appears most vividly is that one which has
lost much materiality - much error - in order to become
a better transparency for Truth. Then, like a cloud
melting into thin vapor, it no longer hides the sun.*18
Indeed, this description reflects her own personal
experience on that momentous day when she stepped
away from what should have been her death bed, in an

instantaneous healing from a severe spinal injury. The
doctors could not explain the healing that had taken
place in that moment, and the pastor who stopped by
her place after that day's morning service, in order to
prepare her for what should have been her final
moments, could hardly belief his senses as she opened
the door for him when he arrived to perform this
pastoral duty.
The dramatic breakthrough that her healing
represented to her was the beginning of a 44 year journey
of continuous discovery. She complained in later years
about the inadequacy of the common language to convey
the deeply moving changes in perception that had come
with the unfolding steps in the new-found universe of
Spirit and of man's spiritual resources. Compromises had
to be made. She wrote: "After the author's sacred
discovery, she affixed the name Science to Christianity,
the name error to corporeal sense, and the name
substance to Mind." She adds, "Science has called the
world to battle over this issue and its demonstration,
which heals the sick, destroys error, and reveals the
universal harmony.*19
Dealing with infinity does indeed unsettle the
conventional perception, especially education. Who
teaches the pioneer? Even the best humanist education
can only establish a basis for discovery. No 'teaching'
has ever moved a mind beyond the leading edge. The
advanced steps unfold out of the mind's own resources,
its creativity, reason, logic, and its ability to interrelate
old concepts into new discoveries. The ideal church
should therefore be intertwined with the leading edge
of every discipline of thought where the limits that
existed yesterday are made obsolete today, where
civilization is made richer, where human dignity is
acknowledged as taller, where justice becomes love,
economy becomes truth, life becomes light. By this
Church the image of God would be glorified through
the discovery and celebration of its substance in the
sphere of daily living.
Common teaching cannot cause one to reach up
to this level. It is unlikely that it will ever be possible
to teach a person the requisite footsteps for a transition
into the higher dimension where the material, in which
the creativity of the mind takes tangible shape, comes
to light with a spiritual significance. In real terms, this
transforming strength by the creativity of the mind is
the hallmark of the human being. It always has been,
and ever will be. No one can give it to another. No one
can induce it. The most one can do is to open the door
to the discovery of what is already there. And what is
there is infinitely rich.
In a very real way, everyone's life is filled with
things that have spiritual significance. The entire human
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culture, from the first cup of coffee in the morning,
including the cup that contains it, to the music that one
hears, and the industrial complex that aids mankind's
production, is a monument of ideas that have
transformed the earth and given it a new physical
dimension without which 99.999% of humanity would
simply not exist. By this transformation of them material
scene, with spiritual processes of creativity, the
transformed and created material formations do indeed
carry a spiritual significance.
Furthermore, the resulting rich environment in
which this transformation and creative process is taking
place, is a dimension that will continue to unfold
without limits. Should one be surprised that Christ Jesus
was able to expand his own sphere of capability, and
become able to heal the sick with the resources of the
mind? No! Should one be surprised that others should
attain the same capability? No! Should one be surprised,
also, when scientific thinkers can demonstrate the
principles by which humanity can lift itself out of its
mental depression, poverty, and associated crime, into
a vastly richer life and morality in which people cease
to murder each other with hunger or with guns? No!
Still, the question remains: How did the Christ
Jesus, the Master, cause his disciples so many centuries
ago to reach that higher dimension that had enabled
them to heal in the same manner as he himself had
healed? The Bible reports that at least some of the
disciples had become effective healers. Also, the
question remains by what means did Mary Baker Eddy
discover the Principle of this healing in the industrial
and scientific age, at that most vital moment in her life
where a momentous mental breakthrough had caused
her own healing? Or, indeed, how did the Master
discover the principle of Christ healing in the first place?
In the early stages of trying to assemble the
outlined structure this question was pondered at one
point: How did the Master get his disciples to heal if he
did not teach them the technology as technology is
taught today?
One day, as I was walking through the autumn
forest in early evening, the trees were mostly bare at
this point, I pondered the issue. "How did you teach
them so effectively?" as said quietly to myself in the
depth of my thought in the manner I would if the Master
was walking beside me. Deep in the recesses of the mind
an answer came back as though he replied: "I was never
a teacher, not in the manner in which you understand
teaching. You give your students accumulated knowledge
printed in books, and then you interpret that knowledge
to your students, and instruct them how they must
regard it. What you call teaching is mental manipulation,
brainwashing! Nowhere is it written that I 'taught'
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anyone. To call me a 'teacher' is viscous slander. I demand
that you stop that! There is one Teacher, only, which is
God!"
I was startled at my discovery. I pondered more
eagerly now: "Well, Master, if the transition in thought
that enabled your disciples to heal wasn't caused by any
specific metaphysical 'treatment', teaching, or other
manipulation, which I agree can't bring another person
to a higher level of capability than the level all human
beings share, what did you do to enable the disciples to
recognize what they have, and become such effective
healers as they evidently were?"
"I didn't do anything," I 'heard' the Master reply.
"I took them out of their fish boats, yes! I took them
with me wherever I went. But that was all I did for them.
That was all that was required. They saw me heal the
lepers, the lame, the blind. They saw me raise the dead.
They heard me talk to the people as I told them stories
about houses built on sand, and prodigal sons, and sowers
that sowed seeds in their fields, and stories about
servants, and husbandmen, and peppercorns."
"Peppercorns?" I countered. "You mean mustard
seeds."
"Peppercorns, mustard seeds, what does it matter?
The point is, I gave them something to think about that
took their minds off their petty little concerns so that
the 'Father,' you know what I mean, had a chance to get
a few words in. What they all needed was a different
atmosphere, one that was more conducive to their
spiritual unfoldment. I set up the stage so that they could
gleam something about what is reality by applying the
strength of their own resources. I headed them into the
right direction. But did I teach them anything? No! Don't
you think I would have, if it were possible? They had
ears, but did they hear? They had eyes, but did they
see? They didn't see the ground beneath the feet they
stood on. Through the back door, I gave them a few
things to think about, to stir them up a little. Seeing me
heal, seeing me raise the dead, that caused some
movement in their minds. That started them thinking.
But this was all I did for the disciples. The rest was out
of my hands. The ball, really, was in their court. You
know, it is quite amazing what can happen when people
actually begin to think for themselves and ponder what
is unfolding as reality right in front of theirs eyes. They
suddenly begin to see. They begin to hear. It is as though
they have new eyes all of a sudden. Can anyone teach
them that? They begin to hear with different ears. But
teaching? No, I have never taught anyone to hear, or
see, or heal, not directly anyway. But I did bring them
face to face with the truth. I rubbed their noses in it, as
it were."
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"You established an atmosphere conducive to
spiritual development," I replied.
" Yo u m e a n s p i r i t u a l u n f o l d i n g ! S c i e n t i f i c
development is possible, spiritual development is not.
You cannot change reality, you can only begin to take
notice of it. Yes, and there was something else I had to
do. I had to nudge them, I tell you. I couldn't wait
forever. There was work to be done. There were lepers,
sick people; we had to get the story out what the truth
is. We had the whole country to get out of the rut. We
had a whole world to consider. It wasn't right to let them
trot idly about. Why should they be standing around,
watching me do all the work. The goal was to get them
to taste their own strength. There came a point when I
felt they had seen enough, so I told them plainly to get
busy. I sent seventy people out into the field, at one
point. I tell you, they loved it. One of them came to me
afterwards, all excited, saying, 'Even the devils are
subject unto us.'"
"And that is what Church is all about?" I pondered
quietly.
"Well, what else?" I 'heard' the Master say. "What
would you want a church to be for if it isn't for some
practical purpose of getting you out the bind of
infinitesimally small thinking, out of the bind of putting
yourself to death, mentally, as most people do? I know
there are not many churches that do this, if there are
any at all. But I'm surprised you asked this question. Is
this strange to you what I said? You have Mary's books,
I can tell that you do, but why don't you read them?
You talk about church, but you don't know how it
functions. Eh, my disciples were smarter. They always
asked me, how does it work? I didn't tell them. I showed
them. Who am I to tell anyone? Did I tell them how to
heal a leper? Of course not. I told them to go and do it.
They had seen what it takes."
I had to recognize, that in his own unique way,
Christ Jesus was an outstanding teacher. Mary Baker
Eddy refers to him in her writings as Teacher spelled
with a capital T, referring to a kind of teaching that
asserts itself by reflection of the higher dimension in
which truth comes to light most profoundly, where the
intercommunication is not personal but proceeds from
the higher power that embraces all and is manifest in
its most advanced idea, man. That is what God is, and
man's relationship to God. Infinite Mind reflects itself
in man as a mental capacity that unfolds towards endless
horizons by virtue of its inexhaustible source?
What pertains to the fourth dimension, of Spirit,
is logically that which cannot be taught. You cannot
teach another person not to fear. You might be able to
state the scientific fact that fear is a man's prison, and

that the removal of fear is the gateway to freedom. This
might get a person to examine the axioms that generate
fear. It might highlight an individual's imprisonment by
fear, that the individual is likely well aware of. Many
people are functionally imprisoned by their fear of
rejection, for instance, or of failure, losses, etc.. Once
the scientific self-examination begins, however, the end
of fear is in sight.
The fourth dimension, of Spirit, is logically that
higher domain were one is free from fear, because Spirit
and fear are opposites. Spirit is incapable of fear because
it reflects the freedom of infinity. Now imagine yourself
living a life without fear. You would find yourself in a
whole new dimension of living, would you not? Most
interpersonal relations are marred by fear of rejection,
yet in Science (the science of reality) there is but one
type of spirit that all share. Fundamentally there is no
rejection possible between people of equal spirit. Most
people also fear sickness, violence, poverty, and death.
Just being free from these alone would bring a whole
new dimension to the life of an individual.
Christ Jesus has amply demonstrated the principle
by which a whole nation can be free of sickness if it
chooses to. He pioneered a healing technology that is
not subject to money, status, fame, etc., that is still
unsurpassed even now. With universal mutual support
of one another a universe is possible that is totally free
of sickness, poverty, persecution, violence, and war. The
parable of the good Samaritan maps out the way in
which society can elevate itself into a whole new
dimension of existence.
The fear of death is likewise incompatible with
the dimension of infinite being. It has been said that
some people appear to die without ever having truly
lived, and that some are so intensely alive that they never
die. In Science, there is no death as Spirit is not bound
to matter. Imagine what dimension this spiritual fact
opens up when it becomes accepted in full!
The problem that humanity is facing in these
regards is due to the fact that material perception and
spiritual perception are incompatible. The material
perception makes claims for supremacy, yet mankind
ignores the fact that nearly the entire material platform
that supports human existence rests solidly on a
foundation of spiritual ideas. Every aspect of the modern
material scene bears the imprint of technologies that
create resources and freedoms for mankind. Without
spiritual qualities such as intelligence and creativity, the
human scene would be sparse, primitive, and quite
possibly nonexistent. What reigns supreme on this planet
is not material substance, but life, truth, love. Even the
universe itself displays the order of operating principles.
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The identity of man, likewise displays a higher
dimension than biological ordering of cells and
organisms. In order to get some handle on identifying
this higher dimension to human thought, Mary Baker
Eddy presents a summary account of it in a definition
for the term, God, that comprises the various domains
of the reality that deeply effects human existence and
is absolutely spiritual in nature. Consequently, Mary
Baker Eddy defines the higher power that is fundamental
to all, which is commonly termed God, as Mind, Spirit,
Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, and Love.
The above definition, of course, is not absolute in
itself. The final definition in consciousness depends on
the individual's interpretation of these terms. These
terms pose momentous questions. What really
constitutes Mind, Life, Love, etc.? In order to pry out
of consciousness answers to these questions, and similar
types of questions, Mary Baker Eddy has refrained from
providing a completely detailed presentation of her
structure for scientific development. Which means that
the answers must be sought within the dynamics of
living, of discovering, of reasoning, and of probing for
the truth. This may also be the reason why Mary Baker
Eddy had chosen a biblical text that refers to something
called the Key of David, as a heading for the most major
part of her outline. The answers that consciousness needs
to find in order to achieve a phase shift into the higher
dimension, of Spirit, had to be found individually in life.
This, at least, is how the biblical David had progressed.
David's path was not without trials and failures, but it
was marked by strong pioneering achievements in
coming to terms with the realm of infinite Spirit.
Instead of providing a completely finished work,
Mary Baker Eddy presented a framework of an idea that
invites the individual to create the structure anew that
she had merely outlined, to build it up in individual
consciousness out of the spiritual strengths of the
individual's own resources. She didn't say, to humanity:
Here it is. Repeat after me, I will teach you what to do
next, and what you need to know. Instead of doing this,
she set up a foundation that serves as a stage and
framework for discovery, for asking questions, for finding
answers out of one's own resources. How else could she
have done it without violating the fundamental idea of
the "fourth dimension, of Spirit," in which mankind is
recognized as complete? She had a paradox to resolve,
because she couldn't teach what cannot be taught, while
the advanced perception she had gained needed to be
brought to light universally as soon as this would become
possible in practical terms.
One must realize, that had she presented her
structure fully complete, it wouldn't have been a
development structure, but be a denial of the dynamics
of development. She would have set up a hierarchical
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structure pointing downwards, which is an entropic
structure in a developmental sense. It would be a
structure where the energy of thought begins at a high
point and diminishes as the teaching forces certain
concepts down onto the grass roots level of humanity.
With this kind of teaching, she would have destroyed
the very church she had devoted so much of her efforts
towards, building it up for the healing of the sick and
the advancement of the nations.
The moment that an external authority becomes
someone's guru instead of 'divine' science that underlies
all discovery, at that moment an entropic system is set
in motion that trails out into dust. When such a thing
happens, spiritual unfolding comes to a halt as it has in
modern times throughout humanity. Humanity is taught,
guided, and instructed in a top down entropic fashion.
It is mentally manipulated by most of its schools, by
most of its newspapers, by books, movies, magazines,
television, even the Internet. The entire world is set up
in this entropic fashion with the U.N. assuming ever
greater amounts of top-down elitist control over the
nations in an authoritarian role. The outcome of an
entropic system, naturally, is impotence. The nation's
cease to function intelligently.
A constitutional democratic setup, on the other
hand, relies on the strength at the grass roots level, and
on universal individual responsibility to maintain this
strength and to enhance it. On this platform the strength
of the human being reflects itself in the strength of the
corresponding policy platform. Here, the development
is not entropic, but is infinite in nature.
Divine Science must reach the human
consciousness through a not-entropic system of
communication where thought lifts itself upwards
through discoveries of principle; where it is selfescalating towards the infinite.
Mary Baker Eddy's structure for scientific
development that she had introduced in association with
a Scriptural text that speak about a Key of David, has
been placed into her textbook, Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures, as an idea. It has been placed there
with a clear invitation to anyone to develop it, to build
it up in consciousness. In this creative process of
building, also lies its utility. The finished product merely
documents what has been built. Apart from this, it has
no value. In its material form it is but a sheet of paper
with some words written on it. Its true value is in that
which the individual creates in the process of discovery
by moving with the complexities that have been
outlined.
The structure that has been described in this book
series is not the Key of David, but is a scientific structure
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that requires the individual creation of it in thought.
With her outline, Mary Baker Eddy gave humanity a
glimpse of the vast range of spiritual perception that
she was working from, and she gave mankind a nudge
to get busy. It is our task, therefore, to avail ourselves
of this aid, and to gleam from it as much as possible of
the divine Science that she understood fully. From this
beginning it will expand northward and southward,
eastward and westward, and cover the earth with its
light.

How does one work with the
structure for the Key of David?
There are many avenues provided that are
specifically outlined for this purpose. Let's explore these.
The foremost aid that has been provided for
working with the structure, is surprisingly enough the
one major structure that is not directly a part of the
structure for the Key of David, itself. It is the Christian
Science Bible Lesson. I am not talking about something
that is preached from a pulpit. Sure, the weekly Bible
lesson is the central part of every Christian Science
church service. There are no preachers in that church,
no priests, ministers, etc.. The Bible and the Christian
Science textbook take the place of the traditional pastor
or priest. The sermon consists of readings of selected
texts from the Bible and the textbook, which are tailored
according to the 26 fixed subjects provided by Mary
Baker Eddy. "The lessons," as they are called for short,
are not only read from the platform, but are also
universally available for study prior to the service. The
topics have already been listed in Chapter 14. Also, the
structure has been explored that ties all the lessons
together. The nature of the lesson topics is such that
they cover virtually every aspect related to human
existence. Evidently, the topics were selected with great
care and against the background of Mary Baker Eddy's
experiences in healing, in establishing Christian Science,
and in founding the church of Christ Scientist.
Now, with the lesson topics established, a certain
usefulness of the lessons, themselves, is thereby assured.
You can't go far off the track if your source material is
fixed and is the best available, put in place by the most
experienced person in the field. Except you can't get
far ahead by this process either, if that's all there is to
it. Actually, this is how things have stood for a hundred

years.
As it appears now, in retrospect, the Bible lessons
weren't put in place to teach anything either. They were
set up, apparently, as a reverse link to the structure for
the Key of David that opens the horizon to discovery.
This link was discovered quite late in the process of
exploring the structure for the Key of David and its
usefulness. It wasn't that it was hidden. It was standing
right in the open for all to see. In its function, this linkage
is related to the manner in which the lessons are
constructed.

The reverse link from the Bible
lessons.
Each weekly lesson is divided into five to seven
segments, each of these segments begin with citations
from the Bible (The King James version), which are
followed by correlative passages from the Christian
Science textbook, Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures. The passages from Science and Health, now,
can be linked to individual elements of the structure
for the Key of David, by way of the sequential title of
the chapter to which a quotation of the lesson pertains.
In the early stages of exploring the outlined
structure, the sixteen chapters from the textbook were
mapped against the matrix, together with the poem and
paintings from Christ and Christmas. This correlation is
still valid. Except, now, we have a practical use for it.
Knowing the chapter title (or sequential chapter
number) that a given passage from the Bible lesson is
from, enables one to explore the selected passage that
appears in the lesson in the scientific context that has
been established through the structure for the Key of
David, according to the particular element that the
chapter title is pointing to. It is in this context that the
paintings in Christ and Christmas have a great utility.
Let me illustrate how this all works together..
Suppose a correlative quotation that appears in the
Bible lesson is from the textbook chapter: Science of
Being. After having worked extensively with this
structure, one will know that this chapter is associated
with the painting of the old man in the rocking chair,
who is shown facing the young girl illumined by a cone
of light from a star overhead, reading Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures. This brings to mind the
scriptural text beneath the painting: "I thank Thee, O
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Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou hast hid
these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed
them unto babes." Also, the image of the painting comes
to mind, and the verse of the poem that is associated
with it, especially the last two lines that are reprinted
in the book version of Christ and Christmas, on the page
facing the painting. The two structures become
interlocked. Thus, when a quote is from the chapter,
Science of Being, one sees in thought the little Girl from
the painting and hears the words from the verse that
goes with the painting, saying to consciousness, "Life,
without birth and without end, emitting light!" Please
refer to Appendix E and Appendix F.
Naturally, one also knows which column this
element belongs to; that it belongs into the column
labeled, Christianity, which deals with the universal
nature of divine Truth. One also know the river for this
column, that it is Hiddekel: "Divine Science understood
and acknowledged," and that the applicable aspect of
God for this column is, "supreme." Now, when one
ponders that citation in relationship to the lesson topic,
a whole world of concepts is drawn into the context.
What one reads, and what one sees in mind, may well
be totally different as things are coming together into
some sort of scientific symphony.
Sometimes one may also consider the element's
relationship to the Lord's Prayer and its scientific
interpretation by Mary Baker Eddy. (Please see Appendix
D) In this case one would read the line, "Give us grace
for today, feed the famished affections." This too, then,
is brought back into context with the quotation from
the Bible lesson that started the whole round.
Naturally, this kind of correlation continues
throughout the entire Bible lesson, half of which is made
up of references to Science and Health. Sometimes this
type of correlation causes significant moves in
consciousness, addressing attitudes, desires, motives,
standpoints, hopes, etc. - in which areas remains much
work to be done.
The astonishing thing is, the utility of this dynamic
correlation was not recognized until it had been put to
use in routine research. Then, all of a sudden... wow!
Well, it didn't come about totally by accident. It
resulted from many years of work, and also from the
work of other individuals, and most likely also from
Mary Baker Eddy's own involvement a hundred years
earlier, with the Bible lessons. It was in in July 1898,
that the first set of standardized Bible lessons appeared.
This means that twenty-five sets of these lessons
appeared during Mary Baker Eddy's time.
Actually, very little is known about Mary Baker
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Eddy's direct involvement in the construction of the
early Bible lessons. According to the Manual of the
Mother Church, the task of compiling the individual
Bible lessons is the responsibility of a Bible Lesson
Committee. It stands to reason, however, that Mary
Baker Eddy's interaction with the committee was more
than casual in nature. It was probably direct, and most
likely quite extensive, especially if one considers the
great value that Mary Baker Eddy has placed on the Bible
lessons. She regarded them as something like a
foundation, "on which the prosperity of Christian
Science largely depends."*20
Her direct involvement with the Bible lessons may
also be suspected by reason of the great depth in thought
and scientific structure that becomes apparent in the
makeup of these early lessons. One day, perhaps, a
careful study of the early lessons will become mandatory
for everyone serving on the Bible Lesson Committee,
considering that the early lessons provide a standard that
is rarely equalled today.
In recent years, the early Bible lessons have been
transcribed to the format of the modern textbook
editions. Several hundred editions of the textbook
appeared during the years in which the early lessons were
compiled, which posed quite a challenge to those who
transcribed them to the modern format. This work was
done mainly by Ann Beals of Santa Clarita, California.
Much later, in order to make the lessons more
accessible for study, they were transcribed into machine
readable form, to be accessible by computer. In the
process of doing this, a link was set up that automatically
correlate information, such as the chapter title for
quotations from Science and Health and various items
of interest from the unfolding structure for the Key of
David. This was done as an exercise to see what would
happen. It took several months to write the software.
When the work was finished a surprising utility came
to light that was far greater than what was expected.
A total of twenty-three sets of these lessons have
been transcribed into computer readable form and are
now available for purchase through the publisher of this
book for fifteen dollars per set of lessons.
Since few people have access to personal
computers, the same twenty-three sets of Bible lessons
are also available in fully printed form. The printed
format, however, doesn't allow for the ready insertion
of extensive reference material without making the final
product bulky, cluttered in appearance, and expensive.
None the less, a method has been found through which
the essential link to the matrix is incorporated. It took
almost a year before the solution was found. As it stands
today, a simple symbolic prefix appears added to each
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quote reference for texts from Science and Health. The
prefix provides a graphic link to the matrix. It enables
one, at a glance, to identify which element of the matrix
the text is associated with, and which specific column
or row it pertains to. The printed versions are available
for twenty-five dollars (shipping included) for each set
of 26 lessons, two per year, for the years beginning at
the second half of 1898 through to the end of 1909.
With this linkage so provided, and with a little
practice in using it, everything that relates to the texts
from Science and Health, within the lesson, comes into
view. This linkage to the structure for the Key of David
provides an extensive scientific background for the
quotations that appear in the lessons.
Now you may ask, what has this to do with the
chapter on the fourth dimension? The answer is simply
this, that through this link between the weekly lessons
and the structure for the Key of David, the building of
the 'Key of David' (which apparently is the term for
the fourth dimension) is now largely under way.
There is also another item of reference included
in both the printed version of the lessons, and the
software version, which is of great value. This reference
puts forward the applicable Recapitulation question,
whenever a quotation of the lesson is from the chapter,
Recapitulation. In addition to this reference, the
corresponding segment from the definition of ADAM,
from the Glossary, is also provided. This additional
reference material highlights the specific denial of the
spiritual fact that the ADAM mythology imposes. It is
important, therefore, to have this reference included,
for it is necessary to clearly understand the nature of
human error in relationship to truth so that the error of
conventional perception may be detected in one's
experience and thus be dealt with. In fact, this is a vital
aspect that is largely overlooked in conventional living.
People are not used to pursuing the scientific
background of evil, as a means for avoiding it. People
are used to responding directly and exclusively with the
effects of evil, and go to war over them, most often
without ever understanding their cause. If the great
powers of Europe had understood the interconnected
setup that had manipulated them into adversarial
confrontation, the subtle diplomatic forces that King
Edward VII had set in motion behind the scene for the
staging of World War One, they would have responded
to shrug off the impositions of manipulation and World
War One would have never taken place. It is important,
therefore, to scientifically understand the operational
principle and nature of evil. This understanding is
equally important for the scientific metaphysical
treatment of disease on the divine platform of the truth
that Christ Jesus had pioneered.

It is one of the central points in Christian Science
that the effects of human errors cannot be circumvented
for as long as the errors remain that cause the effects. In
order to rid oneself of the effects of errors, one needs to
deal with the underlying mental cause behind the errors,
and this needs to be done intelligently, and precisely.
The focus through the Bible lessons, onto the structure
of the matrix and the structure of the definitions for
Adam, provides an intelligent system for highlighting
the specific errors that are drawn into context through
the pertinent texts pertaining to the Bible lessons.
The computerized version has one advantage,
however, in that it can also automatically collect the
complete texts of all the Glossary definitions that are
used to define the specific element so selected, and show
their relationship to each other, which texts, then, can
be browsed for additional background information. The
software can also select a segment of the element, and
have its counterparts displayed for the entire matrix,
and have their definitions automatically collected for
browsing. This deep reaching connection to references
is not possible in any printed version.
It is interesting to note that Mary Baker Eddy
recognized, that the very future of Christian Science
would depend on the Bible lessons. The comment is
understandable, now that the link between the lessons
to the structure for the Key of David has been
established. In fact, the existence of humanity may
depend upon a similarly deep searching discovery
methodology into the forces that currently press for the
devolution of mankind and the reassertion of oligarchic
dominance.
The interesting part is, that Mary Baker Eddy made
this comment about the Bible lessons only, indicating
that the future of Christian Science would depend on
them. She did not say such a thing about the church
services, the periodicals, or any other organizational
structure she has created, nor did she say this about any
of her own writings or the publications she has founded.
Indeed, the church services have the potential to become
dull and boring, and publications have the potential to
be monotonous and scientifically incorrect. There exists
enough evidence that this already happening. In fact,
one ought to be cautious about modern writings that
require to be "officially authorized" and about church
services that are known by their dullness. If such is the
case, we have indications that there is something
spiritually lacking.
What would one's comment have to be, for
instance, if one recognized that the essential part of a
Christian Science church service is done all backwards?
In the original Mother Church edifice, on either side of
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the reader's platform, is a stained glass window. The
window on left side shows a representation of Jesus. An
inscription has been added above the window which
reads: The Bible. The window on the right side shows
the woman of the Apocalypse, clothed with the sun,
and the inscription above the window reads: Science and
Health. One would assume that the reader on the
platform who reads the Bible, would read from the side
of the platform where the scene is that of Christ Jesus
and the superscription points to the Bible. Strangely,
the reverse is the case, and this reversal has been copied
throughout the entire field.

Are the fine, fundamental
details important?
Let us take a look at what happens when the details
are ignored.
If the original position of the readers were adopted,
the scriptural reading would be from the primary side
of the platform, which is the left side when seen from
the congregation; followed from left to right by the
correlative from the textbook to be read on the right
side. This accords with the flow of reading from left to
right which is the common practice throughout much
of the world. Following this practice the Bible text is
thereby established as a foundation that precedes the
texts from Science and Health. The Science that Mary
Baker Eddy had founded, becomes, then, build onto the
foundation so established, much in the manner in which
it was discovered. The superstructure, in this case, has
a foundation prepared for it. But this is not what is
happening throughout the field.
In today's practice the positions are reversed. The
textbook is read from the primary side, followed from
left to right, by the Bible. Although the books are still
read in the correct sequence, the reversed positioning
emphasizes the textbook. It makes the superstructure
primary, and the foundation secondary. The natural
result is that the entire reading becomes less an exercise
of establishing scientific facts, and more a process of
pontificating doctrine, a method of teaching that one
might call mental manipulation, against which Christ
Jesus cautioned his followers by urging them to beware
of the 'leaven' of the Pharisees and the Sadducees. He
had strong words to say about this type of mental
manipulation, which is fundamentally oligarchic in
nature.
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While the present type of services may be useful,
the services would most likely be more effective if done
correctly. In any scientific process, it is essential to keep
the cause to effect relationship clearly in mind.
Now, whether the services are, or are not correctly
staged, or by whom the staging was changed, is of little
consequence to anyone, individually. One has always the
option of working with the lesson sermons correctly,
individually. This means, setting up the scriptural
foundation as primary, which, then, leads us to the
quotations from Science and Health that point to the
superstructure in Science that is to be build onto the
foundation.
This sequential link between the Bible and the
scientific structure for the Key of David, opens the
human thought to the super-structure of Truth and
divine Spirit to unfold in consciousness. This
superstructure of Truth is the resulting awareness in
consciousness that may be labeled the Key of David,
the excelsior extension above the work of men's hands,
even the outcome of their hearts, that gives to the
material a spiritual significance. One cannot build a
superstructure without a structure beneath it, nor a
structure without a foundation to support it, or put the
foundation on top of the structure.
This fact brings to light another important
interface between the Bible and the structure for the
Key of David. The proper names from the Bible that
appear in the Glossary, and their definitions that point
to a vast array of human interrelationship aspects that
were discussed in Volume 3, provide a significant
foundation for dealing with the more complex subjects
of divine Science. The parables of Jesus, and the many
spiritual concepts that are touched upon in the Bible
stories, such as those centered around Noah and Jacob,
or Moses, cannot be be left out of sight when working
with the structure for the Key of David.
In a very real sense, what this structure ultimately
represents, including Christian Science itself, comes to
light not as something new, but as something that has
already been known and been dealt with centuries ago.
The specific scientific methodology of today's Christian
Science may be new. The specific scientific development
of thought and perception may be new, it may even be
more effective in the long run. Fundamentally, however,
the modern form of Christian Science as Mary Baker
Eddy established it deals with the same truth that the
Master had understood and practiced. It operates with
the same effectiveness that the early Christians had
experienced in their healing activities.
The structure for the Key of David that unfolded
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through Mary Baker Eddy's advance in Christian Science
brings to light the same complexities that the shepherd
boy, David, may have dealt with when facing Goliath,
or as a young man, when he had to deal with envy and
the relentless persecutions against him by King Saul who
saw himself threatened by David who had been divinely
anointed as King above him. The structure for the Key
of David deals with the same demands that the historical
David had to meet, even the tough ones as when he
discovered his deep affection for Jonathan, King Saul's
son, or when he became King himself and fell in love
with another man's wife and caused the death of that
man for the love of the woman. History tells us that
King David was a great King, none-the-less. There were
trials encountered, and victories, and failures coupled
with deep repentance and strong spiritual growth. It
seems appropriate, therefore, that Mary Baker Eddy
chose a scriptural text that talks about a key of David
as an identifier to point to the most central part of her
outline of the scientific structure that she has presented.
In all of human history, there never was any
formalized structure called the Key of David, or anything
like it that could be attributed to the historical David.
There existed a mental structure, however, that the
historical David had created in his own consciousness
through discoveries and experiences, dedication,
alertness, and a keen sense of man's oneness with God.
This, evidently is what Mary Baker Eddy was pointing
to when she outlined that structure that represents the
sum total all that she has scientifically recognized
throughout the ages as evidence for what Christ Jesus
referred to as "the truth."
The Key of David, therefore, appears to be that
which lies beyond the advanced structure of divine
Science that Mary Baker Eddy has outlined. It is that
which unfolds in consciousness. The advanced structure
of Science that she has outlined is a three dimensional
structure, but, as said before, she also speaks of
something called "the fourth dimension of Spirit,"
something which comprises all facets of Truth without
reference to time as a present reality. This requires a
whole new geometry of perception that is neither linear
nor limited but represents the geometry of illimitable
infinity. This is what finally may be identified as "the
superstructure above the work of men's hands, even the
outcome of their hearts," a superstructure that unfolds
life, love, and reality, "that gives to the material a
spiritual significance."*21
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Chapter 1: Defining the
Four Dimensions
In order to do define that specific nature of the
four dimensions we need to deal with this supporting
structure, that is, the first three dimensions some more.
This is a needed basis for our discovery of the nature of
the fourth dimension, of Spirit. Now that we know
where we want to get to, we can more easily appreciate
the nature of the stepping stone that the structure for
the Key of David represents. This, in turn causes one to
take a specific look at what the three fundamental
dimensions represent.
The main cause, for which so many problems are
encountered in Christian Science activity today, may be
identified as 'linear thinking.' Linear thinking is
unidimensional. Usually, the dimension is time, a
sequential dimension. In this dimension the presence
overrides everything. It is the only thing that appears to
have any meaning. It is so narrow, in fact, that it leaves
virtually no room, even for the Scriptures, so that the
Scriptures have fallen into the background as of relative
of unimportance. In the field, the presence embraces
everything that sounds like Christian Science or
whatever the modern fad is, which then becomes
emphasized and pontificated. Such a result is
unavoidable in any unidimensional religion. This is also
the way in which religion was generally perceived in
Mary Baker Eddy's time, and before her time. It doesn't
seem to matter, therefore, how forcefully the name
Science is attached to what is perceived as a religion.
The narrow horizon of religiosity, will remain intact and
will continue to be enforced by the narrow platform of
religious ideologies.
Evidently, Mary Baker Eddy had learned this lesson
quite early. As stated before, she began to teach to others
the essence of her revelation. This began almost at the
very year at which she herself was instantly healed from
the spinal injury that she was dying from. This was in
1866. She taught the science of her discovery for 23 years,
until one day, she abruptly closed her college in 1889,
at the height of its prosperity. She must have realized
by then, that the teaching that was really required,
couldn't be done in a personal teaching fashion. Her
students were evidently still operating in a
unidimensional mode, while she, herself, was working
in a four dimensional mode. The college had to be closed.

It remained closed for eleven years, after which it was
reopened as an auxiliary to her church with precisely
defined objectives. The church, itself, had been totally
restructured at this point.
The question must be asked, was the problem
solved by the time the college was reopened? Had that
vital factor been dealt with for which the college had
been closed eleven years before? In fundamental terms,
the problem was completely solved, when the college
reopened. It was solved for the long haul, but not for
the immediate term. It was solved in as much as the
teaching in the college was placed under the authority
of the Church Manual, which stipulated that all
instruction in the Normal class (which provides teaching
for teachers) is required to be from both the Platform
o f C h r i s t i a n S c i e n c e , a n d f r o m t h e c h a p t e r,
Recapitulation, in Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures.*22 which are two of the central parts of her
outline of the structure for the Key of David.
Can you see what is happening here? The teaching,
from this point forward, was mandated by law to
embrace the structure that opens the horizon to infinity,
through the three dimensional structure for the Key of
D a v i d b y f o c u s i n g d i r e c t l y o n t o t h e c h a p t e r,
Recapitulation. As was shown earlier, the chapter,
Recapitulation, provides the interface between the
matrix and the Bible lessons. The significance of the
Bible lessons is, that they reflect the practicality of the
third dimension. This third dimension was initially
introduced in Volume 3 of this work, as a dimension of
practicality.
It must be assumed, and probably was assumed by
h e r, t h a t t h e t e a c h e r s o f f u t u r e t e a c h e r s a r e
conscientiously interested in the subject they are about
to teach, so that they would be careful enough to look
at the precisely described subject matter most seriously.
If this was done conscientiously, almost immediately
questions would have to be raised as to the linkages
between the two structures that the teaching is to be
centered on, and linkages that may exist to other
structures of similar nature, in Mary Baker Eddy's works.
Thus, the teaching itself, would become a process of
discovery.
This, all by itself, if the work had been done
faithfully, should have shattered the unidimensional way
of looking at Christian Science, seeing that the chapter,
Recapitulation, is so deeply linked to the matrix for the
structure for the Key of David that it should have
sparked sufficient research to have opened the doors of
thought to the existence of the three dimensional
structure that Mary Baker Eddy has outlined in her
books.
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As if this incentive were not enough, seeing that
the link between the matrix and Recapitulation is
slightly complex, she doubled the incentive by adding
the 32 segment structure of the Platform of Christian
Science to the curriculum. Whether such an incentive
was one of her reasons is pure conjecture. The fact is,
that this double exposure should have brought about
some recognition of the existence of a vital underlying
order that ties all of her major works together. The
outline should logically have come to light through the
efforts of those individuals of whom the most is
expected.
The fact that nothing happened on this front for a
hundred years is not a failure in Mary Baker Eddy's
design. Mary Baker Eddy was evidently certain that her
design is fail-proof. She was evidently sure, that in time,
the most advanced searchers would make the discoveries
by which at least the two dimensional structure would
be recognized, and when it would unfold in
consciousness, the doors would open wide after that.
The Church Manual also specifies that the
subsequent teaching in the Primary classes shall likewise
be from Recapitulation. The teachers which were taught
in the Normal class, were thus mandated to present the
existence and operation of the three dimensional
structure for the Key of David to their pupils, who may
not have the resources themselves to engage in the
requisite research to discover this structure on their own.
By this method, the continuity of Mary Baker Eddy's
life work would be virtually assured on the basis on
which it evolved, through discoveries of fundamental
principles.
Mary Baker Eddy had retained her position as
President of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College.
This title has never been vacated to the present day,
nor given to another. The Church Manual provides only
for the appointment and replacement of the Vice
President of the college. By the retention of the title of
President of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College, in
perpetuity, Mary Baker Eddy continues to preside over
the curriculum, which thereby may never be changed.
By this rather intelligent, legal move, she protects the
mandated establishing of the second and third dimension
which comprise the whole structure for the Key of
David. The certainty of its unfolding was thereby
assured, only the date of the actual unfolding remained
an open question.
The establishment of the three dimensional
structure for the Key of David may well be regarded as
Mary Baker Eddy's greatest work, seeing that everything
she has created is structured around it. The necessity
for its unfolding may have been recognized by Mary
Baker Eddy as far back as 1889 when she stopped all

personal teaching. It is unfortunate that her great
accomplishment is still not recognized to even exist,
much less being implemented and applied. Still, her title
remains. She is still President of the Massachusetts
Metaphysical College that stands as a sentinel for the
three dimensional structure that supports scientific
metaphysical healing. As long as Mary Baker Eddy's title
remains unrevoked, her life-work may yet be brought
to light within her church.
Actually, it is already coming to light through this
book, and its essence is already being applied from an
entirely different direction than the one she worked
from. This, too, in itself, represents a process that can
be recognized as a function of Church. Mary Baker Eddy
defines, Church, in part as follows: "The Church is that
institution, which affords proof of its utility and is found
elevating the race, rousing the dormant understanding
from material beliefs to the apprehension of spiritual
ideas and the demonstration of divine Science, thereby
casting out devils, or error, and healing the sick." The
work of today's most advanced scientists in the field of
political economy, and physical economy, like the work
of Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr. and the work of his associates
and related organizations, may be characterized with this
definition for CHURCH by Mary Baker Eddy, by virtue
of their deeply scientific efforts for creating among
mankind a new period of renaissance through scientific,
moral, and spiritual understanding.
The lower definition of the term, church, in the
Glossary says nothing about buildings, or about directors,
or memberships, nor does it mention Christian Science
at all, it speaks of institution, and of rousing
understanding, and applying Science. Webster defines
"institution" as an "Act or process of instituting." And
under to "institute" Webster writes: "To set up; originate
and establish."*23 Only at the deeper and more
specialized levels of that definition, does Webster link
the term, institute, to organizational institutions. In its
fundamental sense the word refers to a process of setting
up, of bringing about what is already founded in reality.
So, Mary Baker Eddy's definition of Church as a structure
for instituting reality, does apply to the larger process
that this book is a part of, and whatever other efforts
are made by organizations or individuals to establish the
truth about man in advanced forms of perception and
reflected in advanced levels of civilization.
The operation of a 'church' organization, like all
human organizations, may benefit from the structure for
the Key of David, when the subject is dealt with and
applied to the government of motives and acts. Presently,
every church organization in the world is operating
essentially as a unidimensional structure, with the
Christian Science church offering no exception. It is run
by a powerful board at its center which controls virtually
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everything that is even remotely connected with
Christian Science. In the background of this
unidimensional church, stands the Church Manual which
is already established on all the essential aspects of the
three dimensional structure. That the By-Laws in this
manual cannot be implemented until its foundation is
recognized to exist and is acknowledged as valid, is plain
to see. Nor is the fundamental relationship of the Manual
to the matrix the only link that ties the two together.
More direct ties exist, which also should have caused
some mental movements to occur.
The Manual presents a range of specific terms that
define specific actions according to the specific domains
to which these actions apply. For instance, the Manual
states that the business of the Mother Church shall be
TRANSACTED by the Christian Science Board of
Directors.*24 Note, the board is required to TRANSACT
(not conduct) the business. There is a vital difference
indicated. The prefix "trans-" has a root meaning of a
lateral movement, of crossing a gap, space, or obstacle.
It speaks of underlying law that is carried across from
the understood and unmanifest into practical deeds that
reflect spiritual law put into action. There is no room
for personal volition in this process of transacting.
The trustees of the Christian Science Publishing
Society, on the other hand are required under the Manual
provision to CONDUCT the business of the Publishing
Society.*25 The basic definition for the term "conduct"
according to Webster, is "To lead; guide; escort." The
leader of an orchestra conducts.
The Church, itself, is defined (in the Glossary) as
an INSTITUTION, - a structure that institutes, that sets
up what already exists, that facilitates, that rouses
understanding. The term "Church" is capitalized in this
definition.
To recognize the (capital) Church as a material
organization is scientifically impossible. No human form
or entity can establish laws. All that any organization
can do, at the very best, is set up rules for itself that
reflect the operation of the divine laws that constitute
the operation of what is termed reality. In other words,
the universe is ORGANIZED on divine Laws which are
instituted symbolically through Church activity. Divine
Principle alone originates all actions. Thus, Mary Baker
Eddy has founded a church structure that is scientifically
correct and based on spiritual reality. Its design reflects
scientifically the design of the 'Church Universal and
Triumphant' that infinite Mind has organized.
Appendix G provides a list of the four specific
domains that are related to the various strata for
activities that we have just discussed. The highest level
may be associated with the spiritual definition for
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Church in the Glossary, which speaks of a structure that
proceeds from divine Principle. Mary Baker Eddy defines
it in full, as: "The structure of Truth and Love; whatever
rests upon and proceeds from divine Principle." This
s t r u c t u r e o f Tr u t h a n d L o v e r e f e r s t o t h e b a s i c
organization of the universe; that which no human hand
can hinder or advance. To ORGANIZE is to create.
Infinite divine Principle is the creator of the universe
including man.
Referring to Appendix G, can anyone imagine that
these various types of activity can fail to produce
harmonious results if applied in their respective domain?
However, the moment that one begins to transpose these
specific types of activity into different domains, or
attempts to add other types of activities, chaos results.
One such chaos has developed in the Christian
Science church in 1995 as some disgruntled (former)
church officers filed suit against the church with the
intend (in one case) to have the courts forcibly alter
the Manual of the Mother Church by giving the Finance
Committee power over the Board's decisions, and power
to dismiss Board members. The strange thing is, that in
the large volume of depositions to the court, the simple
fact was never mentioned that such a ruling would
introduce a new type of authority that is not supported
by natural law, apart from transacting and conducting,
which are already defined in the Manual.
In response, this author alerted the counsel for the
defense: "...let me point out that the plaintiffs in effect
petition the court to establish a dictatorship. While there
exist lawful procedures in the Manual for the removal
of Directors from office, which may be initiated by every
single church member regardless of office, status, or
standing; no such procedure exists for the removal of
members of the finance committee that seeks dictatorial
powers. If this petition is granted, the power of the
membership is thereby largely taken away. This violates
the spirit, and possibly the letter of the Constitution of
the Unites States of America, which itself needs to be
protected rather than being trampled upon by setting
up dictatorial structures by force of the court, to negate
democratic structures."
Dictatorship, which is the same as oligarchism,
represents that fifth type authority that is not founded
of natural law, but becomes destructive to any structure
of government that embraces it.
The question had been asked, and this questions
deserves universal consideration, "Would any court have
the scientific understanding, even if it had the right, to
introduce into the structure of reality a fifth level of
authority that Mary Baker Eddy had not the wisdom to
detect and establish her church upon? In fact, can such
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a fifth level of authority exist in reality. Reality is not
something that is arbitrarily defined. Reality is primary,
and it is man's task to align human structures in
conformity to reality. This, Mary Baker Eddy has done
to highest possible degree, and signed her name to. No
court of law has the right to overrule what has been
established by an author through a lifetime of scientific
searching, by introducing artificial modifiers."
It is plainly evident that the plaintiffs are
embittered over unwise decisions that may have
squandered three hundred million dollars in an irrational
fashion. It had to be pointed out that not a single
democratic principle was violated by the actions of the
Directors. "The finest structure of democracy offers no
guarantee against unwise policies. It is a fact of history
that Adolf Hitler came to power within the democratic
structure. In order for democracy to function, more than
a casual measure of individual responsibility is required
to protect society within the structure of democracy.
The German people could have been alert and could
have refused Hitler's bid for power. Likewise, the donors
of the church funds had the right and duty to assure
that the funds would be used wisely. The donated funds
could have been restricted to specific purposes. The
occurrence of a catastrophe in government, usually
involves a lack of individual alertness to responsibility
of the governed. In the case of the church, its By-Laws
demand no more than a single dollar per year to be
donated for unspecified purposes. The structure that
Mary Baker Eddy has set up is a wise structure. It teaches
alertness and responsibility, without which the structure
(like all aspects of human living) cannot function. If the
court were to intervene in the makeup of this structure,
the court would destroy the purpose that Mary Baker
Eddy had evidently intended for it; and in so doing the
court would rob mankind of a vital pillar for the advance
of civilization."
Mary Baker Eddy's carefully laid out domains of
authority are for the protection of the individual and
society. For instance, when we deal with the many
complexities of oligarchic lies versus the truth about
God and man, our approach to the situation must be
precise to the technicalities involved. In such a case we
need to transact the laws of reality. In the domain where
we transact, the fundamental principles of law has been
discovered. Here, everything is black or white, true or
false, real or deceptive. There is no room in this domain,
for individual choices. The distinctions between 'black'
and 'white' are clearly predefined by the laws of reality
that have been discovered and put into place. On the
moral level, however, one needs to conduct oneself in
accord with the best established procedures and to the
best of one's abilities. Here, we reach upwards to the
scientific and the absolute, and work with the highest
attainment of the ages and the greatest degree of wisdom.

Here, there is room for choices and room for constant
progress. In this domain we have moved away from the
black and white world of dealing with the absolute
depravity of lies versus truth, where the choice to be
made is predefined by fundamental law.
On the next higher level, the level of Science, we
should neither aim to conduct nor transact. In the realm
of scientific perception the whole concept of choices
becomes irrelevant. Here we aim to discover what exists
and put into practice what we find for the advancement
of humanity. It is scientific fraud to predetermine what
the outcome of discoveries shall be. Here, we institute.
And in the highest domain where we interface with the
absolute, man becomes the creator. We organize our
universe according to certain principles we have
discovered, and so create a facet of reality that literally
has never existed before. All technologies are creations
of the human intellect, reflecting the creative infinite
divine Principle or Mind.
These various domains of activity, now, may be
related to another structure that Mary Baker Eddy has
documented in Science and Health, on page 115, which,
transposed to the matrix appears in Appendix H. A word
of caution is in order, here. There appears to be no
relationship between what appears in Appendix G about
the domains of activity and what appears in Appendix
H. Indeed, there is no relationship between the two if
Appendix H is perceived to represent a progression. In
reality, there exists no such a progression. What we have
here again, are four uniquely defined domains of action,
each of which we deal with constantly, and
simultaneously. After all, anyone who views a house or
a tree deals with all existing geometric dimensions
simultaneously. He perceives width, depth, and height
at the same instance. In the spiritual realm, however,
we operate not in a three dimensional universe, but in a
four dimensional universe. Thus, the chart in Appendix
H opens the door somewhat to perceiving the nature of
the fourth dimension, of Spirit.
In Appendix H we see three domains linked
together under the heading: Scientific translation of
mortal mind. These three domains can be regarded to
define the three dimensions of the structure for the Key
of David, which comprise the Bible lessons and all other
supplemental structures. Everything we deal with in
these three dimensions is related to mortal thought, even
spiritual understanding is related to mortal thought that
is never absolute but at its very best is always
progressive. Here, on the third level, or the third
dimension, the practicality of Science comes to light.
Science is basically related to functions of the human
mind, or so-called mortal mind. Mary Baker Eddy writes:
"Understanding is the line of demarcation between the
real and the unreal."*26 This is still a measure short of
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the absolute. This is the scientific domain in which the
unreality of the unreal is understood in terms of
perceived truths. In the fourth dimension, of Spirit, the
unreal is not a factor.

sickness and death, or do we recognize substance in
spiritual being? No one can make this choice for anyone.
This choice must be made individually, born out of an
honest estimation of what is real.

In the first dimension, we deal with the physical
domain in terms of a Christian Science that deals with
human error, unmasking them and treating them
scientifically. Mary Baker Eddy has provided a very long
list of concepts that we encounter in this domain, ranging
from "Evil beliefs" to "death." We have no option when
working in this domain, but to transact the laws that
have been recognized in divine Science and apply them
to specific situations. The basic unreality of what is
perceived materially is thereby established by its contrast
to revealed absolute Truth, and is supplanted with a
scientific view of reality as brought to light in divine
Science.

The spiritual domain, then, corresponds to the
third dimension. This is where humanity finds itself
through scientific discoveries of the truth. Here we are
operating on a platform above moral principles, moved
by the discoveries of underlying absolute principles.
Here we understand divine Science as the human
becomes sensitive to the Christ idea. Mary Baker Eddy
identifies this dimension as spiritual and as related to
what she calls, spiritual understanding or spiritual sense.
It is described in full, as "Wisdom, purity, spiritual
understanding, spiritual power, love, health, holiness."
The demand, here, is to institute in human living what
exists in reality. The divine reality has been revealed in
Science, it needs to be instituted in individual living.

The chart of Appendix H tells us graphically that
the first dimension is a part of the whole structure. It
isn't something we can omit as we grow up, as it were.
It is the first line of defense in every case which needs
to be handled. The range of material characteristics that
are listed to apply to the first dimension is astonishingly
extensive. Please see Appendix H. Some of these
characteristics may be self-assumed by individuals as
they find themselves in positions of power, status, or
wealth. Here oligarchism is manifest. It may take a great
deal of scientific alertness to transact the laws of Being
to detect and dissolve passions, self-justification, or
pride, etc., especially when these characteristics are
deemed to represent wisdom. One of the Master's lessons
in this dimension was, to fill a bowel of water and wash
the disciple's feet. It was a necessary illustration for
dealing with pride.
In the second dimension, the moral domain, we
are free to conduct. In fact, here, we must conduct. This
is our second line of defense. Here we become sensitive
to what is motivating consciousness. Is consciousness
drawn towards accepting and dealing with material
limits, lack, hopelessness, sickness, and death as
inevitable? Or is consciousness drawn to towards
infinity, towards acknowledging the spiritual nature of
man's being and man's capacities and creativity for
'replenishing' the universe? Is consciousness drawn by
the Christ in divine Science? Here the demand on
consciousness is to define what constitutes wisdom, and
which type of wisdom is the most ideal to support
human existence. All the paintings for the matrix row
with the cardinal point, Christianity, come to mind here.
In this dimension we are demanded to conduct our lives
intelligently. The demand is "Choose Ye!" This is the
arena where the great choices of human existence are
made. Do we flirt with the limits of materiality and its
apparent finity and limitations, leading to poverty,

This dimension expands "northward, eastward,
southward, and westward." It is our third level of
defense. Here, the Christ, unfolding in divine Science,
reveals the deep things of reality and supports
understanding. The third dimension provides spiritual
strength. It may be rendered according to the definition
of Euphrates, as sinless mortal thought, the only error
of which is the acceptance of limitation and finity, which
however are progressively fading away.
According to Mary Baker Eddy's translation of
mortal mind, understanding is a function of mortal mind
at its highest level. This highest level of mortal mind is
also recognized as "spiritual" (not Spirit). Thus, spiritual
understanding, which is the outcome of divine Science
unfolding through the Christ, comes to light in human
consciousness or mortal mind at its highest level. Here,
human thought touches Truth, and step by step sheds
its limits.
Note, there exists a difference between direct
metaphysical treatment which results from transacting
predefined laws, and the scientific platform of
establishing health through the Christ Science instituting
the divine reality of being. Here, the Christ uplifts even
our understanding of divine Science to ever more
advanced scientific processes of discovery and revelation
of Truth. This is the highest dimension in which
scientific processes can be taken in human thought.
Here, also lies the demarcation line. Mary Baker Eddy
writes: "Spiritual understanding unfolds Mind, - Life,
Truth, and Love, - and demonstrates the divine sense,
giving the spiritual proof of the universe in Christian
Science."*27
The three domains that we looked at so far, in spite
of their diversity, had one factor in common. They were
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all translations of specific aspects of mortal mind. The
next step unfolds into reality, into a state of knowing
Truth. At this level we are no longer dealing with
scientific concepts, but with absolute reality. Here, the
concept of God dissolves into divine Life, Truth, Love,
infinite Principle, Mind, Soul, and Spirit. Here, man is
referenced as divine image, as perfect and eternal. Here,
the universe is known as divine reflection. This
dimension is no longer a part of the structure for the
Key of David; it is the Key of David as this dimension
becomes the dimension of consciousness. It is the fourth
dimension, of Spirit.
The fourth dimension is no longer related to any
human defense. It is the dimension of Spirit, where no
defense is required, where the concept of defense has
no meaning. This is the dimension of the absolute where
reality is immutable, so that the idea of defense becomes
redundant. That which was perceived as scientifically
spiritual, now becomes an aspect of divine Spirit which
comprises all.
The fourth dimension represents what Mary Baker
Eddy has defined as the translation of immortal Mind.
Here we deal with the divine, with reality, rather than
with the highest symbolic approximation of it. We deal
with absolute facts. We are no longer just onlookers.
We are a part of the divine reality itself. This has a
reflection in daily existence in terms of pioneering
involvement, where one no longer stands at the sidelines
to the formulation of public policies or personal
commitment to the truth, but one becomes a driver for
the advance of civilization and the unfolding of
successive stages of Renaissance on earth.
It is important to be aware of these four
dimensions that are illustrated as the translation of
mortal mind and immortal Mind? The recognition of
these dimensions is important in two ways. In one
respect, the recognition of these dimensions provides
us with an additional perspective for the four rows of
the matrix. But in the most important respect, they bring
to light the nature of the dimensions in which our lives
unfold. This makes their application to the matrix as
shown in Appendix H one of the most important
interrelationships presented so far.
The first dimension is clearly Christian Science as
shown in the fundamental architecture of the matrix
d i s c u s s e d i n c h a p t e r 2 o f Vo l u m e 1 . T h e s e c o n d
dimension is clearly divine Science, according to the
same architecture, which gives depth to the structure.
Geometrically, this represents a plane. Spiritually, this
represents a foundation. On this foundation rises the
third dimension, which is spiritual understanding. This
dimension is symbolically represented as the gates that
give the city life, that define it to the North, to the

South, to the East, and to the West according to the
flow of thought in these directions that are brining the
substance of reality into the city. In this dimension the
concepts are becoming more absolute and spiritual. We
are dealing with the wider horizons of universal Truth.
Appendix H, in turn, provides us with the first complete
and precise, scientific definition of reality, comprising
all of its four major dimensions.
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Chapter 2: The
Dimension of Wisdom
Before we conclude our consideration of the three
dimensional structure of the translation of mortal mind
and its corresponding dimensions in terms of human
activity - to transact, to conduct, and to institute - we
need to take a closer look at the dimension of wisdom.
Wisdom is specifically identified as being a part of the
highest domain of the structure of mortal mind,
coincident with understanding. Mary Baker Eddy has put
the concept of wisdom into the domain where we
neither transact, nor conduct, but institute. This should
tell us something about the fundamental nature of
wisdom. It is evidently not something that is arbitrary,
or is crudely apparent in a black and white context. It
is something that is derived from Science and from
understanding. It reflects discoveries of fundamental
principles beings translated into life.
So what is wisdom then? How is it shaped? How
can we be certain that human wisdom is based on reality?
Can wisdom be fixed, and finite? Can it be something
rigid and static, manifesting rules cast in stone that all
humanity must follow?
Wisdom is a thing of life, unfolding in divine
Science. Wisdom may appear in every dimension of life
where it reflects an individual's highest attainment in
spiritual understanding, but it is clearly founded in the
scientific domain. Without Science as the great driver
of consciousness towards the infinite, there is no wisdom
apparent on the human scene, but a great night of chaos.
It is certainly wisdom to follow one's most
advanced awareness of reality. Likewise, it is wisdom
not to build castles into the air without having a
foundation established for them. But wisdom goes
farther than that. It comes to light in technological
optimism that is founded in observed historical
achievements and trends of development which illustrate
the existence of principles that are not always rational
to the unscientific mind, steeped in fear, and perceptions
of limitation.
Also, there are variances involved in practical
measure when considering what is wisdom. These
variances are determined by one's progress towards
infinity. They are determined by how grossly Earth-

bound and limited one's specific attainments are. To an
individual, wisdom is the outcome of the highest
perception that the individual has achieved in Science
has been demonstrated to consciousness to be correct
and directly applicable. In Christlike scientific terms,
however, wisdom is spiritual and is based on the absolute
parameters of reality rather than on one's individual and
possibly limited perceptions of it. It is not wisdom to
accept devolution if the continued ascend of man can
be scientifically demonstrated to be imminently possible,
even essential. In human terms, wisdom represents the
highest attainment that can be achieved on a scientific
platform. Wisdom may be understood as the knife edge
demarkation between the achievable and the infinite.
Individual understanding should always include a
full appreciation of the basis of what is accepted as
wisdom, which however, is rarely the case. It becomes
important, therefore, to probe the basis for wisdom in
individual consciousness scientifically, before
implementing policies or allowing public policies to be
implemented. Not emotional factors, or imposed factors,
should determine what is wisdom, but scientific factors
that are solidly founded in the demonstrably real.

Various levels of wisdom.
Let me illustrate the concept of differentiating
between various levels of wisdom.
The Scriptures tell us that Christ Jesus was met in
the wilderness by a very large crowd of approximately
5000 people. We are told he healed their sick, and when
the evening was come he refused to sent the people away
hungry. It was discovered that a boy had five barley
loaves and two small fishes: "But what are these among
so many?"*28 asked the disciples. None-the-less the
Master caused the people to sit down. He broke the
bread and the fishes, and the disciples did, and they gave
to the multitude and they all did eat and were filled,
and there remained twelve baskets of fragments.
But why did Christ Jesus provide food? Could the
multitude not have been satisfied metaphysically, as
Jesus himself had been satisfied in the wilderness where
he answered the devil: "Man shall not live by bread
alone?"*29
The fact is, Christ Jesus couldn't demand from
another what the other was not able to achieve. While
it is scientifically true that the material platform does
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not represent the zenith of reality in the divine sense,
no one on this planet has demonstrated the ability to
live without food, water, and air. Christ Jesus may have
done so partially, but the people had not reached that
stage. Thus, Christ Jesus provided the food that they
needed. This was the result of wisdom, based on his
awareness of where the knife edge was in their
experience. He could not demand something for which
the foundation had not been fully established. But what
about us? What about today's call to restructure the
world-financial system from an oligarchic basis onto a
sovereign basis within as an institution of the sovereign
nation state? Is it an act of wisdom to demand such a
deeply radical move?
The above question must be answered in the
affirmative, because the foundation of this move has
already been well established in prior history. Such a
move represents supreme wisdom. The benefits are
obvious and have already been demonstrated to be
immense, and the fundamental principle for the move
is already enshrined in the constitution and in the history
of the nation. It would be totally opposite to wisdom,
some might call it utter stupidity, to assume that because
of some fundamentally illegal acts,*30 wrought probably
through coercion and corruption which took away a
significant portion of the nation's sovereignty, that this
nation's birthright and moral achievement should be
forever forfeited. It is an act of wisdom to reclaim what
has already been made a part of the nation's identity, no
matter who took it away, when, and for what reason.
By the same token, it would have been most
unwise for a stone age society to pursue the development
of nuclear fusion power, which was way out of its reach
even if it had been perceived in dreams. But to do the
very same today is absolute wisdom, because the
fundamental principles have already been demonstrated
and their final implementation is but a technological
step away. Nor did the cave men require nuclear energy
to exist, as wood fires easily supplied their needs. In
today's world mankind needs the energy technology that
utilizes the most abundant element in the universe, for
fuel, which is hydrogen according to the cosmic
abundance tables and exists in quantities 40,000 times
greater than the familiar silicone found in rocks. It is
wisdom to reach out for this energy resource which
characteristic is close to infinite, both in availability,
and in energy flux density. To turn this development
down in exchange for the poverty of wood-fired
economies, which were the outcome of wisdom in the
stone age, would be utter foolishness today.
The same contrast can also be found in regard to
healing technologies. It would not be an act of wisdom,
for instance, to withhold the application of medical
technology in life threatening cases where such

technologies exist, while relying on Christian Science
treatment that is not demonstrably achieved on a routine
commercial basis at this present time. It is easy to latch
onto a scientific idea that was routinely demonstrated a
century ago, without recognizing that this scientific
platform has been starved in terms of development for
an entire century. It is easy to latch onto an idea that is
not demonstrably understood, but was so once, and then
demand such demonstrations instantly, for which the
basis has been lost. Likewise would it be utter folly to
discard the most advanced accomplishment of the ages,
which clearly include the discovery of Christian Science
and its routine demonstration in the healing of every
imaginable disease on the late 1800s, as irrelevant, simply
because they are not immediately demonstrable today.
The divine Science of Christ healing is evidently the
pinnacle of scientific achievement in human terms. It
would be equally as foolish to discard this Science today
as irrelevant, as it would be foolish to discard the
development of practical nuclear fusion for man's energy
needs, simply because the pinnacle stages of this
development are not routinely reached today by which
this practicality that clearly exists in science and has
been demonstrated in the laboratory has not yet been
translated into full scale application.
By the same token, it would be foolish to surrender
in the political fight against the deadly disease of
oligarchism (which is deadly to the oligarchy as well),
simply because the pinnacle of scientific understanding
in the realm of sovereignty and economic development
has not been demonstrably attained to end poverty and
war on this planet. It is supreme wisdom, therefore, to
expand the fight, since the principles of Renaissance and
the foundation for sovereignty and development have
been discovered and been well demonstrated to some
degree. It is wisdom, too, to draw the oligarchy into this
achievable development, which really constitutes the
oligarchy's only available means by which it can save its
prosperous way of living - which is to bring the whole
of humanity up to the same level of sufficiency and
comfort. To pursue this goal is wisdom, because this
goal is certainly achievable, and much more than that is
achievable.
Wisdom, therefore, is a peculiar thing, it drives us
to the edge as far as we can go, but not over the edge. It
doesn't demand anyone to stop eating, but it demands
one to take pretty strong stands for the truth, as Christ
Jesus did on his own behalf. The demands of wisdom
frequently impose related responsibilities. The
subjection to alcohol and tobacco, for instance, is
inherently self-destructive, both morally, and physically.
It isn't recognized as an act of wisdom to subject oneself
to such influences and then expect to be metaphysically
exempted from the result of the subjection. Neither is
it wisdom to stop eating, or to become obese. It is
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interesting to note that some medical doctors have
successfully extended this wisdom into medical practice,
by advising people to take a reasonable responsibility
for their lives.
An analogy comes to mind, of a common aspect of
this type of wisdom. No one in his right mind drives to
a gas station and puts diesel fuel in a gasoline powered
car. No one would think of it, but people do similar
things every day. Doctors suggest that people act in
precisely such a manner in terms of their eating habits
in this age of synthetic food and commercialized diets.
Some doctors are beginning to suggest that many
dangerous diseases can be avoided if people were to give
their body what it is designed for to operate on. They
have proven that the body will heal itself in most cases
if the missing elements are supplementally supplied that
modern foods do no longer contain, or that that modern
life-styles require. They acknowledge the existence of a
built in spiritual strength, within the body, that is rarely
appreciated and utilized in terms of health care, but
which is frequently kept severely inoperative due to
selective starvation, which these doctors then simply
counteract.
An accomplished heart surgeon*31 tells in his book
"3 Minutes a Day to a 120 Year Lifespan" that he hung
up his scalpel after having performed two thousand
coronary bypass operations, when it dawned on him why
he wasn't helping his patients. He said that many of his
patients were back on the operating table in three to
five years, or had died. He hung up the scalpel when he
realized that the big killers of modern times, such as
heart disease, cancer, and a long list of others, have a
common underlying cause - people are starving their
bodies of certain items that are no longer available in
modern foods in sufficient quantities or the quantities
required for their life-style. Thus, a more intelligent
approach to healing opened up through a technological
resource, in this case vitamin supplements, which
supplied what the body needs and ideally would get.
What we have defined in the above example are
two types of wisdom. One is based on the highest
perception of the physical factors involved. This type
of wisdom pertains to the first dimension. The second
type of wisdom is based on the scientific perception of
certain underlying spiritual factors, which open the door
to an entirely different approach to healing.
The doctor wrote about his own awakening to the
spiritual factors. These, he recognized to be more potent
in healing. He wrote about a 72-year old man who needed
three bypasses done. He wrote, that when they had
opened the patient up, they realized that he actually
needed five bypasses. They also realized that his arteries
had become too hard to be cut with the scalpel, so they
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sowed the man back up again without doing anything.
The doctor wrote that he suggested to his wife that her
husband should try exercises and change his diet. The
man did so, and was farming again a short time later,
and lived many years after that.
With a bit of research it became apparent that
nothing more was needed than giving people a few
simple food supplements of vitamins and minerals acting
as antioxidants, whose function is nothing more than to
stop destructive natural processes. He wrote that he is
helping more people now, with food supplements, than
he ever did before as a surgeon, and is helping them far
more effectively.
In a sense the doctor is performing scientific Christ
healing. He acknowledges that the body is superbly
designed to look after its own maintenance and defense,
provided it is given the required resources. He also
acknowledges that quite a long list of diseases are the
outcome of a lack of these resources, which means that
they can be cured or prevented by providing the needed
foods. He didn't give his patients any drugs to manipulate
the body into certain responses. He merely gave them
certain food items, mostly vitamins, that the body no
longer got the normal way, but required.
Christ Jesus gave to the people what they needed,
and so did the doctor. Christ Jesus, of course provided
the resources by totally spiritual means, whereas the
doctor provided them merely by intelligent means.
Wisdom has many faces as one approaches the
infinite. Christ Jesus healed the people's hunger
metaphysically by providing them bread. The doctor did
so by providing the patients technological products. Each
aspect of wisdom was matched to the individual's
attainment. There is wisdom in going as far as one can
go, and no father. There is wisdom, also, in striving for
constant progress, such progress as is represented by the
doctor's realization that he could serve his patients
better without the scalpel.
What will be our own footsteps of wisdom,
individually? The horizon is infinite. How far will we
be able to reach, and how far out do we set our limits?
These questions require individual answers, and they
may change from day to day. To enforce standards in
this realm, or to set unattainable goals, is quackery.
Progress must come from the heart and from scientific
understanding. It cannot come from any rule book. The
key here, is scientific understanding which opens the
horizon to reality and raises the platform of wisdom.
This is what happened to the patriots before the
American Revolution. They recognized the existence of
certain inalienable rights of man, and the fundamental
illegitimacy of oligarchic legalities that had denied these
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rights. Thus, they understood the inherent wisdom in
acting according the fundamental rights of a human
being.
Wisdom has many faces. It touches many aspects
of human existence, but where is the fountain for
wisdom? What is the essence of good. Let me present
three examples of actions resulting from various
standpoints, all deemed to represent wisdom. The first
example is that of a sensitive reaction by a New York
author to an incident in his garden. He writes about it
in the preface of his book. It is a brief story about a
moth. He had noticed that a moth had fallen into the
bird bath behind his house. In passing he became aware
of the moth as it struggled to free itself. He describes
the incident as follows:
"It's only a common moth," I thought, when a voice
I wasn't certain was mine cried "Help me." I took a closer
look and thought, "I'm alive and so is this fragile, short
lived creature. I don't particularly like or dislike moths,
but I assume that, like myself, a moth has a purpose in
this world or it would not be here. What that purpose
is I don't really know, but do I need to know? We, that
moth and I, share this place, this moment, and life itself.
Instantly I swooped it up, and it flew into the luminous
evening air. For that tiny moment I felt a sense of being
at one with something greater than myself."*32
The other example is from the Foreword to
another book. The foreword was contributed by His
Royal Highness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. He
writes: "I just wonder what it would be like to be
reincarnated in an animal whose species had been so
reduced in numbers that it was in danger of extinction.
What would be its feeling towards the human species
whose population explosion had denied it somewhere
to exist... I must confess that I am tempted to ask for
reincarnation as a particularly deadly virus."*33 In a more
recent statement, His Royal Highness is reported to have
said, that "In the event that I am reincarnated, I would
like to return as a deadly virus, in order to contribute
something to solve overpopulation."*34
From the standpoint of a narrowly focused
perception, the above statement makes sense. If man
were a worm and behaved like a worm, then one might
reach a point when there are too many worms per acre.
Under these conditions, the global population limit is
approximately 2 million people which corresponds to
the world population typical during the paleolithic era
with a hunter-gatherer technology of scavenging and
gathering grains and fruits for a meager subsistence that
limited human life expectancy to an average of 23 years.
At this level, the Malthusian theories apply fully, and
probably did apply very forcefully. In this era 55% of
the people died before reaching the age of 14. Life was

hard, especially so once the demand for food exceeded
the available resources. At this age of zero-technology,
the human species was held back to the level at which
the ground could sustain them, as this is the case with
all wild animal species today.
The simple fact that the world population is nearly
3000 times larger today, than it was when the earth alone
supported man, indicates clearly that other factors are
involved in supporting human existence than the dust
of Mother Earth. These decisive factors are all the
outcome of man's creative intellect, and a human mind
capable of complex scientific understanding, which
together have placed human existence on a platform far
above the realm where Malthusian theories apply. Even
mankind's first technology, the development of
agriculture at the Neolithic era (10,000 - 3000 BC),
enabled a five fold expansion of the human population
on this planet. By 1000 BC (the Iron Age), productive
technologies had developed to the point that another
five fold expansion in human population could be
supported. Today's technologies support a human
population that is nearly 3000 larger than what the earth
could support in the hinder-gatherer days.
Against this background, it is wise to enhance the
development of man, rather than to scale human
existence back to a primitive level of existence at which
mankind can be managed once again like cattle. This
was the stage of the medieval period (800 - 1300 AD)
where 95% of all people lived in poverty, toil, and
slavery with an average life expectancy of 30 years. But
even this desperate period of the dark ages was
sufficiently advanced in technological increases in the
effectiveness in human labor to support a population a
hundred times larger than the 'natural' population levels
of the hunter-gatherer society where the theories of
Thomas Malthus apply.
The strength of mankind is in moral, spiritual,
cultural, scientific, and technological development. This
strength, however, is a threat to oligarchic practices.
Throughout the centuries, vast riches were drawn from
slavery and associated looting, rather than from the
expansion of wealth through the cultural, scientific,
technological, and economic development of the nations.
The theories of Thomas Malthus apply perfectly to a
world run as an oligarchic empire which inherently
looses its power and importance in proportion to
mankind's upwards development. That is why the very
notion of development has been so desperately fought
against by the oligarchy for five hundred years. That is
why wars were created. The course of history shows a
relentless trend in this regard.
In 1439/40 the greatest advance in statecraft was
formalized that was adopted by France in 1461 when
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Louis XI instituted the first sovereign nation state on
the idea of a commonwealth for human development.
Venice reacted sharply and caused the destruction of all
of western Europe to stop it. Later, when Count Whitty
managed to create a grand alliance for the most far
reaching continental infrastructure development project
of that age - a rail transportation corridor that would
reach from Paris to Japan - the Venetians of the North
intervened with a continent wide destabilization and a
diplomatic maneuvering of the nations of Europe that
ignited World War One.
Later on, in order to stop the development of
Russia that World War One hadn't destroyed too badly,
the Bolshevik Revolution was launched. Karl Marks was
an oligarchic operative without actually being aware of
it. He was guided and groomed by one of Lord
Palmerston's most aristocratic stooges, the eccentric
Scot, David Urquhart.*35
As soon as Germany and France became too strong
again after the war, the Second World War was organized
through the eager support of Hitler.
Prior to all this China was subjected to the opium
war, which it lost at enormous costs in human life under
the forced legalization of the opium scourge. In this
general time frame, too, the Free Trade weapon was
created, which was specifically engineered to destroy
the economies of the newly formed nation of the United
States of America, and of France, which became later
applied to the world as a whole, except to Britain itself.
Today, with the renewed application of the Free Trade
destabilization weapon, the destruction of nations is
cleaner and much more efficiently than through war. It
is done financially through financial systems looting
imposed poverty, setting the stage for starvation and
advancing diseases.
Against this background of centuries of oligarchic
instigated wars and human destruction, one finds great
wisdom in questioning the Malthusian ideology that the
oligarchy constantly applies under the guise of 'saving'
mankind from overpopulation, while the real reason is
evidently to save the oligarchy's base of power from the
rise of intelligence that is normally associated with
mankind's moral and technological development.
Where the spiritual development has been held
back through the ages for the sake of looting and slavery,
poverty reigns and increases, together with hopelessness
and the perception of limitations of all sorts, the very
mentality that has gripped mankind today, a type of
poverty so deep that the nations willingly cause their
own economic self-destruction and the destruction of
their social structures according to the oligarchy's
bidding.
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Indeed, whoever fails to perceive the riches
inherent in the spiritual nature of man, that is brought
to light through the exercise of reason, scientific
knowledge, and creative discoveries, etc., has no option
but to react to the perceived limitations derived from a
mentally degraded platform. This is indeed the reason
for which the oligarchic devolution of mankind is being
pursued. The oligarchy, of course, perceives its goal as
wisdom. It has maintained itself for centuries through
the destruction of the advancing spirit, hasn't it? In real
terms, however, this so-perceived wisdom is folly, for
with the destruction of humanity through imposed
underdevelopment, the oligarchy destroys itself, being
a part of humanity.
If man is perceived as a parasite on the earth,
human devolution is a logical goal, but this logic is folly,
for man is not a glorified worm. However, from the
standpoint of those who regard this folly as wisdom, it
appears certainly reasonable for persons dwelling in such
mental poverty, to wish that they might be reborn as a
"particularly deadly virus" that kills vast numbers of
people in order to curb that cancer that eats up the
planet's dwindling so-called 'natural' resources. If, on the
other hand, man is perceived as a spiritual being,
endowed with spiritual qualities and capabilities to
enrich its environment and to replenish the world with
life, substance and beauty, then the devolution of
mankind that the oligarchy so tirelessly works for, comes
to light as a terrible tragedy.
The real tragedy lies in the destructive effect on
the identity of man, reflected in the destruction of
physical existence, that a narrow perception of the
nature of man brings about, when narrow perceptions
result in policy options that are carried out to unleash
utter catastrophes.
That a great tragedy unfolds from the
implementation of narrowly perceived policies is selfevident if one considers the enormous power wielded
by some of the proponents of today's narrow perception
of the worth of mankind, such as Prince Philip, the Royal
Consort of Queen Elizabeth II of England, who publicly
states that he would love to be reincarnated as a
particularly deadly virus in order to reduce the world
population - that is to murder human beings on a vast
scale. It is unreasonable to assume that the man's great
influence and financial power will not be employed to
somehow impose that narrow outlook on humanity, and
thus set in motion processes to advance the 'noble' goal
of human devolution through direct policies for the
intentional destruction of vast numbers of human beings
through operations of induced genocide, starvation, and
poverty. Justice requires one to acknowledge Prince
Philip as a highly dedicated worker who devotes a large
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part of his time and personal energy to the task of 'saving'
mankind. His motives are evidently highly ethical, only
the policy options that are chosen are scientifically
unsound, being based on a total disregard of the spiritual
aspects that mankind represents, which makes the
resulting policies tragically unwise.
The scientific fact is, that the nature of man is not
intrinsically evil, and no person stands apart from this
reality. However, it is also a fact that narrow perception
evolve policies that are frequently disastrously
destructive, so much so that they unleash great evils,
which naturally reflect themselves back at the person
that created the policies, and thereby define that person
as evil. This backward reflection which blackens the face
of man, needs to be broken with the scientific
recognition of the true inherent nature of man, and this
together with the correct estimation of the disastrous
consequences which must be recognized as the natural
outcome of a scientifically incorrect perception of
reality. That is where the root of all evil lies, and that is
where it needs to be addressed. The consequences of
narrow perceptions, however, tend to have a tragic
impact on the identity of those who promote the narrow
perceptions (which is a tragedy in itself ) through which
hatred is generated against the person, which is a greater
tragedy in that the resulting hatred puts the focus on
the person and thus hides the real cause of the tragedy
and makes it less likely that the actual cause will ever
be intelligently addressed.
Whatever can be identified as evil in this world
can be traced back, not to a human characteristic, but
to a fundamental denial of the real characteristic of the
human being which is inherently manifest in intelligence,
integrity, resourcefulness, - the very spiritual foundation
on which life has unfolded on this planet since its
beginning - which may be summed up as spiritual
strength or spiritual power. Policy options that deny this
foundation or work to destroy it, have set in motion a
devolution of the nature of man, both, in terms of selfperception, and in terms of corresponding individual and
collective experiences. If the devolution is promoted
with sufficient magnitude and intensity, as it is promoted
today, it becomes adopted as a universally accepted goal.
The destructive logic, then, becomes the standard for
public thought so that its destructive effects reflect
themselves not only in human tragedies, but also in
mental and environmental destruction.
It is a fallacy that the spiritual qualities of man,
and their application in scientific and industrial
development, are destructive to the planet and the
natural environment. The total opposite is the case.
Environmental
destruction
results
from
underdevelopment, from narrow vision and its resulting
greed oriented activities. The destruction of the world's

forests, for instance, is not the result of industrial
activities. Up to 90% of the wood cut around the world
is cut for firewood or to clear land for subsistence
farming. The introduction of scientifically advanced fuels
and farming methods, which a global economic
development would bring about, would make such
environmental destruction unnecessary. Ironically,
mankind cries over environmental destruction, while it
embraces policies that promote this destruction.
Unfortunately, the destructive policy options, such as
economic devolution, are hidden behind many disguises
and are, thus, difficult to recognize at the surface.
It must also be seen that the choices that are
impressed upon humanity today, are not derived from
any form of world wide democratic consensus, but are
promoted on a vast scale by a tiny group of selfproclaimed authorities, and are being executed in large
parts of the world without the least democratic consent,
empowered by private resources and organizational
networks, including terrorist networks. The call,
"Choose Ye!" which is a call for taking individual
responsibility towards not allowing oneself to be
controlled, or to control another individual or
organization, may point to a more urgent necessity today.
This necessity is, to act wisely, and it appears to be more
urgent today than it ever was in human history.
Evil is never a human thing or a characteristic of a
person, but results from motives and acts based on
narrow concepts unfolding into ill-perceived regulations
enforced with great powers. Mankind needs to become
aware of the fact that whenever narrow platforms are
embraced, great evils result with a magnitude that
corresponds directly to the intensity with which the
narrow platforms are translated into action.
Scientifically speaking, it cannot be said that Adolf
Hitler was an evil man, as a person. His plan was to
ennoble the race, was it not? Unfortunately, his approach
to ennobling the race was so desperately narrow in focus
that it resulted into policy options that were by their
nature brutally evil, which were carried out with
immense political force that wiped out tens of millions
of human lives. Evidently, Hitler didn't care about
human happiness either, especially other people's. As it
has been correctly said by Bertrand Russell, "Really highminded people are indifferent to happiness, especially
other people's."*36 A more correct statement would be,
that really narrow minded people simply don't have the
ability to care about other people for this would involves
the acknowledgement of spiritual qualities and human
worth and dignity that they simply can't, or don't allow
themselves, to see.
Had a correct approach been adopted by Hitler,
had he focused his efforts on the economic development
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of the entire European region, raising the status of man
to its native platform as the image of God, Hitler would
have ennobled the name of his race and any other race
with great honors and achieved infinitely more for his
society than the horrors he created. Except, he might
not have been allowed by his masters to live very long,
had he tried.
Much the same can be said about today's age and
the global rulers who are working quietly in the
background implementing global controls, global
devolution and pain, and global populations reduction
measures. Their intend is ethical, as they see it, while
the outcome of their policies is devastating and
becoming more catastrophic by every step they enforce,
while alternate policies that could achieve far greater
good, are trampled under foot. It has been estimated
that the currently adopted and implemented policies for
global population reduction, if they continue, will
reduce the world population from its current level of
5.3 billion people to less than one billion over two
generations.*37 It has been reported that the required
organizational structures and financing exist for the
depopulation project to be carried out. If the reported
evidence is true, mankind is facing a fascism today that
is hundreds of times more subtle and destructive than
Adolf Hitler's fascism ever was. We live in an age today,
in which the word wisdom should be spelled in capital
letters to cause mankind to pay attention. The future of
human civilization in on the line, thus, Mary Baker
Eddy's call, "Choose Ye!," becomes evermore urgent at
this modern age.
Mary Baker Eddy's call is not a call on humanity
to take a stand emotionally, or based on what the
newspapers say, or the television, or on what everybody
else says. Her urging is to choose scientific process.
Choosing is the opposite to allowing oneself to be
controlled, it involves the recognition and
acknowledgement of the fundamental sovereignty of
man. Thus, choosing, is deeply integrated into the
structure of wisdom, and in recognizing different types
of wisdom. What appears as the highest course of
wisdom may come to light as the greatest insanity under
the microscope of divine Science, which is the ultimate
foundation for the development of man. Even fascism
may appear as wisdom, until Science puts the spotlight
on Truth.
The third example in our exploration of wisdom
is the work of the American economist Lyndon H.
L a R o u c h e J r. w h o l o b b i e s f o r w o r l d e c o n o m i c
development by scientific, technological, and cultural
means, based on individual development through quality
education and industrial and agricultural development
based on infrastructural reconstruction to provide
productive environments in which people are able to
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upgrade their existence. He recognizes an image of
humanity that is the total opposite of that underlying
the previous examples.
He perceives humanity as being fully able to
control its destiny, as able to create more than sufficient
resources for living, as able to enrich the earth, and as
able to reach for the stars. He sees the survival of
humanity as depending on a basis that allows the
unfolding of the spiritual capabilities of man, the value
of which has been well demonstrated in the past.
Lyndon LaRouche's scientific stand on the worldpopulation issue is, that the world is drastically
underdeveloped in terms of the present needs of
humanity, and that it is underpopulated in terms of the
manpower required for the task of fulfilling the inherent
potential of mankind. His stand is, that development,
not conditions for murdering people in wars and famine,
are needed to stabilize the population on this planet on
a standard of living that is not primitive and toilsome
but reasonable and equitable for all. His stand is that
this planet needs a population of approximately ten
billion people by the year 2000 in order to accomplish
the development that is needed to raise the status of
mankind to the required level of dignity due to a human
being in the image of God.
Ly n d o n L a R o u c h e s e e s a n e e d f o r a g l o b a l
redevelopment program in transportation, energy, water
resources, education, scientific research, technologies,
industrial production, farming, etc.. He sees a need for
a type of nation building that develops the spiritual
resources of man, such as intelligence, creativity,
wisdom, exploring inquisitiveness - a development
which had been largely stopped for the last five hundred
years years and has actually been pushed backwards for
the last thirty in the still ongoing drive for devolution.
He also recognizes that such a nation building effort can
only be accomplished individually through the strength
of the sovereign nation state, not through the dictates
of world organizations, world banks, the brave new
World Order of world slavery to oligarchic elitist rulers,
dishing out poverty, depression, and austerity, etc..
Lyndon LaRouche backs up his development
proposals with historic facts which show that every stage
of true progress in human development had a moral and
spiritual foundation, expressed in cultural, scientific, and
technological advances that have raised civilization to
new heights whenever allowed. His stand is, that the
true riches of a nation are not defined by what it has in
the ground (or in the bank), but by what it has in itself
in terms of intelligence, creativity, moral commitment,
and most of all scientific and spiritual understanding.
Which of the described three types of wisdom
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represents the highest form of wisdom, should not be
difficult to determine, but the question should be asked,
what has all this to do with metaphysical healing?
Indeed, there is a deep connection.
Each of the previous examples represented what
was deemed wisdom by the person involved. In the first
example a man rescues a moth out of respect for life
itself. In the process he gains a profound sense of the
dignity of life. He writes about the experience briefly
in a book. One could conclude that the man's decision
to rescue the moth was a wise one for him as it pointed
out a direction towards a fuller appreciation of life. In
the second example fear is expressed that humanity
would destroy its host if allowed to develop, and actions
are taken accordingly. Those who are working from this
standpoint regard their actions of deploying all available
means towards the reduction of the world population
as reflecting wisdom, even in cases when millions of
people are set up for starvation or are socially
destabilized for the purpose of instigating genocides. In
the third example the opposite course is pursued. Its
course is development and world peace through world
development. The spiritual or intellectual capability of
man to create the resources that human development
requires, is being promoted in this example as the only
fit foundation for the future for humanity. Moreover,
this proposed development is seen not as an alternative
to devolution and death, but is seen as the only option,
because devolution and death are not acceptable options
for maintaining life. This, too, is understood to reflect
wisdom.
Whose wisdom, then, should mankind adopt?
Whose wisdom should be the guiding light? This
question is an important one, because the world is
presented today with conflicting ideals which cannot be
implemented simultaneously as they exclude each other
by their fundamental nature. We have a contrasting, or
vertically separated, multi-definition of "wisdom"
indicated by these examples, with a half way position
indicated in-between by way of the moral recognition
of the value, sovereignty, and dignity of life.
The man who rescued the moth out of respect for
life may not have had the inner resources developed to
go all they way with it, to uplift the image of humanity
to that high level of dignity of life to which Christ Jesus
has raised it, but he clearly perceives the direction in
which progress must be sought. In a scientific sense, he
represents Christianity in whose domain the great
choices for mankind's existence are made. In Appendix
H, the domain of Christianity is defined as the "MORAL"
arena. This describes the second dimension, out of which
unfolds the third dimension of scientific practicality and
application.

The two remaining examples represent a
contrasting pair. One defines the first dimension in which
physicality is all. Here, we have a universe in which
spiritual factors are either not known or not
acknowledged, where man is deemed to be subject to
the good graces of the dust of (so-called) Mother Earth
and its relevant material factors of limitation. The
opposite example represents the third dimension, in
which divine Science encompasses the universe and man.
Here, we have a recognition of wisdom in which spiritual
factors are included in the scientific perception of reality.
Metaphysical healing is an inherent part of this
third dimension. The manifest of metaphysical Christian
healing tend to rouse the latened capabilities of mankind
and show the path for mankind to become masters over
the earth, the sea, the human conditions, and all matter
such as the dust of the Earth. The biblical recognition
of a divine demand on man to fill the earth*38 does not
mean overcrowding, but implies a call on wisdom to
raise the platform of existence on the planet unto a more
intelligent level. The biblical revelation is a call on
wisdom to fill the earth with manifests of intelligence,
to add intellectually based resources to the riches of this
planet, resources that are not found in the natural world,
such as the riches of technology, art, music, science. The
nature of this dimension is exemplified by the works of
Christ Jesus and his scientific approach to spiritual
concepts. It is also exemplified by his promise, "and
greater works than these shall ye do."*39
Mankind is certainly capable of much greater
economic and technological development then is
presently taking place, and is able through this
development to achieve the appropriate population
levels that are required by the dynamics of life, and to
achieve this stage of progress without overcrowding the
planet and the universe in terms of available resources.
The Master presented examples of man's capacity
and nature by way of the spiritual healing of individuals,
yet he foresaw greater works than these. Perhaps he
foresaw the inevitable spiritual and scientific selfrecognition of mankind, and a resulting economic and
cultural development spreading throughout the universe.
Still he gave no date for when this might happen, nor
did Mary Baker Eddy attach a date to her outline to
indicate when the structure for the Key of David should
be brought into focus. It may well be possible that the
current epoch is not the dawning of the spiritual
Renaissance that Christ Jesus foresaw. It may well be
that human civilization collapses once more into a long
and cold night of terror. It may be useful to note, here,
that Mary Baker Eddy included the definition for
NIGHT quite late into the Glossary. I believe, it was
included in 1906, the year after the Extension of the
Mother Church was completed, the year after her
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dedication message was read to the field, and
symbolically to the world, entitled: "Choose Ye!"
The two contrasting examples that are presented
here reflect in many ways the two types of medical
healing that were presented earlier. We had looked at
two approaches to healing heart disease. One approach
was thoroughly physical by way of surgery in which
arteries are reamed out and so cleansed of their clogging
deposits by physical intervention, or in some cases the
clogs are bypassed - which procedures are fundamentally
crude and brutal in terms of intervention, often deadly,
and relatively ineffective in the long run. The other type
of healing was recognized to be fundamentally spiritual.
It operates by giving the human body what the body
needs to function according to its own incredible design.
Here the healing is not by surgical intervention, but by
acknowledging man's inherent perfection and
completeness, and its body's build in intelligent
capability to protect and heal itself. Christ Jesus went
several steps beyond that. He understood and
acknowledged that the built in spiritual resources of man
are capable of restoring the body even without vitamins
and food supplements. He acknowledged a metaphysical
capability that went way beyond the crude limits that
any the physical estimation of a disease situation would
impose. He created resources for living that were entirely
based on intelligence and opened the scene to infinity.
In the political arena we can recognize two similar
processes. On the one hand we have a process in progress
that is aimed at starving humanity of the resources it
needs to exist, economically, financially, culturally, and
health-wise, in order to increase the human devolution
required for addressing a perceived overpopulation
problem. On the other hand we have the policy
proposals that are aimed at creating all the essential
resources mankind requires through an environment of
global scientific, cultural, and economic development,
in order that mankind may prosper and have the strength
to enrich its environment and reach for the stars. Its
aim is to safeguard humanity through the promotion of
health, spiritual development, and life. It is self-evident
which pursuit represents wisdom.
The first of the above representations of what is
deemed wisdom promotes a 'surgical' intervention in the
development of humanity, the other promotes the
natural development of mankind's built in resources.
Which of the two forms of wisdom will win, regardless
of which represents true wisdom, depends on how
mankind perceives its own identity. If mankind perceives
itself scientifically and spiritually according to its
foundation in Truth, the development option will be
recognized as wisdom. Apart from this, the promotion
of poverty will be chosen as wisdom, as it is today.
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Thus, the question of what constitutes wisdom to
a nation or a people is not something that can be brushed
off lightly. If mankind perceives itself as defined in the
Aristotelian oligarchic model in which the material
factor is everything, then mankind will see wisdom in
the efforts of the self-proclaimed specialists who see it
as their duty, and natural prerogative, to dictate the fate
of humanity through depopulation. If, on the other hand,
mankind regards itself according to the truth, as divine
image, as Christ Jesus has defined man universally, then
humanity will see wisdom in promoting the health and
development of itself, rather than allowing its devolution
and death. The choice between the two should not be
difficult to make. Still, Mary Baker Eddy has set up a
scientific structure through which the various factors
can be more objectively evaluated.
This structure is best expressed in Appendix H.
The lowest level of this structure deals with the most
narrow perception of reality. In this domain thought
recognizes nothing but that which is purely physical.
Against a background of such stark limitation, depravity
reigns, with passions, appetites for power, fear, depraved
will, deceit, hatred, sickness and death. The currently
ongoing depopulation efforts can be associated with this
domain as their fundamental characteristics are well
defined by what the domain represents. However, this
domain is not defined as related to wisdom. This domain
represents what Christ Jesus overcame by means of
scientific Christ healing. Wisdom is related to what Mary
Baker Eddy has defined as the "spiritual" domain. The
"physical" domain is related to "pride" or the so-called
ethical which includes everything that can be promoted
to look good to those operating with a limited
perception of the truth.
The "moral" domain is something quite a bit above
the limited physical view. It is associated with
"affection" and "compassion" which cannot be promoted
by public relations schemes, but merely require honesty
which everyone has, which is one of the great spiritual
qualities of man. Beyond that, the "spiritual" domain
presents a still higher form of wisdom. It is the domain
for wisdom related to "understanding," and "spiritual
power," and not surprisingly, to "love." Love can only
exist through spiritual understanding or an innate
recognition of the spiritual reality reflected in man.
Mary Baker Eddy presented the above assessment
a hundred years ago, but look what she is saying. She is
telling us that the depopulation efforts fall not into the
domain of wisdom, but into the domain of depravity,
which is far from love. The quote from Bertrand Russell
that was presented earlier, bears this out. He also
lamented that wars are disappointing as a means for
killing people, except possibly future wars fought with
biological weapons. No, love does not exist on the level
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of depravity. Whatever may appear to exist there as love,
is not love, but a disguised form of depravity. Love
unfolds in the spiritual and scientific domain where the
development of mankind takes place and the human
scene is uplifted.

foundation. It must be rooted in divine Science. Wisdom
must be judged on a scale that leads upwards from the
material and limited, to the moral, to the scientific, and
all the way up to the divine, the infinite, the fourth
dimension, of Spirit.

Love was not an unknown quantity to the patriots
of the American Revolution who fought for the future
of their children and their society, who subsequently
opened the doors to unprecedented levels of public
education and development that was as pioneering in
its day as the revolution itself had been that had set the
country free. It was this cultivated environment of love
that paved the way for Mary Baker Eddy's spiritual
development in divine Science and the eventual
discovery of the science of Christ healing.

In Appendix H, wisdom is categorized on the third
level, as being spiritual and scientific, related to
intelligence and understanding, rather than being defined
under depravity relating to the material dimension.
Wisdom must appear in the third dimension for its basis
is complex. A simplistic approach will never reveal the
illimitable resources of Mind, reflected in man, which
open the horizon up to infinity. No other dimension
than the scientifically spiritual opens towards infinity.
Thus, wisdom must be found, there. This is what the
structure for the Key of David leads up to. It begins
with the line and plane of a structured foundation, and
then raises the whole into a dimension of practicality
that includes scientifically based wisdom. Now, with all
this having been pondered, we are at last ready to look
at the fourth dimension.

Mary Baker Eddy's call "choose ye!" has evidently
not been outdated with time, but has become more and
more urgent instead. Nor has the type of choice changed.
The options remain the same as they were in 1905. We
may choose spiritual development which opens the
horizon to greater health and freedom from domination,
or we may choose external control, domination, and
devolution, and find virtue in the destruction of
humanity, and in death. Mankind has a choice, to opt
for global fascism, which is the default choice at the
present time, or to choose a platform of intelligence.
Mankind's choice will determine its future, and we are
all a part of it.
Ultimately the choice will be made by what moves
in humanity's life. If material factors and their inherent
limitations and finity are governing man, wisdom will
be recognized in devolution and death. Then, no other
choice is really possible. Honesty demands this choice
to be made no matter how painful the choice may be.
That is why humanity is constantly being urged to accept
evermore bitter choices. If, on the other hand, spiritual
factors are shaping the experiences of mankind, wisdom
will be recognized in the development of humanity
through spiritual, cultural, scientific, and technological
means. In this case, too, no other choice is possible. In
this case, honesty demands that the ascend of man be
chosen as the only truly possible option.
Against this background the concept of
metaphysical healing, and its urgency, is taking on an
entirely new meaning. This healing is intertwined with
the answer to the question that the first example
introduced: whether there is wisdom in recognizing
value in all that is Life and its boundless manifestation,
in being touched by the wonders of it, by its strength
and dignity, and by its fragility and the compassion that
upholds it.
Ultimately wisdom must have a scientific
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Whatever exists in the fourth dimension is above
human wisdom, above the type of wisdom that is most
suitable for public policy. When Christ Jesus faced the
5000 in the wilderness, who were in need of food, the
higher wisdom from the fourth dimension would have
been of no use to them for it would have proclaimed
that man does not live by bread alone, which indeed,
Christ Jesus had been able to prove individually. This
demand for absolute spiritual integrity could not be
imposed on another. So, the Master gave them bread to
eat, which, however, he generated metaphysically.
The wisdom by which the human civilization will
survive and develop proceeds from the third dimension
which is reflected in scientific and technological
development in divine Science. What happens in the
fourth dimension is no longer just wisdom but
constitutes an absolute knowing of the truth. It is this
deeply conscious knowing of the truth which drives the
individual achievements which in many ways contribute
significantly to the status of civilization, like the works
of the great pioneers in Science, art, technologies,
humanities, and spiritual development as exemplified
by Christ Jesus, Nicolas of Cusa, Leonardo DeVinci,
Mozart, Alexander Hamilton, Einstein, Mary Baker Eddy,
and some others, right to the present age. The third
dimension is the underpinning, without which the fourth
dimension bears little fruit. Mozart would not likely
have developed his genius without the prevailing
atmosphere of the time in which great music was
appreciated and was part of everyday existence.
The wisdom which proceeds from the moral basis
is useful as a starting point, but it needs to be elevated
from the theoretical to the scientifically practical level,
which, then, sets the stage of knowing the truth - the
reflected activity of infinite Mind. In contrast, that
which proceeds from a material basis, which proceeds
from that basis which Christ Jesus overcame, must be
ruled out of consciousness. It combines all that which
the Master by his acts defined not as wisdom, but
denounced as "a murderer from the beginning."*40
In today's age, the most urgent attention must be

focused onto the moral domain, the second dimension
where the great decisions are made. The example of the
man who rescued a moth represents such a direction of
choice, a movement towards wisdom. He allowed
himself to be spiritually uplifted by a moment of
contemplating a reality of something greater than the
narrow dimensions of a finite and feeble sense of life.
He could have chosen to let the moth die. Such a
choice is already being imposed upon humanity. It
involves a totally different type of choice which moves
into the opposite direction and away from the platform
for wisdom. The following is an example that illustrates
the nature of this second type of choice in the moral
dimension, moving away from any recognition of reality.
During the middle of the eighteen hundreds the
new Venetian Empire, as it resurrected itself as the
British Empire, had become the number one slave trader
in the world and was aiming to expand the thrust of its
operation into Europe. It had conquered most of the
world outside of Europe, by then. On the European
front, however, a number of significant power structures
stood in the way of its final expansion towards global
colonial rule. The Holy Alliance of Austria, Russia, and
Prussia had to be broken up, and the Ottoman Empire
needed to be dismembered. Around the same time that
China was being torn apart during the British opium
wars, all of Europe was quietly set up in a much more
clever fashion than the open aggression directed against
the Chinese, for an even more destructive
destabilization. This was done through the creation of
numerous nationalist movements such as the Young Italy
movement, the Young Bosnia, Young India, Young
Russia, Young Armenia, Young Egypt, Young Czechs
movements, with similar organizations set up in
Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Greece. Nationalism
had been recognized as the world's most perfect tool
for getting people at each other's throat. The real events
leading up to the First World War, of course, were more
complex in detail than simply whipping up nationalism,
but the fundamental principle was not.*41
Still, the Venetian model is not intrinsically evil
in itself, it merely employs the destructive effects of
materially centered perceptions that deny the spiritual
qualities inherent in man, and subdues them. The
Venetians have frequently found it useful to back both
sides of a conflict, after which they mobbed up the
spoils. In cases where suitable conflicts did not exist,
the required conflicts were easily created artificially.
That's how all the great power structures of Europe were
destroyed, except the British. World War One was
created for this purpose. It is a rather easy thing to be
destructive. It is a much more difficult thing to be alert
against the destructive elements in their early stages and
to resist them, to make intelligent choices when one is
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being manipulated into abandoning spiritual values for
the adoption of hate, envy, greed, pride, and power.
It would be absurd to believe that the Venetian
model is no longer employed in today's world. It's too
effective to be abandoned. It is the cheapest and most
effective weapon in the arsenal of the oligarchic powers
who aspire to manipulate the world in order to keep it
under its control. That's what oligarchic structures do.
That's what they have always done. The Aristotalian
philosophy supports their legitimacy. If the result's are
unpleasant, "What of it?" Those words have been spoken
throughout the ages, just as they are spoken today. The
tragedy imposed on Ireland in the late 17th century is a
striking example of what can be accomplished by
eugenics policies based on the narrowly focused
measurements of material ideology.
After the English invasion of Ireland in 1652, under
the direction of Oliver Cromwell, 20,000 Irish people
were outright slaughtered in the massacres of three
cities, 40,000 more were exiled to Spain and France,
10-20,000 were shipped to the colonies of Jamaica and
Barbados as slaves. To aid this brutal depopulation
scheme, the Parliament in London passed an Act of
Settlement to forcibly evict the entire Irish population
from the most settled areas, which were to be re-settled
with the 'superior' Scottish and English peoples
according to the population theories of the times as
promoted by Sir William Petty. In the course of this
drive 80% of all arable Irish lands (12 million acres in
all) were forcibly confiscated to be rented out again later
on to the peasantry.
In this case of Ireland the resettlement was
designed to maximize the Poll Tax to the Crown of
England. As it was, the plan worked well. The new
nation of Ireland was effectively looted for more than a
century, nor has it recovered its peace to the present
day from the seeds sown during that brutal population
experiment of the seventeenth century.*42
The call, "Choose Ye!" is as important today for
everyone, as it was throughout the ages, to be alert to
the foundation of what is advertised as wisdom. Today's
target is the human population on the entire planet, to
be reduced in the name of perceived limits, to be
managed as cattle by the self-appointed rulers who have
set themselves up as the controlling agency. The
watchwords in the game are many. Noble pet phrases
are used in great profusion, carefully uttered for the
operation to appear ethical in order to cover up the pain
that is being inflicted on humanity. Under the new names
of Conservative Revolution, or Contract With America,
or plain "reform" meaning debt-service in stead of service
to advance humanity, prisons are enlarged into
institutions for profit, pensions are stolen, education

reduced into a negative force, hospitals closed,
institutions of art, science, and culture starved to death,
food support systems cancelled, single mothers put on
the scrap heap.
The call to choose, in today's age, is a call to
evaluate the basis of the wisdom of engaging in the
radical type population surgery that has now begun. The
call to choose is a call to evaluate the spiritual strength
of humanity, which inherently creates its own resources
by intelligent cultural and technological means. The
choice of direction in which wisdom is perceived is made
in the moral dimension, except mankind cannot afford
to stop there. It must move awards into Science and
beyond
As said before, the choices that are made today on
the level of Christianity will determine the future of
mankind. Never, in its entire history, has such a far
reaching choice been thrust upon humanity than is today.
Perhaps it is fit that the structure for the Key of David
came to light at the time of mankind's greatest need for
metaphysical healing, presenting a higher dimension for
inspiring truly wise choices, and a new geometry of
perception that lies above the domain of wisdom, which
geometry we will explore next.
It is interesting to note that the comprehensive
definition of Mary Baker Eddy translation of mortal
mind, and immortal Mind, is intimately related to the
rows of the matrix for the Key of David. The first three
dimensions share a common denominator in that they
are all defined as "the translation of mortal mind." This
may be seen to represent the three dimensional universe
that people are familiar with. Except, what is being
translated in this 'human' sphere, and into what?
It appears that the first three dimensions of the
structure for the Key of David deal with the human
scene in various ways of protecting individuals and
nations from human error by shifting thought away from
the unreal, towards a basis of absolute reality which is
defined in Science as divine and infinite. The fourth
dimension, therefore, is the dimension of that divine and
absolute. Although being absolute, the divine reality is
not unrelated to the human experience. Rather, it is the
foundation of all life, truth, and love. In divine Science,
this dimension is described as something quite different
than the first three dimensions which are but ascending
variations on the mortal material scene, described in
technical terms as the translation of mortal mind. The
fourth dimension, of Spirit, in contrast, is described by
Mary Baker Eddy as the "translation of immortal Mind."
Here, we deal no longer with concerns such as wisdom,
or even Science. We deal with power, we deal with
substance, we deal with reality, we deal with divine
reflection and divine image. Now, the question must be
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asked again. What is translated into what by this
translation of immortal Mind? The answer must be, that
the divine reality is translated into its eternal,
immutable, manifest, independent of human thought or
action, which can be, however, experienced by lifting
the human context into its native sphere of immutable,
infinite Spirit.
So, what exactly is this fourth dimension, how can
one describe it? All that Mary Baker Eddy is telling us
about it, is that it lies above the "line, plane, or space"
which by association define the lower dimensions as
given in the her translation of mortal mind. She calls
the higher dimension the "fourth dimension, of
Spirit."*43
The above text was formulated in the period
between 1883 and 1896. What, really, did become of
this fourth dimension, of Spirit, since these early years?
What evidence do we have of its existence? What can
we find in Mary Baker Eddy's own life or achievements
that indicates the nature and the scope of it, in practical
terms? Even her detailed description of the translation
of immortal Mind, shown in Appendix H, is still a very
high level abstract rendition of such an infinite theme.
We need to know how it applies in everyday living,
similar in type to the experience of the man who rescued
the moth simply because it represented an expression
of life. Mary Baker Eddy hints at what this may imply.
She writes in Science and Health, in the chapter Prayer:
"To be 'present with the Lord' is to have, not mere
emotional ecstasy or faith, but the actual demonstration
and understanding of Life as revealed in Christian
Science. To be 'with the Lord' is to be in obedience to
the law of God, to be absolutely governed by divine
Love, - by Spirit, not by matter."*44
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It was in 1895, shortly after the the original edifice
for the First Church of Christ Scientist, in Boston, was
built, that the call was extended to Mary Baker Eddy to
become its pastor. She writes that she declined the offer.
In real term, such a position couldn't be implemented
anyway as the Bible and Science and Health were already
ordained as the forever pastor of the Christian Science
church. While declining the offer, she stated that she
would accept the symbolic title of Pastor Emeritus.*45
The title may not have been suggested by her as merely
a kind gesture to solve a delicate situation, but as a
necessity that would open the door to an essential step
forward. She made use of this title extensively in the
Church Manual, but rarely ever used it in any other
context. In the Manual, the title is used to represent a
very high level of authority, an authority that is not based
on personal will, but is based on an innate understanding
of reality or divine Truth. When she exercises this
authority, she point to that total knowing that reflects
the authority of Truth itself. In such cases, she no longer
attempts to state her reasons. In most cases her reasons
would not have been understood as they required a
working understanding of the structure for the Key of
David that she had outlined, but which outline nobody
had discovered in her time.
Through the three dimensional structure, that she
outlined, she was able to provide hints and specific
definitions of the complexities that she was working
with. Since the Church Manual was fundamentally based
on the scientific structure that was neither known nor
understood, and was closely interrelated to it, this
manual had to be protected in its essential form by some
other authority than a near absolute understanding. This
means, a method had to be found that would keep it
out of the reach of the organizational powers that would
inevitably destroy it through thoughtless alterations. Her
solution was, that the Manual was brought legally under
her own authority for perpetuity under the authority of
herself as Pastor Emeritus. The title describes not so
much a person, as it describes a spiritual office. It
describes the authority that is anchored in the realities

that unfold in the fourth dimension. The Manual itself,
therefore, became not a document that dictates policy,
but one that describes the operation of organization
driven from the fourth dimension. It describes what will
inevitably come to be, when things are working
correctly. Then oligarchism will have seen its day,
together with all that which rests upon it.
Apparently, there was no other way open to Mary
Baker Eddy to protect the structure of truth that she
had scientifically created, and to structure the human
scene onto that platform that makes little sense to the
materially oriented mind of limitation piled upon
limitation.
This protection was necessary, because there
existed no scientific path for reaching backwards from
the fourth dimension into the realm of human
perception with high level technological explanations
o f t h e M a n u a l p r o v i s i o n s . Wi t h o u t a t h o r o u g h
understanding of the structure for the Key of David,
this path between public policy and the fourth
dimension, of Spirit, simply did not exist, nor does it
exist now.
By the time Mary Baker Eddy was compiling the
Church Manual, she had moved far beyond form and
formula. She was working from the fourth dimension,
herself. The only real evidence we have of this fact, lies
in the numerous manifestations of increasing authority
and increasingly precise requirements for actions. To
identify herself as working in the fourth dimension, of
Spirit, the opportunity that was presented to her to
create the title Pastor Emeritus, must have appeared like
a God-sent solution to the problem she faced. The
authority was not based on personal whim, but on facets
of Truth, on divine reflection, on the dimension of
reality.
Christ Jesus, too, worked in this higher dimension.
It is reported that he astonished the people with his
strong expression of authority to which even the 'devils'
responded. This authority was also apparent in Mary
Baker Eddy's highly effective healing work.
This authority is further reflected in Christ and
Christmas. We see it in the the painting, titled: Christ
Healing. We also see it in the painting, Christian Science
Healing. The latter spans across two elements. One
element is on the first row, from where a link is provided
downward to the dimension of Christian Science to
overturn material thinking on the lowest level where
the second part of the painting appears.
The authority from the fourth dimension reflects
itself as a power to heal, but not as a dominant power
to control individuals. In fact, the two aspects of
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authority appear mutually exclusive, one is materially
ethical, the other is divinely spiritual. One is erroneous,
the other is endowed with power to uplift the human
scene. This fact is reflected in many ways in the Church
Manual.
There are hints in biblical texts of historical
precedents of people operating at the fourth dimension.
The Apostle Paul, for instance, who was at first a
persecutor of the early Christians, was totally changed
through a powerful personal spiritual experience that
created healing, a healing of both physical sight and
moral character. Before this healing, Paul (then named
Saul) was speaking with the authority of the religious
order that he represented. Under this 'ethical' authority,
he caused the death of many who did not conform to
the established norm of thinking. After his
transformation, however, after his own healing within,
he spoke with the authority of one who derives power
from a source beyond human action. As the result of
this healing, the exercising of the old authoritative
(ethical) control over other individuals was suddenly felt
as something totally contrary to his nature. Rather than
causing the death of people under his oligarchic
authority, he became able to heal others with an entirely
new type of authority that he had never known to be
obtainable. His spiritual unfolding had taken him in a
very short time, by way of the structure that the Master
had laid down with parables and examples, from being
a despot, to the highest aspect of the Key of David in
the fourth dimension.
Paul's healing represents a transition into nonelinear space, a transition from a false sense of wisdom
to a wisdom based on scientific understanding of reality,
which actually goes beyond wisdom.
We are told in Scriptures that Saul's transition
occurred shortly after the crucifixion of Jesus. A detailed
account is given in Acts chapter 9. The most remarkable
aspect of this account involves a moral protest by one
of the persecuted disciples of the church by whose hand
Saul was to be healed. But even as the designated healer
protested against becoming involved in aiding a
murderer, he perceived that Saul was a "chosen vessel"
for a great purpose. So, reluctantly perhaps, he
proceeded and healed Saul of his blindness, which totally
changed Saul's character, in response of which he was
given the new name of Paul.
It appears as if this natural transition of Saul into
Paul, was an inherent part of the Christ revelation. On
this level, we can no longer speak about wisdom. The
disciple who healed Saul had not deemed it wise to aid
a renowned murderer. Right actions proceed from divine
Principle, from inspiration, manifesting divine Love.
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The Saul to Paul transition was a part of the Christ
presentation of Truth to humanity. Without this
example, the manifestation of Truth to humanity would
have been incomplete. The incident set an example of a
kind of transition that must be expected in all ages, even
in our modern world. The manipulative and destructive
mentality that is so widely apparent is not a natural one
for humanity. It does not reflect Truth. It can be
corrected with intelligent presentations of spiritual facts.
The projection from the fourth dimension to the first
dimension, that is indicated in the painting Christian
Science Healing, suggests that the states of consciousness
that are dealt with in the first dimension are inherently
unstable states that can only be maintained at great cost
to whoever devotes his life and substance to the
maintenance of erroneous systems. This is what the Saul
to Paul transition indicates.
What comes to light here, through the structure
for the Key of David, is something that reaches far
deeper than what Mary Baker Eddy might have taught
in her classes, for there existed no one at her time who
could hear it. It represents perhaps, what she might have
liked to teach but couldn't, both for the unavailability
of qualified students, but also for the fact that no human
teaching can push another into the fourth dimension that
unfolds beyond the structure for the Key of David.
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The fourth dimension, of Spirit, is not something
removed from reality, but is a geometry of perception
that is ever more closely related to reality. In this
dimension we are dealing with the 'spirit' of what is
perceived as reality, which ultimately is the one infinite
divine Spirit - Life, Truth, and Love - all that reflects
God, and that man as divine image. This geometry of
perception is one in which the conventional perception
of an isolated existence is not included, such as the
concept of time as represented by the so-called time/
space geometry of perception.
The fourth dimension, of divine Spirit, is
necessarily quite different in nature than the fourth
dimension that the physical universe presents. In physics
we recognize four fundamental dimensions which we
have defined as length, width, height, and time. In short
we perceive a time/space geometry where everything
is neatly isolated in the linear dimension of passing time.
In divine Science, however, time is understood as an
error in concept. Indeed, in the arena of advanced physics
time is no longer regarded as what it appears to be, but
is understood as conditional to other factors. In divine
Science the concept of time disappears altogether as
absolutely erroneous, and is being replaced by the more
scientific dimension of, divine Spirit.
This, necessarily, changes one's whole geometry of
perception. The ancient concept of perceiving
everything in time/space geometry, in which everything
becomes related to time and space, is yielding to a
scientific geometry in which everything is understood
as timeless and structured in identifiable domains
according to their underlying spirit. In the fourth
dimension, of divine Spirit, the focus is in the timeless
reality of absolute Spirit as brought to light in man and
humanity throughout the ages. In this dimension the
factor of when becomes supplanted with the more
important factors of why and how?
What all this means, is, that the individual man is
not an isolated being afloat in a vast sea of space and

time, but represents the sum total of all the
achievements and developments throughout history,
which in turn point to an infinite base underlying the
reality of man's being. This means, that we, today, are
the product of a timeless unfolding of states and stages
of reality, of progressions in spiritual unfoldment, that
altogether define man scientifically.
The various individual aspect that were discovered
through the ages, even though some were discovered
thousands of years ago, are aspects of who and what we
are. When the concept of time is removed from the
equation of existence, then, whatever Moses once
achieved is as relevant today as if it were front page
news presented in every newspaper in the world. Reality
doesn't change. Man's inherent capabilities don't change.
The fundamental principles that operate in the real
world don't change.
The linear space/time geometry of perception is
a foundation for fraud. It instills in us the belief that
reality has changed, that it is different today than it was
2000 years ago. It allows the teachers of children, today,
to instill in their students innocent minds that the
constitution of their nation, which has been established
through bitter lessons, noble achievements, and great
insights, has become irrelevant because time has moved
on and the world has moved with it. But, really, have
the fundamental principles that were once recognized
and experienced to be powerfully effective for the
welfare of a nation and the development of the human
potential, changed? Have the recognized realities the
underlie the General Welfare Clause of the U.S.
Constitution, or the Bill of Rights, changed and become
irrelevant because some oligarchic factions have been
successful in steering humanity back towards devolution,
slavery, and feudal repression? The linear space/time
geometry allows literally any destructive fraud on the
minds of mankind to be accepted. Thus, the none-linear
geometry of the fourth dimension, of Spirit, becomes
an essential factor in reestablishing reality as the
motivating factor in man's life.
The great moral, spiritual, and scientific
achievements of mankind, whether they were wrought
four thousand years ago, or yesterday, need to rediscovered, be explored, and be accepted as immediate
aspects of each one's own nature, the nature of man as
divine image. These aspects of reality that have been
developed throughout the ages, which define the nature
of man, need also to be projected forward. The various
a s p e c t s o f Tr u t h t h a t h a v e b e e n d i s c o v e r e d a n d
demonstrated thus far, now lay the basis for the
continuous development of man. It establishes the basis
for a logical progression, which defines the potential for
our future. These are the fruits of the creative intellect
of man, such as are manifest in constantly advancing
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technologies.
In scientific terms, it can be said that mankind has
achieved what no other living entity has achieved on
this planet, to create a civilization by which its mature
is defined. Unlike animals who largely live and die
according to changing environmental conditions,
mankind has stepped beyond the limits imposed by the
physicality of the planet, and developed resources that
don't exist in the natural world, and created a civilization
that allows people to exist in vastly larger numbers than
the earth, by itself, could possibly support. Mankind has
quite literally created its own environment, and its own
resources for existence. In very real terms, mankind is
defined by its intelligence, by its power of reason, by its
capability to create in the mind an understanding of
fundamental principles with which to uplift the human
civilization above the sod of the earth. We, as human
beings, have demonstrated to ourselves to be spiritual
beings. We have begun to recognize ourselves as
unfolding from an infinite base.
We have also come to recognize through scientific
deduction, and from experiences, that there exist no
inherent limits in reality that would curtail the
development of man at some future threshold. There
exist no limits for understanding, for discoveries, for
ideas coming to light that drive forward the progressive
development of man. What Noah, Moses, Plato, Christ
Jesus, Kepler, Leibnitz, Mary Baker Eddy, and many
others have discovered and demonstrated about man, is
still true about ourselves. This rich base forms a platform
upon which to accept the infinite.
The currently established base of all the
achievements of man throughout history, represents a
significant snapshot of a progression that has
continuously redefined man in ever more dramatic and
superlative terms. This is a natural progression.
Considering that every facet of this progression relates
to truth, not an iota of it has been lost in any real way,
except that the human mind allows itself to imagine
that such an exclusion exists. Thus, the linear space/
time geometry of perception must be recognized as a
thief, for it presents such exclusions and has thereby
taken away man's substance and identity. It is the most
vicious thief that ever entered the life of man.
Too much has been stolen by this thief of what is
inherently a part of man's nature. Just ask yourself, does
anyone still believe that the work of Christ Jesus is
relevant today? Does anyone still believe that the
breakthrough recognitions in statecraft, by the Council
of Florence in 1439 to 1440, are still relevant? Or do
people believe that the emergence of such oligarchic
structures like the I.M.F. and the U.N., which have
amassed power to control the world, have obsoleted all
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the achievements of mankind on which human
civilization has been founded up to this point and
through which great progress has been achieved until
such progress became strangled by these organizations?
Reality has not changed by the impositions of these
institutions. Truth is still true, today. The fundamental
principles of life are still as valid as they ever have been,
and applicable for the advance of civilization. Whatever
was discovered as a principle of reality and has been
proven as a valuable factor in the ascend of man, is still
a principle of reality and is as relevant today as a factor
for the continued ascend of man. One thing, however,
needs to happen for the ascend to continue. That which
is real and had been so proven, needs to be brought back
into focus as being real and provable. The ascend of man
is the longest running success story in the history off
this planet, not in terms of millennia of mundane
survival but in terms of its continuous ascendency, and
this is a factor of the truth about man that should never
be left out of sight.
The history of man reflects not a linear progression
in time, but is a history of ascendency. It is the history
of developing aspects of Truth reflected in progressive
civilization. Nothing, in the entire 4.5 billion year history
of this planet has come even close to equalling the
majestic achievement of human civilization which is so
sadly belied today, and rejected, and denied. The real
face of mankind is not defined by its time-line
progression which is minute when compared to that of
the dinosaurs. It is defined by what man has discovered
of his own boundless identity, and has been made
manifest in a civilization that no other development on
this planet has equalled.
The concept called the fourth dimension, of Spirit,
may be a very difficult one to grasp. It has been quietly
hinted at throughout this book. In such cases it was
referred to as a none-linear geometry of perception as
compared to a linear space/time geometry of thinking.
The linear time/space geometry of perception reflects
the way humanity has been taught to regard itself. This
way of thinking is rather primitive, and is actually quite
unrelated to the natural dynamics of life. In the linear
space/time geometry, humanity regards itself as left to
its own devices in a vast sea of space and time. Here,
man's relationship to history is virtually nonexistent.
History is regarded as something that is gone, past, over
and finished, that presents a nice story perhaps, but has
no real value into today's world in any tangible sense.
Let us explore this linear dimension a bit in relationship
to man's spiritual development.
Appendix P shows a linear view of human history
in which various historic events are lined up in the
sequence in which they occurred. This representation,
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however, has no true relationship to reality. It indicates
that Noah's influence ended at the time that Noah ceased
to be or was limited to the time period at which the
Noah story was compiled by some spiritually alert scribe
or writer. This is largely the way mankind regards its
history.
In real life, however, things are different. The
essence of what the Noah concept stood for has been
carried quietly forward throughout history, to the
present day. It has, to some degree, molded the human
society, shaped its attitudes, and influenced who and
what we are today. Thus, the Noah episode is not one
that can be measured in any linear fashion framed by
points in time. Rather it becomes an underlying layer
that supports human civilization as a whole. It is a
spiritual domain that is related to safety, to caring, and
even to love, as we had been pointed out earlier in
Volume 3. Naturally, the same holds true for all the other
great events in history in which a vital aspect of human
capability was brought to light.
This transformation changes the linear history into
layers of continuous relevancy, each of which adds to
the stature of man by revealing another facet or
increment of an apparently endless progression of mental
and spiritual unfoldment. Appendix Q illustrates this
type of a developing progression which is quite different
than the linear space/time geometry of thinking which
sees but isolated incidences in a progression of time.
The non-time-based progression of scientific and
cultural development that represents vast unfolding
riches of discoveries of fundamental principles which
are ever valid, brings to light a constantly richer identity
of man that rests on all that which has been discovered
before, rather than being limited to that is being
perceived and demonstrated today in an environment
of enforced regression of self-perception. It presents a
measure by which the identity of man is to be known.
It represents the true development of man in a course
of an intelligent unfolding towards infinity or the design
of infinite divine Principle.
Christ Jesus indicated that his 'doctrine' was not
his own, but represented a perception of Truth which
itself has no beginning. Thus, the layers that are
portrayed in Appendix Q must be seen as not being tied
to a specific historic event, but as founded in infinity,
without beginning or end. Thus, the unfolding measure
of man represents an unfolding measure of an infinite
idea, the divine idea man, or divine image.
Jesus' statement adds an important aspect to the
way the fourth dimension of Spirit needs to be perceived.
He tells us that his work did not conflict with reality
nor represents a new creation of a capability that would

exist for a limited period of time. Instead he indicates
that he was merely bringing to light what has always
existed from the 'beginning.' He stated clearly, that the
principles he had discovered and utilized, were not of
his own creation. "The Son can do nothing of himself,"
he insisted, "but what he seeth the Father do:...these also
doeth the Son likewise."*46
What Christ Jesus is saying in the above statement
is profound. He is telling us that according to his
experience, there are no limits to understanding, no
limits to curb the spirit of man reflected in dominion
and power, for God, the infinite basis of man, is
illimitable. Christ Jesus demonstrated the reality of
man's being as divine image. He lived and worked in
the fourth dimension of Spirit, - the dimension where
the spirit of divine reality was paramount and
immediately applicable - where the only limits are those
that the human imagination places upon itself, and those
limits he was breaking down to ever greater degrees.
Christ Jesus fed vast multitudes with a few scant
resources that should have been sufficient for but a hand
full of people; he walked on the waters; appeared in far
off places without evident means of getting there, he
healed people with a word, an idea of truth, a gesture, a
touch; he raised the dead and put himself above the
reach of death. Mankind has barely begun to even realize
the enormous potential of man that Christ Jesus had
demonstrated. His works manifested what can be
reasonably achieved through the application of
understood fundamental principles.
As it was, two thousand years went by before
mankind would achieve once again these demonstrated
capabilities in healing, and in life generally. By means of
advanced technologies, mankind has demonstrated to
itself that it is indeed possible to feed a vast multitude
from a parcel of ground that could normally sustain but
a few. And this, too, appears to be just a beginning. One
stands in awe of the much greater potential of the divine
Spirit reflected in man when Christ Jesus' exemplary
work in the fourth dimension of Spirit is being more
fully understood. What will such a harvest be? What
will the earth be like when the divine Spirit that is
reflected in man, is no longer denied, but is developed
ever more fully and reflected in the development of
human civilization and in the development of supporting
structures that are inherently replenishing the earth? The
fourth dimension, of Spirit, can only reflect itself in an
unprecedented development of man. Anything less is a
denial of God, a denial of the reality of man's being.
Anything less is a submission to the many modern
mythologies conjured up by hate, fear, or greed;
involving the spirit of self-denial, self-devolution, decay,
and death.
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The regressive patterns, unfortunately, are also
unfolding. They are unfolding today with a frightening
rapidity, where a rallying to the standard of Truth should
abound. Whatever denies the divine Spirit reflected in
man denies the nature of reality and opens the door to
mankind's destruction and death. And we do see the
same pattern repeated. We see a strong focus put on
linearism that tends to isolate public events into
insignificant happenings, thereby protecting the
underlying conspiracy these events may be a part of.

whatever is to be, has already been, and is now, and
whatever has been will be forever. His statement: "Before
Abraham was, I am," was merely a hint of the nature of
reality that he understood, of fundamental principles
that are always valid and always applicable, that he had
discovered, which possibly no one comprehended at the
time, but which are the basis of a boundless development
potential that will certainly assert itself if the oligarchic
conspiracy that would drive mankind into impotence
be lifted from the shoulders of humanity.

As an example, one only needs to look at the major
financial events of 1995 (to the date of this writing).
What does one see? The year opened in the wake of the
worst bond crisis since the crisis created out of the Peace
Treaty of Versailles, followed by the Orange County
bankruptcy, the Mexican financial collapse that required
international emergency measures, the collapse of the
Barings Bank that sent ripples through the world banking
system, the banking collapse in France that required a
bail-out almost as big as the Mexican bail-out, the dollar
stability crisis, the Japanese banking panic resulting from
a near trillion dollar loss in bad loans (five hundred
billion officially admitted), and a mounting fiscal crisis
unfolding for the U.S. government as it approaches its
public debt ceiling of $4.9 trillion.

The development that Christ Jesus set in motion
brings to light an aspect of man that is of utmost
importance to be understood today, namely that the
development of man's potential, reflected in advancing
civilization, has no inherent limit. In the most
fundamental and scientific sense, this is what the term,
Christianity, stands for. It is not an identifier of
mythological religion, but an identifier that represents
the ascend of man, reflected in ever greater
demonstrations of capabilities and civilization. The term,
Christianity, thus, is synonymous with development.
That's what it means. That is what Christ Jesus stood
for. That is what he demonstrated. There is no other
term that scientifically, and fundamentally, comprises
the whole of human development. The term,
Christianity, comes closest to signify this Christlike
c o m m i t m e n t t o Tr u t h . T h e t e r m s t a n d s f o r t h e
development of life, and the development of whatever
supports live. Its scientific aspect provides the thrust
for metaphysical healing.

On the surface these appear to be all unrelated
events spread through the space of a year, and so they
are presented to the public to hide the underlying
conspiracy that has caused every one of the events - that
comes to light through the Post-Industrial Society
dogma, the free floating of the world's currencies to the
whim of the speculators, the financial deregulation that
opened the gambling heavens of derivatives trading that has created a condition in which the economies of
the world are forced to maintain a monster of fictitious
capital that is 'traded' at the staggering rate of a
quadrillion dollar annually, spreading instability
throughout the entire system towards its eventual
disintegration.
In the linear space/time perspective the
interconnection cannot be recognized easily that tie the
various financial disaster of the year into a single
movement. However, the moment that one begins to
take away the focus on linearity, and begins to pay
attention to the underlying platform, the reality of the
situation begins to unfold. This non-linear view is also
essential for understanding the opposite platform for
mankind's development.
What Christ Jesus did, when working in the fourth
dimension of Spirit, is revolutionary. He took away the
upper limit of man's development and opened the scene
up to infinity. He has taken away the shadow of time,
completely, by demonstrating in absolute clarity that

Unfortunately, today's fourth dimension (of the
spirit of limitation) is largely a dimension of the spirit
of death. Death is hailed as the savior of mankind.
Devolution, rather than development, is hailed as a
means for survival. The elimination of human
populations, rather than the development of the human
potential, is hailed as the road to utopia. The dust of
the earth is hailed as the great provider for man's needs.
It is not understood that the application of intelligence
and its outcome in scientific technological developments
opens the door to the creation of resources for the life
and the advance of man that the earth itself could never
fulfill. The nature of man is degraded today to that of a
glorified worm who lives in competition with nature,
and with no greater inherent rights either - such as to
life, dignity, and sovereignty - than the right to be
controlled by its masters, the self-appointed elite, who
are conspiring to force the world into compliance to its
narrow vision. Love and compassion are denounced by
today's leaders, as an evil to be overcome by the really
'high' minded who must make the 'tough' decisions and
not concern themselves with the life and happiness of
others, who work as Hitler did.
What is described in the above paragraph would
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be a logical response if life were anchored in linear timespace geometry where the achievements of man are
isolated into unconnected events of history. In this
perception the mental, moral, and scientific/
technological devolution that has been forced upon
humanity, and the tragic manifestation thereof, present
a distorted status of man that further feeds the cycle of
devolution. Indeed, the presently induced devolution is
used as a tool to demonstrate the supposed poverty of
man, and the consequent need for further reductions in
human development or economic activities. All this is
set in motion to provide an excuse to condemn humanity
ever further into slavery to the self-appointed elite who
"knows best." In fact this tendency has been further
escalated in recent years in such a manner as to make
progressive developments look bad, such as economic
growth. Whenever growth occurs, the economy is
declared to be "overheated" and destructive financial
measures are quickly introduced to destroy whatever
progress has taken place. Usually, the destructive
measures are in the form of interest rate increases, which
are openly justified as a means to destroy economic
progress.
Fortunately, this artificially generated and managed
devolution does not define man's natural status. The
logic that argues for the devolution of human society
has been artificially based on a lie. It doesn't take into
consideration the natural dynamics of life, and the
capacities of man to develop the resources that are
requires for the natural development of man. The only
thing that happens when the natural development of
man takes off, is, that the power and relative wealth of
the oligarchy diminishes, and in order to prevent this
effect, millions of lives are trampled on and tied to the
ground through devolution. This is the true motive
behind devolution.
The arguments for devolution that are fed to the
public for consumption are really paper thin. They don't
stand up in the light of any reasonable investigation as
they fails to take into consideration that the ascend of
man has been a development that expanded throughout
the ages from an infinite basis, as it were. Rather than
outgrowing its resources, mankind has constantly
increased its creation of resources beyond the immediate
needs and developed surpluses through which it raised
the status of civilization. This continuous cycle of
progress has literally included the entire planet, until a
few decades ago this cycle was artificially interrupted.
The development of mankind, therefore, does not
need to be scaled back, nor can it be scaled back except
through a wholesale self-denial and self-destruction. The
task of halting the advance of civilization requires the
fundamental self-denial of society, and the denial of the
foundation on which mankind unfolds naturally. Such

denials necessarily cause a catastrophic collapse of the
entire structure of civilization. However, such denials
can only take place when man's historically
demonstrated infinite base has been declared as
irrelevant to modern living by a separation of the present
in a linear time/space geometry that isolates it from all
that which is reflected in the development of
civilization.
The above sounds like an irrational statement.
However, the reality of it can be demonstrated by the
following consideration.

The path of human devolution.
We will take a comprehensive look at what is
indeed being proposed today under the cover of the
linear geometry of perception. We will begin by looking
at currently pushed proposals for world policy which is
firmly rooted in the linear space/time perspective. We
will look at Sri Lanka as an example. It has been pointed
out that Sri Lanka's population has multiplied threefold since the postwar years, at which time a project
had been launched to eradicate malaria. Now instead of
celebrating the marvelous success of putting an end to
centuries of human agonies, the oligarchy makes noises
of despair, pointing out that Sri Lanka has now three
times as many people to feed, three times as many
children to educate, three times as many jobs to provide,
and housing. Nothing is said about the fact that the status
of living has improved, possibly more than threefold.
What the oligarchy cries about, is an assumption that
the country now requires three times as much farmland
(which is probably not true), which is taken away from
the natural world as if humanity were not a part of the
ever unfolding natural universe. The oligarchy also cries,
that order to maintain the same standard of living as it
had before, Sri Lanka requires three times as much in
energy resources, and mineral resources, and will create
three times as much pollution (which is most likely not
correct either). Non-the-less, the oligarchy needs these
argument for its hidden goal to induce into the minds
of the people a willing acceptance of strong population
control measures, which are designed, as they say, to
get the country back to that 'idyllic' state that existed
before the dreadful disease of malaria was conquered.
Thus, the aim is quietly formulated in the minds of the
people for the nation to achieve a 66% population
reduction in two generations, lest the country becomes
overrun by too many people. What is not being said,
however, is that the proposed murdering that is involved
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in such a dramatic population reduction will bring the
entire house down, or at least reduce that status of
society to a much lower level and to much greater
agonies than have ever existed before. Thus, the progress
becomes negated. The sad part is, that these types of
measures are indeed being proposed in earnest.
Actually, this sort of projection is nothing new. It
has been put forward many times over the last thirty
years, and is being implemented to some degree in many
fundamental ways. In fact, from the standpoint of a linear
time/space geometry of thinking, this type of conclusion
is the only conclusion one can draw. In this mode of
thinking, humanity looks at itself and sees a planet of
finite resources of a certain type which are being used
up. Thus, the elite population planners of this world
see no light at the end of the tunnel, except through
"tough decisions." Indeed, the only option that a linear
perspective allows, is a focusing on conservation
measures combined with the broadest possible means
of human devolution to reverse human progress and
human existence. In fact a whole Conservative
Revolution has been launched on that theme, based
squarely on the idea of cutting back, of scaling down, of
setting up nature reserves while trimming the world
population as fast as possible, with the aim of getting
back to the population levels that were found hundreds
of years ago. A global project is being urged with
precisely such reductions to be achieved within a time
frame of roughly two generations. But would such an
immense scheme work?
Let us try to find an answer by looking at the socalled Sri Lanka imperative in the larger scale of the
world as a whole. Let us look beyond Sri Lanka, or
Africa, or India, and take the devolution proposal to its
logical conclusion. Since the apparent answer is that the
population of Sri Lanka must be trimmed back to its
earlier population level, one must assume that the same
necessity also applies to the world as a whole as the
same patterns that have been observed in Sri Lanka have
been observed universally throughout the world. This
means that a sixty-six percent reduction in the world's
population is to be pursued in order to deal with the
perceived problem of overpopulation. This figure is in
fact a rather conservative one as much more drastic
reductions have been proposed. However, let's stay with
the less drastic proposal, the sixty-six percent reduction
figure. What does this imply in real terms?
A sixty-six percent reduction would bring the
world population down to about 1.8 billion people. This
figure is half way between the .5 and 2.5 billion mark
that is being advocated as a reasonable world population,
to be achieved in two generations. This means, in real
terms, that the 3.8 billion people that are currently
considered surplus, are to be eliminated from the human
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scene in some fashion, in order that the rest of the people
and the planet's natural systems can exist in utopia (a
largely empty world).
Now, let us look at the human dimension of the
proposal. Since the proposed population reduction, with
all future births factored into the equation, is to be
achieved in two generation, or approximately forty to
forty-five years, it is impossible to image what the
human dimension will be in this horrendous scene of
the destruction of human beings. Nothing of this sort
has ever been executed in all the history of man. Hitler
murdered 6 million in his death camps in six years, and
the conscience of humanity still suffers pains from this
relatively minor destruction of human beings. Now the
elimination of 3,800 million in 45 years is advocated,
plus the population increases over this time through new
births. This represents a 120 fold increase in the rate of
murdering, sustained for 45 years. The result of this
madness is unimaginable. Someone who visited one of
the Nazie death camps many years after the war, wrote
about the overpowering agony that one still feels there,
even after all this time. The feeling was described as an
unspeakable silence, as after a great cry. Some say that
no words of language, no matter how skillfully used,
can ever describe the reality of the human dimension
that these words but hint at. How much less can anyone
describe an orchestrated elimination of not just six
million people, but three-thousand-eight-hundred
million people, plus an equivalent number of all those
countless millions who are born in this forty year timespan.
Since no one can even begin to fathom such a
dimension, let's not even try. Let us instead examine
the economic dimension of the proposed population
reduction projects.
The question is, will such a population reduction
process work economically? The scientific answer is, that
it will not work. It will not work due to a fundamental
principle that cannot be recognized in the linear space/
time geometry of thinking. For this principle to be
recognized a mental shift is necessary onto an entirely
different geometry of perception where man's present
state, in terms of human civilization, is not a
phenomenon isolated in time, but is the manifest of a
dynamic development in which the so-called past is an
inherent part of what we are today. The change in the
natural environment and the development of man have
been unfolding as an interlocked whole. This principle
of interlocked development is best recognized by
considering the following hypothetical scenario.
Let us assume that mankind did decide that the
above mentioned scenario of devolution is the only way
to go, and begins to scale itself back voluntarily through
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cycles of poverty, depression, starvation and disease. One
of the first results that mankind will notice, as this
devolution get under way, is a corresponding rapid
devolution in scientific and technological capabilities.
This technological devolution is actually already
recognizable in many ways. It has been in progress for
over thirty years already, ever since the Conservative
Revolution begun. It is no longer possible at the present
time, for instance, to land another man on the moon
with a vehicle and equipment to conduct experiments.
The industrial capability simply doesn't exist anymore
to achieve such a feat. It would probably take more time
and effort, today, and vastly greater sacrifices, to repeat
this feat that was so easily accomplished in the Kennedy
years, provided that it can be repeated at all. Much of
the industrial base that existed in those days, which
delivered the technology, would have to be recreated as
it no longer exists, nor would the financing of such a
project be possible under today's world financial
conditions.
Now let us project today's experienced (ever so
slight) devolution into the future, and this escalate this
pattern by several orders of magnitude. Assume that the
stated goal becomes actually accomplished, to drive the
world populations back to where it was 600 years ago.
Will utopia have been reached? Will the remaining
population have now access to the quantities of natural
resources that would last mankind at its chosen
population level virtually forever? The answer must be
a resounding, no! In fact, the opposite would occur.
Vastly fewer resources of any kind would be available
to the remaining people on this planet, on a per capita
basis, than are available today.
Take oil, for instance. Let's assume for the sake of
comparison that today's global oil resources in the
ground amount to 13 trillion barrels, and that of these
.8 trillion barrels are available through first level
recovery techniques, such as letting the natural well
pressure force the oil to the surface, or using simple
pumping techniques. And let us further assume that after
this type of recoverable resource has been exhausted,
there remain 1.8 trillion barrels of oil in the ground that
can be produced by way of simple enhanced recovery
methods, using solvent injection, for instance, to make
the oil more fluid. This leaves us with quite a bit of oil
that will require increasingly exotic recovery
technologies to make the resource available. However,
all but the simplest of these advanced technologies, are
still in the development stage, even today.
Now take all this into account and put yourself
into an environment of drastically reduced technological
capabilities, such as you would find after a period of
accelerating industrial and scientific devolution.
Devolution may be a mild term of what will correspond

to severe population reduction processes. You will
suddenly notice, that because of the dwindling
technological/industrial base the globally recoverable
petroleum resources will soon add up to a big ZERO.
(The Energy Control Board of Alberta, of Canada's oil
patch, has estimated in 1994 that its oil resources will
run out in 2003 and its natural gas in 2006, at current
production levels and currently applied recovery
technologies.) In a state of rapidly declining
technological capabilities, mankind will soon realize that
the advanced recovery technologies are required for
further exploitation of known resources are suddenly
far out of reach. The same scenario will most likely be
experienced with the recovery of coal, which relies
heavily on a substantial industrial capabilities for its
required equipment, and in many other resource
industries.
Well, you will say to yourself: That's not a problem.
We don't really need any oil. And we don't need any
coal, either. Nor do we need all those high technology
electrical energy grids. We just revert back to the clean
life style of earlier civilization: based on primitive
agriculture and living of fish and wild game, using small
wood fires for energy resources. Ah, but you will realize
at this point that you can't do that. The big forests that
once covered the Earth in the early days have long
disappeared. Even those forest that are existing today
will most likely be gone by then, as wood becomes
increasingly used up to meet the growing energy needs
once the technological base collapses. At this point
mankind will also realize that the meager fruits of the
earth fall far short of supplying the needs of even this
vastly reduced world population. Agriculture will
become inefficient without fertilizers, pesticides, and
energy intensive equipment for working the fields.
People will notice, that without having those historically
available large quantities of wood at their disposal, they
won't be able to produce the required coke for making
steel again to forge their primitive plow-shears with, or
to construct ships for high sea fishing.
Sadly disappointed, mankind gathers together the
remaining towns people to discuss the situation. They
may decide that the human devolution project was a
mistake, that it doesn't work (for which three and half
billion people had to pay with their life at this point).
So the people decide to reverse course and try to pull
themselves back up. But, alas, this will no longer be
possible either. The easily harvestable physical resources
that once existed, by which the human civilization had
developed itself in those early days, have long been used
up. Suddenly the realization dawns that the historic cycle
is not repeatable, when man used wood for making coke,
and coke for making steel, which in turn was used in
the early stages of primitive coal mining, until coal fed
the steel mills and supplied the energy needs for
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industrialization up to the point when oil was
discovered. This ancient cycle of human development
will not be repeatable at this stage, because the world
environment had been changed in step with the
unfolding steps of civilization.
At this point, the people will begin to realize that
human civilization had developed itself to a stage that
had put it beyond the dependence on primitive fuels
and simple mineral extraction methods. Sadly the
realization takes hold that it is simply impossible to
recreate that high tech industrial base that once existed
before the industrial and scientific devolution began, but
which is required to recover the resources that remain
on the planet, which would be needed for the people to
get themselves out of the hole.
What must it feel like, at this point, when people
begin to realize that they have burned up their bridges
behind them, that they have no way to pull themselves
back up? The fact is, that mankind cannot step back
into paths that have been outgrown.
At this point you say to yourself: Well, that's fine,
we will simply continue along the path we have and
allow the population levels to collapse further until the
natural resources of the Earth become sufficient to
sustain human needs. Actually, the people won't have
any choice at this point. Without its technological
resources, the world-population will collapse to the
100,000 to 200,000 mark that is consistent with an
animal like existence such as it was in the stone age of
primitive hunters and gatherers. At this point, man
becomes extremely vulnerable to changing climatic
conditions and fluctuations in animal populations that
it will need for food. This is the inevitable outcome of
the type of large scale devolution that the elite deems
necessary in order for mankind and its planet to survive.
The fact is, that the development of civilization
and technological and scientific development are an
integrated process, so that if you interrupt one, both
will collapse. Take away one, and you loose it all. Reality
is not divisible. Nor is humanity divisible in time.
Humanity, as life itself, unfold in a nonlinear geometry
where nothing is isolated, where the past is a part of
the present, and that which is to be, has already been in
principle.
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Chapter 6: A
Development Option
In contrast to the devolution scenario, let's
examine the development option that is still within
reach today. The setup that we have is the same as we
had before: We face apparently finite mineral resources,
and energy resources that are fast running out. We face
shortages of food, declining fish populations, shrinking
forests, and growing pollution levels. How, then, must
we we deal with these issues in terms of achieving a
stable future?
The answer is quite simple. It is imbedded in the
scenario we had just looked at, at the end of the last
chapter. The answer to projected energy shortages lies
in developing new energy resources of a type that allows
for ever increasing energy flux densities. There needs to
be progress on the whole front. This type of progress is
essential. Just as it is impossible to run today's high
technology industries with wood fires, so will it become
impossible to run the next stage technologies with oil.
In order to increase a nation's potential population
density, ever more efficient technologies will be needed,
and for this ever greater energy resources will be needed
to power the advanced technologies. Nuclear power
development on a global scale will become essential if
any meaningful development of mankind is to take place.
Super safe reactor types already exist that allow this to
happen, and so does a near endless supply of nuclear
fuel made available by way of recycling spent fuels in
fast breeder reactors that are also already operating. In
tandem to this, hot fusion will likely come on line for
commercial use, possibly in ten years time, assuming that
high intensity development efforts are launched soon.
The nuclear option is the most logical available energy
option mankind has to meet its future needs, especially
the hot fusion option.
With hot fusion developed, mineral supplies will
no longer be a problem. With the use of hot plasma
separation, that has already been proven in principle, a
practical way exists to break down ordinary rock into
its basic constituent elements. It had been estimated that
two or three cubic miles of rock may contain sufficient
mineral resources to supply mankind's needs for an entire
year.
In terms of food production, too, mankind has

barely scratched the surface. Today's high technology
farming methods will surely appear antiquated when
vastly greater energy levels can be applied to farming
and to large scale water management systems. Farming
may also prove to be more efficient in an indoor
environment with high intensity lighting and controlled
climate. For these types of development efforts,
including efficient transportations systems, educations
systems, and social systems such as health-care large
amounts of skilled manpower is required. In short, the
world population will have to be increased, sharply, if
mankind is to be able to develop its full potential and
then reach for the stars. The fact is, though it may be
hard to belief, that nothing short of this aggressive type
of development effort will suffice to accomplish what
is needed to assure mankind's continued existence on
this planet with dignity, and to reach out from this
planet to populate the stars.
History has show, that advancing levels of
technology always require correspondingly greater
population densities to develop the technologies and to
produce the industries and infrastructures to produce
and maintain them, and to maintain the scientific thrust
in learning and in fundamental research that will become
increasingly essential.
It is natural that many people fear about the
world's environment, which is deemed to be threatened
by ever increasing populations and development efforts.
There exists even evidence that testifies to this very
threat. This feeling and the supporting evidence,
however, are erroneous. This so-called evidence is merely
a symptom of the already imposed technological and
social devolution. When a population is pushed
backwards, rather than being allowed to develop, when
it is forced with its back against a wall so to speak, which
leaves people no option but to fight for their survival.
In this fight, the improvement of the natural
environment becomes much less of an issue. The
maintenance of a healthy natural environment requires
an economically healthy civilization to support it.
Without this basis fish stocks cannot be protected,
forests will disappear, the air and the land will become
polluted. In an economically rich society, the opposite
tends to happen. In a richly developed civilization the
natural arena is given much greater importance than it
would have in the minds of who are forced to resort to
all available means to survive. Also, the pressures are
off in a rich society, to sacrifice natural systems for
resource extraction, as much more suitable industrial
materials become developed that take the place of wood,
oil, and other substances. An economically rich and large
population will in fact be necessary if mankind is to
replenish those areas of the world that have fallen victim
to decertification in earlier years as the result of climatic
changes or oligarchic abuse.
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What becomes evident from the two contrasting
scenarios of devolution versus development, is the rather
surprising coincidence that the level of applied
technologies always corresponds directly to achieved
population densities. Where population levels are very
low, only the most primitive technologies can be be
supported, and in an age where increasingly higher
technologies are required to sustain human existence,
increasingly larger populations are needed to support
these technologies. The same direct relationship also
exists between technological development, and
mankind's standard of living and life-expectancy. In early
ages where population densities were extremely low,
life was hard and short. In the Paleolithic era the average
life expectancy of a human being just barely exceeded
twenty years. Today, it's in the high seventies. An average
life-span of a hundred years may well be in the range of
the achievable in the years to come.
Should anyone ever force the clock backwards,
however, from where we stand today. The resulting selfdenial may cause the entire system that defines humanity
today, to collapse in unto itself, never to rise again. On
the other hand, should mankind choose to revive its
Renaissance that the Venetians had interrupted, of a
scientific self-appreciation, mankind will be on its way
to the stars to replenish them with life, even as it
replenishes the earth.
This promise for ever greater development that
gives meaning to life, doesn't have to result in
environmental destruction or pose a threat to the myriad
forms of life that inhabit this planet. If one looks at the
layers of history one will readily notice a constantly
increasing sensitivity to issues of life, which corresponds
directly to man's scientific and technological progress,
and inversely to its unfolding oligarchism. Many tears
are shed today over the ancient forests that once covered
Europe and the eastern North American continent.
However, it should also be realized that these forests
were obliterated in a low technology age as a means to
support human existence because the development of
man has been artificially restricted through the yoke of
feudalism. As a result, wood was used for literally
anything. It was the primary heating and cooking fuel.
It was needed for smelting, building, transportation, even
ship-building. Vast hardwood forest went into the
construction of ships, which later on became the
backbone of the slave trading era. There was little
concern for the natural world and human life throughout
the low technology ages. Today, the destruction of the
forests and ecosystems occurs primarily in the most
economically depressed areas of the world, where wood
is still the primary fuel, and where forests are cleared
for primitive slash and burn agriculture. Thus, the
obvious solution for achieving the hoped for
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environmental goals, lies with a rapid global economic
and technological development.
Contrary to popular belief, advanced technologies
pollute less and are less destructive to the environment,
nor do they alienate man from the natural world. Nuclear
power plants do not create the poisonous gases and acid
rain that coal fired plants produce. Even today's
relatively primitive natural gas technology has turned
the once coal heated, smut laden cities of earlier ages
into clean dwelling places. Automobile emissions, too,
could easily be reduced to zero with nuclear powered
hydrogen fuel technology. All we need to do, is mobilize
ourselves to do it.
Most of today's productive forests are scientifically
managed, which already keeps the pressure of the still
untouched systems. Likewise, today's high intensity
usage of lands, allows huge areas to be set aside for the
preservation of nature and for its appreciation by the
public. These natural parks are visited by a much greater
proportion of the population today, than such areas were
sought out in the low technology ages. Transportation
advances has enabled access to wilderness areas on a scale
that never existed before. The modern electronic media
also has enabled the entire whole world to appreciate
vastly more of the treasures of nature than anyone in
the earlier ages had even known about. Without human
development which brings the impact of intelligence
onto the scene, the Earth remains an eco-dessert shifting
with the winds of climatic change.
Unfortunately, mankind's growing sensitivity to
the natural world has been ruthlessly exploited for
political ends. The growing appreciation of the vast
diversity of nature is being used as a means to take ever
greater areas of land out of the productive use for human
needs. This is said to be necessary to preserve the
biological diversity of nature, while the real aim is to
further the economic devolution of the human society.
Half of the entire landmass of the United States is
earmarked in this manner for 'preservation,' including
some highly productive agricultural areas, and areas vital
for infrastructural development in water resources and
transportation. The real aim in this game is evidently
not to increase the diversity of nature but to squeeze
human beings to death, through increased hunger,
increased unemployment, increased homelessness. The
most environmentally sensitive people are thus taught
to hate technology as an enemy of the world, while in
real terms they have been recruited into a fight, not for,
but against, the survival of the natural systems.
Ironically, the top echelon that spreads this hatred
of technology and development, lives in fancy homes,
drives late model cars, employs high technology devices
in their research, and allow the modern technological
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society to support their existence at the very level of
comfort that they are trying to deny to others by their
imposition of ever increasing demands for useless
preservation and human devolution.
The apparent characteristic of the environmentally
sensitive individuals, to be fundamentally opposed to
human technological development, is not a natural
condition. This condition is artificially created through
directed mental manipulation campaigns. In order to
understand the vast interlocking background behind
these campaigns a closer examination of the none-linear
geometry of the fourth dimension is needed, which puts
the characteristic somewhat into perspective.
A none-linear case can be constructed for the
unfolding of fundamental errors in perception that
mirrors the fourth dimension of Spirit. Except, now we
are dealing with a different type of spirit. We are dealing
with the spirit of denial, the spirit of fundamental error.
The none-linear geometry, then, brings together the
whole structure of false assumptions and lies which are
related to this fundamental error. Appendix R shows
the nonlinear pattern of historical events or highlights
which are shown layered on a common fundamental
error, but which appear to have no inherent connection
with each other. Where the linear sequence of events
along the path of history is being translated into timeless
none-linear space, we have a pyramid of layers of errors
stacked upon layers of more errors, unfolding into
evermore tragic developments, all of which are built
upon the same fundamental error. This none-linear
geometry in which all is relevant simultaneously, is
shown in Appendix R. The resulting diagram becomes
the scientific representation of the structure of
oligarchism. It should be noted, here, that this structure,
too, may be collapsed within itself by addressing the
fundamental aspect upon which the whole structure
rests. From the pattern presented in Appendix R it
becomes apparent that each higher level of degradation
or error is rooted in the level below, adding phase upon
phase, towards an accelerating devolution of the
perceived value and identity of man.
In order to detect controlling influences of
erroneous thought, one needs to be constantly aware of
both, the fundamental principles of being, and the
patterns of the suppositions that would control one's
motives and acts. In order to heal, the Christian Scientist
must be thoroughly grounded in the fundamental
realities of being, the nature of absolute Truth. Against
this standard all would be mental intruders can and must
be judged. In like fashion, the political scientist must
be thoroughly grounded in the fundamental principles
of physical economy and human development, in order
to be able to work from a platform of truth. It is a seldom
recognized fact that every citizen of a democracy must

necessarily be a political scientist if a democracy is to
be an instrument of protection against oligarchic control
and a platform for freedom and prosperity.
We are told that Christ Jesus faced the most
dreadful diseases fearlessly and with absolute confidence
that healing of those infected is inevitable. This
confidence is not achieved without a thorough
understanding of the principles of reality. The same is
also apparent in Mary Baker Eddy healing work, as
indicated by the historical accounts that are recorded.
Something of that nature must also be said about the
patriots who fought the American Revolution. They
were fully aware of the reality of the fundamental
principles, human rights, and their development
potential as human beings, that they fought for. Still,
the patriots lacked that deep scientific foundation that
is evident in Mary Baker Eddy's work. Thus the patriots
fell pray to the more subtle impositions of the British
oligarchy that offered together with the peace treaty in
Paris, the free trade weapon, which it forced onto the
new nation, which drove it into financial and economic
ruin until the nature of this weapon was detected and
the weapon done away with.
For the metaphysical healing of disease the same
intense alertness is essential, and the foundation for this
alertness rests in the fourth dimension, of Spirit, where
all relevant aspects of Truth are drawn together into
one monument of reality which defines the nature of
man. The same approach is also requisite in the political
arena of life. The individual citizen of a democracy must
be a political scientist working in the fourth dimension
where all relevant factors are brought together. Without
the increased alertness to scientific facts and
fundamental principles, individuals and nations are
unprotected and vulnerable, not only to fascism and
terrorism, but also to the much more powerful
impositions of elitism, which once established, is
virtually impossible to defeat, especially when the
control become global in scope.
The logic for any supposed need for Global
Governance (the modern term for elitist control), also
called "limited sovereignty," has oligarchic roots. These
roots become evident if one begins to work in the fourth
dimension, as shown in Appendix R. The advertised
platform for which Global Governance is being proposed
which involves a limitation (and the eventual
eradication) of sovereignty. It is a thinly veiled bid for
oligarchic world control, the opposite to development.
The entire oligarchic structure has been along these lines
from the beginning and has never deviated from this
basic premise: to control, and to prevent development.
Thus the individual political scientist recognizes from
this that any proposed system of global elitist governance
or limited sovereignty, offers not the slightest protection
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for individuals and nations, and no advancement for
human living.
Democratic principles, in contrast, are founded on
the 100% opposite platform to oligarchic elitist control.
Democratic principles are founded on the self-control
of individuals and nations. It is untrue that mankind is
too corrupt to allow the world's nations the freedom of
self-control. It is a lie that this freedom has caused all
the wars in history. It must be acknowledged, instead,
that literally all the wars over the last 500 years were
ignited in one way or another when the sovereign
freedom of the nations were not respected, upheld, and
protected, and individual nations were cleverly used like
so many pones in the oligarchy's political games of world
control and human destruction.
It is being said today that sovereignty and
protectionism is bad for a nation, this should cause alarm
bells to ring in the mind of any serious political scientist.
When has the principle of protection ever been bad?
The principle of self-protection is being denounced
primarily by those who would gain world-domination,
whose games would be hindered by effective measures
of national self-protection. The principle of selfprotection should not be denounced by any sane
individual or nation. The global control over nations by
oligarchic elites should be denounced instead, for the
necessary self-protection of every nation.
The metaphysical healer of disease is warned by
Mary Baker Eddy to be especially alert to the needs for
self-protection against the ravishing influences of what
she calls 'mental malpractice.' She writes, "Christian
Scientists, be a law unto yourselves that mental
malpractice cannot harm you either when awake or
when asleep."*47 And she writes elsewhere, "So secret
are the present methods of animal magnetism that they
ensnare the age into indolence, and produce the very
apathy on the subject which the criminal desires."*48
The term animal magnetism was originally created
to define a specific type of healing influence by way of
a primitive force of one mind or body over another,
which Mary Baker Eddy recognized was nothing more
than a deeply subtle form of thought control. She writes
about it in Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures, "The author's own observations of the
workings of animal magnetism convince her that it is
not a remedial agent, and that its effects upon those who
practice it, and upon their subjects who do not resist it,
lead to moral and physical death."*49 In the political
sphere, the equivalent to animal magnetism is oligarchic
elitism, which strangely enough values animals
substantially higher than human beings.
The deeply necessary responsibility for self-
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protection is sadly ignored by much of the world, or
else it would be impossible for the oligarchic controlling
agents to inflict the immense harm on humanity that
they do inflict. The global ban on the production of
CFCs and DDT alone, two of the most benign and
harmless chemicals ever invented by man, is expected
to generate many tenths on millions of deaths per year
in the near future when the accumulated effects of this
devolution begins to be felt. This silent murdering has
the potential to far exceed the number of deaths caused
by Hitler's rampage compressed into a single year, but
repeated indefinitely. The saddest part is, that this
tragedy is being imposed for no good reason, but to kill
off human populations, especially in the poor tropical
countries, in order to further the policies of human
devolution and population reduction.
That the ban of DDT has no real scientific
foundation is shown by the fact that after seven months
of hearings by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,
with testimonies from 125 witnesses, no scientific
evidence could be found that DDT was harmful to
humans, birds, animals, or the environment. Still, it was
banned in 1992 on the basis of some hyped up pseudo
scientific manipulation of public conscience.
The potential of DDT for saving human life
through pest-control, especially in tropical regions, can
not be ignored, where insect born malaria once killed
millions of people every year before DDT was
introduced, where mosquitos transmit yellow fever,
encephalitis, and elephantisis, and the tetse fly spreads
the African sleeping sickness and nagana. Today, ten
million people die each year from malaria alone.*50 A
large portion of this death toll could have be easily be
prevented. In fact this type of ravishing destruction of
human beings had been progressively prevented during
the fifty years before DDT was banned. People are dying
in great numbers today, as the outcome of fundamental
lies cleverly orchestrated.
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Dimension for
Unmasking Lies
The none-linear geometry of perception is essential
for one to understand the current world situation and
to protect human life. Metaphysical healing is especially
needed in the area of public policy where more human
tragedies are caused than are currently caused by
diseases. In as much as animal magnetism had to be
unmasked in Mary Baker Eddy's time as a dangerous
philosophy of therapeutic, so the equally unscientific
lies of pseudo scientific systems of thought control need
to be addressed for the protection of individuals and
nations.
As one begins to work more conscientiously in the
none-linear geometry of life and reality, one cannot help
notice the gradual emergence of an underlying structure
of layer upon layer of developing lies that have engulfed
humanity. The lie that Aristotle may have set forth
ignorantly, with his theory of natural slavery, has grown
rather than diminished, and has developed into a
philosophy of outright lieing. The Venetian oligarchy
had developed this principle further and extended its
political exploitation into a fine art, almost a science, a
science of lieing.
The new Venice of the North, under the mastery
o f L o r d Pa l m e r s t o n ( 1 8 5 0 ) h a d a n e n o r m o u s l y
destructive impact on the development of Europe.
Palmerston acted through his operative stooges such as
Joseppi Mazzini, the agent for nationalist irrationalities;
David Urquhart, the supporter of Karl Marx and the
ideological founder of modern communism; and
surprisingly through Napoleon III, Emperor of France,
who gave him the wars he wanted. Napoleon gave him
the war in the Crimea against Russia, and the war in
northern Italy and against Austria, Prussia, etc..*51 This
background that was developed would later be exploited
by King Edward VII to stir up an ugly nationalist rage
by dividing the European nations into opposing camps
that set the stage for World War One. Later, when Hitler
came to power, his famous propaganda chief, Dr.
Goebbels, made another terrible contribution to the art
of deploying lies. "He created a system of propaganda,
ironically styled public enlightenment, which persuaded
a people to believe that black was white."*52

Today, the principle of deploying strategies of
deliberate misinformation is carried forward on a broad
front, with effects in producing and masking human
devastation in many areas in the world, through
devolution. The ban of two of the most benign chemicals
ever created, the DDT pesticides and the CFC
refrigerants, has already destroyed more human beings
than Hitler's holocaust against the Jewish community
in Europe, while the real effects are only beginning to
unfold. The world still lives to a significant measure
under the umbrellas of protection that the DDT
pesticides had built up over the preceding half century,
while the CFCs are largely still in use in existent
refrigeration systems. The tragedies will escalate as the
residual effect wears off, and when the CFC substitute
systems are required for continued refrigeration, but
which are largely unaffordable by the poorer third world
nations where a significant build-up in refrigeration
protection is most urgently needed. The tragedy that is
currently unfolding as the result of fundamental lies
about these chemicals will never be fully measurable,
as the human dimension is not directly measurable that
unfolds silently in far off countries in terms of increased
deaths from diseases, unprotected crops, and spoiled
foods.
The second tragedy is, that none of this is brought
forward to the public in a democratic discussion to be
voted on. Such is the nature of oligarchic elitism. Still,
the public is deeply effected by the policies of
devolution that are quietly thrust upon it. This covered
up attack on humanity, protected under a cloak of lies,
is evidently needed for the schemes of population
reduction to work, which no one could successfully
promote, openly.
A leading U.S. environmental scientist, Dr. Jay
Lehr, warned "We are moving to the world of Adulous
Huxley - a Brave New World," where scientists are
segregated so the population can be manipulated by
pseudoscientific scares. He states bluntly, the "leadership
of the environmental movement hates people," within
it "there is a nucleus of people that can manufacture
any kind of lie."*53
The effectiveness of public disinformation
campaigns may be judged by the results of a comparative
survey about the perception of risk in regard to nuclear
power. The survey results are dramatic. Of those who
were surveyed, American woman and college students
rated nuclear power technology as the most dangerous
of the 30 risky activities and technologies that had been
identified. Scientific experts, on the other hand, placed
nuclear power in the 20th position of the same 30
categories. This gross difference in the survey results
reflects an evident difference in access to the real facts.
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The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under
public pressure, carried the ball even further between
1975-1985, to the point of imposing measures so
restrictive that they have effectively strangled the
development of nuclear energy in the United States on
which the nation will depend for its energy needs in the
not too distant future.*54 This virtual ban of nuclear
power was followed by the ban of PCB, DDT, and the
CFC group of chemicals.
Thomas H. Jukes writes in an article about a
particular false environmentalist advertising campaign
focused on the DDT ban, put forward in a book, Silent
Spring. He writes, "If an environmentalist organization
wishes to protect human health, its priorities should be
set. The biggest threats are from tobacco, alcohol, and
drug abuse. Instead, as a result of Rachel Carson's book,
Silent Spring, major environmental groups are
preoccupied with the none-problem of pesticide
residues in foods, when actually the use of these
pesticides increases the supply of health-improving fruits
and vegetables. - Carson's Silent Spring presents an
account so dramatically contrary to facts, so eloquently
and persuasively, and so permanently influential that its
negative impact is difficult to overestimate."*55
Actually, one must disagree with the proposition
that mankind's biggest health threats are from tobacco,
alcohol, and drug abuse. These health threats are indeed
severe and represent one of the major causes of death in
the 'civilized' world. Still, they are a minor threat to
human health compared to the potential catastrophes
that are associated with a severely weakened populations
resulting from economic devolution. Poverty creates a
fertile ground for the explosion of pandemic diseases.
Many a disease that was once considered eradicated, is
already re-appearing, and new ones are appearing. AIDS
exploded out of the starvation and poverty stricken
reaches of Africa, where the disease is currently
increasing at a phenomenal rate. Insect transmission is
still believed to be a factor in this increase. If the
weakening progresses continues, it may be just a matter
of time until air-born strains of AIDS begin to develop
as the human biological culture becomes increasingly
more benign to the various viral mutations that are
constantly generated but have not yet found a strong
hold. It is precisely in this area of controlling the carrier
insects where the DDT pesticide is of utmost
importance, both to protect crops to increase nutrition
levels, and to protect people from insect born infections
by the ever more numerous mutations of diseases. Here,
help is most urgently needed.
It might be said that the metaphysical healers
should restrict themselves to the metaphysics of treating
disease. But this is not how Christ Jesus addressed the
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hunger of the multitudes who came into the dessert to
hear him. Before sending them home, he gave them food.
Metaphysical healing encompasses necessarily the whole
range of human living, not just a part of it. "Love for
God and man is the true incentive for both healing and
teaching,"*56 writes Mary Baker Eddy. One cannot
separate the political welfare of man from bodily
welfare. In ancient times moral structures have created
taboos to regulate the policies of society. Today, the
moral health of a nation must be upheld scientifically
as the complexities of threats have vastly increased. Also,
it is a fallacy left over from primitive ages that a nation
can isolate itself from reality, and not care that other
nations are driven into the ground. What happen in one
area on the globe affects all people. If forced deprivation
breeds disease in one country, the whole world is
effected. The development of human existence, and its
protection, is a universal issue. No one can stand alone
in this. The maintenance of the prosperity of human
existence on this planet is a collective responsibility.
The Master's parable of the 'good Samaritan' points the
way.
A population struggling under the pains of induced
pandemic is poorly equipped to establish the requisite
agricultural production to pull itself out of the hole.
Now add to this picture debt service demands and ever
more staggering losses through insect infestation of
unprotected crops, caused by the imposed loss of DDT,
and a potential for unspeakable poverty emerges. This
poverty, in turn, increases the vector for disease
proliferation, in many cases, dramatically. It is therefore
in the self-interest of all humanity, to break this cycle
of poverty rather than to tolerate it. It should be no
comfort to anyone that Africa is far way, or South
America, or Asia, or wherever stark poverty is the
number one problem, are distant countries that have no
impact on one's living. World Trade and World Travel
provides a perfect highway out of these countries, to
bring the viral and microbic harvest home that is being
sown with the ban of DDT, CFC, and whatever other
forms of eco-terrorism are unleashed, topped off with
constantly growing debt service demands.
The none-linear geometry of perception which
demonstrates rather graphically the underlying forces
that fuel human devolution under oligarchic elitist
control (see Appendix R) indicate that a much more
intensified self-protection of individuals and nations is
essential. The principle of self-protection is inherent in
the recognition of the dignity and worth of the individual
operating within a sovereign nation state. In fact
development and protection go hand in hand. Wherever
there is no development, one is sure to find oligarchic
interventions causing retrogression. This means that the
respective society in which little or no development
takes place, is far from being physically secure and
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politically free.
The prosperity of mankind cannot be founded on
an oligarchic basis of control by one over another, or
one agency over the whole world. Mary Baker Eddy
understood this principle completely. She translated her
recognition of this fundamental principle into one of
the great corner stones of her church. Alexander
Hamilton, George Washington, and the founders of
United States of America understood this principle
likewise, and enshrined the recognition of it in the
constitution. The option for a nation's sovereign selfprotection against today's world-engulfing oligarchism
is, therefore, not an option at all. An option implies the
existence of other valid choices that one may select. In
real life there are no choices possible when it comes to
adopting fundamental principles for human
development, and protection. The failure to adopt the
fundamental principles on which civilization develops
and finds security is always linked to enormous penalties,
self-imposed.
There is a faint glimmer of hope, however,
emerging on the horizon. Some moves have been
reported in both houses of the U.S. federal legislature,
with an aim to have an enquiry launched into the ozone
depletion hoax.*57 This may, if mankind is alert enough
to grasp the opportunity, turn back one ratchet the
oligarchic elitist controls over people and open the door
to more of the same.
The fourth dimension, therefore, is not a
dimension in which reality is set aside. Rather it is a
dimension in which reality becomes more clearly
apparent, where the demands of reality become
imperative demands that can no longer be side-stepped.
By the same token, the demands for intelligent
metaphysical healing cannot be sidestepped either. The
perfection, beauty, dignity, and sovereignty that has
come to light in the nature of man throughout the ages,
demands us to step up to the task of demonstrating the
divine image in man to the fullest degree possible. It
demands man to mobilize his spiritual, mental, and moral
resources, to raise the identity of man and its expression
in human civilization to ever greater heights of
developments. This movement towards freedom is the
opposite to Global Governance designed to drive
mankind into the abyss of human devolution. The
scientific imperative is on the side of life and on the
side of its protection, on which the protection of all
living species and the environment depend. No other
option exist that humanity could choose and continue
to survive with dignity.
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Chapter 8: The
Dimension for
Democracy
It has been said that politics and religion should
not be mixed. But, why? Scientific Christianity deals
with the fundamental principles of reality, which should
logically be the foundation for the social and economic
policies of all nations. Public policy should not be
regarded as something that stands apart from the
fundamental principles that underlay reality.
The saying that politics and religion should not
mix has been carefully cultured, in order that a lie can
be enthroned and be accepted as fundamental Truth.
Only a devious manipulator would suggest that politics
and the Science of reality should not be mixed. Indeed,
this is what has been happening over the last hundred
years. Most nations' social, economic, cultural, and
scientific policies have been shifted out of context with
reality. Moral principles, which have provided stability
for many ages, have been labeled outmoded. This
fundamental separation of politics and truth, has of
course been useful to the would-be manipulators of
humanity who are working hard to establish a global
policy commitment based on lies, to which all nations
are urged to submit themselves, by which the devolution
of mankind can be more easily accomplished. "Global
Governance" is but one name for it. The idea sounds
noble, but its effect is destined to be catastrophic.
Whenever policies are to be enacted that are totally
separated from the fundamentals of reality, superior
force will be needed to implement them, and the results
will be catastrophic as they must be when the principles
of reality are ignored.
We are facing two fundamentally separated
structures in the fourth dimension. One structure, as
per Appendix M, is based on reality, on divine Spirit
manifest in man and in the ascend of human civilization.
The second structure, as per Appendix L, is based on
human devolution, on oligarchic power and policy
projections that are based on everything but the factors
that support human existence. In the structure shown
in Appendix L, reality and politics are separated and
chaos and destructions result. So far, the collapse of
civilization has been cleverly disguised by the idea that
public policy and the science of truth should not mix.

This pattern of such an imposed separation is
visible all the way through the ages where oligarchic
policy ruled. Without the separation of public policy
and truth, the slave trading empires, such as Venice and
Great Britain, could not have been built. Nor could the
policy structures have been maintained by which these
empires kept themselves in power. The power base of
any oligarchy has always rested on the intentionally
cultured separation between public perception and
fundamental reality.
Contrary to public belief, the oligarchy never uses
force, or does so extremely seldom as in cases of
assassinations. Its weapon is more powerful, less
expensive, and highly concealed. This weapon is the
principle of separating public perception from truth. The
weapon enables one to stage the political scene in a
manner that others are enticed to use force against each
other. That is how Europe was destroyed by the Venetian
oligarchy in the sixteenth and seventeenth century,
culminating in the infamous Thirty Years War. Venice
never raised a sword, but it furnished the mental
condition by which the destruction occurred. The Secret
Service of the Venetian Empire was the finest in the
world, and the most persistent. It took Venice over a
hundred years to overturn the greatest Renaissance of
human civilization that ever emerged. This overturning
was achieved by separating the fundamental truths on
which the Renaissance had unfolded, from the policies
of the nations. Politics and spiritual perception were put
far apart from each other. They were separated into
totally different categories in order that the nations
could be turned against each other. In modern times,
with the Renaissance of truth labeled as an irrelevant
relic of history, the process of separating public policy
from truth continues, and so do the effects.
Mostly, people see the results of a society's
devolution and destruction, but they rarely recognize
the cause. Today, the nations of the world see themselves
committed to economic self-destruction, but they don't
know why. At best they recognize that something is
wrong, so they find themselves in a bind and don't know
how to get out. Hospitals are being closed. Industries
are shut down. People are made jobless and homeless.
Starvation and sickness becomes a growing reality in
many countries. People a paying their life-blood to a
financial system which is totally unrelated to the general
welfare of the people of the world. They ask themselves:
Why are we doing this? The answer, of course, has
already been prepared for them, officially. The answer
varies, but it is always wrapped in a mythological cloak,
called environmental necessity, or overpopulation, or
globalism, or post-industrial society, or New World
Order, or Conservative Revolution, etc. etc..
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For most of the last century, except for a few short
bright moments, Western public policy has existed
totally separated from fundamental reality. What we see
today is the end result of a game that was started in the
United States back in 1875 with the passage of the Specie
Resumption Act. From this moment on the nation's
financial public policy became separated from the
fundamental principles of national development and the
realities of life. At this point the control over that
nation's finances was taken away from the public and
placed into the private hands of oligarchic manipulators
which have turned the economic lifeblood of the nation
into an instrument for the creating of universal
indebtedness that soon began destroying the very people
that a financial system is designed to serve.
The separation of reality and public policy was
cleverly exploited in many other instances as well, by
those who would destroy the ascend of humanity. It was
exploited by those who put Hitler into power, and by
Hitler himself for his mad dream of ennobling a race
through the wholesale slaughter of unwanted people.
The same principle of separating reality from public
policy is being employed today by those who are
presently exploiting the environmental conscience of the
public as a means to enforce immensely destructive
policies, which can be accomplished under the cloak of
scientific falsehoods.
By these more modern measures processes are
enacted against literally every major support structure
on which human existence depends. By these processes
of separating public policy from reality, more people
are killed today, and this possibly in a much more
agonizing manner, than Hitler may have ever dreamed
to be possible. Hitler would smile, could he see us today,
how millions of human beings are killed with ease
through the secondary effect of generating so-called
"natural causes" that result from the banning of DDT
that had been mankind's major weapon against insect
born diseases. There was no true scientific justification
for such a ban, but a diabolical political motive did exist.
Hitler would marvel, also, at how easily mankind
had been maneuvered into the voluntarily banning of
its CFCs, its most effective agent for refrigeration
systems ever devised, for nothing more than cleverly
created excuses that have no foundation in fact. He also
would smile, too, at seeing how mankind is doing
everything possible to ensure that nuclear energy will
not be developed for its near and long term needs, which
action will most certainly prevent any meaningful
economic development on which the society's future
depends. He would marvel at how easily all this was
accomplished, since not a single imperative exists for
which to close this door to mankind's freedom from
poverty, except the imperatives created through lies

paraded in front of humanity as the truth. He might even
ask if per chance Dr. Herman Goebbels had been
reincarnated, for from a rational perspective, the current
world situation that mankind has created for itself looks
utterly dismal, against which mankind itself appears
unbelievably stupid. But even Goebbels wasn't fully
aware that such enormous results could be achieved by
simply separating Truth from the policies for life.
The most potent effect of separating man's
perception of himself, from reality, is mankind's
eagerness to be partners in the game of industrial
devolution and population reduction, though there
exists not a single scientific reason for either of these
so-called imperatives. The supposed need for population
reduction and industrial devolution is not something
imposed by the physical realities of the world as
mankind is told. The imposed public perception is
totally unrelated to reality. The real imperative is in the
opposite.
There is an oligarchic imperative, however, for deindustrialization and population reduction as a means
to enable the re-colonialization of the world under
oligarchic elitist control. The oligarchy also knows that
this aim cannot be reached against the background of
an alert consciousness among humanity. It had learned
this lesson from experience, as the Venetian slavery had
nearly been made impossible some centuries earlier by
an alert public perception of reality.
The aim to reestablish some form of global
recolonialization in this modern age will never be
reached if the natural ascend of man is allowed to unfold.
Thus, the battle is raging today. The industrial, scientific,
and moral advances of humanity that are normally
occurring, when not repressed, spell doom for the
oligarchy, possibly more certain today then during the
Renaissance which nearly defeated Venice through the
League of Cambrai.
At the moment when the public's financial policy
is placed into a framework of reality, so that its financial
structure serves the development of the nation along
the line as the principle that was enshrined in the
Constitution of the United States of America, the days
of the financial oligarchy will be over; the days of its
austerity demands will be over; the days of its devolution
demands will be over; the days of its depopulation
demands will be over; they will all be over. Then the
days of human dignity will begin, and the days of the
development of the potential of mankind. Then, at last,
the end of human slavery will be achieved.
In real terms, the brutal tragedy that once
committed the life of two cities to an agonizing
destruction for a demonstration exercise designed to
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show off the immense potential of the world's greatest
terror weapon, the atomic bomb, was but a minute
incidence in comparison to the tragedies that are being
imposed on mankind today, as the life of whole nations
is being sacrificed for keeping an oligarchic system from
collapsing that has no moral foundation to exist nor any
true relationship to reality.
It is seriously tragic that mankind has opted to
value the rights of a few persons to unearned monetary
profits, as superior in priority over the life of its fellow
beings, and has labeled this folly an essential platform
of civilization. By this insane separation of public policy
from the realities underlying human existence, today's
irrationalism has far exceeded the effectiveness of the
irrationalism of Hitler's Nazie-mania.
There is indeed a need to bring public perception
and public policy back into an coherent relationship to
reality. Christ Jesus' words still echo in thought, "and
ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you
free."*58 More than anyone else, Christ Jesus was
concerned with the truth, and the sacredness of it. In a
mighty symbolic act that still stands as an example of
wisdom, he overthrew the tables of the money changers
in the temple, and the tables of those who sold doves.
"It is written," he said, "My house shall be called the
house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thieves."*59
Christ Jesus strongly protested the erosion of the
sacred status of truth, by that which has no inherent
relationship to the reality of man's being, but which
tends to separate man from it. Christ Jesus stood up for
the rights of man based on divine Truth, and its manifest
in man as divine image. For his steadfast efforts to elevate
the people's perception onto a foundation of absolute
Truth, he was reviled, persecuted, and eventually
murdered, by those whose felt their own status and
power threatened, which had not been derived from any
aspect of fundamental reality.
Today, very few people point to the need to bring
public perception and public policies back into a
reasonable context with reality. For over thirty years
Lyndon LaRouche and his associates have stood virtually
alone in this fight, for which Lyndon LaRouche was
vilified, reviled, slandered in public, persecuted and
imprisoned, together with a number of his associates
who are still serving prison sentences ranging from
twenty-five up to seventy-seven years. These judicial
attacks designed the silence the voice of reality have no
relationship to reality or what justice is all about. Reality
or truth appear to be shunned, somehow, in this modern
world, while cleverly orchestrated lies for the devolution
and self-destruction of mankind are universally
welcomed with open arms.
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There is a need to apply the previously discussed
principles of the three dimensional structure of
exploration to the none-linear geometry of perception
in the fourth dimension. The contrast between the
dimension of divine Spirit reflected in man, and the
dimension of human errors, must be dealt with in the
same scientific manner in this context, as it was dealt
with before.
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Chapter 9: The
Separation of Reality
from Public
Consciousness
Let us consider for a moment Aristotle's
philosophy of natural slavery, which has no relationship
to truth whatsoever. How are we dealing with it? It must
be dealt with through an exploration of the truth, right?
We must begin by uncovering the lie, and to do this we
must uncover the fundamental principles that
characterize the operation of a scientific Christianity as
it is documented on the lowest row of the matrix for
the structure for the Key of David. Next, we must deal
with its immorality by recognizing its destructive effect
on humanity. This process embraces the principles
associated with the second row of the matrix. Next, we
need to recognize the scientific aspects of reality, as
brought out through the light of the Christ, unfolding
the true nature of man as divine image and likeness, and
man's inherent capability to raise himself above the
earth, to enrich life and to reach for the stars. This
process is associated with the second highest row of the
matrix, the scientific domain; but we need to embrace
reality itself, the infinite base of man's being, and project
this base forward into a clear acknowledgment of infinite
possibilities. This process is associated with the first row
of the matrix where we set up the infrastructure in
thought and in deed for the continued ascend of man.
This is the fourth dimension, of Spirit.
The four stage process needs to be applied to all
aspects where perceptions or policies are unrelated to
the fundamentals of reality. The ozone hole hoax must
be so addressed, the DDT ban must be so addressed, the
environmental demands must be so addressed. Most of
all, mankind's enslavement to an oligarchic world
financial system must be so addressed, and its debt
creating processes of free trade and industrial devolution,
must be so addressed. Even the forces that are currently
set in motion to establish a structure of Global
Governance, must be so addressed.
Scientifically speaking, the logic for Global
Governance is totally contrary to all relevant aspects of
reality. Global Governance is essential to enforce
oligarchic policies that are inherently unrelated to reality

and are destructive to human beings. Global Governance
is designed to inhibit the self-defense of nation. Global
Governance wasn't needed in the slave-trading days were
the victim nations or continents where physically and
intellectually unable to defend themselves. Today, as the
oligarchy no longer holds the superior might, more subtle
methods are needed to break down the resistive powers
of sovereign nation democracies. This is where Global
Governance comes in, or "limited sovereignty" as it is
called. The nations within the European Union have
already lost many significant aspects of national
sovereignty, such as sovereignty over their own territory
in environmental matters. A central commission of noneelected elitist bureaucrats now dictates land-use and
conservation policies, and whatever economic aspects
are associated with these policies. Global Governance
is the next logical expansion of this principle that
currently controls most of Europe. The expanded
context will be world-wide and will most certainly
include elitist dictated population control measures,
industrial devolution measures, energy production
controls, farming controls, financial controls, controls
on individual rights and freedoms, on learning, on
expression, even on speech as it was in Hitler's days.
Global Governance will never be a requirement
when the universal perception of humanity and its policy
are based on reality and truth. Global Governance is only
a requirement when policies are intended that have no
relationship to the fundamental principles that support
human existence.
This aspect will need to be addressed scientifically,
and quickly, before globalism becomes too deeply
entrenched. Once Hitler's power had been established,
this power had become invincible by any legal or
national means. It took a world wide effort to halt it,
and even then, fifty million people had lost their life
before the process was over. Had the Nazi fascism gained
global control, nothing in the world might have stopped
it.
It is said today that religion and public policy
should not mix. This is said to keep the principles of
reality and public policy forever unrelated, in order that
the irrational, enslaving, and destructive might reign. It
is said that protectionism is bad for a nation, and that
sovereignty is outdated. This is said in order that the
irrational may not be impeded until it becomes fully
entrenched, until protection is no longer possible and
sovereignty is gone with the wind.
The fact is, the scientific principles underlying
Christianity and the enactment of public policies must
mix. They must be integrated with each other as they
were during the time of the American Revolution and
for several decades afterwards. Mankind needs such an
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environment of moral, cultural, civil, scientific, and
technological renaissance. On this unfolding platform
the discovery of Christian Science was achieved, and its
unparalleled demonstration by its discoverer and founder
and the early followers. The vastly advanced principles
of divine metaphysics that Christian Science brings into
view, could not have been discovered in an environment
of feudal depression. Nor can these principles be applied
for metaphysical healing in an environment in which
the universal perceptions and policies of mankind
become further and further separated from reality or
truth. This is why Christian Science is failing today. It,
like any other living system, cannot unfold when the
imperative for development has been hidden from the
people and thus has been prevented.
How can mankind possibly hope to reach out to
the great heart of Truth in an effort to lift man's
perception of himself above the grasp of sickness, sin,
and death, while at the same time trampling the very
meaning of the truth under foot through attitudes,
motives, and acts that have no relationship to reality or
fundamental truth? No one can succeed in this selfdefeating manner. When Mary Baker Eddy launched her
international newspaper, the Christian Science Monitor,
she may have hoped that it would become recognized
as a necessary tool for an individual with which to
maintain a scientific sensitivity to all aspects of the truth
relating to individual perception, attitudes, deeds, and
public policies. In this context, the correct operation of
this newspaper is as vital to the individual processes of
metaphysical healing, than the Bible lessons are, or any
other aspect of the Christian Science church is. It may
even be said in this context, that unless a new period of
Renaissance is achieved to once again raises the status
of man into coherence with the truth, Mary Baker Eddy's
own achievement in healing may mark the highest
pinnacle of the mental, scientific, and spiritual advance
of man - never to be repeated again. However, Mary
Baker Eddy also did a great deal more to assure that this
would not happen, that the advance of divine Science
would go on and embrace the dynamics of life and all
aspects of living.
Through her outline of the structure for the Key
of David, Mary Baker Eddy has established an ordered
approach to scientific investigation of the great question
of reality and of life and its development. As we begin
to work in the fourth dimension where time is not a
factor, we need her outlined structure for the Key of
David in order to determine what the underlying factors
are that are important to metaphysical healing and
human development. Towards this end we explore the
matrix, discover the principles its structure represents,
and what the individual elements represent, or even
what principle an element within an element represents
and how it relates to the whole.
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In building this structure I have tried to trace
historic and modern development, in doing so, it became
apparent how completely the elements of the primary
matrix are represented in the work of the Lyndon
LaRouche organization. Appendix M list the major areas
that the organization is very actively concerned with.
The elements of this work are ordered according to the
patterns established in the beginning of this book where
we began to explore the matrix. In this exploration it
was recognized that Christian Science is required if
mankind wishes to deal with the strangle hold of Earthbased concepts, such as land-based feudalism, financial
feudalism, political feudalism, and their underlying twin
drivers of conservatism and oligarchy.
The capitalization of the word Earth is meant to
identify Earth-mythology concepts - a type of
mythological 'religion' that presents the dust of the
ground as the substance of life - which are common to
both conservatism and oligarchy. The Science of
Christianity that the Lyndon LaRouche organization
hints at, is focused on unmasking the fundamental errors
involved in Earth-based systems, in contrast to the great
revelation that inspired the Renaissance which defines
man as made in the living image of God.
As I worked with the matrix, I was astounded by
how completely the details of the matrix were reflected
in the work of the Lyndon LaRouche organization.
Obviously, Mary Baker Eddy and other pioneers
searching for the truth, must necessarily work along
similar lines, as there is but one single, universal Truth.
The Christian Science Monitor was evidently intended
to present the scientific aspects of divine Truth as related
to human affairs. It paper certainly was not created to
keep Truth and public policy separated, and to keep
the scientific perception of reality apart from the
public's perceptions and its structures of economic,
moral, and cultural policies. What Mary Baker Eddy is
telling us by creating the Monitor, points a the deep
seated necessity, namely, that scientific Christianity and
public policies must mesh and become one, never to be
separated, that they must become completely interlinked
in order that individuals, nations, and religion may
survive and prosper.
History is telling us from Mary Baker Eddy's own
example, that whenever correct scientific selfidentification is achieved, mankind's horizon opens up
to even include capabilities of metaphysical healing.
Since this correct self-identification has been largely lost
over the last century through various forms of diversions
which have shifted the mental focus away from the
reality of man's being, an intelligent application of Mary
Baker Eddy's scientific structure for the Key of David
becomes evermore a necessity in order to rebuild what
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has been lost. The test of the usefulness of this structure,
thus lies in its application to both the spiritual realm
and the moral realm, in order that the universally
necessary refocusing of thought onto the fundamental
principles of reality may be accomplished. It becomes
necessary, therefore, that we apply the principles
established in the three lower dimensions of the matrix
for the Key of David, to the fourth dimension, and that
we do this in regard to all aspects of human existence
without exception.

The mere dust of the Earth can hardly be labeled the
good and the beautiful, but the life that unfolds on the
human platform on this planet can be so labeled. A rose
that grows in the dust of the ground may utilize the
dust of the ground, but it creates in its development a
structure that is infinitely richer and more beautiful than
the dust upon which it unfolds. The rose bears absolutely
no detectable relationship to the dirt of the Earth, and
this rightfully so, for it isn't a product of the dirt, but a
product of life and its infinite riches.

What this means in practical terms, is rather
surprising when we examine issues of public policy in
terms of the various types of developments we have
previously recognized for the columns of the matrix.

Thomas Malthus has stated that the development
of man is limited by the Earth's capacity to support life,
which is indeed true for the animal kingdom. Charles
Darwin, in turn, built this theory of material evolution
on the ideological foundation that Malthus had laid
down. Darwin constructed a theory of life as resulting
from interacting animated minerals, as if intelligence,
the functions of mind, did not exist or played no role.
The example of the rose, indicates clearly, that the
development capacity of life embraces a process in
which the contribution of the dirt of the Earth is the
minutest aspect of what unfolds. The rose represents a
structure of intelligent organization that is not derived
from the dust of the ground, that goes beyond physics
and physical limits, that takes the minute and common
and builds it into a structure of beauty, color, and
splendor that is infinitely richer than the disorganized
clutter of dust that has existed before. Life is the grand
creator. According to all evidence, it unfolds by the
power of its own resources. Thomas Malthus denies the
existence of any higher causative resource than the dust
of the Earth. Nothing, so far, has proven him to be right,
although his theories still rule the world.

The first column: Its universal
relevance.
In the first column we had recognized a
development that was focused on the the unfolding selfappreciation of the individual, as divine image. This
unfolding self-appreciation has a corresponding echo in
public policy. I understand this echo to be a general
policy of development that goes hand in hand with the
unfolding development of the true identity of man. The
correct scientific self-appreciation of man, as divine
image, opens the horizon to infinity in this column, to
the illimitable, for there is no inherent limit discernable
to the principle of development and its application in
life.
This column was also recognized to be related to
the WORD, and to the characteristic of God as
"incorporeal." Thus, the idea of development is in total
rejection of the idea of a finite planet as the foundation
of human existence. Rather, it manifests life as the
unfolding product of infinite Spirit. In divine Science,
life is not the product of matter incorporated into the
dirt of the planet that becomes animated by its own
accord in multifarious forms of beauty, utility, and
perfection. Instead, life is understood as the product of
unfolding divine Principle. The development of
civilization is the product of progressive discoveries of
fundamental divine Principle and the application of the
knowledge and understanding thereof by means of man's
creative intellect.
The river for this column has been defined as the
love of the good and beautiful, and their immortality.

It should be noted that Thomas Malthus' work had
a political background, as he was a valued employee of
the British East India Company, the organizational
backbone of the British oligarchy, which ran the Opium
Wars against China. It was in their interest to promote
Malthus' work, and Darwin's, which was based thereon,
to prevent the advancing recognition of man as having a
spiritual basis and a boundless development potential
through progressive applications of the human intellect.
This development potential represents a mortal threat
to the oligarchic system, thus, the regressive science of
Malthus and Darwin became strongly promoted, which
in turn became the foundation of the murderous social
theories of Francis Galton, the eugenics theories, and
the later expression thereof in Hitler's race theories and
in modern processes of genocide.
These regressive theories, however, could not
totally hold back the development of human civilization,
which has unfolded from the same infinite basis as the
growth of a rose, and is destined to unfold evermore.
The resources of the Earth have been sparse but
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sufficient to create a monument of life upon it that is
infinitely greater than what the earth has yielded. Take
away the structures of intelligence and civilization
vanishes into a minuscule animal-like existence. But the
genius of the mind that has created civilization has not
ended. According to its principle, it powers constant
development.
In the parable of the Samaritan, Christ Jesus spoke
of Oil and Wine as a resource for healing. Mary Baker
Eddy translates these terms into the twin concepts of
understanding and inspiration. This is what powers
civilization. This also holds true in physical aspects. To
a mind steeped in limitation and poverty, the earth
appears as a planet of limited resources in terms of coal,
metals, and energy. But the scientific mind looks beyond
the few gains of free metallic iron in the dust of the
earth, and sees in its rocks and in its immense mantel
infinite quantities of metals bound up in molecular
structures that are all harvestible through plasma
separation technologies than have already been proven
to be feasible. The same holds true for carbon based
products. The cosmic abundance tables show that carbon
exists in enormous quantities on this planet, none but
the minutest of these have been tapped into. The same
also holds true for energy production.
It is the understanding of the true basis of man's
identity, and man's capacities as linked to infinity, that
inspires great projects of infrastructural development.
In these the spirit of infinity comes to light.
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humanity, to provide a platform on which human
development can take place. It also reflects a love of
one's own identity as man in the image of God.
The history of mankind's infrastructural
developments has been such as to make man increasing
less confined by what the Earth grudgingly offers up. It
shows a growing independence from the scarce resources
the Earth offers naturally. As the rose grows from the
ground, enriching the Earth from its own resources, so
human civilization is replenishing the Earth with beauty,
life, and light. In real terms, as we look into the future
from the standpoint of projected and demonstrated
possibilities, it must be said that mankind has barely
begun to unfold. We stand at a threshold today, to a
future that is limited only by our indecisiveness as to
what we want it to be.

The second column: Its
universal relevance.

Human civilization is the product of a continuous
chain of infrastructural developments from creating the
first stone axe to the construction of nuclear power
plants and water management systems that satisfy the
needs of millions, even billions of people. In energy
resources we have progressed through the stages of
wood, coal, oil, primitive nuclear power, to today's fast
breeder reactors that offer an endless horizon of plenty
opening up before us. The Earth contains in its rocks
and oceans sufficient fuel for the fast breeder reactors
to power the human civilization for thousands of
millions of years until the sun becomes a red giant and
engulfs the planet Earth in its fire.

We have previously recognized the second column
to represent the operation of the Christ, reflecting God's
nature as, divine. The river for this column has been
defined by Mary Baker Eddy as "The rights of woman
acknowledged morally, civilly, and socially," which we
had previously associated with the woman of the
Apocalypse, clothed with the sun, and all matter under
her feet, and on her head the crown of rejoicing made
up of twelve stars. The development in this column can
be associated with an unfolding renaissance, the fruit of
cultural, moral, scientific, and spiritual development. In
real terms the ascend of man is a continuous process of
unfolding renaissance. There have been epochs in history
of mental repression when this unfolding was slowed or
even reversed in its manifestation, but the thrust has
never waned. The driving force has always been there,
has always asserted itself.

Similar patterns of infinity can be observed in the
developments of water resources, transportation,
farming, and industries. Humanity has associated the
Samaritan's use of Oil and Wine, with love, and this love
has translated itself into technologies to advance human
living and to ease the burden for accomplishing the
needed tasks for human existence. Mary Baker Eddy has
defined this type of development as "the love of the
good and beautiful and their immortality," a love of
reality, a love of one's boundless infinite nature.
Infrastructural projects are pursued out of a love for

The great Golden Renaissance of the fifteenth and
sixteenth century, that lifted mankind out of ages of
feudalist slavery onto a platform of unprecedented
advances in humanism, learning, cultures, scientific
understanding, technological innovations, etc. was not
a period of exceptional development, although no other
period in human history has thus far equalled those
advances in civilization that it had brought about. The
Renaissance merely gives us an example of the normal
patterns of development that come to the surface when
the inhibiting factors are removed. It manifests the
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underlying infinite nature of man, as divine image. The
image that John saw, of the spiritual idea of man
represented by a woman clothed with the sun, is not an
religious aborition but a portrayal of the reality of man's
being that John had recognized to be true.
Since the second column represents the
continuously unfolding Renaissance of man, the idea of
renaissance must be understood not a period of renewal,
but as the necessary manifest of the development of man
in self-perception. Thus the second column manifests
what is associated with the first column. The outer
column always has its manifest in the adjacent inner
column, which in this case is the second column. What
this means, is, that the cultural period of progress and
renewed dedication to the development of man, is the
manifest phenomenon of the development of scientific
self-appreciation of the individual. Without this inner
development, no moral, scientific, nor infrastructural
development can take place. Indeed, the outwardly
manifest cultural renewal cannot appear without a
corresponding inner renewal of scientific selfappreciation. This is indeed how the Golden Renaissance
unfolded. The absence of an evident renaissance,
therefore, will inevitably be associated with a lack of
scientific self-appreciation in the first column, expressed
in such anomalies as statism; a drug, sex, and rock
oriented counter-culture; bestiality, etc..
The driving force of renaissance is reflected in
Peter's answer to Christ Jesus' question, "Who do men
think that I, the son of man, am?" Some of the disciples
answered that the people thought he was the
reincarnation of Elijah, or Elisha, or one of the prophets.
"But who say ye, that I am?" he asked again. Simon Barjona answered: "Thou at the Christ, the son of the living
God." Christ Jesus approved the answer, and as he did
he gave Simon his new name: "Thou art Peter" (petros
meaning rock) "and upon this rock I will build my
church..."*60
What Peter had voiced was the most profound
declaration of the status of man, a recognition upon
which nations and civilization would be built. He voiced
the recognition that Christ Jesus represented the status
of truth in regard to every human being. Renaissance,
simply means that a deeply moving renewal is taking
place in human consciousness to the standard of Truth,
such as Peter had indicated. His answer united the
identity of man with the light of the Christ, the
conscious manifestation of Truth reflected in man as
divine image. This is what Christ Jesus' dual
identification as the son of God and the son of man
signified to Simon Bar-jona, which the Master approved
as the foundation upon which human civilization could
safely be built: "On this Rock I will built my church."

Mary Baker Eddy writes about this incidence,
"...Jesus purposed founding his society, not on the
personal Peter as a mortal, but on the God-power which
lay behind Peter's confession of the true Messiah." She
adds, "It was now evident to Peter that divine Life,
Truth, and Love, and not a human personality, was the
healer of the sick and a rock, a firm foundation in the
realm of harmony. On this spiritually scientific basis
Jesus explained his cures, which appeared miraculous
to outsiders. He showed that diseases were cast out
neither by corporeality, by material medica, nor by
hygiene, but by the divine Spirit, casting out the errors
of mortal mind. The supremacy of Spirit was the
foundation on which Jesus built."*61 We read in the first
Chapter of Genesis, "God created man in His own image,
in the image of God created He him...." Mary Baker Eddy
comments, "To emphasize this momentous thought, it
is repeated that God made man in His own image, to
reflect the divine Spirit. If follows that man is a generic
term." She adds, "In one of the ancient languages the
word for man is used also as the synonym of mind."*62
The question should asked: Can mankind exist
w i t h o u t t h e C h r i s t , w i t h o u t Tr u t h u n f o l d i n g i n
consciousness, without a continuous process of
renaissance? The answer must be, No! The Christrenaissance in human consciousness, as Peter had
discovered, defines not an exception but the
fundamental nature of man and man's status in reality.
The Christ is the light of the life of man. A rose, too,
can be understood as the manifest of Life, Truth, and
Love, but a rose does not reflect the fullness of divine
Spirit, the infinite faculties of Mind, neither does any
other creature. Man alone does this. Thus, the charge
was given to man, to multiply and to replenish the Earth.
This charge is a logical one, for as man develops, so does
the profusion of life on this planet. Whenever a rose
grows in the dirt of the Earth it gives back many times
more than what it is taking. How much more will man
be able to give back to the Earth in terms of the myriad
manifestations of life as the divine capacities reflected
in the human mind become more fully developed,
appreciated, and applied, if we allow this to happen,
for man is clothed with the sun?

The third and fourth columns universal relevance.
We are still dealing with Appendix M, here. Since
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the adjacent inner columns of the matrix represent the
manifest of the outer columns, the unmanifest, it would
be best to look at the fourth column first, before we
consider the manifest of it. In the fourth column, the
focus is on God's nature, which is defined as infinite.
The river in this column is EUPHRATES: "Divine
Science encompassing the universe and man; the true
idea of God; a type of the glory which is to come;
metaphysics taking the place of physics, the reign of
righteousness." The river is further defined as "The
atmosphere of human belief before it accepts sin,
sickness, or death; a state of mortal thought, the only
error of which is limitation; finity; the opposite of
infinity."
In the fourth column we are dealing with the
subject of "environment." We are dealing with the
environment of divine Truth. We are also dealing with
the unfolding recognition in thought of the structures
that support human existence, reflecting that
e n v i r o n m e n t . We a r e d e a l i n g w i t h a n u n f o l d i n g
recognition of divine Science in an atmosphere of
scientific advances that move ever closer to the absolute
truth of infinity reflected in human existence. This is
the environment in which mankind unfolds, the
environment that supports human existence, an
environment of divine Truth. Here, in the environment
of infinity lies the foundation and authority for human
development, for without this ongoing development
infinity would have no meaning, and God would be
limited and finite which is a contradiction in terms.
Environmental issues have been brought to the
forefront in modern life where the chosen environment
is fundamentally described as finity, the opposite to
reality. Its focus is directed away from reality and onto
fragility and 'poverty' which are said to be aspects of
life, rather than the strength and the potential of life
which exist in Truth. Some environmental philosophies
or mythologies even argue for the need to preserve
diseases as an element of the natural dynamics of life,
apparently so that life will assume the fragility and
'poverty' that has been advertised. They would have
mankind stop combatting malaria and all the other mass
killers in an effort to re-balance the system, as they see
it, with the scourge of starvation and diseases. This
means that if a child comes down with some childhood
disease, for instance, or malaria in Africa, one should
let the child die rather than to apply the most advanced
knowledge and available technology to make it well
again or prevent it from becoming sick in the first place.
As cruel as this scenario is, it does represent actual policy
proposals by powerful and respected men. Indeed the
creeping reduction of medical services to the elderly that
has already been written into law, as well as to the
chronically ill and the poor, is leading up towards this
goal of proving life's poverty, coupled with a growing
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glorification of euthanasia as a savior from that poverty.
The development of civilization properly reflects
a movement out of the grasp of death, rather than a
submission to it. Civilization reflects man's power of
reason and understanding of fundamental principles, and
the application of these principle for the advance of
human life and its potential. Disease and death are not
factors of this environment of advancing development,
but are mythological gods of a culture of poverty that
should have been put on the scrap heap long ago. Instead,
the precious spiritual identity of humanity is put on the
scrap heap, with tragic consequences.
God's environment is Truth and infinity. The
environment of scientific development should reflect the
divine environment of Truth, a type of advanced
environmentalism that not merely aims to protect the
natural environment, but also aims to enrich it with life.
A developing society with great capacities for reason,
understanding, and creativity, uplift not only itself above
the dust of the Earth, but also enriches the so-called
natural environment in the same manner. Man and nature
must never be isolated from each other in thought, but
nature must be understood as developing as a
consequence of the advanced development of life
manifest in man. What is hailed today as the natural
world may some day be regarded as eco-desserts,
compared to the boundless development of life that is
possible by intelligent means. If the diversity of life is
to be preserved within enclaves of eco-desserts, the earth
is already too small and its environment to harsh to
preserve everything in a balance that is constantly
shifting with meteorological conditions. While today's
environmentalists are struck with fear about a global
warming, which really isn't happening, the Earth is fast
approaching the end of its present interglacial period.
Man needs to enhance the productivity and the strength
of the natural system through intelligent cultivation and
development, rather than through cultivation of
wilderness desserts that are highly vulnerable to natural
changes.
Life is reflected in life. An intelligence based
development of the strength of life has traditionally been
the pattern of natural evolution. This is how mankind
also develops its own potential, its own truth, the
creative potential of infinite Mind reflected in man. In
the dynamics of life, nothing can be held static.
Whatever is held static is doomed to oblivion.
Development is the environment of life. Apart from it,
there remains only death. Through developing the
spiritual realities in human living, death becomes less
of a threatening factor, until we can say in Bible language,
"Death where is thy sting? Grave, where is thy
victory?"*63
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The dynamics of the environment of life has been
well described by Christ Jesus in the parable of three
servants who were made stewards over their lord's goods
according to their several abilities. One was given five
talents, another two, and the other one. Those who had
received five talents and two, worked with their talents,
and when their lord returned were able to present five
additional talents, and two, which they had earned by
applying the talents. But the servant who had received
but one talent had been afraid that he would loose it,
and had preserved it safely by digging it into the ground.
The lord of the house, then, commanded that this one
talent be taken from him, and be given to him who has
ten.*64
Without constant development, that which exists
shall be lost. This is the meaning of death. Death is a
function of devolution. It is the natural consequence of
an environment of poverty, rather than an environment
of dynamic unfolding. The moment that a tree stops
growing, its fate is sealed. The dynamics of life require
constant development. Regression and stagnation involve
dissolution and death. But none of these have anything
to do with reality, as reality is the principle of
progression and development, beside which there is no
other principle of existence,
In the third column we deal with the development
of Christianity. The focus in this column is on the
reflected characteristic of God as "supreme," and on the
river Hiddekel, "Divine Science understood and
acknowledged." In this column we deal with the
necessary manifest of the outer column which deals with
the true environment of all being, the environment of
development, the unfolding idea of divine reality and
its reflection in the universe and man. The environment
of recognized truths, necessarily bears itself out in
effective manifestations of justice.
The truths that we recognize about the
fundamental principles of being demand to be applied
in practice. Truth invariably manifests itself in justice.
Justice reflects an understanding and acknowledgement
of fundamental principles, the laws of the universe, the
demands of reality. Today's structures of civil justice
are often unjust, because they are frequently motivated
by the demands of organizations, political imperatives,
and procedural technicalities, all of which have
frequently little do with reality and thus afford no
justice. Justice, separated from reality seldom works,
thus it requires ever taller institutions to maintain itself.
The question must be asked in this context,
whether a planet wide system of justice, enforced by
Global Governance, will invariably be more just and
beneficial to humanity? The answer must be in the
negative. Any global system of justice must be inherently

unjust by its very nature, as it denies the sovereignty of
nations. Rather than global systems of government with
global impositions of arbitrary law, we need systems of
government or justice that are operating on natural law.
We need systems of justice that respect the rights and
sovereignty of individuals, even as the nation upholds
its own sovereignty.
The various U.N. dictates that have brought great
pain onto countless individuals in many nations, have
demonstrated that global government or law offers no
guarantee that its justice is based on reality and does
not turn fascist in nature. Global government and law
only guarantees that the injustices of faulty perceptions
are suffered more universally throughout the entire
globe. The focus in justice should never be on global
laws which require tall institutions for their
enforcement, but on the natural laws based on divine
Principle, on proven fundamental principles that operate
in reality and literally enforce themselves.
To date, not a single global law has brought
anything but pain. The globalization of free trade has
created wide spread economic disruptions and
unemployment but no fundamental benefits, except for
a few corporate exploiters of slave labor conditions.
Likewise the globalization of the financial dictates of
the international monetary funds and world banks, have
not brought prosperity but austerity and death to the
world, and have assured the devolution of industries,
the destruction of national currencies, and the effective
destruction of the sovereign nation state by means of
extortionist monetary powers. The global ban of DDT
is likewise enforced by a type of international law
causing untold deaths for no scientific imperative exist
for the ban, except to serve the oligarchic elitist
depopulation schemes. The same must be said about the
global ban on CFCs and the coming ban on various
economic activities for the supposed reduction of the
so-called greenhouse gases that are deemed to cause the
overheating of the Earth, which isn't really happening,
either. Human law and justice should reflect the
underlying principles of natural law which support the
development of human existence. There has never been
a single natural law that has not been copied universally
once recognized, for this law operates successfully and
thus enforces itself. This is the foundation on which
universality should be sought. On this foundation
universal justice is assured while sovereignty is not
sacrificed.
Justice and sovereignty stand as checkpoints for
each other, both in respect to individuals and the
collective. When either checkpoint is not met, the other
aspect is effectively dead. Where there is no sovereignty,
there is no justice in operation no matter how strongly
laws are enforced. By the same token, where there is no
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justice, sovereignty is but an empty word.
The inevitable consequence of man's advancing
understanding of the fundamental principles that
support life, will be the termination of the quest for
Global Governance. A deeper awareness of man's true
identity will cause the U.N. dictatorship apparatus to
be shut down, and that of the international monetary
funds and world banks, and will lead to the rededication
of the so vacated facilities to other institutions
designated for the advance of the universal sovereignty
of man and nations and the economic redevelopment of
the world.
The open question is not if these things will
happen, but when. The inevitable consequence of
unfolding recognized truths cannot be held back forever.
And why should it?
U.N. sanctions, as a type of Global Governance,
are but examples of those internationally enforced
misnamed laws which simply have not worked, except
to increase the misery of those who were intended to
be helped. Even the end of Apartheid in South Africa,
which is cited as a success story for sanctions, is hardly
the result of such shallow pressure tactics, especially
since every major Bank and stock trader around the
world continued to invest in South Africa, nor can
sanctions seriously hurt a highly industrialized nation
with is rich mineral resources, food resources, and a large
labor pool. Apartheid was ended through moral
fermentation from within, through an intelligent
development of the operation of justice based on the
fundamental principles of truth. This development is
the only workable platform on which progress can be
won, and has been won whenever progress has been
achieved.
None-the-less, achieving progress through the
operation of fundamental principles in not a simple
process. All four columns are drawn into the process,
and all four rows, simultaneously. The development of
the mental and physical infrastructure involves column
one, and its corresponding Renaissance of civilization
involves column two. The development of an
environment of Truth involves the fourth column, and
its corresponding structure of justice involves the third
column. The work in these columns must comprise all
elements, and these must also be seen as pertaining to
all rows of the matrix as shown in Appendix L and M.
The bottom row of elements is important to accurately
perceive and define any Earth bound perception as the
first step in solving the problem of devolution that it
sets up. We need to detect the looms which weave the
webs of human failure. It is one thing to face an awesome
problem, such as the coming disintegration of the world
financial system, and it is quite another thing to
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understand what causes it and what steps must be taken
to deal with the causes. Let me explain.
Suppose the disintegration of the world financial
system is to be prevented, how would one do it? First,
one would need to identify the immoralities involved
with the present system. One word suffices here. The
word is, injustice. The opposite of justice is found in
Free Trade structures which victimize established
industries. It is found in oligarchic looting through the
financial system, by drawing investment funds from the
active economy into derivatives gambling. It is found
also in its debt-building activities, opening the door to
extortionist powers over national governments.
The opposite of justice, then, needs to be dealt
with through systems of real justice, systems based on
reality, on moral law. Thus we search for the moral
platform (on the second row up) for the fundamental
principles that operate naturally in the real world. For
the case at hand, the moral platform has already been
identified and has been demonstrated to be highly
effective, which is called the American System of
Economy, based on the principle of national sovereignty
and common wealth promoted by Gottfried Leibnitz.
The morality that Gottfried Leibnitz promoted became
the driving force behind the American Revolution. This
morality was later pioneered by Alexander Hamilton
into a functional platform for the economy of the new
nation, and became enshrined into the constitution by
the founders of the United States of America.
Unfortunately, the best moral platform, even
though it is enshrined in fundamental legality, is of little
use by itself. It needs to be reenacted constantly.
Hamilton's moral platform of financing a nation out of
its own inner resources is of little use today unless its
fundamental principle is reapplied to the reorganization
of the world financial system wherever that system has
slipped under oligarchic control. Oligarchic control
makes any financial system inherently self-destructive,
for its operating principle is such that it fails to promote
the development of people in favor of developing
personal wealth. When this happen, the system moves
towards disintegration as it becomes useless for what it
was required to facilitate. Unfortunately, the passing of
the system has the potential of exploding into a social
chaos of unprecedented proportions.
The president of the United States, however, has
the power to force the reorganization of the U.S.
financial system on the basis of the constitution. This
local reorganization within the U.S. would almost
certainly lead to a global reorganization as the U.S. dollar
is the back-bone of the world financial system. But could
a president do such a thing? Even if he wanted to, he
couldn't? He would surely be assassinated, if he tried,
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like every other U.S. president was assassinated who
worked along these lines. The required shift towards the
more intelligent awareness needs to come from the grass
roots level, on fundamentally the same basis on which
Apartheid was defeated in South Africa. Here, however,
we run into another great problem.
The problem is, that human beings are more
inclined to suffer great pains under a failing system,
believing against hope that catastrophes can somehow
be avoided through inaction. Shakespeare understood
this failure of human beings well. Friedrich Schiller
understood it. All the great writers of classical tragedy
understood it. It became the foundation upon which the
classical tragedy was built. In classical tragedy, a
contentious situation is set up that requires a moral
solution. The moral solution is presented in the play,
but as the play unfolds the human failure of
conventionality in thinking forestalls the life saving
moral solution. Consequently the heroes die, and often
many others die with them. Through those actions the
tragedy becomes defined, and the course of nations is
being illustrated. In this respect the tragedy stands as a
guide that points mankind towards scientifically correct
actions that society is reluctant to trust or to pursue.
As a matter of it function, the classical tragedy
must always end tragically, for it is designed to add
something to the status of society. It allows people to
experience aspects of faulty living, by which mankind
should be prepared to avoid pitfalls in the real world.
The tragedy does this by illustrating the consequences
of ignored principle by which tragedies do occur in life,
many of which would be prevented in real life if the
moral solution could be activated.
Perhaps the greatest tragedies will be evoked
whenever the world-financial system disintegrates. How
deep the tragedy will reach cannot be accurately
determined, but it will be played out in real life.
Unfortunately, the classical tragedy fails to
illustrate the procedural mechanics by which a potential
tragedy can be avoided and turned into victory. It
presents the pitfalls of conventionality, but not the
moral tools for dealing with conventionality. Gottfried
Leibnitz illustrated the principles that are required for
moral victory, and to some degree, so did the American
patriots. These principles that were understood in those
days, translated into actions certain fundamental truths
that had inspired the American Revolution, that had
created the greatest bastion for freedom and prosperity
ever established on this planet.
Mary Baker Eddy, likewise, illustrated the
scientifically Christian principles by which potential
tragedy can be turned into victory in individual life. She

taught and illustrated these principles by means of
metaphysical healing, and later enshrined them in an
outlined structure of scientific metaphysics that
remained hidden from the world for almost a hundred
years. Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr. illustrated the same
principles in his work, but from a totally different
position and historical precedents. His work is founded
in economic science and statecraft. We see the same
principles manifest as in spiritual healings, recognized
as principles of classical education that enables the mind
to discover, to explore, to create, and to develop an
understanding of complex issues. LaRouche sees the
avoidance of tragedy as depending on the promotion of
sound, scientifically founded alternatives to immoral
structures. He sees a need for development, where the
oligarch advertises a needs of devolution.
Christ Jesus, too, had a way of turning a potential
tragedy into victory. Was he a political activist, then?
According to today's meaning of the term, he wasn't;
but in real terms, he was. He was demonstrating to the
people that the monster of oppression has no power.
He was demonstrating to the people man's inner strength
and sovereign resources against which no power can
stand. He was starting a political revolution from the
grass-roots level up. He never spoke a word of defiance
against Rome, but he demonstrated the platform on
which Rome could be defeated, on which all human
power structures that have ever been erected, can be
defeated.
Christ Jesus performed his political work mostly
in metaphor, by showing that sin, sickness, and death the most powerful enslavers of mankind - can be
effectively defeated by moral and spiritual means, by
knowing the truth! He was evidently aware that a single
man would not move the power of Rome from its
pedestal on which Rome has put itself, and on which
the people worshiped it, driven by fear. Fear is an
involuntary response of respect for a supposed evil
power. To fear, is to worship that supposed power, to
make a reality of it. The people's tragic worship of the
might of Roman power was indirectly addressed by
Christ Jesus in the people's minds, by lessening their
fear of sickness and death. He knew, once this task was
thoroughly accomplished that conditions were set up
so that Rome would fall on its own. He might also have
known that Rome could not be brought down on any
other premise. The people had to understand the reality
of their being, as the image and likeness of God, and
acknowledge this identity and respect it, before they
could hope that other's would respect it too.
In the classical form of tragedy it is usually fear
and doubt that leads to betrayal, which causes the final
act to end in tragedy. In this manner, the effect of fear
and doubt is illustrated. Christ Jesus, however, pioneered
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a much taller type of tragedy, a type of tragedy that not
even Shakespeare or Schiller were able to replicate, a
type of tragedy that ended in victory.
Christ Jesus could not loose. Since the people
would not likely be able to achieve the shift in
consciousness that would defeat Rome, he would set
himself up as the hero of the most majestically executed
tragedy in all of history, a tragedy that clearly indicated
the moral and spiritual law, and man's resources in life,
but which also projected the failings of human
conventionality which prevented the people from
holding on to the example that he had presented. Even
the spiritually alert Peter had failed miserably in this
regard, before the cock crew trice.
Unlike any other tragedy ever written, Christ Jesus
presented the most momentous form of tragedy in
history in which the tragedy did occur but was turned
into victory pointing to a platform above and beyond
the worshiping of the conventional by way of doubt and
fear. He presented at once an illustration of the depth
of the failure that the people had allowed to happen to
them, and an illustration of the riches that had been
within their grasp, but had not been gotten hold of. He
demonstrated in one single act, the stranglehold of
conventionality and the power of the human intellect,
if employed to its fullest potential, as able to defeat any
foe, and so to turn the darkest hour into the brightest
victory, even to the point of saying; "Oh death, where
is thy sting? Oh grave, where is they victory?"*65 He
gave a new meaning to the idea of tragedy.
Lyndon LaRouche employed the principle of
Shakespeare's tragedy, Hamlet, in a 1995 speech to
illustrate the urgency for decisive action in the face of
the imminent danger from a disintegrating worldfinancial system.*66 He illustrates the lack of decisions
in today's world, to act in a moral manner, as being
functionally the same as the doubts and fears that
prevented Hamlet from acting in times of crisis.
Today's understanding of all the relevant principles
underlying morals structures of government, finance, and
economy, can provide an accurate picture for mankind
with which to illustrate in advance what mankind is
throwing away by its current inability to act according
to the highest achieved moral standard. This is true not
only in respect to the danger of the impending financial
disintegration, but it is also true in respect to the growing
momentum of population reduction demands and the
currently implemented measures towards this end.
Science is able to illustrate the utter folly of these
immoral pursuits by illustrating the present scientific/
technological capabilities of mankind to support human
populations at many times the present population levels
and with a vastly greater prosperity than the most
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affluent nations enjoy today. The technological
development prospects to bring this about are literally
endless. All that mankind needs to do is to take the one
decisive step that has been overdue for five centuries
already, which is, stepping away from oligarchic rule
that has brought upon mankind five centuries of wars,
misery, and devolution, that has defeated every effort
of mankind to develop itself, that has tied the human
spirit to the ground and defined its image as of less value
than a worm.
The horizon for the ascend of man is literally
endless. Even the stars lie before it to be colonized as
mankind begins to tap deep into the realm of new
physical principles. It may well be that the supposed
absolute limit, the speed of light, does not pose an
absolute limit, just as the speed of sound has been
discarded as a limit for atmospheric travels. Against such
projected capabilities of the human intellect, there is
certainly no need for a single human being to go hungry
in this world for centuries to come, without the need
for killing a single person through population reduction
schemes as are currently imposed by preventing the
normal economic development of the nations.
Today's challenge that mankind faces, to step away
from oligarchism, is inherently less difficult than the task
that Christ Jesus faced and carried out. In technical
terms, mankind's task is imminently achievable. Still, it
requires the same dedication to the truth as any form of
metaphysical healing does which has been demonstrated
in the life of thousands of individuals the world over.
Metaphysical healing is deeply connected with
establishing correct public policy based on truth, a type
of policy that promotes life and happiness. Both, healing
and correct public policy, rest on the same principle
and the same fundamental truth, requiring the same rules
for demonstration.
Why should it be too difficult for mankind to say
no to the hidden leaders of the world who said about
themselves that the really high minded don't care about
happiness or human life, especially other people's.*67
Today's achievable metaphysical healing of the perceived
image of man can overturn mankind's present submission
to oligarchic devolution and its manifest which comes
to light as the murdering of human beings by financial/
economic means. Today's achievable metaphysical
healing which merely requires a renewed trust in man's
boundless moral and technological capacities can open
the horizon from slavery and death to infinity. Poverty
is not the legitimate state of man, but constant
development is.
The technology of metaphysical healing by which
individuals have stepped away from the tyranny of
diseases, and the mental technology that is needed for
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mankind to step away from oligarchic oppression and
perceived earth-bound limitations, may well
complement each other and increase each other's
efficacy, seeing that both rest on the same platform. The
conventional platform for action may not be sufficient,
as Hamlet it telling us, once we face the threshold to
the unconventional. "Thus conscience does make
cowards of us all," says Hamlet. Science, however, points
out the next step to sovereignty. Shall we not dare to
take this step?
Just as wood fire technologies are no longer
sufficient to power the complex high-tech economies
of today, for which advanced energy technologies are
required, so will advanced mental technologies be
required to power the necessary advances that puts
civilization beyond the threshold of poverty that
mankind has faced for over five centuries already, and
to take the necessary steps for its independence from
death-giving, slavery-giving, oligarchic repression or selfrepression. A scientific platform is needed to generate
the courage, security, and power for mankind to claim
its birthright of sovereignty, of dominion, and of the
freedom to develop its inherent capacity as the tallest
species in the known universe.
These advanced mental technologies that have
already been outlined scientifically, may make the
conventional sources of moral courage appear like an
attempt to power an airliner with a wood-fired steam
engine. The doubts and fears that have defeated
mankind's hope for freedom for five centuries were
manifests of a deep seated lack in understanding of its
rights, of its potentials, and of the complex nature of
the oligarchic games that are played against it. Shallow
or media-guided perception is no longer sufficient to
steer a clear course through the webs of crime and
deceptions of today's advanced stages of oligarchism that
have ensnared humanity as never before. Nor will it be
sufficient that simply the truth be told. A platform needs
to be built in consciousness on which the truth can be
discovered, comprehended, be experienced and
translated into action. The mindless "repeat after me"
process that conventional education has provided,
affords nothing but a creeping stupefactions and death.
The structure for the Key of David presents a higher
model for understanding reality. It is build through
research, discovery, reason and experience, followed up
by scientific ordering of thought and perception, both
vertically and horizontally, and finally in none-linear
geometry in which time is not a factor.
The oligarchic principles must be reduced to their
basic element, the fundamental lie which Aristotle
created in his philosophy of natural slavery. With a total
understanding of the nature of the lie, we can collapse
the whole structure that is build upon it. Mankind has

the power to do this, even though the lie has taken on
countless new faces. We have come to understand its
many faces by the imbedded lie that unites them all.
We have come to understand the operation of the lie
which is used to set one part of humanity against the
other for mutual destruction, such as we have have seen
in cycles countless times repeated in history of wars and
as Free-Trade systems in modern times, and as Global
Governance, as private world-financial systems, and so
forth. And even as all this is done according to the
principles established for the lowest row of the matrix,
we need to explore and understand fully the functioning
of the moral structures that must replace the oligarchic
structures. We need all the resources of history, here, in
terms of proofs and established fundamental principles,
and in terms of what is dealt with on the second lowest
row of the matrix. The revolution mankind needs is a
moral revolution, not one wrought by means of the
sword, or fascism, or terrorism. Whoever resorts to
fascism and terrorism is committing fundamental suicide.
Still, even the best moral structures won't be
sufficient in themselves to cause humanity to take
decisive steps. Mankind must also, at the same time,
pursue the principles associated with the third highest
row of the matrix. Mankind must focus on scientific
understanding, exploration, creativity, and translate
these into powers of technologies to uplift human
existence. The hallmark of mankind is the power of the
human mind to translate discoveries of fundamental
principles into effective processes for creating resources
for living that do not exist and have never existed in
the natural world. Doubt and fear are a vacuum of truth,
in this regard, that must be supplanted with a thorough
understanding of the principles of reality and their
potential in the 'real' world of human living. Fear
presents no substance for decisive actions, but
understanding does.
And still, this is not enough. We also need to work
with the absolute concepts that pertain to the highest
row of the matrix. In the fourth dimension, of Spirit,
one cannot recognize any separation by time into past,
present, and future. One needs to work with the ultimate
of reality as being totally real and reflected in a capability
of the human spirit as able to change the world.
From working with the none-linear geometry of
the fourth dimension, it becomes evident that if we omit
to focus on a single aspect or row of the matrix, or
cardinal point of reality, the whole structure looses its
integrity and falls apart. Thus, the whole of the matrix
becomes a structure of checkpoints that must all be met
for our work to be valid. The logic of the fourth
dimension also tells us that if the matrix as a structure
of checkpoints is fully satisfied, the result of such a work
is guaranteed to be positive to the degree to which it is
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pursued, and that if it is conscientiously, scientifically,
and consistently pursued, it cannot fail.
This, then, is where each one's individual work
needs to unfold in order that the requisite steps be taken
in all the urgent matters that confront humanity today.
Mary Baker Eddy has established the Christian Science
Monitor as a precursor or example for needed unfolding
of the focus of truth on the processes operating within
humanity. Today, such organizations are beginning to
spring up. Neither did Mary Baker Eddy suggest that
the advance guard be related to her church, for the
Christian Science Monitor was never set up as a
functional instrument of it. Its function was to focus on
divine Truth or reality. This is a universal function. One
of the most advanced organization in the world today
operating on this platform, may well be the organization
founded by Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr. and associates
around the world. Some would call it a political
organization as it aims to intervene with the weapon of
truth and provide a direction of sanity within the various
unfolding political crises that are threatening civilization
and the life of human beings on this planet. That this
effort is carried out along the principles outlined by the
matrix for the Key of David, including the fourth
dimension, is evident by the vast platform on which the
work is carried out, which is far from being typical for
any political organization existing today. The work of
this organization addresses not only critical issues of
public policy, but also explores the historical trends that
lie behind these critical issues, exposing the operational
principles that have been deployed against the advance
of man for over five-hundred years to the present, that
have been used again and again to generate every single
war during the last five centuries, which principles have
become evermore elaborately and universally applied
over the centuries, and have become evermore
destructive to very present.
The organization also explores and promotes on a
broad range all the moral structures on which human
existence depends. It has dedicated itself to the work of
uplifting the status of education, the sovereignty of man
and nations, the improvement of the productivity of
labor through increases in technology and energy
production and utilization. It has devoted itself to uplift
the mental environment in which man sees his own
image as the image of God, endowed with the divine
spark of reason and a mind whose capacity to explore,
discover, and create has barely begun to unfold its
potential. The organization has also devoted itself to the
realization of a global infrastructure development
program as a basis for the economic development of the
nations of the world, and the establishment of a world
financial system with which to finance the development
of the world, based on national sovereignty. With this
program the organization has set itself the goal to
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establish an alternative process in place of the present
oligarchic process for world-wide industrial devolution
and Global Governance or population reduction
schemes. It has set itself the goal to overturn the debtrelated oligarchic wrecking of the social structures of
all nations that causes unspeakable chaos and tragedy.
The organization is also exploring cultural issues
in as much as these issues relate to the advance of human
civilization. The organization has dedicated itself to heal
the dangerously destructive cultural trends that have
been imposed upon human society for the political ends
of furthering the devolution of man towards a reacceptance of poverty under the currently emerging new
global colonialism. The organization has also devoted
itself to re-establish a correct sense of environmentalism
with honest goals to enrich the planet and human lives,
in place of the environmentalism which is currently
abused for the hidden agenda aimed at increasing
diseases, hunger, and human deprivation for the purposes
of forced population reduction.
As far as one can determine, there exists not one
aspect of public policy that is of vital importance to
the advance of mankind that is not thoroughly addressed
by the organization in its efforts around the world. This
organization appears to be currently the only
organization in existence that fulfills the fundamental
criterion for the fourth dimension of Spirit, that exposes
the fundamentally illegitimate nature of every single
destructive system that imposes itself upon the life and
development of humanity and demands the acceptance
of pain, devolution, and death. The organization at the
same time establishes the claim of all the legitimate
moral structures that are fundamentally related to the
reality of man's being and are demonstrably essential for
the maintenance of human life and the development of
civilization, even to the point of developing the mental
atmosphere in which the nature of man as divine image
becomes scientifically understood, accepted, and built
upon to govern motives and actions.
Ironically, it is in the work of this organization
which was developed without the slightest reference to
Mary Baker Eddy's work, in which Mary Baker Eddy's
scientific structure of divine metaphysics finds its fullest
expression today, while the same structure is being
denied to even exist by the Christian Scientist's own
organization that was set up for its promotion among
men. All this points to the eternal fact, that wherever
there is truth pursued, the truth itself will make its
claims upon man and consciousness will respond to the
demands of reality as it did in this case. This does not
mean that the work of Mary Baker Eddy has become
obsolete, or has become superseded. To the contrary,
for its focus has the still higher aim of establishing the
universal technology of metaphysical healing and an
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effective victory over all forms of sin and death. It does
mean, however, that its unfolding science has added an
increment to mankind's environment of scientific
investigation that found an echo in the normal
development of man.
Indeed, there is no limit in the development of
Science, and the scientific application of knowledge, and
the power of reason. Nor does the unfolding of science
support that notion of any possible monopoly in wisdom
for elitist superiority in understanding. Science is the
universal environment in which man unfolds.
Universality is the hallmark of Truth, and unfolding
wisdom and scientific understanding is its universal
m a n i f e s t i n m a n a n d t h e u n i v e r s e . Wi t h o u t t h i s
characteristic of reality, human development would
never take place, nor indeed would life be manifest on
this planet the fundamental aspect of which is
development. Without the principle of development
that underlies all true existence there would remain
nothing but the silence of universal death. In divine
Science, spiritual development overcomes the death
syndrome, which Christ Jesus had clearly demonstrated
by his triumphant demonstration of man's capacity to
reach beyond the final so-called limit of human
existence. There exists no natural limit to human
development in any era of life.
The only limit that exists, is that which human
beings place in their own path. This is what Mary Baker
Eddy set out to overcome, more than a century ago,
supported with remarkable demonstrations of man's
limitless capabilities. This is what the Lyndon LaRouche
organization has recognized anew and projected into the
realm of public policy for the saving and promotion of
human life and the advance of civilization. Appendix
M shows a matrix presentation of the wide base of
pursuits by that organization, working around the world.
The various scientific enquiries and pursuits in
application that are found in the published works be
Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr. and associates have been
compiled and presented in Appendix M in association
with the elements of the matrix according to the
recognized definitions of the rows and the columns. The
astonishing completeness of the range of activities
becomes apparent by their full and complete coverage
of the matrix for the Key of David. By this measure the
completeness of the organization's pursuit of the truth
is indicated, which has evidently opened the door to
the fourth dimension of Spirit out of which healing
evolves on global scene.
It must not be said, however, that Mary Baker Eddy
and Lyndon LaRouche are identical in their investigation
of reality. Both proceed from different standpoints. Mary
Baker Eddy's work was focused squarely on metaphysical

healing and the principles that underlie it. But the
demands of divine Truth that infinite Mind requires of
man are shared universally. The resulting Manual ByLaw which Mary Baker Eddy had provided for her
church, that would prohibit one church from exerting
control over another, is a good example of applying the
truth of spiritually understood scientific facts towards
public policy.
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Dissolve Terrorism
We have previously recognized that the underlying
mentality of controlling one another is reflected in orders
of ever greater intensity in oligarchism, fascism, and
terrorism. Whoever works to expose these, works on
the same platform on which Mary Baker Eddy had
worked one hundred years ago before fascism and
terrorism became rampant in the world, resulting from
ever increasing levels of oligarchism.
The establishment of oligarchism has led to slavery.
Mary Baker Eddy has explored the subject of slavery in
respect to individual behavior in dealing with disease.
She writes, "Like our nation, Christian Science has its
Declaration of Independence. God has endowed man
with inalienable rights, among which are selfgovernment, reason, and conscience. Man is properly
self-governed only when he is guided rightly and
governed by his Maker, divine Truth and Love."*68 She
further explored the nature of fascism, indirectly,
perhaps, in her address, "Choose Ye!" Fascism had not
been as fully developed in her time. Neither has she
explored the scourge of terrorism, as the concept hadn't
been put into extensive practice in her time. Still, she
explored the fundamental aspects of all of these
structures under the name of mental malpractice, against
which she uttered the stern warning for one to be aware
of it and to protect oneself against it, "when awake and
when asleep." She writes elsewhere, "Evil thoughts, lusts,
and malicious purposes cannot go forth, like wandering
pollen, from one human mind to another, finding
unsuspected lodgement, if virtue and truth built a strong
defense."*69
Fascism cannot exist without popular support
behind it, nor can terrorism have an effect if there exists
not that background of mental poverty that inspires fear
rather than confidence in man's dominion - an
environment that allows for the easy destabilization of
a nation. Terrorism would have been utterly useless
against the patriots that won the U.S. independence.
Indeed, it had been tried, and had not succeeded.
Terrorism succeeds only in an environment of mental
poverty where there is a basis of support for the policies
that terrorism is designed to strengthen by tearing down

the divine image of man in response to fear. Terrorism
exploits poverty in Spirit, and if successful, strengthens
that poverty, leading to the internal weakening of the
nation.
This same scenario also is true about the terrorism
of disease. Mary Baker Eddy presents the only rational
response in dealing with the roots of this type of
terrorism. She writes, "We should become more familiar
with good than with evil, and guard against false beliefs
as watchfully as we bar our doors against the approach
of thieves and murderers."*70
In the scientific sense, international terrorism
comes to light as a unique combination of oligarchism
deploying fascism. It is designed by the controlling
agencies to achieve massive irrational reactions leading
to the destabilizing of the targeted nation or nations
through fear, anger, or division. The object of terrorism
is always to control people. Terrorism is extremely
successful for as long as people react to it in the
predicted manner, which is usually the case when the
human consciousness is not firmly founded in the truth
of its own identity and dominion, so that the desired
irrationalism can take over and cause irresponsible
unnatural actions according to the wishes of the
terrorizers.
Sometimes terrorism is carefully hidden, although
it act in the same manner as open terrorism. One of the
hidden forms of terrorism is the great fear that has been
stirred up in the minds of humanity over the supposed
overpopulation of the world. This is a type of terrorism
that causes strong reactions in people who are not aware
of the facts. Since there is no overpopulation in reality,
a pseudo-scientific terrorism is needed to hype up a
frenzy in order that oligarchic devolution and
depopulation schemes have some apparent platform to
stand on.
The open type of terrorism, in contrast, is much
more crude. It uses mass murder to incite reactions
deployed for discrediting the governments of nations
who dare to act contrary to the wishes of the oligarchic
rulers, who, then, deploy terrorism as an easily used tool
for destabilizing whole regions of a continent. And it
works efficiently. Sometimes the terrorism that is
directed against a nation can be effected by the killing
of a relatively small numbers of people, if it is done in a
dramatic fashion as in the case of the bombing of the
Federal Building in Oklahoma City in 1995, which
illustrated the relative helplessness of the most powerful
nation on earth versus the wishes of the ruling oligarchy.
In other cases the evoked terrorism may involve the
deliberate genocide of hundreds of thousands, as in the
massacres in Rwanda and Burundi, which has had the
effect of destabilizing a large region of Central Africa.
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In this case, the target was not only Rwanda itself, but
the conscience of mankind, which is bidden to swallow
the lie of an inevitable breakdown of civilization in a
growing population. The evidence that has been
presented by EIR research teams, suggest that the entire
genocide was cleverly engineered through manipulation
of public consciousness, rather than being the result of
population pressures in combination with a basically evil
human soul.
Indeed, this large scale terrorism against the image
of man was effective, and it was well orchestrated. Few
people had detected at the time, and for some time
thereafter, the controlling 'invisible' hand behind the
scene. Mankind's best defense against such types of
terrorism is knowing the truth about the types of
operations that are being deployed against human
consciousness, and in scientific and spiritual
development that raises the social and political alertness
of the populous into a counteracting force, promoting
an environment of development on the whole front of
human living, manifest in spiritual development, moral,
scientific, technological, and economic development, and
advanced infrastructure development for living. In such
an environment, terrorism has no foothold, and thus is
not likely to occur.
The same holds true also for the terrorism of bodily
diseases, which has been built up over the ages, which
frightens individuals and causes the very type of
reactions which are counterproductive to healing. Here,
the scientific focus on divine Truth, which applies
universally, can reverse the terrorism of disease and
eradicate the mental cause and stronghold of the disease
by claiming man's inalienable divine right to perfection
and freedom.
Terrorism is fundamentally nothing more than a
different phase of oligarchic fascism for controlling
individuals. In the case of the disease, the terrorism is
largely self-inflicted and heightened by society through
its ever increasing fascination with diseases, the
terrorism of which is widely promoted and inspires a
feeling of helplessness and weakness in humanity. Even
this trend appears to be intentionally exploited in
modern time, as some of the more threatening diseases
that were once successfully eradicated, are being allowed
to reestablish themselves while health support structures
are being torn down at a rapid rate to feed the oligarchic
looting by way of its financial debt mechanisms.
In real terms, it actually doesn't even matter who
inflicts the terrorism, for the corrective response against
the terrorist devices is unrelated to the acting terrorist
itself. The cure lies in the scientific development of man.
The terrorism in Rwanda was only possible because a
basis for it had been quietly nurtured and cultivated over

some decades, driven by increased austerity and
psychological manipulation from abroad, slowly building
the momentum of social, moral, and economic
devolution to the point at which an explosive eruption
became inevitable. The answer against such forms of
terrorism lies in the mental development of the reality
of man's being. It lies in not allowing oneself to be
controlled into such deadly adversarial positions. In this
scientific sense, World War One erupted as the result
of a carefully nurtured terrorism that had set the nations
at each other's throat, which was officially ignited by a
rather minor incidence of open terrorism. Indeed, the
Kaiser of German had recognized the terrorism behind
the situation that he had been drawn into, but he totally
lacked the foundation of spiritual and moral strength to
prevent its effect, as such a foundation had not been
developed.
International terrorism really came into its own,
after World War II. It became the pet project of the
various oligarchic manipulators who had continuously
pushed behind the scene for the development of the
atom bomb throughout the war, although there was no
real need for it as Germany clearly didn't have the
resources to build such a bomb. The same oligarchy
evidently also saw to it that the atom bomb became
deployed before the war was over, to make the bomb
credible as an international terror weapon that would
hold back the large scale redevelopment and
industrialization of the world in the postwar years. Both
of the major phases of terrorism are represented in this
specific application: The murdering phase was executed
twice in Japan over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the
subsequent destabilization terror was unleashed
throughout the post-war period.
The universal development of man, both
spiritually and morally, as well as economically and
culturally is needed. And it is needed not only as a means
to support human life on this planet in dignity, but it is
needed also to turn the tide against terrorism. The truth
alone, through scientific understanding and respect for
the truth that is embodied in man, can afford any hope
for combatting the reign of terrorism. The spiritual and
economic development must go deep, for one cannot
isolate terrorism, fascism and oligarchism which employs
destabilizing measures to control entire nations and to
destroy their sovereignty and their development. In
divine Science, man is legitimately controlled only, when
he is controlled by God, by Truth, Life, and Love, and
reflects the intelligent self-control drawn from reason,
scientific understanding, and creative experiences. In this
task for combatting terrorism, fascism, and oligarchism,
the principle of scientific democracy offers some hope
and support.
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Political apathy may well be mankind's most
widely spread disease. It is symbolized in Christ Jesus'
parable (wrongfully) called the parable of the "good
Samaritan." The parable should be called the parable of
man. It presents us with three distinct identities for
humanity. A traveller has been attacked, robed, and left
by the wayside to die. A priest comes on the scene,
recognizes the injured man, but walks by on the "other
side." The same is said about a Levite, one of the elite
of the day. Next comes one of the people of Samaria
who were held in low esteem by society. The Samaritan
tends to the man's wounds, pouring in oil and wine. He
put him on his own beast and takes him to an inn where
he provides for the man's upkeep and recovery.
The idealization that was attached to this parable,
calling it the parable of the "good" Samaritan, distorts
Christ Jesus' presentation of the inherent status of man.
It turns it into an example of an exceptional humanity,
which the phrase "good" Samaritan implies. The effect
has been that the scientifically normal response, that
Christ Jesus had highlighted, has been made an
exceptional quality by the distorted perception. The
scientifically normal status, thus, has become isolated
from the identity of humanity. The soul of humanity,
its spiritual sense of identity, which naturally urges a
response of pouring 'oil' and 'wine' into the human scene,
has thereby been negated. By the same process, the
spiritual poverty which reflects itself in apathy, as
illustrated by the priest and the Levite walking by on
the other side, has be elevated into the realm of was has
been deemed 'normal' human behavior.
The parable was presented by Christ Jesus in
response to the question, "And who is my neighbor?"
Isn't it he, who is closest to representing the true identity
of man? This identity is one of worth and respect for
man's spiritual reflection of the absolute and infinite,
associated with the term God on the human scene.
The apathy that is expressed by the priest and
Levite is the manifest of special kind of deep poverty, a
type of spiritual starvation. The actions of the priest

and Levite are very much symbolic of the political
apathy that still is found today throughout the world,
where people are simply walking by on the other side
in the face of the human need and unfolding tragedies.
The condition in the world, today, is not a normal
one as Christ Jesus had pointed out. It is one that has
been carefully cultivated. This type of scene has been
illustrated by Christ Jesus as the outgrowth of
oligarchism, represented symbolically by the priest and
Levite, which where the two main representatives at
his time of people immersed in an environment of
oligarchism, who were thus drawn into active
participation or submission to its underlying spiritual
poverty.
Christ Jesus presented two major examples of the
forces that cultivate this spiritual poverty. One of the
forces that he symbolized as priest - a professional who
rules the masses with dogma - is the force on
consciousness that demands obedience to oligarchic
control rather than to scientific thought, discovery, and
creativity. It is this cultivated obedience to dogma,
rather than intelligence, which develops political apathy
and its impotence towards addressing the human need.
The wide proliferation of authorized political dogma
that are spouted out by the media, today, in the service
of today's oligarchy, is the modern equivalent to the
priesthood of old, and its influence. Note, the media
doesn't inspire human development, nor alertness to
underlying principles. It inspires apathy on the whole
front. By means of this apathy, the oligarchic media
destroys the soul or identity of man from within. It
prevents human development. It hinders further
discoveries of underlying principles. It promotes an
"information age" ideology, according to which only 5%
of the population need to be educated who control the
remaining masses.
In the parable of the Samaritan, the priest and
Levite were indicated by Christ Jesus as walking by on
the other side. In scientific terms, the priest and Levite
in the parable, do not actually symbolize the oligarchy
itself, the robbers which had injured the man in the first
place. Rather, the symbolic figures of priest and Levite
indicate the resulting effect of one living in the
environment of elitism. The modern media powered
force of elitist 'authorized' consciousness, creates a world
steeped in spiritual poverty, an environment that inhibits
the development of human consciousness, that manifests
itself in political apathy as the oligarchy desires as a
means for protecting its own inner poverty.
That this environment is very much established
today is evident by the general reaction to anything that
should stir rational thinking and acting. "Oh, it's all too
aggravating," people tell themselves. "I don't want to
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get involved.... The world unfolds as it should." In the
shadow of chaos people become guided to limit their
vision to the pursuit of their own little heart's desires.
These reactions are essential for the geopolitical masters
of the world who have evidently staged the required
ideological scene to achieve this effect. Political apathy
is further increased by the more modern phenomenon
of directly controlled political activism and terrorism.
This sounds like a contradiction, but isn't. Controlled
ideological irrationalism frequently drives people to
political action, often forceful political action of the
thoughtless or managed type, which by its very activism
actually generates political apathy in real terms in that
it prevents intelligent activism. Someone who has been
convinced that black is white, and white is good, will
support this ideology with great vigor and is much less
likely to lend his support to intelligent activism, then
the one who is simply apathetic.
One should ask oneself whether today's situation
is really any different from that described by Christ Jesus
in the parable of the Samaritan. The man was robbed,
beaten, and left to die. Have we not seen the same scene
in Bosnia? What has the world's reaction been? Has it
been one of support, of the restoration to life, of healing
and a commitment to total, complete recovery? No! It
has been a reaction marked by a profound apathy, a
reaction of impotence, a reaction of facing the deadly
situation of a targeted people and walking by on the
other side. This impotence, here, is one that is typical
of a society living in an environment of oligarchism. This
impotence has been artificially imposed by virtue of an
unofficially adopted "New World Order" of globalist,
U.N. centered, oligarchic irrationalism. The carnage and
inhumanity that one has seen in Bosnia has been truly
unspeakable, yet mankind had been conditioned to walk
by on the other side. Any normally developing sense of
humanity would have brought strong reactions in defense
of human dignity and human rights, but having been
conditioned into political apathy, the world observed
and did nothing. In the shadow of this apathy the
atrocities escalated into ever greater manifests of horror.
The following provides but a mere glimpse into this
epoch of history's dark hours.
The day is July 11, 1995. 1500 of the Serbian
irregular forces, the Chetnik, a force more bestial than
Hitler's SS, break into the U.N. declared safe haven, the
city of Srebrenicia. The 70 man U.N. Protection Force,
withdraws. It recedes into its barracks. A city of 44,000
civilians now lies exposed to a vicious enemy, facing a
process that Hitler had once called, "the final solution."
Those, of the 44,000 who might have had the ability to
fight back the onslaught, had been disarmed by the U.N.
in exchange for protection. The city had become a sitting
target, betrayed, helpless. For three years the attacked
nation had been denied the means to defend itself under

the U.N. imposed weapons embargo. The nightmare
begins. July 11, 1995, is but another day. The world
knows from previous times what will happen, and as in
previous times it stands idly by and observes.
Atrocities in this war are nothing new. Most echo
the crimes committed in Hitler's death camps. Only the
minutest fraction of the stories are ever told, as there
are few survivors to tell of the incomprehensible. The
men are carted off to execution or to be used as slaves
in work camps where neither the U.N. nor the Red Cross
have 'visiting' rights. The old, the unfit for slavery, the
sick, the feeble, and most women and children, are left
behind. Such are the typical patterns. A Bosnian woman
related her story. Miraculously, it is printed in one of
the Western papers.
As the Serbian Chetnik entered her town, woman,
children, and old people were taken to a nearby school
turned into a concentration camp. She tells of how the
"marticevic" came with guns and selected some younger
women and girls and put them in a hall and told the
Chetnik to do with them as they pleased. She tells of
how the women were treated like animals, their clothes
being torn off. She tells of how the Chetnik "pulled"
the woman's hair. She said they "cut their breasts with
their knifes. Those who screamed would be killed on
the spot." She describes how this horror would be
repeated for days, in front the rest of the people who
would likely be next. She tells what must have bee
utterly painful to relate, how "once a young woman with
a baby was taken in the middle of the hall. It was June.
They ordered her to take off her clothes. She put the
baby on the floor next to her. Four Chetniks raped her;
she was silent. When she was left alone, she asked if she
could breast feed her baby. Then a Chetnik cut the
child's head off with a knife. He gave the bloody head
to the mother. The poor woman screamed. They took
her outside and she never came back."*71
The story was told long before Srebrenicia fell. It
was reported in the New York Times, and still the
atrocities were allowed to continue. The nations of the
world staunchly denied the targeted people the means
to defend themselves. This denial was never abated
regardless of the mortal danger the people found
themselves in, while the world watched and observed
the atrocities that its own policy had invited while it
made noises in the background about human rights.
The paradox unravels if one looks beneath the
surface to discover what forces stood behind the
atrocities. The woman spoke of the "marticevic," as
running the show of atrocities, a group of followers of
the Chetnik officer Milan Martic. It was the "marticevic"
who gave the green light. These officers in turn represent
the ideological strategy by which the whole of war was
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run along the lines of a psychological warfare game. The
country was ideally situated for sparking a major
confrontation along the world's longest demarkation line
of ethnic and religious diversity. The interethnic hatred
that is needed to spark such a war, of course, can easily
generated against a cultured background of religious and
ethnic tension, political apathy, and an open door policy
to oligarchic activism. The war, itself, merely carried
forward the destruction of normal human
interrelationship, or normal consciousness, and the
people's identity. In a special report by Executive
Intelligence Review magazine, Feb. 12, 1993, the
professional background of five of the highest ranking
officials of the Chetniks, the Serbian party, and the
Serbian propaganda apparatus were revealed to be
professional psychiatrists, psychologists, and sociologists.
The report also states that everyone of these men were
trained at "the Travistock Institute of Human Relations
in London, England; the University of Frankfurt's
Institute of Social Research ('Frankfurt School'), in
Germany; or at other hospitals or universities affiliated
with either institute." The report points out that
" Tr a v i s t o c k a n d t h e F r a n k f u r t S c h o o l a r e b o t h
psychological warfare arms of British intelligence."
The psychological warfare effect was evidently
directed against humanity as a whole. The inhumanity
and carnage was cleverly exploited and has had the effect
of making the spiritual poverty that is illustrated by the
actions of the priest and Levite in Christ Jesus' parable
of the Samaritan, more real and more powerfully selfcriminalizing, causing the very increase in apathy that
the orchestrators of war for world-political objectives,
desire. As it was, in the case of Bosnia, this final victory
was denied to the architects of was. The people of
Bosnia, out of the depth of their agony, holding their
position against all odds, by refusing to be beaten, gave
the world a most precious gift that may some day be
recognized as of equal significance with the Golden
Renaissance that staged the greatest period of progress
of all times.
The turning point for victory in Bosnia came when
people began to realize that the various factions were
set up against each other by eternal manipulation. Thus,
once bitter enemies were able to join hands in mutual
defense, which in turn, solicited the aid of other nations
(not the United Nations) by which the aggression was
quickly brought to a halt. This victory against
oligarchism, does not imply that the whole battle is won.
It merely points out options, a direction for freedom, it
illustrates an underlying principle. The victory wasn't
won on a military platform, or a religious platform, or
an ideological one. It was won by a simple but profound
awareness of truth. A phase shift in perception had
occurred, promoted by dedicated friends and
organizations.
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Mankind has won a victory, too. Some of the more
powerful aspects of this war where the subtle ones that
are neatly wrapped in carefully engineered language that
makes the horrendous appear almost benign. The phrase
that had been pushed into universal use, in those days,
to describe the genocidal attacks against Bosnia, is
"ethnic cleansing." It has become utterly repulsive now,
to associate the term "cleansing" with open acts of
genocide, as if the idea of cleansing could sanitize the
crime that is actually beyond true comprehension. This
carefully engineered association of terms had rendered
the horrific into something that appears subliminally
benign, almost necessary, or at least excusable. The mask
of this lie has become torn. And this is only the
beginning, it has created an outrage. The very thought
of ethnic "cleansing" portrays multiethnic societies as
polluted. The American baritone Dr. William Warfield
shares in the effort of unmasking the lie. "I lived in a
neighborhood which we called 'the melting pot,'" he said
in an interview. "My next door neighbors were Italian.
Around the corner from us was a Jewish neighborhood.
About three blocks down, the Polish neighborhood
began. So, Washington High School was filled with
Polish, Black, Italian, Jewish - the whole community. It
was just a wonderful experience."*72
The instigated murdering in the former Yugoslavia
can never be described as a process of cleaning, it leaves
an empty meaningless wilderness. The process of
murdering a former neighbor leaves the scene sterile.
The proud ethnic identity, even of the murderers, then,
becomes destroyed in the process and rendered
meaningless by the sea of blood. The idea of ethnic
"cleansing," as it had been set up, would have justified
Adolf Hitler's insane persecution of the Jewish people
as a rational act, had it succeeded, fully. In fact, the
association has indeed be made as eugenics operations
were intended to become the wave of the future.
The reality is, that the atrocities that were
committed, both by Hitler in Germany, and by the
oligarchy in the former Yugoslavia had nothing to do
with cleansing, but with the eradication of a people,
their culture, their identity, their humanity, attacking
even the humanity of mankind as a whole. Even genocide
is too soft a term to describe it, nor can the types of
crimes that were committed, be no longer regarded as
committed by soldiers of armed forces. They were
committed by murdering hordes of organized thugs. the
question must be asked, how it was possible for the
planners, organizers, and mental manipulators, the
stooges of the oligarchy, to converted a decent lot of
people into becoming murdering hordes of thugs? The
answer boils down, once again, to spiritual, political,
apathy.
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The creation of deliberately false terminology has
had its pathetic effect. For instance, when an organized
gang destroyed an airport building in Haiti, burned down
houses, and looted a business district in response to the
October 1995 French Nuclear testing, the media did not
make the destruction as a crime, but said that it was
done by "environmental protestors." This type of
criminal rage goes far beyond protesting. The media
should have labeled the rampage as organized fascism.
Indeed, the rampage was organized from outside the
country. Many people, apparently, came specifically for
the event. Such fascist attacks against society, by all
accounts, have become a common feature all over the
world, driven by environmental and other forms of
radicalism. The rampages include assassinations of
political leaders, and many more assassination threats.
How far must one go to counteract political
apathy, the universal apathy that the war in the former
Yugoslavia had brought dramatically to the surface?
There, a spark of the truth had put an end to it all.
Indeed, how far must one go? Psychological warfare is
as old as the hills, and its aim has always been to inspire
political apathy. The Roman Empire relied on this
apathy, which it created largely through fear. By the same
token, the modern oligarchy requires it. The Romans
had used their own special brand of psychological
warfare to quell whatever civil uprising had contested
its power. The slow murdering of human beings on the
cross was one of the empire's favorite instruments of
psychological destruction of the revolutionary spirit of
man. It had the desired effect. But it also shows the
vulnerability of the oligarchic system, and the inherent
strength of humanity.
Today, humanity's situation is more critical than
ever before as the oligarchic system is disintegrating out
of its own inherent weakness. Russia has been
economically destroyed by it. In order to survive, Russia
has no option but to break its commitment to the IMF
feudal platform, on which the nation has been looted.
In response, sovereign nationalism may be resumed as a
last recourse for the nation's self-development. If this
happens, and the potential for it is great, the oligarchy
will cry murder and demand U.N. sanctions. Should the
U.S. support the IMF oligarchic system in its force
against Russia, Russia will likely see itself forced to
utilize its numerous assets around the world to
destabilize the West in order to break the strangle hold
against it. In the course of such vast shifts, the fragile
world-financial apparatus will likely crash and
disintegrate. Thus, we have the triple threat of a civil
war in Russia, a destabilizing terrorist war unfolding into
global war, and a global financial disintegration, all
coming together. The option also exists for the U.S. to
support Russia in its resumed self-development and its
therefore necessary break with the IMF. This support

would likely break the IMF and the U.N. together, while
it would spare humanity the greatest social catastrophe
in the 20th century. The turning point that decides the
fate of humanity in these types of situations, will again
be determined by such forces as those that ended the
war in Bosnia, or the lack of them.
The turning point will not be determined by
ideologies, religion, military, political, or financial
power, but by a spark of truth that causes human beings
to support each other against the wiles of oligarchic
despotism. This spark of truth is crucial. It is
fundamental. However, it requires a higher point of
reference, and a whole new dimension of perception,
than all that which has gone on before.
Political apathy, based on spiritual poverty, is still
widely apparent today. People have been conditioned
over many ages not to care, not to act in the manner
that Christ Jesus had outlined as normal, but to prefer
by their own will to rather "walk by on the other side."
How does one counteract this force that counteracts
mankind's innermost sense of humanity? How does one
find this new dimension, the dimension of infinite Spirit?
To find answers, let us explore what really causes
mankind to accept the induced self-incrimination under
the "priest" and "Levite" syndrome that typically renders
human consciousness impotent. The continuous
reoccurrence of inhumanity and carnage does indeed
make one feel impotent. Except, when being alert, one
may discover that it is not the inhumanity and carnage
that causes the feeling of impotence, but that the carnage
merely cements what had already been subversively built
up before the carnage began. The carnage, thus, merely
serves to cement the already existing apathy that now
serves as a foundation upon which still greater
destructions can be accomplished, such as the
destruction of a people's national, ethnic, or family
identity. The only common factor that can work on all
levels is the truth. Actually, the term should be
capitalized, here, for it points to something that is deeply
rooted in reality and is absolute in its nature.
The antidote against oligarchism and the mental
apathy it creates, is found exclusively in divine Truth,
in the reflected reality of Being, in man's native capacity
to understand complex issues, to separate fables from
fact which gives "action to thought." Mary Baker Eddy
selected two term that may be related to fundamental
Being. The term are, FAN, "Separator of fable from fact;
that which gives action to thought;" and WIND, "That
which indicates the might of omnipotence and the
movements of God's spiritual government, encompassing
all things."
Shakespeare brought out the concept of Being in
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Hamlet. Hamlet had been set up with an extremely
difficult choice. The choice was, to pioneer a whole new
platform of morality by eradicating a traitor, swindler,
and murderer. This involved breaking new ground into
great unknown and untested. The other choice was to
allow the traitor, swindler, and murderer to remain.
Hamlet chose this by default as he failed to act. So it
was that he fell victim himself, to the murderer. Hamlet's
question to himself: To be or not to be? must never be
answered lightly by anyone. Being involves power, the
very omnipotence of spiritual government.
All the grand achievements of man, even those that
have unfolded under depressed conditions, especially
those which have clearly demonstrated man's infinite
capability, like to walk on the moon and to look out
from it upon the universe, show that man is equal to
any challenge. The farther the unfolding mental horizon
brings mankind to facing infinite Truth, the greater
becomes the power that the resulting perception brings.
Love inspires mankind's grandest achievements, and
dominion and power unfold as a consequence. Political
apathy is therefore not a natural quality of man or any
facet of human identity. It is an oligarchic creation
designed to keep mankind tied to the ground. Political
apathy springs from a carefully nurtured environment
of lies about the nature of man.
If the currently prevailing mental environment had
existed in the minds of the American patriots, the
revolution for independence that founded the U.S. nation
as a sovereign state would have never taken place, or, if
it had taken place by some miracle, it would certainly
have not succeeded. The currently created environment
of lies about the nature and capacities of man, needs to
be replaced with an intelligently developed environment
of divine Truth that projects the real nature of humanity
in terms such as Christ Jesus had described in the parable
about the Samaritan.
It is interesting to note, here, that the Samaritan
is the only person in the parable who is referred to by
his national identity, rather than by an oligarchic 'office'
identity. National identity, inherently includes a certain
recognition of common universal worth, linked to the
identity of a people, which is infinitely closer to the
truth than the lies that oligarchism would have one
accept about the worth and value of man, such lies as
the war in Bosnia had been intended to cemented into
the hearts of mankind. The only rare circumstance under
which the national identity of a people is focused on by
the oligarchy, is that in which the national identity is
used as a factor for generating confrontations.
Political apathy and confrontation are one, for both
involve a deep seated ignorance of the truth.
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Mary Baker Eddy highlighted the link between
apathy and confrontation in a most unique manner. She
has placed a seven pointed star on the front cover of
Christ and Christmas, which contains a part of the
outline of her scientific development structure. This
seven pointed star appears in every painting in this work
where a star appears, but only on the front cover is the
star is surrounded by a ring of 56 rays of light. It was
pointed out in Volume 5 that the lower three rows of
the matrix can be developed into a confrontational
model that is centered at the third row which is split in
half, creating an upper and lower domain, each of which
is contrary in nature to the other. Thus, centered on the
row, labeled "Christianity" a confrontational system
unfolds. It was noted that if the two domains are
interlocked in such a manner that they share the central
identifiers of the row "Christianity," each domain of the
confrontational model is thus made up of 56 elements,
which matches the number of rays surrounding the star
on the cover of Christ and Christmas.
It should be noted here, that a confrontational
model does not reflect the absolute, the reality of Truth.
It comprises the three spheres that Mary Baker Eddy
has defined as stages in the translation of mortal mind,
in the textbook p. 115. Science pertains to the highest
of these, but not to the absolute domain which she
defines as the translation of infinite Mind. It is important
to note, here, that the two lower domains that make up
the confrontational model, which corresponds with Mary
Baker Eddy's translation of mortal mind, are constructed
of 56 elements which is an eight-fold multiple of seven.
This relates to the seven-based metaphor of the seven
days of creation. Creation is not a concept that relates
to the absolute domain. The reality of eternal Principle
has no beginning, and no end. Creation is the outcome
of the creative intellect in unfolding development. The
biblical story of creation, therefore, is not and absolute
story, but one that illustrates the principles involved in
the process of creation. It illustrates the principles of
the development of an idea in consciousness.
The process always begins with a void. Then a
'light' dawns in consciousness as an idea unfolds. This is
the first element in the process of creation.
After this, immediately, a demarkation is drawn
that separates the 'waters.' The demarkation is called
firmament, which represents the identity of the idea to
be either related to the upwards oriented domain, or
the downwards oriented domain, of the two domain
confrontational model. This establishes its characteristic,
which comprises the second element. This "firmament"
or awareness of demarkation, sometimes called,
understanding, is called "Heaven."
The third element deals with derivative unfolding,
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the herb yielding seed, the discovered idea finding
fruitful implication for progressive development. Every
discovered fundamental idea unfolds in a negentropic
growth of relevancy, opening itself up to infinity.
The fourth element deals with progression, from
night to day, to seasons and years. It deals with lights;
one to light the firmament of DAY, and a lesser light to
'rule' the NIGHT. Here, we have two facets of Science,
one that unfolds generic man as clothed with the sun,
unfolding the infinite base of man, and a lesser form of
science that deals with the supposed limits of the
physical domain and overcomes them. This element of
creation is focused on the metaphysical nature of human
existence.
The fifth element of the process of creation focuses
on the so-called natural world and its evolution - the
self-created manifests of life that reflect the creative
principle of infinite Mind.
The sixth element deals with the unfolding of
intelligence, the unique characteristic of man, which
includes dominion and boundless capacity for
development by means of creativity. In this unfolds the
image of God. Intelligence opens to man the portals to
infinity and the absolute. By this, man has dominion.
He has dominion over all limits and physicality, but not
to repress. Dominion is not a repressive or conservative
idea. It is an idea of development that becomes an
integral part of the negentropic dynamics of life to
people the universe with 'light.'
The seventh element of creation is an important
one. It celebrates the completeness of perfection. It
represents the unlabored and unimpedeable unfolding
of the principles of reality. In this perfection the riches
of Love, reflected as beauty and goodness, unfold.
The division of the 56 elements (which are found
in each of the two halves of the confrontational matrix)
into seven groups according the seven elements of the
principle of creation, yields eight individual elements
per group. Thus, we end up with seven, eight element
structures, as shown in Appendix S.
It is natural, at this point, to search for ways to
identify the seven groups of elements within the matrix.
This is by no means impossible to do. Appendix S and
S1 illustrate the principle that may be applied. The first
group of 8 elements represents the 'void.' In the
'beginning' ideas emerge in consciousness, which are not
yet clearly defined and are often imperfect, barren, and
void. Hence the divine demand: Let there be light!
The second group relates the unfolding idea to the
demarkation line of experience. The third group relates

to exalted thoughts where the unfolding idea expands
in its applicability and usefulness. The fourth group ties
the unfolding idea to the metaphysical platform by
which spiritual ideas uplift the physical platform of
existence. The fifth group deals with the self-creating
principle of the unfolding of life. The sixth group, at
the top, deals with intelligence that is enabling
dominion, a unique characteristic of man. The seventh
group, then, combines the central identifiers of the entire
domain. In the seventh group the completeness of the
principle of creation is acknowledged.
At this point, what is illustrated in Appendix S in
the upper half, also applies in mirror image form to the
downward oriented domain of the confrontational model
where human errors are challenged with the divine
reality. This mirror image is indicated in the last column
of Appendix S.
Appendix S1 expands on this mirroring. It
illustrates the principle involved in the confrontational
process. This confrontation is not a power-play between
good and evil, but is more in the line of the divine
absolute becoming manifest in human qualities. As the
chart shows, "Principle" has its manifest in "recognition."
Or one might say that scientific recognition is rooted in
divine Principle. It is this recognition which confronts
erroneous thought. Likewise "understanding" is the
manifest of "Mind" - one might say, it is rooted in divine
Mind. The confrontation doesn't destroy anything in real
terms, it merely corrects and enriches thought. The
manifest descriptions are an attempt to come to terms
with the processes involved. You may not concur with
the descriptions and find better ones, indeed you will.
What is shown here is but a starting point, and attempt
to illustrates an overall principle by which the
confrontational structure can be enriched with the ideas
pertaining to the seven days of creation.
At the bottom of Appendix S1, "Love" is shown
to have its manifest in "acknowledgement," and all this
coincides with the idea of "rest" at the seventh day which
is related to completeness. With the "acknowledgement"
of good and of beauty, rooted in divine Love, what would
hinder healing? With the model of the seven zones of
creation superimposed upon the confrontational
structure, both in the upper and lower domains, all the
central identifiers come to represent acknowledgement,
rest, and completeness, This indicates that the
confrontation and eradication of evil is not an idle dream,
but is achievable and is guaranteed within the infinite
calculus of divine Love.
These types of confrontations will certainly rescue
humanity from the conflicting domain ruled by false
axioms, false beliefs, false perceptions, etc., which offer
no way out of the conflicts they spawn. Confrontation
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achieves this freedom, but when nothing is left to be
confronted in human thought, then a higher model is
required to describe the state of existence that has been
attained, where the human reflects the divine. This
reflective model is illustrated in Appendix S2, which
incorporates the entire matrix, and not just the lower
three rows. Now the question arises, does the reflective
structure represent the highest dimension possible?
If one regards the inescapable confinement of the
conflicting domain, which has no structure at all, as the
lowest dimension, then the confrontational structure
describes the next higher dimension of spirituality. It is
a transitional dimension in which mythologies are
conquered, even devolution and death. The transition is
from spiritual apathy to spiritual activism, in every
respect.
It should be noted that the central elements of the
third row are shared by the upwards and downwards
oriented domains. This reflects itself in the paintings
from Christ and Christmas sequentially applied to the
matrix, as presented in Volume 3. Four paintings apply
here. Each of these represents a certain 'dialog' across
the boundaries of the upper and lower domains, by
which the transition is achieved.
In the first column position, the first half of the
painting Christ Healing applies. The 'dialog' is between
the Christ Jesus and the girl in the coffin. The girl sees
herself as dead in a coffin, while Christ Jesus sees her as
a divine idea existing in Truth, undying, eternal,
boundless. The dialog is about two ideas regarding the
same observed phenomenon. In this dialog Christ Jesus
reaches across the boundary to illumine the girl's
perception according to truth. The upwards oriented
principles of creation are now applied to the scene. The
same happens in the other three paintings that apply to
the third row from the top.
In the second column position, the second half of
the painting Christmas Eve applies. Here, the 'dialog' is
between the boy who represents revealed Science, and
old theology which addresses the masses of humanity.
The dialog will alter the product that is created by
theology, from being mythology and devolution oriented,
to being reality and development oriented.
In the third column that 'dialog' is between the
little girl in the rocking chair who holds the book of
divine Science open in her lap, and the learned
gentleman whose Bible is closed on the table. The
'dialog,' is defined as "life... emitting light." The poem
tells us that this dialog is having a profound effect on
the life of the gentleman: "Thus olden faith's pale star
now blends in seven-hued white." Here the
confrontation causes a transition.
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In the fourth column the 'dialog' is between two
children and the generic idea of man, "clothed with the
sun." The title of the painting is, Truth versus Error.
The children represent humanity whose existence is
being restructured when Truth becomes the driving
principle in creating the environment of society. This
transition was brought out during the Golden
Renaissance, and in more modern times through the
victory of Bosnia over the power of oligarchism.
The 'dialog' in these paintings is hinted at in the
poem for the paintings, but ultimately the dialog is on a
higher plane than words, where divine reflection is the
scene. The question now arises: Do we touch the fourth
dimension, here, the dimension of Spirit? Or is there a
still higher dimension possible? It appears that there is
a still higher dimension of spirituality possible, a fourth
dimension, which is indeed the dimension of Spirit. One
must assume, that in this dimension the concept of
reflection falls away. Mary Baker Eddy hints at it in an
article called: Bible Lessons.*73 In this article, she refers
to John I: 12, 13 and comments: "Here, the apostle assures
us that man has the power to become the son of God."
Then she explains that "in Hebrew text, the word 'son'
is defined variously; a month is called the son of a year."
This concept of inclusive sonship brings to light a higher
dimension than that which a reflective structure defines.
It is indeed the dimension of infinite Spirit, or, the fourth
dimension, of Spirit, as Mary Baker Eddy described it.
The reality that humanity must face, is this fourth
dimension, of Spirit. There is no other reality. This is is
it. There is nothing else. Anything else is mythology. It
is deadly mythology, perhaps (mythologies are always
deadly), but it is mythology none the less.
Now, how do we define this fourth dimension of
Spirit? Mary Baker Eddy gives us a hint in her description
of the seven days of creation, when she talks about the
divine demand: Let there be light.*74 The first
dimension, of course, the domain of self-confined
conflicts, is darkness. There is no light in this world.
This world is devoid of spirituality. Now the rest of
what she says, deals with various types of light, or
spirituality. She writes, "Immortal and divine Mind
presents the idea of God: first, in light; second, in
reflection; third, in spiritual and immortal forms of
beauty and goodness." She defines three quantum jumps,
here, out of nothing, as it were. The first manifests 'light.'
The second manifests a higher form of 'light,' described
as divine reflection. This brings into focus the woman
of the Apocalypse, "clothed with the sun." And the third
quantum jump in consciousness which brings us into
the fourth dimension, of Spirit, opens up an even more
brilliant concept of 'light,' which may be described as
divine Being; which Mary Baker Eddy described as
"spiritual and immortal forms of beauty and goodness."
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It should be noted that in the confrontational
model, the scene reflects a certain apathy to the truth.
Only when the deeper perception of Science shifts the
point of reference to the absolute, beyond Science itself,
from the third row to the first row, will the
confrontational model disappear. At this point, a model
for spiritual reflection unfolds that manifests the
conditions of infinity and absolute reality. This opens
the door to the fourth dimension. In the model for
spiritual reflection, the "light" is infinite. Here we find
generic man, the spiritual idea of God, "clothed with
the sun." Here, the divine image is no longer an enigma
as it appears in Revelation 12. Throughout the model of
the scientific realm, spiritual and political apathy melt
away. In the dimension of divine reflection, or boundless
reflection, there is no trace of apathy. Here, the
reflection is natural. But above all that, in the realm of
immortality, beauty and goodness, we find the most
powerful activism.
Christ Jesus always confronted the spiritual apathy
found at his time, and he did so with the most lavish
displays of the capability of man that had ever been
presented by any individual on this planet. There
certainly wasn't the slightest trace of spiritual apathy
(or apathy in policy) manifested in his career. To the
contrary. Whatever he did, he did in the grandest style
possible. When he met a burial procession coming out
of a city. He didn't just walk along with the procession
and quietly talk to the relatives of the diseased about
what he could possibly do for them if they so wished.
No! He disrupted the whole charade. He stopped the
entire procession in its tracks and asked the coffin to be
opened, and then, raised the child therein to life. There
was no timidity in that, no doubt, no sense of
uncertainty, no suggestion of impotence, and certainly
no apathy. What came to light was an example of
"spiritual and immortal forms of beauty and goodness."
He always worked in a style of grand gestures
throughout his career and achieved the corresponding
results. He healed the sick in total opposition to material
laws which the people had deeply believed in, in their
self-confinement into conflicts and darkness. Later, when
when Jesus raised Lazarus from the tomb, he purposely
waited for three days to pass until the so-called 'natural
decomposition' should have made any biological
resurrection impossible. Only then did he proceed, and
he went dramatically out of his way to made a big show
of it; of what was deemed a miracle. He demanded
infinite or radical results, not timid conservative
solutions or reactionary responses. He lifted the whole
situation to a higher level as if the entire structure below
the infinite had no relevance at all. This is illustrated in
Appendix S2, figure 4, representing the fourth
dimension, of Spirit.

Mary Baker Eddy made some reference to this near
the end of her career. She stated plainly: "God is my
life!" She asked her secretary to have this statement
written down that it never be forgotten. Indeed, the
exploration of the infinite was the central aspect in her
life. She understood God to be center and the
circumference of her being.
Lyndon LaRouche made a similar statement once,
referring to his fight to uplift humanity to the realization
of its infinite potential. He said that should his efforts
fail to spare humanity the pain of the global
disintegration of its world-financial and economic
system, and society experiences the onset of a new dark
age, he has no intention of giving up the fight for a new
a n d j u s t w o r l d e c o n o m i c o r d e r. S o m e o n e w h o
understands man's potential as being rooted in infinity
can never be satisfied with anything less. He said that
he would keep on fighting no matter what happens. He
said, he will keep on fighting even when he is dead. It is
certainly true that the infinite potential of man can never
be hidden. That which is real, unfolds, and what is
revealed of it can never be put back into the bottle of
obscurity. The intelligence that revealed it can never
die. The fourth dimension, of Spirit, is self-revealing,
and those who work from its platform will never cease
to bless and uplift the human scene.
It could be laid against Christ Jesus, perhaps, that
the majesty of his works raised the political activism of
the nation to a point that a rebellion occurred against
Rome, which occurred some decades after Jesus'
crucifixion. In response to this rebellion Jerusalem was
utterly destroyed by the Roman Empire. This type of
rebellion, however, has no scientific foundation. The
uprising was a timid attempt of dealing with the problem
that Rome represented. The process was totally contrary
to Christ Jesus' style, or Mary Baker Eddy's style, or the
style of Lyndon LaRouche. The rebels in Jerusalem had
attempted to isolate themselves behind the walls of that
city, and this right in the midst of a sea of Roman rule.
By the time Rome was done with the city it lay in ruins
and its population lay murdered. Christ Jesus' goal had
been to uplift the entire world above the reach of Rome,
to destroy Rome by taking away its foundation. He had
set the stage. Humanity could have been saved. Rome
could have been overcome, which would have enabled
humanity to walk upon the moon in 600 A.D. The
failure was not his. The failure occurred, because society
preferred to remain asleep: a slumbering collection of
pathetically 'little' people.
In the scientific context the political isolation in
Jerusalem, creating an enclave behind walls, was an act
of political apathy, perhaps a greater apathy than that
expressed by those who endured the pain of Roman
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oppression in defiance. If the people had adopted Christ
Jesus' style, they would have aimed at an absolute
solution rather than attempting so seek freedom in
personal isolation which is scientifically impossible to
achieve. The only valid option they had, was to dethrone
Rome. Two steps were needed for this, which were
achievable. First, they needed to dethrone the power of
Rome in their own consciousness by means of the
capacity of their spiritual intellect. Then, they would
have had to translate this into political activism on a
universal scale. If one operates in the fourth dimension,
of Spirit, there is no other response possible. There is
only one reality and only one response possible to
anything unlike it.
This response was not achieved, nor has it been
achieved in today's world.
The response of humanity on today's political
scene, is once again, to withdraw itself into the isolation
of impotence, the conflicting domain of darkness and
self-confinement. Thus humanity yields its consciousness
to the subtle attacks of oligarchic psychological warfare
that is systematically destroying it. The development of
the intelligent capacities of man, that could stand in
defense of mankind and turn the situation around, is
not even on the agenda in the modern world. How does
Christ Jesus compare to this?
An attempt is made in Appendix S-3 to correlate
Christ Jesus to the four dimensions. It is interesting to
note here that Christ Jesus overcame the conflicting
domain, and so did Mary Baker Eddy, through Christian
Science. For this reason, the metaphor in Mary Baker
Eddy's book, Christ and Christmas, had to be redefined
to incorporate this fact. But Christ Jesus did more than
this. He was active in all four dimensions at once. Each
higher dimension of thought pertains to a specific facet
of human existence which can not be ignored until the
absolute is reached. Christ Jesus worked in the
confrontational domain, rooting out mythological
concepts about God and man, teaching with parables
and examples, bringing to light the Christ idea - the
awareness of Truth - wherever he went. He also
represented the third dimension, demonstrating the
spiritual idea of God by healing the sick, cleansing the
lepers, and raising the dead. And still, he stood on higher
ground than this. He defined himself as both the son of
man, and the Son of God. This is evidence that he
embraced also the fourth dimension, which was clearly
the foundation from which he worked, the authority by
which he acted, and the power that made his words and
acts meaningful.
All this was evident to the Apostles, who observed
him on a daily basis, and had worked with him under
his encouragement and authority, so much so that they
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understood fully that man has the power to become the
Son of God, to embrace the absolute dimension as he
had embraced it. Mary Baker Eddy acknowledged the
separation between the absolute domain, the fourth
dimension, of Spirit, from all the lower dimension, in
accord with the duality with which he had defined
himself as the son of man (the offspring of the flesh)
and the Son of God, the Messiah or Christ.)
Correspondingly, she presents her translation of mortal
mind to inculcate the lower three dimensions, which
she isolated from the fourth dimension, of Spirit, which
she describes with her scientific translation of immortal
Mind. Thereby, the fourth dimension is set apart as the
singular, infinite, divine sphere which is fundamental
to all, but which is rarely embraced, because it
corresponds to a totally different dimension of thinking.
That Christ Jesus had embraced this dimension is evident
by his grand gestures, absolute solutions,
uncompromising demands. His activism was boundless.
Now, can the same be said about today's humanity?
How many people can be found, today, who are standing
tall on their feet, demanding the creation of a new and
just world-economic system to replace the one that is
nearing its disintegration with chaotic consequences for
the whole of mankind? Sadly, there are very few who
make this demand and labor towards such a goal which
is totally achievable. The rest of humanity bows to the
IMF's murderous austerity which is protected by the
U.N. and other world-organizations. And even those who
amidst the immense danger that humanity is in, choose
to do nothing more radical but to patch up the situation
with successive Band-Aids of "crisis management," rather
than calling for a complete and absolute solution as
Christ Jesus would have done. The fact that this is not
happening, reflects a global society of, still, pathetically
'little' people.
Where are the millions and billions of voices that
should be calling for the disbanding of the U.N. which
is murdering humanity with its own pathetic and
diabolical 'little' games, acted out with immense force?
Is anyone standing up to be counted?
It is a fact of history, that without the U.N.'s socalled 'protection' (which in reality was and is, the
opposite) the genocide in Bosnia that destroyed countless
people could not have been possible, likewise the several
million human lives that were destroyed by the U.N.'s
sanctions that confined Iraq after its civil infrastructures
had been devastated, would still be alive today had this
murderous organization never existed. The fact is that
the U.N. has not achieved a single step of progress for
the development of humanity, but has rather caused the
opposite, and yet, humanity hails its destroyer as a saint,
as it has been taught to do.
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The call for the disbanding of the U.N. should be
heard laud and clear, world-wide. Like the worldfinancial system that is near its disintegration, the U.N.
organization is fundamentally an oligarchic structure that
is not designed to promote human development, but to
serve the interests of those who rob and destroy
mankind. It serves mankind's devolution and regression
to impotence under the rule of Global Governance in a
setting of an artificially divided, multipolar world in
which humanity is locked into perpetual conflict with
each other.
This was the framework within which Adolf Hitler
was financed into power by the oligarchic entities of
the time, from the U.S. and Britain. Adolf Hitler, himself,
was not an electable person. He was rude, arrogant,
repulsive, and so were his political goals. Except his goals
were useful for the oligarchs, who simply bought for
the little idiot the dictatorship that he sought for his
promise to be utterly destructive; and he didn't
disappoint. Actually, it wasn't all that expensive to put
Hitler into power. It took just a few month to get the
ball rolling to the point to the point at which it could
no longer be stopped, and this was achieved with ease,
because no one seriously confronted the process.
The same can be said about our modern world. As
the year 1999 unfolds the process is being unleashed
again with the openly stated goal to create a global
conflict. For this another patsy it propelled to power,
who is equally as unelectable, for the same reasons, who
has been bought and pruned for the job, and promises,
too, to be utterly destructive. For years he has bee sitting
in the wings in the U.S. White House, waiting for the
elected President to be bumped off. Only now, he is
not contend to wait any longer. They had shot at
President, investigated the President, reviled him,
entrapped him, and even voted up articles of
impeachment, but to no avail. The President's approval
rating is higher at the end of that charade than any
President had ever enjoyed near the end of his second
term. They even had ensnared the man with the bombing
of Iraq, which had been planned months before by the
Prime Minister of Britain and the oligarchy's man in the
White House. Then, in order to get the bombing off the
ground, they manipulated the President into going
abroad on a useless mission, while they quickly set up
the bombing campaign and presented the President with
the prearranged operation operation while he was
coming home. A very high level oligarchic apparatus was
directing this power grab in the White House and may
yet achieve the perversion of the U.S. Senate to the point
that it will let the impeachment go to trial which would
vacate the country's highest office to the nation's
historical enemy. This act of utter insanity is only
possible, of course, when society as a whole is selfconfined into the domain of conflicts, darkness, and

perversion. This is the dimension that Christ Jesus
overcame and had encouraged others to do so likewise.
In the 1940s close to 100 million people lost their
life, because nobody had cared to confront the idiocy
that was unfolding. Nobody had blocked the stooge of
the Empire from gaining access to the seat of Power in
Germany. The death of millions was the consequence
of this missed opportunity that had clearly existed for
protecting the world. This opportunity had existed
within the government of Kurt von Schleicher. This
government had prepared an economic recovery plan
designed by the brilliant Dr. Wilhelm Lautenbach of the
Friedrich List society that had aligned itself with the
policies of the highly successful American System of
economy of the Hamilton, Lincoln background. But this
was not to be. No one had cared to protect the von
Schleicher government that held the key to the country's
recovery to prosperity. Thus, Hitler won the seat that
was vacated by the coup against von Schleicher.
In today's world, mankind will be infinitely more
unlucky if the Empire's coup d'etat succeeds once again.
As the year 1999 unfolds the puppet in the White House
is being pushed forward into ever greater acquisitions
of power in order to serve the Empire in its darkest hour
when the world-financial system falls apart with which
the Empire had been looting the world, and which it
the highest interest to maintain, in order to continue to
support itself, no matter the cost to humanity.
In real terms, there has never existed a more
critical situation in the entire present century, than
exists right now, while hardly anyone raises a hand to
protect humanity. The fourth dimension, of Spirit, the
platform for immortal and spiritual forms of goodness,
appears infinitely far out of sight. Even the
confrontational structure has barely been activated. A
new deployment of on-alert nuclear missiles had been
activated instead, before the year 1998 drew to a close.
Ten units of the newly developed Topol-M ICBMs
(similar to the SS-27) were deployed by Russia in
response to the "terrorist" bombing of Iraq, as they called
it. If one views this against the background of Russia's
totally destroyed economy, and its Armed Forces that
have been so depleted that they barely function, the
nuclear weaponry is the only credible deterrent Russia
has left to counter the Tony Blair / Al Gore armed forces
terrorist machine, should it be unleashed against Russia.
Where is the movement that should be motivating
the whole population? Who demands the disbanding of
the oligarchic society that has engineered and ignited
countless wars, such as those against the former
Yugoslavia, against the former Zaire, against the nation
of Uganda, and against the people of the Sudan, to name
just a few? Likewise, hardly anyone stands in the way of
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the well engineered economic and financial wars of today
that economically destroy entire nations more
thoroughly than Hitler's bombs ever did? The sad reality
is, today's humanity hails those who plan to murder it,
who repay the devotion with inflicting pain, with
intensified looting, with the destruction of industries
and the prevention of a people's self-development.
"Well, what can I do?" people say. And so, nothings
gets done. Christ Jesus, on the other hand, was active in
all four dimensions. He promised life, but who
responded? Rome claimed its victims by default, and it
died for the same reason. Rome died, though it was never
formally defeated. It represented nothing vital that
would maintain it, by which it collapsed itself and those
upon which it depended through looting.
Humanity may face the same fate than whose who
bowed to Rome. Rome died not only because of its own
inner emptiness, but because the nations had become
destroyed that had supported it. Greece was reduced to
17% of its former population. When Rome was overrun
in the year 476 by a barbarian invasions, the victor didn't
even bother to declare himself the new Emperor of
Rome. There was virtually nothing left of it. In today's
world, the consequences of the ongoing world-financial
collapse promise to be far more devastating.
Imagine what might happen when the catastrophe
hits home, when suddenly the entire financial structure
of society disintegrates in a self-escalating collapse,
possibly within the space of two days. This is a very
real possibility since hardly anyone is seriously interested
in taking the steps that are necessary to prevent this
from happening. What would the result be if the
disintegration should occur? Few people have more than
a week's supply of food in their home. One this is gone,
what shall they eat? The local stores will be looted to
the bare shelves on the very first day, and the family car
won't go more than 400Km with its last tank of fuel.
After this, the population is stuck, desperate, and
hungry. The governments won't be able to bring in food
to the cities when the financial system has collapsed,
when the transportation systems collapse that can no
longer be paid to operate. With the cities, thus, cut off
from their source of food, which often comes from
thousands of miles away, they'll become ghettos of
starvation. Before the system is eventually rebuilt (the
oligarchy won't let this happen easily unless it is on its
own terms) countless people will die by the use of the
hundreds of millions of privately owned guns and
automatic weapons would then be pressed into service
to acquire food. The consequences of such breakdown
are so horrendous that one cannot allow them to occur.
But how to stop the trend?
If we look at the confrontational structure it
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becomes plain that a reversal of the trend towards chaos
is not possible until there is a cross-domain dialog or
scientific effort is being launched for discovering and
applying the principle of creation in the upwards
oriented domain, that demands its manifest in the
downwards oriented domain. The solution that is
required here is similar in nature to that which created
peace in Bosnia for which the entire population had been
mobilized. Like in Bosnia, society cannot afford to wait
until the oligarchic system falls apart on its own, as
Rome did, which didn't solve anything, because the dark
ages continued. Also, is unlikely that mankind will
survive long enough under oligarchic rule to witness the
oligarchy's natural death. Should mankind choose not
to deal with its apathy that is currently destroying it,
then, mankind will be defeated by the oligarchy. This
will happen in spite the existence of the three successive
dimensions of 'light' that give man power to rescue itself
should their model be adapted.
Thus, the key for dealing with today's political
apathy is fundamentally still the same as that which
Christ Jesus had outlined in the parable of the Samaritan.
The only difference is that the dimensions of this key
are now precisely defined.
The turning point from apathy to spiritual activism
will never be triggered by any cataclysm. War achieves
nothing. Chaos is not a factor in the intelligent
development of man. The political apathy of today can
only turned into an environment of strength through
the moral, scientific, and spiritual development of the
individual. Oligarchism will rule for as long as this
apathy exists against individual spiritual development
which normally drives the development of the nation
and the world.
In the fourth dimension, of Spirit, the sense of
finity disappears. This is the dimension in which Christ
Jesus operated. From a political standpoint the defeat
of Rome must have appeared as a total impossibility.
From a scientific standpoint, however, Rome could have
been defeated. Its power was paper thin. It rested on
the obedience of its army. The obedience of the army,
in turn rested on the physical resources provided the
empire's masses of slaves, tax collectors, and tax
contributors. In other words, the power of the empire
rested on the obedience of the people to the system
established by the rulers, who had no power by
themselves. So, the key word of what enhances political
apathy, is obedience.
Christ Jesus had warned about political apathy
when he urged the disciples to be aware of the doctrines
of the Pharisees and Sadducees who demanded obedience
to destructive doctrines. We find demand for obedience
also in the modern environmentalism that has banned
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the production of the worlds most efficient and benign
pesticides (the DDT based products), and refrigerants
(the CFC based Freons), contrary to the fact that there
exists no scientific necessity for banning these chemicals.
Here, obedience is required in order to enable the killing
off large numbers of people as mankind's technology is
being rolled back to ever lower levels towards the
recreation of impotence and conditions for colonialism
and feudalism.
Christ Jesus urged the people to be alert against
what he called the "leaven" of the Pharisees and
Sadducees of whom he had terrible things to say. At
one point he likened them unto "whited sepulchers...
full... of all uncleanness," to which he added the further
comment that they were "full of dead men's bones." The
Master's definition actually describes more precisely the
modern state of involuntary obedience that is induced
by the oligarchy through its mass-indoctrination with
irrational and destructive ideologies. Christ Jesus likened
the elite of his day, the Pharisees and Sadducees, unto
"whites sepulchers, which indeed appear beautiful
outward, but are within full of dead men's bones, and
all uncleanness."*75 This ancient text accurately relates
to the murdering that is associated with oligarchic
elitism. Still, he never spoke against specific individuals.
He spoke about the mental environment that Pharisaism
and elitism had created, and the dangers of becoming
ensnared by it.
An example may illustrate this. One of the world's
most recognized environmental activist presents the
public with two distinct and opposite images of himself.
One one hand we know the man as a caring and
concerned individual who devotes a large part of his
efforts to protect the numerous forms of life on this
planet, such as animals, insects, birds, and entire
ecological systems. On the other hand we see a mentality
that is totally opposite, directed at humanity. This
mentality causes the man to wish (according to his own
statement) that he might be reincarnated as a "particular
deadly virus" in order that he might destroy vast numbers
of human beings as a means for dealing with a supposed
overpopulation problem. The two opposite mentalities
represent a paradox, don't they? This paradox involves
a deep sense of political apathy in the hearer of the
message.
On a scientific platform the paradox resolves itself
into easily recognizable patterns, according to the
parable that Christ Jesus had presented. The caring and
supportive mentality that causes the man's extensive
efforts to protect life on this planet, is evidently the
natural manifest of human nature. There is an obvious
honesty in his concern for protecting the richness of life
throughout the planet. In this regard he presents
somewhat the Samaritan of the parable. The opposite

mentality, in contrast, that would murder vast numbers
of people, is evidently the result of the imposing
environment of oligarchism in which the man lives. In
short, the man is controlled by his environment,
evidently without being aware of it. He has enlisted his
services towards tragically destructive ends in total
contrast to proclaimed concern for life. Those who
deride the man for his destructive activities, aim falsely.
They attack the man, rather than exposing the political
apathy by which the man had allowed himself to become
an instrument for destruction.
The scientific process of dealing with any problem,
is not to patch up the symptoms or to cry about them,
but to search for the cause of the symptoms and correct
this cause by searching for the underlying principles that
operate in reality. This process is based on overcoming
the specific point of ignorance, which has resulted in
the problem in the first place, which is to be dealt with.
That is how Science corrects human problems.
Humanity has a need today to rescue its natural
environmental consciousness from becoming destroyed
by irrationalities. There is a need for an active
environmental consciousness that raises the status of
civilization. For instance, there is no need for people to
suffer the effects of sulfur laden acid rains come pouring
down on their places of living, when energy production
can be shifted from coal fired plants to nuclear energy
driven plants. Nor is there a need for mankind to breath
the poisons of gasoline powered cars, when the
transportation systems can be run electrically or with
hydrogen/oxygen fuels that produce only pure water in
the process of combustion. Such fuels will be needed
soon when mankind runs out of fossil fuels, over which
wars will be fought at such time as the resource begins
to dwindle. Neither is there a need for underdeveloped
industries to pollute the nations waters and lands, when
energy intensive technologies can be applied that should
have put today's primitive technologies onto the path
of the dinosaurs long ago. There is no real need, either,
to suffer the constant scourges of floods when water
management systems can be constructed that eliminate
these environmental dangers. Also, there is no need to
suffer hunger in the world when the planet's
environment can be enriched through technology by
shifting agriculture from a primitive platform to a
platform of energy intensive inputs, irrigation, and crop
protection by using effective pesticides.
The sad fact is, that the natural environmentalism,
by which mankind normally enriches its life, is now
being suppressed to whatever degree fits the oligarchy's
desires. The unnatural environmentalism that acts for
the destruction of humanity, both creates and
strengthens the political apathy through a very effective
wave of mysticism. This mysticism aims at winning the
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trust of the people, with the assurance that everything
will be ideal when the low technology utopia of 'natural'
existence is reached. This dream of a low technology
utopia instills a type of political apathy that has put
most of the world's population mentally asleep. When
the cold reality awakens them, as it inevitably does, the
imposed environmental ideology of low technology
primitivism will be found to afford but few resources
for man's physical existence. It is evidently the
oligarchy's hope, that when this awakening comes, it will
be too late for mankind to achieve a reversal of the
course laid in. This, may very well be so, for many
millions of people.
The self-protection of mankind lies squarely with
its ability to deal with its own political apathy. This is
accomplished, as Christ Jesus had pointed out, by way
of an ample possession and application of the substance
of 'oil' and 'wine.' The availability of 'oil' and 'wine' (in
consciousness - which the Samaritan had brought with
him) is the outcome of an unfolding environment of
infinity. It is developed in consciousness by mankind's
discoveries in divine Science, expressed in intelligence
and creativity, rather than in obedient submission to
poverty and impotence. Mankind's self-discovery, thus,
becomes a bulwark of self-protection. There really exists
no other platform for self-protection than scientific
alertness to reality, which manifests itself in part in
political alertness to the prevailing political reality.
Mary Baker Eddy's definition of the biblical
metaphor of the river Euphrates deals directly with the
path of creating an environment of infinity. It is
therefore important here. Mary Baker Eddy defines this
path as, "The atmosphere of human belief before it
accepts sin, sickness and death; a state of mortal thought,
the only error of which is limitation; finity; the opposite
of infinity." Here, she defines the outcome of scientific
development, that deals with limitation and takes us
beyond them to infinity. Euphrates represents mankind's
normal environment where divine Science overcomes
limits towards a higher state of existence in embrace of
infinity. Mary Baker Eddy defines this advancing state
through the definition of Euphrates, as "Divine Science
encompassing the universe and man; the true idea of
God; a type of the glory which is to come; metaphysics
taking the place of physics; the reign of righteousness."
Science is designed to deal with the finity of the
world and its imposing limitations in every aspect of
human living. In this advancing environment the
limitations that mankind faces can be dealt with
effectively by the strength of the human intellect in
developments of Science which have already turned
many of the world's limits into progressive advances of
civilization.
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Christ Jesus said much the same thing. He
promised that he would pray the Father, and that the
Father would give the world a new Comforter that
would remain forever and guide mankind, even into the
"Spirit of truth."*76 Mary Baker Eddy recognized that
this Comforter could not be a person, but would have
to be Divine Science. Christ Jesus also indicated that
this new unfolding would be progressive. Indeed, if
Christ Jesus' work were to be regarded as the highest
possible attainment in divine Science, Christianity and
its Science would be entropic. But life, and everything
connected to it, is negentropic, it doesn't begin strong
and play itself out into impotence like a run down
windup toy. Being negentropic, divine Science begins
strong and unfolds towards infinity, adding ever greater
platforms for freedom to the human scene that no one
has recognized before.
Mary Baker Eddy had evidently recognized this
requirement for negentropic development, because she
did not only re-instate primitive Christian healing, but
has also raised the platform of this healing to a practical
demonstrable Science. And she did more than this. She
introduced several advanced concepts to the world that
Christ Jesus had merely touched upon but had not
scientifically developed. Evidently, the mental
atmosphere did not exist in his time to do so. Mary Baker
Eddy presented the discovered reality that God is Love,
and that God is infinite. Both are abstract concepts, but
they have a strong relevance to human existence, and
she demonstrated this relevance in her profound ability
for the metaphysical healing of diseases of every sort,
and by her students to do so likewise.
One of the signs that we will see, to indicate that
mankind's political apathy is being dealt with, that we
begin to approach the fourth dimension, of Spirit, is a
re-emergence of love on the human scene. Whatever is
being developed in the right half of the structure for
the Key of David, is immediately reflecting itself in the
left half that deals with the individual self-perception
of man as divine image. Love for God and man is the
natural outcome of a correct scientific perception of the
divine reality or Truth, and the place of man in that
reality. The moral, scientific, technological, and
economic, development of mankind is a manifest of an
unfolding appreciation for the nature of reality and man's
infinite foundation. Metaphysical healing unfolds in this
atmosphere, which is an atmosphere of love for one's
fundamental identity, capacity, and quality, and the
consequent love of humanity as a whole. Political apathy
cannot remain for long in this environment, nor can
destructive ideologies remain in force when love for man
demands the rights of man, and mankind's need for the
development of the human potential, to be respected.
The current movement towards disintegration
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within the world-financial system, is but an example of
the lawful consequence of the self-destructive nature
of any structure that is not founded on the platform of
love. Without love, such structures have no focus on
reality, no foundation that affords profit, thus they
disintegrate as they must. Whatever affords no profit
for civilization, has no fundamental usefulness, and is
therefore prone to fall apart or to become torn down.
The general absence of love in modern policy
structures illustrates the depth to which oligarchic
control has penetrated the consciousness of humanity
and negated its normal advance. Even in the churches
of the Christian Science movement, love means little
more than a word that may be sung about, as the
consciousness of the membership has been brutalized
by scandals and controversies under oligarchic
devolution of the majesty of the Christ in human affairs.
Although it must be said in all fairness that this
brutalization is extremely minute when compared to
the dramatic brutalization that the whole of humanity
is subjected to by its oligarchy in this modern age. Love
will become apparent when this path is turned around when, for instance, the financial resources of mankind
become employed for the advance of civilization, rather
than for its destruction. By this re-emergence of love as
a foundation, we will know that we have begun to
develop the environment of infinity, the environment
that is naturally associated with the recognition of
reality. And we need to beyond even that. We need to
inject the concept of infinity squarely into the whole
range of public policy and into individual selfidentification. Mary Baker Eddy outlined a foundation
for this advance. She also said of its "excelsior
extension.... it's crowing ultimate rises to a mental
monument, a superstructure high above the work of
men's hands, even the outcome of their hearts, giving to
the material a spiritual significance - the speed, beauty,
and achievements of goodness."*77 She introduced the
concept of the "perfectibility" of man. She writes in the
textbook, "The equipollence of God brought to light
another glorious proposition, - man's perfectibility and
the establishment of the kingdom of heaven on
earth."*78 The "perfectibility of God's creation,"*79 now
becomes our task to demonstrate.
That this scientific move towards a greater
spiritual awareness has begun is evident by a strong
movement that is currently under way, which is destined
to end the night of mankind's political apathy. One man
leads this movement. One man is sufficient to change
the world if the work is based on the creative potential
of divine Truth. Throughout history the most far-ranging
changes been introduced by single individuals. One man
armed with Science, is enough to touch the fringes of
infinity. Today, this man is Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr..
Tomorrow, the pioneer may have a different name. Nor

does the impetus of Science need to flow out of Mary
Baker Eddy's camp. The final outcome of divine Science
will come to light in the minds of humanity working in
the fourth dimension, of Spirit, where Science itself
becomes supersede with knowing the truth.
Political apathy is not the natural status of man.
No human being is exempted from this reality beside
which there exist only myths and illusions. Let us reach
for infinity, and raise up one single humanity, without
exceptions, out of the current environment of spiritual
poverty and apathy towards the platform of eternal
Truth, the natural environment, the platform that
infinite creation has set up for the divine idea, man.
The activity of the human intellect may be likened
to what Christ Jesus referred to when he said to the
people "Ye are the light of world!" or as John had
recognized the divine idea, man, "a woman, clothed with
the sun, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars!" or
as Mary Baker Eddy had recognized the power of human
consciousness, when she said to her class at one point,
"We, to-day, in this class-room, are enough to convert
the world if we are one Mind; for then the whole world
will feel the influence of this Mind; as when the earth
was without form, and Mind spake and form
appeared."*80
Mary Baker Eddy wrote in 1908 on the approach
of war, "For many years I have prayed daily that there
be no more war, no more barbarous slaughtering of our
fellow-beings; prayed that all the peoples on earth and
the islands of the sea have one God, one Mind; love God
supremely, and love their neighbor as themselves. National disagreements can be, and should be, arbitrated
wisely, fairly; and fully settled. - It is unquestionable,
however, that at this hour the armament of navies is
necessary, for the purpose of preventing war and
preserving peace among nations."*81
The option that Science has laid out before
humanity, is precious, but it is not a gift.
Mary Baker Eddy wrote about peace, "In
metaphysics we learn that the strength of peace and of
suffering is sublime, a true, tried mental conviction that
is neither tremulous nor relapsing. This strength is like
the ocean, able to carry navies, yet yielding to the touch
of a finger. This peace is spiritual; never selfish, stony,
nor stormy, but generous, reliable, helpful, and always
at hand."*82
In Science, peace is built on the opposite platform
to political apathy. The two are opposite concepts.
Choosing peace, means that we turn political apathy into
political alertness, and submission to aggression into
strength. Subjection to tyranny does not generate peace,
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nor does it bear testament to the nature of man, as being
clothed with the sun.
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Chapter 12: Where Do
We Go From Here?
It is interesting to note that Mary Baker Eddy used
the term "dimension" only once in all of her writings
which altogether comprise sixteen books. The term is
employed only in the one instance in which she presents
the four dimensional structure, and, then, introduces the
fourth dimension, of Spirit. The universal exclusion of
the term except for this one usage, parallels her use of
the term "omni-action" that is likewise used only once,
found in Glossary definition of, GOOD. The real
meaning of these terms, so it appears, needs to be found
in life, rather than in a book. The lower dimensions we
can deal with in books, and document and understand
them scientifically. But 'knowing' the truth, as Jesus had
put it, is something that unfolds beyond the scientific,
that scientific procedures merely set up the stage for. It
unfolds in the higher dimension, of Spirit.
The fourth dimension, that Mary Baker Eddy has
labeled, the dimension of Spirit, that is described in Mary
Baker Eddy's translation of immortal Mind, is a
dimension of authority, but also a dimension of peace.
The thought-processes that are operating in the "fourth
dimension, of Spirit" must necessarily reflect the
structure of reality where God is manifest through man
as divine image, where spiritual ideas unfold as a
consequence of divine reflection. We can tell that we
are operating in this dimension when criticism is no
longer to be found in our thoughts, but honor, support,
generosity, love. We can tell that we are operating in
this dimension when hate, fear, or selfishness are no
longer reflected in thought, but spiritual peace that
comes from a recognition and acknowledgement of ever
present good. We can tell that we operate in the fourth
dimension when our affections embrace humanity in
universal Truth. We can tell that we are living in the
fourth dimension, of Spirit, when the corporeal sense
of existence has been replaced with the divine sense of
being.
What comes to light here can no longer be lumped
together under the pet term Christian Science that is
currently used to define everything, that compresses
everything into a single dimension. The phoenix of
unidimensional perception of spiritual aspects is dying,
which rose to it greatest height when Mary Baker Eddy's
concept of Christian Science became twisted into a

religion with a scientific name. In real terms it was dead
from the beginning, nor shall it ever rise from its ashes.
It cannot be revived, nor should it be revived. The
science of Christianity needs to be raised. Mary Baker
Eddy's works that outlined the many dimensions of, and
documented the fundamental plain of Christian Science,
and presented its scientific structure in metaphor, needs
to be raised in perception, for it is designed to opened
the gates to heaven. The entire image of mankind needs
to be raised to divine heights of dignity, even to the
image of Christ Scientists, and in like fashion needs its
highest institution to be raised. Christ Jesus said he came
not to destroy, but to fulfill. This kind of statement one
might expect from someone who lives, works, and moves
in the fourth dimension, of Spirit.
Still, the scientific approach to spiritual issues and
their relevancy to the welfare of humanity shall not die
away. One cannot pull away the foundation and the
structure on which the superstructure unfolds. Christ
Jesus was cycling through the lower domains, constantly.
Metaphysical healing unfolds in these lower domains,
but the spiritual strength unfolds in the fourth
dimension, of Spirit.
The platform, scientific structure, and
superstructure that Christ Jesus illustrated and
demonstrated were documented in his life in healing, in
spiritual power, and in resurrection. He set an example
that shall not die away regardless of the centuries that
may lie between those grand moments in the history of
human civilization when the Science it involves becomes
understood and applied, and its four dimensions unfold
in the lives of human beings. Jesus' example is here to
stay, to be brought to light, to be applied to human
living, destined to raise the image of man and to establish
a facet of heaven on earth.
In the course of history, advancing to newer
horizons, Mary Baker Eddy's name shall stand as a
watchword for all who honestly seek and are able to
demonstrate the truth that no one at her time had ears
to hear nor could understand. The people of her time
heard and saw what their background allowed them to
see, and this was evidently sufficient to produce great
wonders which were wrought to a large measure on a
platform of faith - faith in something called Christian
Science. But this faith has faded, and the substance that
should have carried the day has not yet been recognized
much less developed. None the less, the four dimensional
structure by which the substance of Spirit is brought to
the human scene, exists. It was set up for all times to
come to be utilized. Faith may now be raised to
understanding, and understanding to rich experiences of
reality and harmony. The name of Mary Baker Eddy shall
stand and remain a significant name in the annals of
history, regardless of how tired humanity has become
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of hearing it spoken. It shall stand as the name of Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and many other's shall
stand. Also, the name of Mary Baker Eddy shall forever
be associated with Christian Science, a term that she
has chosen with which to identify the Science that raises
Christianity from its doldrums to life.
As of today, no universal term has been coined
that combines what operates in all four dimension, of
which Christian Science represents the fundamental
plane. In due course a term may appear out of the power
of its operation when it begins to blossom in the lives
of humanity: "For Sharon's Rose must bud and bloom in
human hearts."*83 Such a term, when it is coined, will
reflect the Science of humanity and its ultimate outcome
in human consciousness. Except for this to happen, both
Science and humanity need to be raised to a higher
signification than is afforded today.
Indeed, the phrase: "Science of Humanity," or
"Science of man," would mean very little today as the
image of humanity sinks ever lower, and approaches
today the image of a parasite living off the good graces
of Mother Earth. Humanity needs to be reaffirmed as
being entirely spiritual, and made in the image of God.
The phrase, or terminology, that comes out of the fourth
dimension, will have a meaning only when the image of
humanity, and that of its Science, has been raised to the
status to which Christ Jesus once raised it, and Mary
Baker Eddy after him.
In like manner as Mary Baker Eddy's name shall
forever be associated with mankind's scientific approach
to the dimensions of spiritual issues, so shall the term
Christian Science be forever connected with this effort.
Today, the term is claimed to be owned by the Christian
Science Board of Directors in the manner that a trade
mark or brand name is owned by a corporation. And so,
being owned, it is narrowly applied to a specific mental
technology of metaphysical treatment. This mental
technology is the dimension that is documented in the
basic architecture of the structure for the Key of David,
as the cardinal point: Christian Science, pertaining to
the bottom row of the matrix. But Mary Baker Eddy
also applies the term, Christian Science, to the dimension
of Christianity and the Christ. While the higher
dimensions reflect the operation of divine Science and
the Christ, she recognizes that the function of divine
Science and the Christ is to support the dimension of
Christianity on every level of human thought. In the
second and third dimensions, the term Christian Science,
when applied, has a totally different meaning, relating
universally to mankind as that Science which Christ
Jesus has illustrated in parables and sermons, and in
demonstrations of healing. The term, Christian Science,
has a generic meaning in these higher dimensions,
standing for the universal Science of humanity's
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approach to truth. It no longer denotes a specific
technology of metaphysical healing. It was practiced to
some degree by Noah and Abraham, Jacob and Moses,
and in full measure by Christ Jesus, by Mary Baker Eddy,
and in many ways by countless others who to some
degree dealt with spiritual issues on a scientific basis.
This underlines the need for Mary Baker Eddy's By-Law
in the Church Manual which grants the right to any
member without restrictions to organize churches under
the title: Church of Christ, Scientist. The By-Law grants
this right without any requirement for official approval.
It grants this right to anyone who subscribes to the tenets
of Christian Science which acknowledge Christ Jesus as
the originator and Exemplar of man's scientific approach
to the divine reality.
But, what about the fourth dimension in
contemporary life? Does the term, Christian Science,
apply here as well? I would say that it does not. Christian
Science, in the dimensions of divine Science, reveals the
existence of the fourth dimension and sets up the stage
for it, but on the level of the absolute the very concept
of Science has no meaning. The three dimensions of
Christian Science deal with all the dimensions of 'mortal
thought' from material depravity to spiritual
understanding. Here the scientific approach is needed
in order to find a path through the maze of haphazard
or erroneous perceptions. When all this is dealt with,
h o w e v e r, a n d t h e a b s o l u t e i s e s t a b l i s h e d i n
consciousness, we deal with Principle and Mind. Science
becomes absolute at this point, and therefore superseded,
as knowing the truth reflects the omniscience and
authority of infinite Mind. At this point the term
Christian Science can no longer apply. At this point, we
can no longer say that we are dealing with the Science
of humanity. We are dealing with divine reality. The
focus is no longer on uplifting human thought away from
erroneous perception. At this point, the focus is on
reality, the reality of the universe, of God and man as
one in being.
In closing this book, it becomes appropriate that
we take one more brief look at Mary Baker Eddy's work,
in search for evidence that she was operating herself in
the fourth dimension, the dimension of Spirit; in search
for examples that represent the authority built on the
sound scientific foundation that she has established.
As one looks closely, one finds many items of
evidence. The most striking examples may be found in
the Church Manual where she sets up the The First
Church of Christ, Scientist in Boston Mass. to be ruled
by an oligarchic board, but with no power given to this
board over the field for official control.*84 Article XXIII
of the Church Manual reads, under the heading, Local
Self-government. SECTION 1. "The Mother Church of
Christ, Scientist, shall assume no general official control
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of other churches, and it shall be controlled by none
other."
This setup makes no sense on a conventional
platform. The directors say in essence, we cannot operate
that way and maintain order. The field says in essence,
this violates democratic principles that we should have
no representation. Mary Baker Eddy says in essence, this
is the platform demanded by reality in which Mind is
reflected in mind. We must live by this standard. We
must accept the reality of the divine status of man as
the image of God, which precludes the notions of many
minds controlling one another. To emphasize this
necessity she requires the scientific statement of being,
from Science and Health, to be read at every church
service at the Mother Church, together with its
correlative texts from I.John 3:3-5. These texts point to
the reality of being as pertaining to the dimension of
Spirit, for in divine Science man is not a mere worm,
the self-made construction of matter. Moreover, she
requires the congregation to stand on its feet as these
statements are read. She is saying, there is no way of
getting around the demand of reality for recognition.

.. There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance
in matter.
.. All is infinite Mind and its infinite manifestation,
for God is All-in-all.
.. Spirit is immortal Truth; matter is mortal error.
.. Spirit is the real and eternal; matter is the unreal
and temporal.
.. Spirit is God, and man is His image and likeness.
.. Therefore man is not material; he is spiritual.*85
And every man that hath this hope in him purifieth
himself, even as he is pure.*86 Other texts from I
John are read as well.

Did the setup eventually work, on which the
church was founded? No! It was altered the moment
Mary Baker Eddy's body was in the ground. In the
appendix of the Church Manual is a section that defines
the order of services for The Mother Church. Less than
two weeks after Mary Baker Eddy's days, a new edition
of the Manual was issued in which the title for this
section was altered. It now states that the order of
services defined in this section applies to both the

Mother Church and the Branch Churches. By this clever
change the directors obtained at least a bit of control
over the churches, which was of course expanded over
the years. It is said today that Mary Baker Eddy had
"initialled" the galley sheets for the new edition.
Whether this statement is accurate is hard to determine
at this point in time so far removed from the event. It
may be accurate. There may have been pressures brought
to bear. It is doubtful, however, that such a deep reaching
change would be authored by Mary Baker Eddy and be
merely "initialled," that would fundamentally alter the
relationship between the churches and the division of
responsibilities through the separation of powers. It is
hard to imagine that this change, which essentially
reverses what Mary Baker Eddy had consistently stood
for, was brought about with her full knowledge and
agreement, or even by her own intent, to be published
as it was, after her burial, within a couple of weeks.
There exists still another kind of evidence that
Mary Baker Eddy was actively working from the fourth
dimension, of Spirit. This evidence exists in the basic
layout of the matrix of the structure for the Key of
David. In associating the paintings from Christ and
Christmas with the matrix, two paintings which
reference Christian Science by name, become linked
with an element of the uppermost row which is
associated with Mary Baker Eddy's scientific translation
of immortal Mind, as shown in Appendix H. This
association of the the name Christian Science with the
upper row, which pertains to the fourth dimension,
appears to be an inconsistency, for as previously stated,
Christian Science can logically extend only through the
first three dimensions. However, a closer examination
of the two paintings involved, reveals that there exist
no inconsistencies after all. The painting bears the title
Christian Science healing. A careful examination of the
painting reveals that the title is not logically associated
with the first half of the painting. It was pointed out
earlier that the painting has two verses associated with
it, which effectively splits the paining in two. The first
part, which applies to the upper row of the matrix,
shows a woman in white garments. The symbolism
reflects the symbolism in Revelation 12, the woman
closed with the sun, which Mary Baker Eddy wrote,
symbolizes "generic man, the spiritual idea of God,"
illustrating the "coincidence of God and man as the
divine Principle and divine idea."*87 This part of the
painting does not bear reference to Christian Science
healing directly, but bears reference to power and to
Truth. This part bears reference to the fourth dimension,
from which flows the spiritual strength that empowers
Christian Science healing. The metaphysical healing is
presented in the second half of the painting which is
associated with the most fundamental dimension of
Christian Science, at the bottom row, where it rightfully
belongs.
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This presentation suggests the existence of a link
from the fourth to the first dimension, a link which feeds
the process of Christian Science healing. Christian
Science healing may very well not be possible without
this link. Mary Baker Eddy excelled in metaphysical
healing, but she also says that no human pen nor tongue
has taught her the Science contained in the Christian
Science textbook.*88 Whence, then, was the Science
that manifests itself in Christian Science healing? Did it
come from the human dimension itself, or is it the
outcome of the reflected animation of infinite Mind?
The way in which the split of the painting has been
arranged, suggests that there is a very powerful
connection from the fourth dimension to the first, one
that powers the Science of Christianity so rich in healing.
Mary Baker Eddy's personal healing ability was a
testament to this linkage and to her work within the
fourth dimension. None the less, this dimension was not
her exclusive domain. She worked on the human level
to uplift all mankind to the divine reality.
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fourth dimension, for this structure leads thought
inevitably upwards to that exalted dimension of reality.
It also tells us that the structure for the Key of David
wasn't build from the ground up, but unfolded in
reverse, from the top down.
The link that the painting "Christian Science
Healing" documents, which connects the fourth
dimension downward with the first, reflects itself in
human consciousness as Christian Science healing. It
reveals the path by which all metaphysical healing and
related phenomena are powered. This path, through
which spiritual power flows to the human scene, by
which also all forms of scientific spiritual perception
come to light, is as ancient as civilization itself and has
brought to the human scene many bright moments of
metaphysical healing for individuals and for society as a
whole.

A similar linkage of this type is illustrated by the
painting "Christian Unity," which is likewise split
between the top and bottom rows. The first half of the
painting shows Christ Jesus in a sitting down position,
hand in hand with a woman who is shown in the second
half of the paining. The woman is shown dressed in
white. She bears a scroll that has the words Christian
Science written on it. The painting is split in such a
manner that the woman that bears the scroll of Christian
Science pertains to the bottom row. But, notice, the
painting is round. This is the only round painting in the
book. What does it indicate? It appears to draw both
verses that pertain to the painting, together. It tells us
that Christian Science (on the bottom row) brings to
view the great I Am. This couldn't be happening without
the link from the fourth dimension down to the first.
The second verse indicates that the same happened in
Christ Jesus' time: that it is the same hand (the same
link) that unfolds His power and writes the page. This
new unfolding aspect of Christian Science, into which
the painting is split, comes to light in the column of
divine Science.

It needs to be repeated that the purpose of this
book was to present a scientific structure that would
enable the recognition of this path by which
metaphysical healing power manifests itself on the
human scene. The structure had to be build for this
purpose, and the only hint of the existence of such a
structure was given by Mary Baker Eddy who has
presented an extensive outline thereof. Since the
structure for the Key of David, so outlined, was deeply
interwoven with various dimensions of scientific
recognition that Mary Baker Eddy has identified with
the generic name "Christian Science," the term became
extensively used in this book. The name had to be used,
because it was prominently present in the outline
presented by Mary Baker Eddy. It also represents a
precise descriptor of the universal spiritual science by
which mankind gains access to metaphysical healing.
"Science" is a generic term, and so is the term "Christian"
which universally identifies all those of humanity who
acknowledge in some form the spirit and power
illustrated and demonstrated by Christ Jesus. The
combination of these terms became Mary Baker Eddy's
identifier for the combination of the two phenomena.
It, too, represents a generic identifier and was so used
by Mary Baker Eddy.

The link indicated here, shows that divine Science,
which drives the second dimension in the right direction
is an outgrowth of Christian Science and its healing
power, and that all of the three lower dimensions
together are driven from the fourth dimension. This
complex linkage sheds some light on what the structure
for the Key of David, itself, represents. It doesn't
represent any form of human invention, but is the
inevitable outcome of someone working in the fourth
dimension. The scientific complexity of the structure
for the Key of David is possibly the strongest evidence
we have that Mary Baker Eddy was working from the

The term "Christian Science" was also applied as
an identifier of a church structure and organization, and
of its practice in operation. In this usage it became a
specific identifier. It may be said by the public for this
reason, and the author may well be accused of this some
day, that this book represents nothing more than an
attempt to pontificate Christian Science. It must be
answered that the references in this book are not
intended to teach the religion of Christian Science or to
expound it in any way. In fact, the very logic that is
presented in this book, and the science that comes to
light through developing the outline for the structure
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for the Key of David, is far from being representative of
the general perception of Christian Science as it is
recognized by the Christian Science church organization
and its people in the field. As was stated before, this
became strongly evident some years ago when an earlier
version of this book was extensively advertised to the
Christian Science field with letters to the churches and
Christian Science practitioners. The difference between
what was presented, and the general religious perception
in the field of Christian Science, was so extensive, that
for the two thousand letter that were send no more than
eleven returns were received, and of those who
purchased the early version of the book only one
individual responded with a reply, yet he responded with
a profound note of thanks.
It is safe to say that this book does not represent a
work on the current perception of Christian Science,
but presents the background to metaphysical healing as
it has been discovered and documented by the most
advanced pioneer in the field, Mary Baker Eddy. While
there are also references included in the book to the
Christian Science church organization, these references
were included as required to present the type of work
the pioneer, Mary Baker Eddy, has produced, and to show
its link to the structure she has outlined. In many cases,
the references that were presented indicate Mary Baker
Eddy's design of church, rather than its present form of
operation. Forms of operation vary, but the underlying
design founded on a deeply scientific structure that was
accompanied with a strong proof in healing activities,
will not vary.
This book presents not an image of the current
status of Christian Science, although in some cases
references to the current status were necessary to
illustrate the tendencies of human thought and the
opportunities for healing. In its essential aspects, the
book presents nothing more than the logical
development of an outline of the highest perception of
one of the great spiritual pioneers in human history. It
is presented with the hope that the individual who is
interested in metaphysical healing will be enriched by
the work that the pioneer, Mary Baker Eddy, has
accomplished, which is presented in this book in as much
detail as was possible to present. If this hope becomes
fulfilled, the great efforts and trials of Mary Baker Eddy
may yet be justified. Her work was for humanity. It latest
unfoldment is hereby presented in the same spirit.
Before closing, allow me to present one more
significant piece of evidence which illustrates the nature
of Mary Baker Eddy's work in the fourth dimension, of
Spirit. This evidence is found in her response to the
Lord's Prayer. The text of this response is found in
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, at the
end of the first chapter. It is routinely recited at every

Christian Science church service. Mary Baker Eddy
indicates in the textbook that the structure and the
background of the Lord's Prayer has the potential to
instantaneously heal the sick.
For this reason, this book on metaphysical healing
would not be complete without a detailed look at the
scientific aspects of this prayer as they apply to the plane
of the matrix which provides the grand foundation for
the total structure for the Key of David. On this
foundation, Christian Science or the Science of the true
status of humanity, is being recognized with great
honors. Here, man is raised to divine heights. The Lord's
Prayer is also one of the great factors that unite
Christianity generically. "If such are the present fruits,
what will the harvest be, when this Science is more
generally understood?"*89 writes Mary Baker Eddy about
a similar concept. Let us have a look at the science,
therefore, that she has recognized to underlie the Lord's
Prayer.
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Prayer and the Key of
David
One of the greatest unrecognized treasures of all
times may be the Lord's Prayer. Mary Baker Eddy
referred to it as "that prayer which covers all human
need."*90 It is obvious, that a spiritual structure of such
significance as the Master has created who has been
called the greatest scientist that ever trod the globe, must
have a central place in the structure for the Key of David.
Indeed, this is the case. There is strong evidence that
suggests that the entire structure that Mary Baker Eddy
has outlined, may have been build around the Lord's
Prayer in the early stages of development.
On the surface, there is no such linkage apparent.
As one makes the effort, however, to look closer into
the details, the pieces begin to interlock. In Science and
Health, at the end of the chapter entitled, PRAYER,
Mary Baker Eddy presents the Lord's Prayer divided into
eight segments. One also finds that she has attached a
spiritual interpretation to each of the eight segments,
so that the entire structure becomes expanded into a
structure of sixteen segments. The relationship of this
structure of the Lord's Prayer to the structure for the
Key of David, has already been briefly explored in
Volume 3. We have looked at it occasionally when we
considered the relationship of the textbook chapters to
the matrix, and to her book, Christ and Christmas.
There was a danger that the real significance of
the structure of the Lord's Prayer might became lost in
the great mass of new concepts that were coming to the
surface in the earlier portions of this book. Thus, the
focus on the Lord's Prayer was brief. Now, that the
introductory work is done, it becomes appropriate to
look at the Lord's Prayer once more, with the kind of
attention that it disserves.
Since Mary Baker Eddy's book, Christ and
Christmas, was evidently designed to document the most
fundamental details about the sixteen element structure
that she has been working with, the book's illustrated
poem must logically serve as the background correlative
to the Lord's Prayer. The correlation between the two
is a natural one. It unfolds so cleanly, and so wonderfully,
that the thought emerges that the Lord's Prayer had a

central place in shaping the structure for the Key of
David in the first place. Each verse in Christ and
Christmas appears to correspond directly to the
respective segment of the Lord's Prayer. This last chapter
is therefore designed to explore the coincidence between
the Lord's Prayer and the structure for the Key of David
as illustrated in Christ and Christmas. This correlation
between the matrix and Lord's Prayer establishes a kind
of 'visual' interface to the Christian Science Bible Lessons
by way of the chapter titles that correspond to the
matrix. By this mechanism, the Lord's Prayer is
constantly brought to bear on the weekly Bible lessons.
The presentation of the Lord's Prayer, as examined
in this chapter, is mapped to the matrix for the structure
for the Key of David in the manner described in Volume
2. Only now, in this higher presentation, the matrix
references to the third dimension have been added. This
third dimension was defined in Mary Baker Eddy's
description of the city foursquare as directed westward,
eastward, southward, and Westward. We will now apply
this dimension to the main matrix, which emerges
thereby with a higher meaning as we look at the Lord's
Prayer. Please refer to Appendix I for the Lord's Prayer's
matrix presentation.
The sequence in which we must proceed was
established in Volume 3. There, it was determined that
the first element of the Lord's Prayer, like any other
prayer, must unfold in the first column where we deal
with the self-perceived identity of the individual. The
flow in this column was originally identified as The
Word. The related characteristic of the definition of God
that applies to this column by virtue of the sequence in
which Mary Baker Eddy had presented it, is
"incorporeal". We had also dealt with the river Pison in
this column: "The love of the good and beautiful, and
their immortality."
Now, with the application of the Lord's Prayer to
the scene, the stage has been set for the third dimension
to be added to the matrix. The third dimension sets up
a direction for thought. Since we are dealing with the
first elements in the column on the west of the matrix,
the work in this column has been given an overall theme
according to the definition provided for the city
foursquare, as directed "westward." Please refer to
Appendix K for an association of the "gates"*91 from
the city foursquare to the matrix. This association
accords with geographical convention. As was pointed
out earlier, only the first segment of the definition
applies here, which defines the first column as, "The
grand realization of the Golden Shore of Love." (The
second segment of the westward definition applies to
the adjacent inner column.)
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of the terms oil and wine. It is in this column where the
Lord's Prayer begins and a fourth of its substance unfolds.

Element 1
The Lord's Prayer opens with the famous text from
Matthew 6:9 "Our Father which art in heaven." When I
hear the verse read, I draw into consciousness the
painting from Christ and Christmas, titled "Star of
Bethlehem" and its associated verse:
"Fast cycling on, from zone to zone,Bright, blessed, afar,O'er the grim night of chaos shone
One lone, brave star."
Here, the prayer bridges the gap between the
dream of a materially centered concept of existence, on
one hand, and the scientific discoveries of reality, on
the other hand. The gap between the two, is is the gap
that Christian Science is designed to bridge as a form of
mental technology that crosses the boundaries of so
many belief systems with its scientific evidence of
spiritual fact and real life demonstrations of underlying
principle.
The Lord's Prayer, however, operates on a higher
platform than the highest scientific mental technology.
It embraces the third dimension, but transposes
consciousness into the forth dimension.
In this last chapter of the book, exploring the
Lord's Prayer, the columns and the rows of the matrix
have been raised to the third dimension to serve as the
final stepping stones to that higher dimension that exists
beyond divine Science itself.
Since the first element of this chain begins in the
first column, we must consider this column in terms of
Mary Baker Eddy's definition of what she has defined as
"gates" of the city. She has related these gates to
geographical orientation, which can be applied to the
matrix. Thus, the first column has a "westward"
orientation. Mary Baker Eddy has defined this orientation
as the "grand realization of the Golden Shore of Love."
Indeed, love has been at the heart of this column
all along. The river for this column was defined by Mary
Baker Eddy as, "Pison: The love of the good and
beautiful, and their immortality." Now the river has been
given a definite practical focus as being oriented towards
the "grand realization of the Golden Shore of Love." This
column has also been associated as the most logical one
for the complex definition in human lives of the meaning
of infinite Love, as was brought out by the combination

Since the first element of the prayer unfolds at
the lowest element position, pertaining to the bottom
row, this first element also becomes identified with the
gate of the third dimension oriented "southward." This
orientation relates to "the Cross of Calvary." Thus, the
Cross of Calvary becomes associated with divine Love,
with the "grand realization of the Golden Shore of Love."
We have quite a juxtaposition here that tells us a great
deal of the necessary nature of this first element of the
Lord's Prayer, even without considering its first stanza,
which thereby becomes drawn into a new spiritual light
that changes the whole concept of what prayer is all
about. Indeed, Love comes to light as a necessary
consequence of the nature of an infinite God (or reality),
which cannot be self-destructive or destructive to its
all-inclusive image as man and the universe. Love and
God become one in reality. Christ Jesus put it this way:
"Our Father which art in heaven..." To human thought
at an early stage of spiritual development the absolute
may well be best glimpsed in this fashion. This sets the
tone of reference against which the entire prayer needs
to be judged.
The Cross of Calvary, in this context, becomes a
symbol of victory rather than a symbol of gloom. It
identifies what Christ Jesus overcame. It identifies the
crowing event of his developing effort at raising the
image of man to divine heights.
In today's world, Christian Science assumes that
identity as the science devoted to raising the spiritual
image of man to the realm of reality, the realm of divine
Love. It stands as a symbol, not for a new discovery, but
for the scientific discovery of what Christ Jesus had dealt
with and had overcome as demonstrated in metaphysical
healing, giving to mankind a whole new identity. It
stands as a symbol for the victory that was has been
achieved for mankind by way of spiritual and scientific
development, and is still being achieved on that same
basis, which shall continue to be achieved for evermore.
Now, when we say with Christ Jesus "Our Father
which art in heaven" a celebration comes into mind, for
heaven is an ancient metaphor for the reality of infinite
divine Love that the human sense is developing to
comprehend. The clouds that are shown in the first
painting in Christ and Christmas are shown to have
parted and opened the scene to the star and its infinite
brightness. The painting presents the scientific nature
of clouds, which may well hide the 'star' from human
thought, but which have no impact on reality itself that
is so infinitely above all earthbound facets that mankind
struggles with until reality comes fully into view.
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Of course, the stanzas of the prayer and the
chapters of the Christian Science textbook coincide
sequentially. If we look at the first textbook chapter,
titled Prayer, the same celebration unfolds that we have
just discovered. In the chapter Mary Baker Eddy urges
the human thought to recognize that "God is Love."
Mary Baker Eddy writes in the chapter on Prayer: "Can
we ask Him to be more?" We are urged to recognize
that "God is intelligence." "Can we inform the infinite
Mind of anything He does not already comprehend?"
We also have God defined as the "open fount, which is
pouring forth more than we accept." "Shall we plead
for more?" God is defined as "Divine Love." "More than
this we cannot ask, higher we cannot look, father we
cannot go." "Dost thou 'love the Lord thy God with all
they heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind'?"
"Do we love our neighbor better because of this asking?"
Everyone of these areas, or zones of realization, is highly
important. Moving on from zone to zone we deal with
them.
The painting, Star of Bethlehem, echoes what Mary
Baker Eddy described about her own experience when
she faced death from her spinal injury, but inwardly
understood a different reality based on God as Love and
on Christ Jesus' testaments of it. While she was restored
to full health in the space of a moment, her healing
reflected the spiritual illumination she found when
contemplating at this dark hour one of the Master's great
healing works. In response to this brief experience of
spiritual power the most far reaching research into the
science of the Christ, and Christ healing, was launched.
The result of her work may well be judged in times to
come as the most important scientific contribution by
any individual to the welfare of mankind. Her
contribution stands as a beacon in the night, yet its light
is not its own. Mary Baker Eddy presented to the world
what she herself had gleamed from a source beyond
human reasoning.
Over three hundred editions of the textbook
indicate the immense amount of work, searching,
praying, listening, and scientific reasoning that went into
the founding of Christian Science, until Mary Baker
Eddy, herself, could fully respond to the Master's
declaration: "Our Father which art in heaven." The light
that Christian Science sheds upon humanity must
likewise be gleamed from that source which draws
thought beyond human reason. Christ Jesus must have
felt the same, for he coined a phrase that seems designed
not to allow the central source and reality to be
forgotten. The phrase "Our Father which art in heaven"
signifies divine Love and man's oneness with God in
divine Love. It sets up a platform for man's self-discovery
out of which metaphysical healing unfolds.
This scientific self-discovery puts man infinitely
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above the materially hypothesized image of man as a
glorified worm to be enslaved or controlled, or a higher
ape looting or destroying its planet. The scientific image
presents man and the universe as one and forever
developing itself on its infinite basis according to the
ageless dynamics of life. Note, the aspect from the
definition of GOOD that applies to this element position
is God's "omni-action." (Please refer to Appendix I)

Element 2
Mary Baker Eddy gave what she understood to be
the spiritual sense of the Lord's prayer. This addition
adds a scientific element to each element of the chain
of statements that comprise the Lord's Prayer. These
spiritual correlatives follow the original elements of the
Master's prayer, one by one. They lead thought onward
to deeper insights into the scientific aspects of what
Christ Jesus has introduced. In this case, the phrase "Our
Father which art in heaven" has been translated by Mary
Baker Eddy into the scientific acknowledgement: "Our
Father-Mother God, all-harmonious." Through the
acknowledgement that Mary Baker Eddy presents, the
immediacy of God is emphasized and God's nature as
divine Love is acknowledged. In this manner she presents
a specific aspect of reality as it has been experienced by
herself, by countless others, and by the multitudes in
Jesus' days who brought their sick to the Master to be
healed. We do well to remember, as the Bible tells us,
that they were all healed by the influence of God's
Christ.
The second verse in Christ and Christmas
introduces the Christ idea:
"In tender mercy, Spirit sped
A loyal ray
To rouse the living, wake the dead,
And point the Way -"
Since there are two verses associated with the
corresponding painting, Christ Healing, only the first half
of the painting applies. Here, we see a young woman in
a coffin being raised to life by Christ Jesus who himself
is shown standing in the light of that great star that was
introduced in the first painting.
This second element falls on the row with the
cardinal point, Christianity, "which is the outcome of
the divine Principle of the Christ-idea in Christian
history." A new meaning has been added to this row of
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the matrix, in the third dimension, directing thought
"southward" to that "which binds human society into
solemn union."
Whenever I hear the words associated with the
Lord's Prayer: "Our Father-Mother God, all-harmonious"
I see the first half of the painting, Christ Healing, in
mind. I see Christ Jesus raising the dead. I sense the
immediacy of divine Love, it ever-presence, and the
generic nature of it that binds humanity into solemn
union in Truth. There is but one Father-Mother, one
Truth, one reflection, one Life, one Love. Christ Jesus
demonstrated the immediacy of this one reality. He
raised the dead! He demonstrated the solemn union
between man and divine Truth. Note, the aspect from
the definition of GOOD that applies to this level of the
matrix is God's "omnipresence."
The second textbook chapter "Atonement and
Eucharist" illustrates this union. Mary Baker Eddy writes
in this chapter about Christ Jesus, "First in the line of
Christian duties he taught his followers the healing
power of Truth and Love." "Jesus of Nazareth taught
and demonstrated man's oneness with the Father, and
for this we owe him endless homage."
Mary Baker Eddy refers to the Christ, in Christ
and Christmas, as "a loyal ray, to rouse the living, wake
the dead, and point the way." Christ Jesus gave mankind
its spiritual name that forever signifies man's oneness
with God as divine image. This spiritual name is,
Christianity. The name signifies the full, and universal,
unity of God and man. Mary Baker Eddy describes this
unity in her response to the Lord's Prayer: "Our FatherMother God, all-harmonious."

Element 3
The Lord's Prayer moves thought onward. The next
concept has been introduced by Christ Jesus. The Master
taught us to pray: "Hallowed be Thy name."
When I hear these words I see the second half of
the painting, Christ Healing, in mind. I see the two
onlookers observing the scene. What they observe is the
spiritual idea of God unfolding in their own
consciousness. They may see the Master reaching out to
the woman in the coffin and see him lifting her up, but
the unfolding of the spiritual idea of divine Love that is
manifested in the scene, always takes place in the
observers consciousness. Just look at the two figures in

the painting; look at their expressions; look their
postures. There is something moving deep within
consciousness, an unfolding awareness of a significant
presentation of divine power and presence before which
they stand in awe.
The poem says it this way:
"The Christ-idea, God anoints Of Truth and Life;
The way in Science he appoints,
That stills all strife."
Isn't this like saying, "Hallowed by thy name"?
Christ Jesus urges us to gain a sense of the momentous
significance of every unfolding idea of Truth that touches
our lives. His words are simple: "Hallowed by thy name,"
and so is the responsibility they imply. Infinitely greater,
however, is the reality of divine Life and Love that they
are intended to focus upon. The cardinal point for this
row is "The Christ, the spiritual idea of God." If the
Christ cannot rouse human perception to the
apprehension of spiritual ideas, nothing can.
The corresponding aspect from the third dimension
adds the following description to the cardinal point of
the Christ. Mary Baker Eddy defines it as, "The polar
magnet of Revelation."
The Master was totally consistent in pointing out
that the effects he illustrated in healing the sick, were
not the result of some personal power, but correspond
with Truth, with the nature of absolute reality that
comprises God and God's reflection in a single coherent
unity. Christ Jesus spoke in the Father's name, in the
name of what he understood to be real about God and
man. He spoke about what he understood, about what
he had experienced of his own spiritual sonship, about
his own oneness with the infinite All, the nature of
reality.
Christ Jesus was a scientist who understood man's
identity to be anchored in that of God. Had he not reason
to marvelled at what he saw? Thus, the declaration in
prayer: "Hallowed by Thy name!" Is this what we see
expressed in the second half of the painting, Christ
Healing? Is this what we see in the faces of those standing
by? The verse in Christ and Christmas echoes the
interlocking union between Christ, Truth, and scientific
acknowledgment. The applicable chapter in Science and
Health, is entitled: Marriage. The chapter takes one
beyond the ideals of social relationships and points to
the higher realities that social systems are not equipped
to acknowledge. None the less, human marriage remains
as a moral way-marker on the road of the unfolding of
humanity towards the Christ understanding of reality.
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Mary Baker Eddy writes in the chapter on
Marriage: "Human affection is not poured forth vainly,
even though it meets no return." "There is moral freedom
in Soul." "We cannot circumscribe happiness within the
limits of personal sense." "In Science man is the offspring
of Spirit. The beautiful, good, and pure, are his ancestry."
Mary Baker Eddy presents the scientific
development of thought, a movement out of the human
confinement by dominant systems such as those which
are reflected in the grosser forms of marriage, even the
marriage of individuals to organizations and ideologies
which immediately proceed to control them. Here the
Master's words stand as a beacon of light, to light the
path of the spiritual development of man: "Hallowed
by Thy name!" It is here where we find the oil and wine,
where we find love as reflecting an intelligent awareness
of the reality and immediacy divine Love.

Element 4
What the Master acknowledged with the words:
"Hallowed be Thy name" Mary Baker Eddy has put into
the scientific context. She focuses on the inherent
relevancy of the divine to the human equation. Her
whole life had been focused on this relevancy.
Throughout her life, the spiritual and divine was of
tangible importance, rather than being something remote
and theoretical. Here theology was not theoretical but
practical. Out of this background the science of spiritual
healing unfolded in her thoughts. When the answer came
to the great questions about the practical aspects of
spiritual being, the answer may well have superseded
her highest expectation. Clearly, it came not from any
human source, but out the infinite source of man's
spiritual relationship to God where all aspects of reality
are rooted, where man is not isolated from God or
reality, but comes to light as divine image in thought
and in deed.
Mary Baker Eddy was in touch with the center of
the universe, but in a Christ motivated, and not in a
spiritualist or mystical, sense. Can anyone utter a more
appropriate response to the Master's words "Hallowed
by thy name" than answering: "Adorable One!"
The phrase "Adorable One" is born from a platform
that is higher than the highest form of scientific
reasoning. Its foundation is Life, not logic, responsive
action, not belief. Perhaps this may be what the man
had felt whose story was brought out in a previous
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chapter, who had rescued that moth from its watery
grave and had set it free. He had touched upon something
greater than oneself. Here, morality and scientific
thought had opened up a domain to human experience
that was greater than morality and its Science. The aspect
from the definition of GOOD that defines the divine
quality for this domain is "omnipotence." Can this aspect
be experienced on any other platform than this? How
could one respond to the center of infinite good, that
human thought has barely begun to touch upon, other
than saying: "Adorable One"?
Whenever I hear those words spoken, which yet
mean so much, I see the painting from Christ and
Christmas with the title, "Seeking and Finding." The
painting shows a woman at a table with the Bible open
and a manuscript at her side. The scene is once again
shown illumined by the great star overhead. The poem
simply reads:
"What the Beloved knew and taught,
Science repeats,
Through understanding, dearly sought,
With fierce heart-beats."
The room is reminiscent to that in which Science
and Health was first written. The woman doesn't
represent Mary Baker Eddy, specifically. She represents
the universal spiritual idea. She represents, man or divine
image, manifesting the nature and reality of God. She
represents, man, in unity with omniscient Mind,
manifesting divine Principle, divine Love. We see the
Bible open in front of her, and we see the Bible and the
woman illumined by the light of the star.
The same texts that had been read by millions of
people over centuries now bares a new meaning, a new
significance, a new power for the healing of the nations.
The words "Adorable One" are appropriate. It stands in
recognition that the very source of divine Science has
been coming to light, and that it lay not in human
intellect or personal intelligence, but in divine Mind and
its manifestation in man and humanity. This is what
Mary Baker Eddy had sought after. This is what she had
found. This is what she had acknowledged, had accepted,
and had put down on paper. She stood in the presence
of infinity "with fierce heart beats."
The cardinal point for this row is the "The Word
of Life, Truth, and Love." The aspect that is added to
the scene from the third dimension has been defined by
Mary Baker Eddy as: "The North Star, the Word." The
implication is that one cannot supersede the Word, the
absolute, the divinely infinite defined.
The title of the fourth chapter in Science and
Health is one that leaves no doubt about the divine
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nature of the "Word of Life, Truth, and Love." There is
no wisdom that has any true human source, wrought by
physical experiences, even the most profound of them.
For ages it was deemed that there is enlightenment after
death, so that spiritualism could be a basis for wisdom.
Divine Science overturns that notion. Thus we find the
necessary tile for the correlative chapter from Science
and Health, as: "Christian Science versus Spiritualism."
This strong focus on the allness of infinite divine Life
appears to be needed to counter the notions of thought
that acknowledges the existence of evolved human
minds or spirits with superior knowledge or intelligence
wrought through death. Such notions open the door to
notions of natural slavery and block the access of thought
to the reality of the one Mind, the one Spirit, which
necessarily reflects itself in man and the universe. Mary
Baker Eddy refers in that chapter to "natural science"
and writes about it: "For centuries - yea, always - natural
science has not been considered a part of any religion,
Christianity not excepted." "Let us rid of the belief that
man is separated from God, and obey only the divine
Principle, Life and Love. Here is the great point of
departure for all spiritual growth."
The words: "Adorable One," can hardly be
superseded with anything more to the point.
Still, there is one more item that links the verse
and the painting to the Lord's Prayer segment: "Adorable
One." The clock that is shown in the background of the
painting, Seeking and Finding, indicates the time 12:05.
As was pointed out earlier, the symbolism points to
Revelation chapter 12 which introduces the woman
clothed with the sun and the moon under her feet, and
upon her head a crown of twelve stars. Verse 5 tells us
that "she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all
nations with a rule of iron: and her child was caught up
unto God and to His throne."
Mary Baker Eddy interprets Revelation 12, verse
by verse, in the textbook*92 except for one single verse,
which she skips over. The verse that is omitted, is this:
"And to the woman were given two wings of a great
eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness, into her
place, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and
a half time, from the face of the serpent." The two wings
may symbolically indicate the structure for the Key of
David, which is structurally divided into two halves, one
to represent God's perspective of reality, the other to
represent man's perspective of himself in reality. This
dual structure is an aspect that was evidently derived
from the Scriptures, by Mary Baker Eddy, through divine
Love. The order and completeness of this structure, quite
naturally brings the words to our lips: "Adorable One!"

Element 5
This element, unfolds in the second column. We
have a different 'flow' to deal with in this column,
identified as, "Christ," and associated with an aspect of
the nature of God as "divine." The aspect of the third
dimension that we deal with in this column is again
related to, "westward." This time, as this is now the inner
column of the western half of the structure, the second
part of the definition "westward" applies. By this
association the second column becomes defined as "the
Peaceful Sea of Harmony." This new concept in the third
dimension, of course, gives a new and clearer direction
to the river "Gihon: The rights of woman acknowledged
morally, civilly, and socially."
As we start a new column, we start at the lowest
element again, which cardinal point is, Christian Science.
In the third dimension the cardinal point "Christian
Science" becomes associated with the Cross of Calvary,
a symbol of victory representing all that Christ Jesus
has overcome. The Master's words from the Lord's
Prayer, which apply here, totally reflect this spirit of
celebration and its manifest as the Peaceful Sea of
Harmony. The master acknowledged this reality with
the words: "Thy kingdom come!"
When I hear those words spoken the Christmas
tree scene from the painting, Christmas Eve, comes to
mind. As I consider the scene, the spirit of celebration
has uplifted the scene of the Cross of Calvary and
translated the 'tree of knowledge' from the Adam
mythology into a tree of scientific, spiritual knowledge
of divine reality. The mortal image of mankind,
represented by Adam and Eve that may be recognized
in the Christmas tree scene, now becomes translated into
a higher image, where Adam is raised to reality and seen
with the true face of man, the image of God arrayed
with beauty, gentleness, care, and divine wisdom. Let's
hear, then, what the associated verse tells us:
Thus Christ, eternal and divine,
To celebrate
As Truth demands, - this living Vine
Ye demonstrate.
The translation of the Adam mythology into a
scientific celebration of man as divine image, is the
legacy of Christ Jesus. This celebration is reinstated by
Christian Science, "which to-day and forever interprets
the great example and the great Exemplar." In the
Glossary we have the term Christ defined as: "The divine
manifestation of God, which comes to the flesh to
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destroy incarnate error." The manifestation that is
indicated is a state of consciousness without error. This
manifestation is possible here and now. It is within reach
of men and woman everywhere. Christmas is a
celebration of the unfolding of the Christ idea in human
history. It is a celebration of a significant milestone in
the unfolding of man, of human civilization, of the Christ
coming to light in humanity.
The significance of the Christmas tree scene is
heightened through Christian Science. It is raised by
Christian Science from a celebration of material history,
to an ever present sense of spiritual reality and its
divinity manifest in man and humanity. It takes the
human thought out of its linear time/space geometry
into the native realm of the timeless geometry of
unbroken reality where Truth is relevant today as it was
through the ages.
Christ Jesus summed the none-linear geometry up
in one simple phrase that opens thought to infinity: "Thy
Kingdom come!" What is being celebrated here is the
great foundation for harmony among men, the
foundation for human development on the social,
economic, and technological level, as well as on the
moral and cultural level. The aspect from the definition
of GOOD that applies to this row is, "omni-action." It
blends well with the idea of unfolding reality, as "Thy
Kingdom come!" The very root of development is
enshrined in this phrase. Omni-action and unfoldment
go hand in hand. There is no steady state indicated here,
or resting position. The rights of "woman," the spiritual
idea of God unfolding in humanity, is in boundless
development by which the fundamental rights of the
divine representative are respected socially, morally, and
civilly.
This element of the Lord's Prayer is associated with
the textbook chapter titled: Animal Magnetism
Unmasked. It deals with a world deeply anchored in the
material, corporeal concept of man, a world of personal
power or attraction. Mary Baker Eddy writes in the
chapter: "There is but one real attraction, that of Spirit.
The pointing of the needle to the pole symbolizes this
all-embracing power or the attraction of God, divine
Mind." "Mankind must learn that evil is not power."
"Like our nation, Christian Science has its Declaration
of Independence. God has endowed man with inalienable
rights, among which are self-government, reason, and
conscience. Man is properly self-governed only when he
is guided rightly and governed his Maker, divine Truth
and Love."
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Element 6
This element is on the row with the cardinal point,
"Christianity, which is the outcome of the divine
Principle of the Christ-idea in Christian history." In the
third dimension this cardinal point is further defined as
a "southward" concept "which binds human society into
solemn union."
Mary Baker Eddy translates the Master's words
from the Lord's Prayer, "Thy kingdom come," into the
following declaration of Science: "Thy kingdom is come;
Thou art ever-present." Here we have a new definition
of the notion that man is "clothed with the sun."
The aspect from the definition for GOOD, for this
cardinal point, is "omnipresence." It is the sense of the
universality of good, the universality of all that is
divinely real and natural, that binds human society into
solemn union.
When I hear the words "Thy Kingdom is come,
thou art ever-present," I see the second half the painting,
Christmas Eve, in mind, and its presentation of Science,
Theology, and Medicine, the moral foundation for
human advancement. When the moral and human
concerns are addressed in divine Science, thought is
drawn unto the spiritual level of scientific perception
where reality unites into a single image of Truth.
Whatever deals with Truth for the good of humanity
leads towards a single standard and a single
understanding. The multiplicity of material or Earthbound pursuits indicate the divergence of these pursuits
from Truth, and promise a long night of error. The verse
from Christ and Christmas speaks of that error:
"For heaven's Christus, earthly Eves,
By Adam bid,
Make merriment on Christmas eves,
O'er babe and crib.
Except, in the painting we can see the tables turned
by one significant figure, the boy who holds the
textbook. He is touched at his genitals by the
representative of divine Science. His identity is raised,
from a platform of material personality to its native
divine image in divine Science. He is alive, and will uplift
Theology, and Medicine in turn. Divine Science is being
understood. Today, Medicine is healing 99.9% of
humanity, materially, with a reasonable degree of
success. At the present time there exists no alternative
method of healing that could take its place universally.
Medicine, however, is far from being a panacea. It
is just beginning to break out of operating as a band-aid
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method for treatment. It has barely begun addressing
health on a deeper platform. It has a long way ahead of
itself, and so have nearly all the other departments
designed to elevate humanity to a higher standard of
dignity, and harmony. Theology and politics must
combine as foundations for a moral policy platform,
supporting individuals, nations, and religion.
On the horizon of time we see the spiritual image
of man coming to the front. We have a scientific
translation in progress, represented by the conscious
scientific response to the Lord's Prayer: "Thy kingdom
is come; Thou art ever-present."
The applicable textbook chapter has the title:
Science, Theology, Medicine. Mary Baker Eddy writes
in the chapter, "God has been graciously preparing me
during many years for the reception of this final
revelation of the absolute divine Principle of scientific
mental healing." "Christian Science is natural, but not
physical." "The principle of divine metaphysics is God;
the practice of divine metaphysics is the power of Truth
over error; its rules demonstrate its Science."

Element 7
The Lord's Prayer goes on. We hear Christ Jesus'
words again: "Thy will be done in earth, as it is in
heaven." This element is on the next row up,
representing the cardinal point, labeled: "The Christ, the
spiritual idea of God." In the third dimension this
cardinal point is pointing "northward" to "the Polar
Magnet of Revelation."
The Christ unfolds infinity; God's will; even "the
might and wisdom of God." The Christ unfolds in human
thought infinite possibilities of spiritual development.
The infinity of God necessitates the forever selfdevelopment of man as an aspect of unfolding infinity
or divinity. The divine imperative that was perceived
by the inspired scientist who composed the first chapter
of Genesis, who quoted God as saying to man "multiply
and replenish the earth, and subdue it," had barely begun
to touch the hem of infinity. Christ Jesus was much
firmer in his commitment to the imperatives of Truth
when he declared in prayer, "Thy will be done on earth,
as it is in heaven."
When I hear these words I see in mind the painting
from Christ and Christmas, titled, "Christmas Morn." I
see two angelic figures in flight. The first angel has its

hand folded as in prayer, listening to the Christ. The
second angel is looking afar. I see the configuration of
perception and discernment. Mary Baker Eddy defines
the term, ANGELS, in the Glossary, as: "God's thoughts
passing to man; spiritual intuitions, pure and perfect;
the inspiration of goodness, purity, and immortality,
counteracting all evil, sensuality, and mortality." In a
higher sense, the concept of 'angels' resolves into the
Christ. Light is flooding the scene from behind the
horizon. The spiritual development is echoed in the
development of the land, of society. One sees sheep in
the field and a city on the horizon with a domed
structure. "Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven,"
reflects the edict in divine Science, "...progress is the
law of God, whose law demands of us only what we can
certainly fulfill."*93 Slavery is abolished!
The applicable verse from Christ and Christmas
reads as follows:
"Yet wherefore signalize the birth
Of him ne'er born?
What can rehearse the glorious worth
Of this high morn?"
The concept of Renaissance is incorrectly
perceived as a high point for human society. It must be
perceived as a dawning, followed by the full day. What
wondrous glory is thus added to the ancient words: "Thy
will be done in earth, as it is in heaven." How could
anyone really circumscribe infinity, or limit that capacity
of the human soul to understand reality and transform
this understanding into healing and into majestic
manifests of progress? God's law is imperative and
authoritative. We can discern the face of infinity here
and now, and see it manifested in life, individually as in
universal humanity. The divine design is not subject to
human will, but is irreversible reality that humanity can
found its existence on.
The applicable chapter from Science and Health
is titled: Physiology. Mary Baker Eddy writes in the
chapter: "Physiology is one of the apples from the tree
of knowledge." "Spiritual causation is the one question
to be considered, for more than all others spiritual
causation relates to human progress." "Mind's control
over the universe, including man, is no longer an open
question, but is demonstrable Science. Jesus illustrated
the divine Principle and the power of immortal Mind
by healing sickness and sin and destroying the
foundations of death."
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Element 8
What theology could not declare, divine Science
brings to humanity. Mary Baker Eddy's presents the
spiritual translation of Christ Jesus' text, "Thy will be
done in earth, as it is done in heaven." The following is
what she understood to be the scientific significance of
the Master's spiritual point contained in that stanza. Her
response is: "Enable us to know, - as in heaven, so on
earth, - God is omnipotent, supreme." She doesn't talk
about scientific exploration anymore, but about absolute
knowing. What reigns supreme in this scene is not
human will, but the omnipotence of Truth.
When these words are spoken - "Enable us to
know, - as in heaven, so on earth, - God is omnipotent,
supreme" - I see in mind the first half of the painting
Christian Science Healing. I see in my mind that 'woman
closed with the sun' that John wrote about, that Mary
Baker Eddy had interpreted into human form in the
painting. The woman in the painting is dressed in white
and stands in the light of the great star that we he had
seen throughout the series. To her, that star is the sun.
Her right hand points upwards to it.
The cardinal point for this matrix row now comes
to mind: "The Word of Life, Truth, and Love," and the
additional aspect from the third dimension, points us
northward, to "the North Star, the Word." What does
the term "Word" mean to you? Do you see it as a
command? Do you see it as a promise that someone gives
his 'word' to, for assurance? Or do you see the 'word' in
terms if representing absolute fact? Perhaps all three.
Now remember your answer and read the cardinal point
again: "The WORD of Life, Truth, and Love." It could
mean "The 'command' or 'promise' or 'fact' of Life,
Truth, and Love." This is the kind of stuff that we are
dealing with here.
The woman of the Apocalypse represents the
absolute standpoint, the identity of man as divine image.
She is clothed with the sun! "Christ was not crucified,"
she proclaims in the words of the poem, "that doom
was Jesus' part; for Sharon's Rose must bud and bloom,
in human heart." And she adds, "God was manifest in
the flesh."
We see in the painting the human image of the
divine idea that John beheld and described in the
Apocalypse as 'closed with the sun' and with all matter
under her feet and upon her head a crown of twelve
stars - the stars of rejoicing. In the painting, the divine
idea is no longer a remote, imaginary metaphorical
figure, but she represents what is going on daily around
the world. She has been translated scientifically (not
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religiously) to become the accepted image of man, the
"God-crowned, royal man," acknowledged morally,
socially, and civilly. The demand of the poem is: that
"Sharon's rose must bud and bloom in human heart."
This is the highest element in the column. As such, we
have the added aspect from the third dimension
associated with the concept. This added aspect translates
the absolute dimension of the "Word of Life, Truth, and
Love," and puts it into the everyday sphere of reality
which Mary Baker Eddy has defined in this case as "the
Peaceful Sea of Harmony." The third dimension is the
dimension of the practicality of the truth.
"Sharon's Rose," on the other hand, may be
perceived as a representative term of the forth
dimension, and may stand as a metaphor for the image
of God.
With this correlation, Mary Baker Eddy takes us
beyond the orthodox view of: "Thy will be done in earth,
as it is in heaven." She translates the Master's scientific
declaration of reality into a deeply conscientious
yearning, "Enable us to know," but acknowledging that
the primal and only cause is divine Spirit - "as in heaven,
so on earth, - God is omnipotent, supreme."
The applicable chapter from Science and Health
is called: Footsteps of Truth. Mary Baker Eddy writes in
the opening paragraphs, "The best sermon ever preached
is Truth practiced and demonstrated by the destruction
of sin, sickness, and death," and, "The way to extract
error from mortal mind is to pour in truth through floodtides of Love." She also writes, "Christian Science raises
the standard of liberty and cries: 'Follow me! Escape
from the bondage of sickness, sin, and death!' Jesus
marked out the way. Citizens of the world, accept the
'glorious liberty of the children of God,' and be free!
This is your divine right."

Element 9
Now we are moving into the second half of the
matrix.
As much as the first half of the matrix has dealt
with man's discovery of his relationship to God, so, the
second half deals with man's discovery of the inherent
relationship of God or Truth, to man. Has God any
knowledge of sin, sickness, and death? No! Truth cannot
embrace its opposite. Neither should we. Truth can
embrace only the fullness of Life, the perfection of being,
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the absolute which has no limits, the universal reality.
So should we likewise. On this note the prayer continues.
Now the design appears focused onto bringing the
human experience into line with what God knows as
the truth.
We work in a new column again, the third column.
The third column represents the third side of the city,
the side called, Christianity.
For this column we have the added vertical
description from the third dimension which points us
"eastward" to the manger of Jesus. We also have another
descriptor associated with the third column, which is
the third term from Mary Baker Eddy definition of the
nature of God, which tells us that God is "supreme."
The two concepts, the "manger of Jesus" and the aspect
of God as "supreme" unite into a concept that raises the
image of man above the idea of material development
or evolution, into the sphere of divine Truth. Here, man
is not a worm or a higher ape, but is the outcome of
divine Principle reflected in the creative nature of man
and the universe.
In the book of Revelation, chapter five, the
metaphor is focused on 'the book of life' sealed with
seven seals that no man was found worthy to open, and
loosen the seven seals thereof. Only the Lamb was found
worthy. The chapter talks extensively about the Lamb
which is defined as the "Lion of the tribe of Judah." The
Lamb, the symbol of innocence and purity, thus becomes
translated into a symbol of power: "The Lion of the tribe
of Judah." Perhaps the passage refers to Christ Jesus who
did demonstrate by his healing power the supremacy of
divine Principle over sin, sickness, and death, which
pretty well embraces the worst that man is challenged
to deal with in his existence on earth.
The "manger" represents innocence and purity, the
lamb, but in the divine context it also bears the added
dimension of absolute Truth: the Lion, the power of
knowing the truth. The manger, therefore, does not
represent infancy. It marks in the history of mankind
the most majestic unfolding of the eternal Christ that
was ever beheld on this planet. It marks a milestone in
human capability to accept man's oneness with God and
to demonstrate it in practical terms. The advent of Jesus
of Nazareth may have been the culmination of decades
of spiritual growth and prayer, of coming to terms with
the spiritual realities of being at the grass roots level of
human existence. It did not represent a miracle,
however. Miracles do not occur! The advent of Jesus
represents the supreme and the natural coming to light
together, appearing to spiritual sense as the "Lion of the
tribe of Judah."*94
At the first position of the third element, the

Lord's Prayer continues with the Master's words: "Give
us this day our daily bread." Orthodox religion may take
this phrase literally; not withstanding that one of the
key temptations that Jesus faced in his thirty day journey
into the wilderness, before his public healing career
begun, was to turn stone into bread. He rejected the
tempter: "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."*95 So,
it wasn't bread he was talking about in the prayer. Man
lives by the facts of truth, by the reality that God is, by
what Mind knows, by Spirit's reflection in man and the
universe, by the omnipotence of Truth. This is our
portion, our daily bread, or life, our health. The
omnipotence of divine Truth is the platform for human
healing, and human development towards the infinite
in infinite expansion in beauty, and perfection.
When I hear the words, "Give us this day our daily
bread," I see the second half of the painting, Christian
Science Healing, in mind. I see the patient sitting up in
that huge bed that is shown in the painting, rising in
response to Christian Science healing. I recognize also
that the element unfolds on the lowest row of the matrix
with the cardinal point "Christian Science, which today and forever interprets the great example and the
great Exemplar." Here, I remind myself that the cardinal
point, Christian Science, stands in association with the
third dimension, pointing southward to the Cross of
Calvary. The cross, here, signifies what Christ Jesus had
overcome. Its focus, here, is on 'celebration.' When I
look at the painting I see the figure of the sick person
rising in response to Christian Science healing, and see
a celebration in progress. This is what Christian Science
healing really is. I also take note that the response is not
produced by material 'bread' as the stanza from the
Lord's Prayer longs for. The 'daily bread' is translated
through the verse of the poem of Christ and Christmas,
into grace; "with grace... for health makes room." The
full verse reads:
"Forever present, bounteous, free,
Christ comes in gloom;
And aye, with grace towards you and me,
For health makes room."
Our daily heritage is spiritual. It's bread is grace, a
derivative of the omnipotence of Truth. The motivating
force at the daily human scene is scientific perception.
Grace is analogous to the facets of Truth for which we
have room in consciousness according to our day,
according to our needs. The focus in prayer is now
shifted upwards, towards claiming our divine heritage
to the fullest, to embrace 'grace' in consciousness, to
live it. The previous focus: "Enable us to know," is being
fulfilled by bringing us into the realm of demonstration
of metaphysical healing: "Give us this day our daily
bread."
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The corresponding chapter in Science and Health
is called: Creation. The chapter opens with the
declaration: "Eternal Truth is changing the universe."
"Mind manifests all that exists in the infinity of Truth.
We know no more of man as the true divine image and
likeness, than we know of God." "When mortal man
blends his thoughts of existence with the spiritual and
works only as God works, he will no longer grope in
the dark and cling to earth because he has not tasted
heaven."
Is this what is meant by the words: "Give us this
day our daily bread?" We have a longing here for the
spiritual heaven of the age, which is the scientific
understanding of the truth, and we see in the painting
an acknowledgement of its existence.

Element 10
The words of the Master that we had just
considered, "Give us this day our daily bread," are now
fully interpreted by Mary Baker Eddy into a declaration
of scientific prayer: "Give us grace for to-day; feed the
famished affections."
Note, how the idea of grace is now brought
forward from the poem into Mary Baker Eddy's response
to the Lord's Prayer stanza, where it becomes amplified
into the desire, "Give us grace for today; feed the
famished affection."
The current element pertains to the row with the
cardinal point, "Christianity, which is the outcome of
the divine Principle of the Christ-idea in Christian
history." To this a new aspect has been added in the
third dimension. It points "southward" to something
profound which "binds human society into solemn
union."
When I hear the words, "Give us grace for today;
feed the famished affections," I see in mind the painting
from Christ and Christmas of the old man in the rocking
chair facing the little Girl in white dress. The little girl
is illumined by that cone of light that emanates from
that great star that has appeared in most previous
paintings. The little girl is well noticed by the elderly
gentleman in the rocking chair. There is a Bible shown
to the right of the man, on a table. The Bible is closed,
however. The girl that he faces has an open book in her
hands. The title is clearly readable: Science and Health
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with Key to the Scriptures. What unfolded in the
manger, now appears advanced beyond measure. The old
man represents Christianity. He appears to be quite
aware of what is happening in front of his eyes: The
divine idea is being recognized as significant and valid.
Let us hear the words of the poem:
"Thus olden faith's pale star now blends
In seven-hued white!
Life, without birth and without end,
Emitting light!"
We have both aspects represented in the poem;
the divine idea - "Life, without birth and without end,
Emitting light," and the universality of scientific
Christianity - "Thus olden faith's pale star now blends
in seven hued white." The bringing together of the two
aspects binds humanity into solemn union.
The title of the painting is a prayer in itself. The
text, that makes up the title, is attributed to Christ Jesus:
"I thank Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
because Thou hast hid these things from the wise and
prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes." This
complex title is echoed in Mary Baker Eddy's words in
response to the Master's stanza as she writes in response,
"Give is grace for to-day, feed the famished affections."
In the previous painting it was stated that the
operating factor was "grace" with which the Christ had
made room in consciousness for establishing health.
Now, the longing is not merely for grace as the
facilitator, but "grace" for itself. "Give us grace for today" becomes a foundation for spiritual action within,
for affection. This results naturally in "Life, without
birth and without end, emitting light."
I love this concept of grace, manifest as "Life,
without birth and without end, emitting light." When I
hear the words, the image of the little girl with the
textbook in hand, comes to mind. This statement from
the poem expands the image of grace. It touches the
olden faith's pale star and urges a response, which, if it
is moving towards Science and reality now blends with
the advanced concepts about God that are coming to
light in divine Science, manifest as honesty, hope, faith,
meekness, affection, understanding, and power. The
famished affections of theological religiosity are thus
being fed with a new outlook on Truth, unfolding a
higher and more spiritual morality.
Mary Baker Eddy's element in response to the
Lord's Prayer, saying, "Give us grace for to-day" is
associated with the textbook chapter, titled: Science of
Being. This is the chapter that gives us the 32 step
Platform of Christian Science. The 'grace of God' turns
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out to be a comprehensive awareness of the nature of
God, not attained through the schools, but derived from
within the unity of God and man - the Science of Being.
The chapter, Science of Being, in the textbook,
closes with the following comprehensive statement on
the First Commandment which lies at the root of age
old beliefs which can be traced through many religions
and cultures. Mary Baker Eddy writes in this chapter,
"The divine Principle of the First Commandment bases
the Science of being, by which man demonstrates health,
holiness, and life eternal. One infinite God, good, unifies
men and nations; constitutes the brotherhood of man;
ends wars; fulfills the Scripture, 'Love thy neighbor as
thyself;' annihilates pagan and Christian idolatry, whatever is wrong in social, civil, criminal, political, and
religious codes; equalizes the sexes; annuls the curse on
man, and leaves nothing that can sin, suffer, be punished
or destroyed."
In the background of the painting stands a clock.
Its hands indicate 5:05 hours. Revelation 5, corresponds
to a discourse regarding the book of life and the Lamb
that is found worthy to open it. This had already been
introduced before. In verse 5, however, of that chapter,
the Lamb is given the new identity of the Lion of the
tribe of Judah. We read as follows, "Behold the Lion of
the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to
open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof."
The seven seals, are they the seven synonyms for God,
blending with olden faith "in seven-hued white?" And
who in the painting is the "Lion of the tribe of Judah"
who has prevailed to open the book? It is the little girl,
understanding Christian Science?
What a vast horizon is now brought into view,
unfolding out of the Master's words, "Give us this day,
our daily bread!"

manifestation of God, which comes to the flesh to
destroy incarnate error." His mission was to heal, to
supplant the temporal with the eternal, to uplift the
platform of divine Science to deeper insights and greater
relevancy.
The row of the matrix that we are dealing with
here, represents the cardinal point "The Christ, the
spiritual idea of God," with the added aspect of the third
dimension, pointing "northward" to "the Polar Magnet
of Revelation." The Christ is the Polar Magnet of
revelation. Without the Christ, divine Science would
most likely not exist. Divine Science is not a human
invention. It is the human interface to the infinite which
the Christ is bringing to light in advancing footsteps of
spiritual understanding.
Christ Jesus helped mortals to fulfill their debt to
divine Love. The words in the Lord's prayer represent a
yearning for the required righteousness, or spiritual
rightness: "forgive us our debts, as we forgive our
debtors."
When I hear the above words I see in my thoughts
the painting in Christ and Christmas, called: Treating
the Sick. I see Adam in a very large bed. The bed is as
wide as the sea of humanity. But Adam does not recover.
The debt that must be paid by humanity, is to bury the
Adam dream that ties men to sick-beds. Our debt is, to
raise the image of man to the divine height of Truth
where man represents the divine image. The phrase,
"forgive us our debts" speaks not so much of a search
for a pardon, than for a longing that the human obligation
to Truth may be fulfilled, even as we fulfill our lesser
obligations. Erroneous concepts are not overcome until
they are buried by Truth, that is, until they are forgiven.

On forgiving debt.
Element 11
At the higher level, "grace," ultimates into the
fullness of what is termed the Christ. Jesus bore the
identity as the Christ in the manner of a divine title.
Mary Baker Eddy said of Jesus of Nazareth that he was
"the most scientific man that ever trod the globe."*96
The double term, Christ Jesus, identifies Jesus as the
highest earthly demonstrator of divine Science. The
world calls him "Master" but he said: "I can of my own
self do nothing: as I hear, I judge."*97 Mary Baker Eddy
defines the term, Christ, in the Glossary, as: "The divine

The term "forgive" has a special root in ancient
customs, being related to the Israelites practice of giving
service in discharge of debts to be released. The term
"forgive," therefore was more related to obtaining the
means for providing service by which the debtor would
be released from obligations, rather than obtaining
pardon. This custom reflects, though crudely, the
scientific principle involved in treating the sick. We treat
error with the understanding of Truth in divine Science.
The error is not pardoned, but is wiped out in
consciousness as scientific awareness, powered by the
Christ, fulfills mankind's obligation to divine Love, to
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infinite Mind, in the destruction of error.
However, there is another facet involved in
forgiving debt, namely its financial correlative. The
human race is being choked to death under mountains
of debt rigged up by a corrupt world financial
dictatorship. The question is, can mankind muster
sufficient love to forgive itself this obligation that is
strangling it? Wisdom would suggest that it should. This
wisdom was reflected in Mosaic law*98 as a cyclical form
of thanksgiving, occurring every seventh year, with a
special celebration "a Jubilee" to occur every fiftieth
year. At these occasions all accumulated debt was to be
released, and the poor to be uplifted.
The forgiveness of debt was also a subject that
Christ Jesus addressed, who shifted the subject unto a
more scientific platform, as directly related to love,
rather than to imposed cyclical "Jubilee." He presented
this connection while being a guest in a Pharisee's house.
While they sat at meat, a woman of the city intruded
who was known as "a sinner." The Scriptures report,
she had brought "an alabaster box of ointment, and stood
at his feet behind him weeping, and began to wash his
feet with tears, and did wipe them with the hairs of her
head, and kissed his feet, and anointed them with the
ointment. Now when the Pharisee which had bidden him
saw it, he spake within himself, saying, This man, if he
were a prophet, would have known who and what
manner of woman this is that toucheth him: for she is a
sinner. And Jesus answering said unto him, Simon, I have
somewhat to say unto thee. And he saith, Master, say
on. There was a certain creditor which had two debtors:
the one owed five hundred pence, and the other fifty.
And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave
them both. Tell me therefore, which of them will love
him most? Simon answered and said, I suppose that he,
to whom he forgave most. And he said unto him, Thou
hast rightly judged. And he turned to the woman, and
said unto Simon, Seest thou this woman? I entered into
thine house, thou gavest me no water for my feet: but
she hath washed my feet with tears, and wiped them
with the hairs of her head. Thou gavest me no kiss: but
this woman since the time I came in hath not ceased to
kiss my feet. My head with oil thou didst not anoint:
but this woman hath anointed my feet with ointment.
Wherefore I say unto thee, Her sins, which are many,
are forgiven; for she loved much: but to whom little is
forgiven, the same loveth little."(Luke 7:36-48)
This presents an important aspect for today's
world, for question repeats itself: Does mankind love
itself sufficiently to release itself of the obligations that
are strangling it to death? If the answer is NO, nothing
will be forgiven and the collapse of civilization will
occur. This much is certain. But if on the other hand,
mankind's love for life, human dignity, and a respect
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for man as the most valuable entity that unfolded on
this planet - valued as divine image, the image of infinite
Mind, Truth, and Love - than this developing love will
set in motion processes to declare a moratorium of
payments on debt (most of which have actually been
repaid many times over). Then this love will force a
bankruptcy reorganization of the world financial system
which has created the debt burden in the first place as
an instrument for looting. When this love can be
achieved, much will be forgiven, and the continuity and
progress of civilization will be assured.
At the present mankind's love for its boundless
nature is but a flicker. Its respect for wealth and the
forces controlling it is far greater, although the respect
for these "structures of sin"*99 that are destroying its
living is fading fast. There is an awakening in progress
for this most necessary Jubilee for life.
Mary Baker Eddy writes under the heading "Paean
of jubilee: For victory over a single sin, we give thanks
and magnify the Lord of Hosts. What shall we say of
the mighty conquest over all sin? A louder song, sweeter
than has ever before reached high heaven, now rises
clearer and nearer to the great heart of Christ; for the
accuser is not there, and Love sends forth her primal
and everlasting strain. Self-abnegation, by which we lay
down all for Truth, or Christ, in our warfare against
error, is a rule in Christian Science. This rule clearly
interprets God as divine Principle,--as Life, represented
by the Father; as Truth, represented by the Son; as Love,
represented by the Mother. Every mortal at some period,
here or hereafter, must grapple with and overcome the
mortal belief in a power opposed to God."*100
There is a obligation that we all carry: to deal with
the Adam mythology of living in and by matter, rather
than by the reflected intelligence of infinite Mind
manifest in a human intellect that reaches out to infinity.
It is a universal obligation to deal with the dream of
preset limits beyond which it is deemed that man cannot
go, a limit which is related to the Adam myth which
has a universal or generic meaning indicating a
suppositional lie opposed to the spiritual creation set
forth in the first chapter of Genesis. Our debt to divine
Truth and Love is one that encircles humanity, a debt
to honor life and intelligence. We are indebted to raising
the image of man to the divine level, both individually
and universally to the same level to which Christ Jesus
has raised man, and beyond that. This is the only true
debt that mankind carries, while the process of fulfilling
this debt liberates - it takes nothing of value and
develops the capacities of man towards the infinite. The
natural process of fulfillment should serve as the model
for settling the world's financial debt. Its fulfillment
should flow out of the economic, scientific, and
technological development of the world. No other
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discharge of debt is physically possible. The verse from
Christ and Christmas that applies here, reads:
"The Way, the Truth, the Life - His word Are here, and now
Christ's silent healing, heaven heard,
Crowns the pale brow."
The universality of Truth, unfolding in nonlinear
geometry without time, is acknowledged in every
Christian Science church service. It is acknowledged in
the manner in which the various books of the Bible are
announced before their citations are read. This
announcement of the Bible sources lets the individual
know that Abraham and Moses, and all the other ancient
pioneers including Christ Jesus and the Apostles, were
universally dealing with one single all-embracing Truth,
the same that we focus on today. As I hear the biblical
sources referenced, I can feel the universality of the truth
reflected. There are Noah moments to be made one's
own, and Jacob moments, and Matthew moments, and
many others, but they do all in their individuality unlock
the nature of one infinite universal reality and its Truth.
The various people's trials and victories are trials and
victories for man. They all deal with the same divine
Truth that is relevant today. Thus, the potency of
knowing the truth, is available today as it was, then. I
need to hear the biblical names for this reason, as a
scientific reminder of this all-embracing Truth. I need
to celebrate the universality of the recognition of that
reality that had been understood by them, that had
shaped their lives. I need this acknowledgement of the
universality of divine Truth, for myself, for then the
acknowledgement of Truth, at the present moment, is
more natural, and is more naturally extended to embrace
all humanity.
For the same reason I also need to mentally reinsert Mary Baker Eddy's picture into the front pages of
the textbook, which had been removed in 1910. I need
to remind myself that Mary Baker Eddy was not a superhuman or special individual, but was one of humanity
who had set herself the goal to scientifically deal with
the one universal, absolute Truth that had come into
her life through a momentous healing. I need to
acknowledge this link between her work and her
identity, which defines her as an individual scientist
searching for the nature of Truth. Without this link to
her individuality in searching for the truth of being, or
the science of being, - that is, without her picture
reinserted into the textbook that presents the textbook
itself not as something magical, but as the work of an
individual of humanity searching for the truth - her work
becomes that of a guru or saint. It becomes an entity of
its own. It becomes elevated to something so absolute
that no one of humanity can hope to fully understand
it, much less equal it and step beyond it. If this is how

Mary Baker Eddy is judged by mankind, then, there will
be progress. Unfortunately, the effort is not being made
by individuals and society to reach that height of
understanding that she had attained, of divine Truth,
while mental dullness is accepted as a comfortable norm.
For this reason great care has been taken in this
book not to isolate Mary Baker Eddy's work into
something divinely absolute, even at the danger that the
reader may get thoroughly disgusted at seeing Mary
Baker Eddy's name printed so profusely. Her work had
to be presented as the individual work of a human being
who may have achieved vastly more as a scientist than
anyone else, but whose work can be equalled, and can
be carried forward, and be taken higher in the line of
progress. In fact, Mary Baker Eddy, herself, made it clear
that her work was not to be understood as something
absolute: "...follow your Leader only so far as she follows
Christ,"*101 she urged. Still, she was the undisputed
pioneer in the field of bringing divine Science closer to
humanity. This leadership in individual work and
achievement must be acknowledged.
To recognize Mary Baker Eddy as a guru or saint,
even in cases when this recognition is not directly
acknowledged in thought, has tragic consequences. Let
me illustrate.
Mary Baker Eddy made her momentous discovery
in 1866 during the course of her instant healing from
the spinal injury that she had incurred through a fall.
As the result of this experienced healing, she spent the
next 44 years in search for the underlying laws that
enabled the healing, and in establishing its Science and
making it available to humanity. I once asked myself,
looking back at the few significant healings that I had
personally experienced through working in Christian
Science, how many minutes I had spent towards such a
goal. How much time and effort did I devote to
scientifically retrace every step of a healing experience;
to discover what specifically had moved consciousness;
to discover what was at the root of it; to discover how
one might gleam scientific insights from this experience
of a facet of Truth coming to light; how one might aid
humanity with yet another discovery of an aspect of
truth? For nearly every case that came to mind for which
I had asked myself how much time I had spent in
researching the principle behind what had taken place,
the answer was: "One minute, perhaps."
I had seen no reason why I should have pursued
such a search, seeing that Mary Baker Eddy has already
done all the work. And so, the experiences that might
have opened many more doors became wasted.
In this regard, the element from the Lord's Prayer
stands like a beacon: "And forgive us our debts...." Our
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debt to divine Love is manyfold, and the forgiveness
makes only sense in the manner in which the ancient
Israelites had practiced the forgiving of debt through
providing opportunities for extending service to equal
accounts. Let us search for the wisdom that the next
opportunity may not be wasted. Let us retrace the steps
that have already been taken that may yet be understood
for the principle of the good that has unfolded. Let us
search for opportunities to raise the image of man to
divine heights, universally, and to be so equipped to
honor divine Love for evermore.
The applicable textbook chapter for this element,
is titled: Some Objections Answered. Mary Baker Eddy
writes in the chapter: "Critics should consider that the
so-called mortal man is not the reality of man." "The
dream that matter and error are something, must yield
to reason and revelation." "A germ of infinite Truth,
though least in the kingdom of heaven, is the higher
hope on earth, but it will be rejected until God prepares
the soil for the seed. That which when sown bears
immortal fruit, enriches mankind only when it is
understood."
Where the Master's words off the mark when he
focused in prayer on this vital aspect: "And forgive us
our debts?" Hardly!
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though different in office yet bound together through
universal truth, is reflected in healing practice: "And
Love is reflected in love." The Science unfolding from
the Christ revelation sets the stage for the practical unity
of all mankind. When the Adam dream has been
vanquished, all that remains is the truth. The truth in
turn, when understood, makes its own demands. At this
point mankind is not ruled by religion or its Science,
but by divine Principle understood and acknowledged.
At the level of the absolute the whole concept of Truth
dissolves into the higher concept of divine Principle
manifest in life and in love. At this higher level, the
cardinal point is "The Word of Life, Truth, and Love,"
and is defined in the third dimension as "The North Star."
The textbook chapter for this element is: Christian
Science Practice. The chapter contains the famous
allegory of a trial of a case of liver-complaint for which
the death sentence is announced in the lower court of
mortal mind, but which is overturned into a complete
acquittal before the Supreme Court of Spirit. Mary Baker
Eddy writes in the chapter: "The Bible contains the
recipe for all healing. 'The leaves of the tree were for
the healing of the nations'... The tree is typical of man's
divine Principle, which is equal to every emergency,
offering full salvation from sin, sickness, and death." "The
power of Christian Science and divine Love is
omnipotent." Indeed, the aspect for this level, from the
definition of GOOD, defines the concept of good as
divine "omnipotence."

Element 12
This element presents Mary Baker Eddy's response
to the Master's prayer "forgive us our debts..." Her
response is a scientific affirmation of reality. She writes,
"And Love is reflected in love."
Whenever I hear these words spoken, "And Love
is reflected in love," I see the painting, Christian Unity,
in mind. I see Christ Jesus hand in hand with the woman
of the Apocalypse. The woman is shown with a scroll
in her left hand, marked: Christian Science. I see the
unity of the Christ and Christian Science. I see it as an
acknowledgement of the universal nature of Truth.
Herein lies true Christian unity. The corresponding verse
of the poem says this:
"For Christian Science brings to view
The great I Am, Omniscient power, - gleaming through
Mind, mother, man."
This unity of the Christ and Christian Science,

Element 13
This element, now, lies in the fourth column which
represents the side of the city foursquare, labeled: Divine
Science. With this column we have the river Euphrates
associated, "Divine Science encompassing the universe
and man...." The specific aspect of the nature of God
that pertains to this column, is: the divine quality of
"infinite." The specific aspect of the third dimension that
is added to the significance of this column, is its direction
pointing "eastward, ...to the star seen by the Wisemen
of the Orient."
The words for this element are from the Lord's
Prayer given by Christ Jesus, who added to the prayer:
"And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil."
The element falls once again onto the lowest level
of the column, associated with the cardinal point:
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Christian Science, which is related to the Cross of
Calvary as a symbol of victory, signifying what Christ
Jesus overcame, and what humanity is able to overcome.
The words "And lead us not into temptation, but deliver
us from evil" echo this thought. The words are also
related to the second half of the painting, Christian
Unity, and to the second verse of it.
"As in blest Palestina's hour,
So in our age,
'T is the same hand unfolds His power,
And writes the page."
The victory that the Cross of Calvary signifies is
the same that Christian Science brings to light. The path
to victory is also the same. Indeed, the temptation is
great to belittle this victory by regarding Jesus' works
as miracles, thus rendering Jesus' victory as out of reach
and with little meaning in today's world. Whoever talks
of miracles, admits to a deep underlying poverty which
dishonors humanity as being fundamentally unable to
understand the truth and achieve its demonstration. It
is tempting, also, to belittle the potency of the truth in
human experience, in the sight of the material evidence
to the contrary. Thus, the phrase of the Lord's Prayer is
needed for one's own benefit, a point of caution for
consciousness: "And lead us not into temptation, but
deliver us from evil."
The phrase takes on a new meaning against this
background. It comes across almost like a warning against
material knowledge and Earth-bound philosophies,
which should be recognized as a kind of mortal evil that
one must seek deliverance from.
The corresponding textbook chapter is titled:
Teaching Christian Science. The chapter deals with
communicating the understanding that heals the sick.
The teaching must be done in Christian Science, and on
the basis that it is still the same "hand" that "unfolds
His power, and writes the page."
The term "page" can refer to both, a written page,
or the 'page' of human life. Mary Baker Eddy writes in
the chapter: "Christian Science silences human will,
quiets fear with Truth and Love, and illustrates the
unlabored motion of the divine energy in healing the
sick."*102 Yes, it is still Truth and Love that is reflecting
itself on the human scene. Time has no power to alter
divine Truth, nor has human indifference power to alter
divine Love. The words from the prayer demand an
environment to be established, based on reality: "And
lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil."

Element 14
Mary Baker Eddy responds to these words from
the Lord's Prayer with a deep reaching affirmation of
divine Love, saying: "And God leadeth us not into
temptation, but delivereth us from sin, disease, and
death." These words are drawn from experience, from
proofs wrought in healing, from lives uplifted by divine
Science.
Accompanying this text, is the painting called,
"Tr u t h v e r s u s E r r o r. " We s e e t h e ' w o m a n o f t h e
Apocalypse' again, with the same scroll in hand knocking
at the door of a palacious human dwelling. There is a
festivity in progress. No one is stirred, however, by the
knocking, except two children who notice the visitor
at the door. The visitor stands in a stream of light
flooding down from above the scene. The great star is
no longer visible now, only its light is. The light is
sufficient to indicate its presence.
When the Christ Star appeared in the eastern sky,
how many were stirred out of their dwellings? How
many saw its light? Three wise men were alert enough
to take note, and a few shepherds. History tells us that
whatever the three wise men had seen of the light in
the eastern sky had been significant enough to urge them
to bear precious gifts. They had seen something of great
import. Oh, that mankind would respond likewise in
honoring the unfolding divine image in man!
The palacious dwelling that is shown in the
painting represents the material wealth of oligarchy,
both individual and universal, bound to its selfdeadening game of Earth-bound limitation. The need of
today is for the door to be opened, for reality to be
welcomed in. On all who are in the house, two children
alone notice the visitor. The verse of the poem reads:
"To-day, as oft, away from sin
Christ summons thee!
Truth pleads to-night: Just take Me in!
No mass for Me."
The visitor's identification is: "No mass for me!"
Is this the key that opens doors? Theology, philosophy,
material powers, may all have stood at this door. The
key is spiritual truth, "no mass for me." Mass may be
translated in mass-movements, material mass, political
power, the weight of organization, none of which have
any bearing in absolute Truth, nor power to change
anything. Is Mary Baker Eddy telling us that the door to
humanity can be opened with the truth - that the human
consciousness is sensitive to the discovered and proven
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scientific principles of divine Science, which are
unfolding the truth about Truth?
The textbook chapter for this element is:
Recapitulation. The chapter supplies an interface
between the Christian Science lesson sermon and the
structure for the Key of David. It provides one of the
most productive interfaces that the structure for the Key
of David has. Its purpose is to furnish a platform for the
scientific perception of absolute Truth. What a promise
we have here! Today, this structure is offered to
humanity, not in any final form, or as a doctrine or
formula, but as merely an outline of a structure yet to
be build, that was perceived over a hundred years ago
by Mary Baker Eddy.
Mary Baker Eddy's response to the Lord's Prayer
affirms the principle of divine Science, "And God
leadeth us not into temptation, but delivereth us from
sin, disease, and death." Indeed, as the verse from the
poem says, "Truth pleads to-night, just take me in, no
mass for me!"
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The three aspects that are shown in the painting
incorporate the three dimensions, all of which are
scientific, each relating to specific areas of human
concerns.
The structure for the Key of David, itself, is
founded in fundamental terms in the last chapter of the
last book of the Bible, presented by John the Revelator
as the city of our God, described as coming down from
God out of heaven. The Lord's Prayer's conclusion is a
summation of the three lower aspects of the structure
for the Key of David, all of which have their scientific
aspect represented in the painting in Christ and
Christmas, titled The Way. The three aspects are the
kingdom, and the power, and the glory. The conclusion
of the Lord's Prayer also presents the 'ownership' of these
domains, with these words: "For thine is the kingdom,
and the power, and the glory." This majestic conclusion,
embracing all human aspects in a far reaching
completeness should humble anyone working with its
design.
The applicable verse from Christ and Christmas

Here we need to consider the applicable aspect
from the definition of GOOD, which is the divine aspect
of "omnipresence." Can we ask for more?

Element 15
This element presents Jesus' famous conclusion of
the Lord's Prayer: "For Thine is the kingdom, and the
power, and the glory, forever." It appears on the row
with the cardinal point: "The Christ, the spiritual idea
of God," with the added aspect from the third
dimension, expanding northward to "the Polar Magnet
of Revelation."
"For Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the
glory," said the Master. These words bring to mind the
painting called, The Way. There are two crosses in the
painting, united by a sharply focused beam of light that
flows through the center of a crown from the upper
extreme. The cross in the foreground is dark, the one
behind it is overgrown with flowers and has become
home for nine birds, while the crown, in turn, is behind
and above the two crosses and focuses the light that
flows through it and combines the two crosses that it
illumines. The crown gives us the nine by sixteen form
for the structure for the Key of David. We have a
progressive unfolding here, representing in many ways
the architecture for the structure for the Key of David.

reads:
"No blight, no broken wing, no moan,
Truth's fane can dim;
Eternal swells Christ's music-tone,
In heaven's hymn."
What an elegant description we are given here, for
the structure for the Key of David: "heaven's hymn!"
Indeed, the ownership of it is divine: "Eternal swells
Christ's music-tone, in heaven's hymn." "No blight, no
broken wing, no moan, Truth's fane can dim." The
structure for the Key of David is "Truth's fane," not
man's fane. The term, fane, refers to a church, a temple,
a sacred structure.
Science is a sacred structure. Every form of Science
takes us beyond an idea to the discovery of underlying
fundamental principles, but divine Science goes on from
there and points to infinite Mind as man's boundless
base. The aspect from the definition of GOOD that
applies here presents God, or good, as "omniscience."

Element 16
The final element of the matrix is defined by Mary
Baker Eddy's response to the Master's conclusion of the
Lord's Prayer. She takes the concepts of kingdom, power,
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and glory and opens with them the door to the fourth
dimension, of Spirit. Mary Baker Eddy interprets what
the master had presented, saying: "For God is infinite,
all-power, all Life, Truth, Love, over all, and All." She
presents an affirmation, an agreement with the Master,
and still she presents more. There is more to reality.
The Master, himself, pointed out that there is no ending
in reality, no ending in expanding scientific
understanding reflected in the exalted consciousness of
man. Only the operation of mortal mind ends at this
point. Indeed, prayer itself is an aid to mortal mind to
enable it to escape its mortal confinement. Thus, we go
beyond Science or understanding, to pure knowing, to
the fourth dimension, of Spirit. In this infinite All we
have no reference to space, time or physical dimension.
In the fourth dimension, of Spirit, thought accepts the
pure standpoint of infinite Mind and touches the hem
of what God behold as (His) reality.
We see no painting, however, associated with this
highest element in Christ and Christmas. Still, we know
of its existence and what it contains. It contains the
source of the light that we have seen in the previous
painting. This source is indicated as being outside and
above the mortal mind frame of reference, even its
highest scientific and spiritual attainment. There is no
human reference possible that describes the infinite and
absolute in any other than human terms. For this reason,
no painting can be produced either, which would
inherently present a human point of reference. The only
'image' that we have indicated for us to work with, is a
spiritual image. By the presence of the light we know
that there is a source of it, and we know that this source
is identified by the description of God as "infinite," and
by the seven synonyms from the Glossary. We have a
verse, however, for this painting that no human hand
can paint. The verse, too, is not authored by Mary Baker
Eddy, but has been selected by her from the Scriptures.
The verse is this:
"And he that overcometh,
and keepeth my works unto the end,
to him will I give power over the nations:
And I will give him the MORNING STAR."
- Christ Jesus
The infinite contains all, is all, and there is no other
self-existence. Everything that exists, exists as a part of
the All that is God. This is what the Key of David itself
represents, a structure to advance spiritual awareness
in consciousness. The divine infinite All includes no
error, only infinite light or spiritual vitality. No human
eye can see the purity of divine Spirit. We call it home,
but ever yearn to reach it, and yet we hear the message:
As in heaven, so on earth, God is omnipotent, supreme.
Here, at the very end of the matrix, two columns

away from the highest human image of the divine idea the woman of the Apocalypse - we hear the still higher
declaration that "God is infinite, all-power, all Life,
Truth, Love, over all, and All." This absolute is not
reached, and is not fully reached until the last battle
with material perception is won and the last mantle of
finiteness has been put aside. But we can touch its hem
in life and in love in moments of total unity with the
divine. We can approximate it through development on
the human scene, physically and spiritually,
scientifically, and technologically, normally and in terms
of intelligently inspired love for God and man. The
borders that divide corporal man working scientifically,
and the realm of absolute knowing, is not an aspect of
Truth. Such borders do not exist in realm of infinity. In
this context borders define limits, and thus have no place
in reality. Borders are useful only to classify individuality
according to scientific ordering, and to distinguish error
from the truth. When defining God, however, we leave
behind the mortal concepts as we begin to develop
thought to comprehend the infinite capacities of Being
and translate them into actions and policies for the
advance of human civilization.
The Apostle John beheld a developing scene,
unfolding in metaphorical form, which depicts the
inevitable consequence of the destruction of all error,
evil, and material concepts, and the full understanding
of Spirit and of Truth. John's revelation is called the
Apocalypse, which is also the title of the last chapter in
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures. In John's
book of Revelation, John foretells the appearance of the
city foursquare coming down from God out of heaven,
which Mary Baker Eddy translates into an outline for
the highest structure of the Science of humanity that
has yet been devised, which we have explored as the
structure for the Key of David.
With this metaphor that stands for completed
spiritual development the circle is closed. The final verse
in Christ and Christmas points to this final absolute that
rises to a mental monument. John calls it the MORNING
STAR.
Mary Baker Eddy closes her correlation of the
Lord's Prayer and divine Science with this infinite
declaration that no human thought can fully
comprehend, that comes to light only in the reflection
of divine ideas and the divine image: "For God is infinite,
all-power, all Life, Truth, Love, over all, and All." Mary
Baker Eddy writes of the Lord's Prayer: "Only as we rise
above all material sensuousness and sin, can we reach
the heaven-born aspiration and spiritual consciousness,
which is indicated in the Lord's Prayer and which
instantaneously heals the sick."*103 It becomes apparent
that the power of the Lord's Prayer as a scientific
instrument to open up the threshold to heaven, is highly
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underrated.
No small claims are made about the Lord's Prayer
by Mary Baker Eddy: To instantaneously heal the sick.
As a scientific instrument, it is deeply interlaced with
the structure for the Key of David, which is only now
coming to the surface. The Key of David is symbolically
indicated in Revelation 21, but its nature and efficacy
are described earlier in chapter 12:14, where the woman
who brought forth a 'man' child and was "given two
wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the
wilderness..." Wilderness, in turn, bears reference to both
prayer and science, as the term is defined in the Glossary
of Science and Health. "Wilderness. Spontaneity of
thought and idea; the vestibule in which a material sense
of things disappears, and spiritual sense unfolds the great
facts of existence."
The woman of the Apocalypse, "clothed with the
sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a
crown of twelve stars," is a spiritual idea represented
under the generic term, man. The purpose of the Lord's
Prayer may be to furnish a platform in consciousness
for the building of the superstructure of Truth that
brings to light the unity of the spiritual idea, man, with
God. The same must also be said about the Key of David
that "rises as a mental monument beyond the work of
men's hands, even the outcome of their hearts, giving to
the material a spiritual significance...."
Human life, then, is not the result of intelligent
matter, or a manifest of mortal mind, but reflects the
power, presence, and substance of infinite Mind. The
infinite idea of infinite Mind is clothed with the sun,
manifesting the divine glory. This is within reach to be
demonstrated. This is the heritage from our 'sonship'
with God. There are no limits to good in reality.
The Apostle John tells us, "...and every man who
hath this hope in him, purifieth himself, even as he is
pure."*104 "...for we shall see him as He is." The Lord's
Prayer cannot fail to heal instantaneously if it elevates
consciousness to the contemplation by each individual,
of man existing in the presence of Truth or as the woman
of the Apocalypse, pure and perfect, clothed not just
with spiritual light, but with the sun. This is the image
that we bear as divine image. This is the needed platform
from which to relate to our neighbor in a fashion that
equals what God sees about our fellow man and
ourselves included. This is what drives the urgency in
consciousness to develop the potential of man to develop
the earth into a manifest of life, rather than poverty; of
infinity, rather than limitations.
If this prayer reflects our innermost thoughts we
have reached the portal to the fourth dimension, of
Spirit: that heaven-born aspiration and spiritual
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consciousness that is indicated in the Lord's Prayer and
which instantaneously heals the sick, as Mary Baker Eddy
points out.
Should the tall demand that leads to the Key of
David discourage us in this age? A lone woman in Boston
had met the demand a hundred years ago. It can be met,
and it has been met before her, and will be met after
her. The Master's promise was not in vain, when he said:
"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free."*105 The Lord's Prayer may be the stepping
stone that provides access to the Key of David. Mary
Baker Eddy did not speak lightly of the Lord's Prayer as
"that prayer which covers all human needs." As the
Master was fully aware of what he was talking about
when he said "ye shall know the truth, and the truth
shall make you free," so was Mary Baker Eddy aware
what she was pointing out for humanity with her outline
that interfaces seamlessly with the Lord's Prayer,
suggesting that by the use of which, the Master's promise
becomes true in individual experience, and for mankind,
just as she has experienced it, herself.
The final question that must be asked, therefore,
is this: Does the current state of metaphysical healing
reflect the grand capabilities outlined above? Is
metaphysical healing a practical possibility at the present
stage of human development? Are such healings
achieved, and are they indeed instantaneous as Mary
Baker Eddy indicates they should be? The answers vary.
Metaphysical healings do occur. In some respects they
occur routinely, almost on demand, resulting from
specific, individual, scientific work. When such healings
do occur, it has been my experience that they occur
quickly, even instantaneously. However, it has also been
my experience that in many cases a long road of
spiritualization of thought and scientific progress
precedes the near instantaneous healing. If such deep
and lengthy struggles are leading up to a healing, the
sluggishness reflects not an ineffectiveness of the truth,
but is a measure of the stubbornness of mortal mind
versus the spontaneity of thought and idea that the
natural quality of consciousness. The fact remains, that
one does not operate from a platform of truth if one's
perception is contaminated with errors. On such a
platform metaphysical healing cannot occur. A long road
of progress may be required until a misbased platform
of perception is corrected.
The spontaneity with which metaphysical healing
occurs, is evidently a function of the spontaneity of
thought that moves behind the scene. Christ Jesus was
a Master in this field. He had to be. Evidently, he
prepared himself well for the task during the space of
thirty years. His promise was that anyone would reach
that capability, too, that he had achieved.
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The efficacy in metaphysical healing work evolves
with experience and with dedication to the task. The
contemporary experience is, that in some cases healing
is spontaneous, in other cases healing occurs only after
an extended period of struggling and searching, and in
some cases there is no healing at all. One cannot force
an understanding of something that lies beyond one's
range of 'vision.' It has been Mary Baker Eddy experience
that there is no substitute available for knowing the
truth, that would allows one to bypass the consequences
of narrow vision and erroneous perceptions. She counsels
therefore: "Emerge gently from matter into Spirit. Think
not to thwart the spiritual ultimate of all things, but
come naturally into Spirit through better health and
morals and as the result of spiritual growth."*106
As a function of the Christian Science church, a
network of Christian Science practitioners have enlisted
their services to provide public assistance in scientific
Christian healing. They are listed in The Christian
Science Journal, a monthly publication. The
effectiveness of these practitioners is evidently limited,
as their work is not build on the fundamental structure
of divine Science that Mary Baker Eddy has outlined
throughout all of her works, which had remained hidden
for a hundred years. None-the-less, some remarkable
healings have been achieved in some cases. Mary Baker
Eddy writes: "A grain of Christian Science does wonders
for mortals, so omnipotent is Truth, but more of
Christian Science must be gained in order to continue
in well doing."*107 There is as much development
required in this area as there is physical and scientific
development required for the reconstruction of the
economies of the nations that have been driven into
poverty through underdevelopment.
Mary Baker Eddy also acknowledges the need for
wisdom, and the likelihood of temporary failures. She
writes, "If Christian Scientists ever fail to receive aid
from other Scientists, - their brethren upon whom they
may call, - God will still guide them into the right use
of temporary and eternal means. Step by step will those
who trust Him find that 'God is our refuge and strength,
a very present help in trouble.'"*108
To counter the constraints of mortal thought, Mary
Baker Eddy has devoted her life to the discovery and
presentation of the scientific system that allows
humanity to make certain strides forward, towards this
absolute goal, even to the point that metaphysical
healing can be routinely practiced from a universal
scientific basis. She has demonstrated this capability
more than sufficiently in her own life.
Not withstanding all this, we do have the Master's
promise that was never revoked, regarding his own
achievements in this line of light: "He that believeth on

me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater
works than these shall he do."*109
The foundation for this promise to be fulfilled was
laid by Mary Baker Eddy with the establishment of
divine Science for the healing of humanity, - to raise
the image of man to divine heights of dignity and
perfection. Now, progress must take the work further
and universally uplift humanity in deed, on the whole
front of human living, according to the image with which
man is presented throughout the ages as existing in
divine Truth.
The structure of divine Science has been revealed.
The structure of consciousness has begun to become
scientific in many areas unrelated to Mary Baker Eddy's
work in divine Science. The biblical text with which
Mary Baker Eddy identifies the central item of her
outline for the structure for the Key of David, includes
the remarkable divine acknowledgment about humanity:
"I know thy works." Perhaps this phrase may be
interpreted as Spirit saying to man: I know your
capability! Get with it! Do it! Be true to yourself !
Here, the work on the structure for the Key of
David ends, and the individual work begins.
Metaphysical, spiritual healing is an imminent
possibility. The door is open. No man can shut it again.
The development of humanity is not impeded by any
limits existing in reality. And even as the door on the
Science of reality is opening in consciousness, the door
to the material Earth-bound perception of being, of
limitation upon limitation, poverty upon poverty, war
upon war, is destined to be closed and shut down for all
times to come. "These things says He that is holy, He
that is true, He that hath the key of David, He that
openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man
openeth; I know thy works; behold, I have set before
thee an open door, and no man can shut it."*110
Now that the chosen task has been fulfilled and
all has been presented faithfully according to this
author's highest perception, the pen can be put aside
for the "rest" found in the unlabored movements of the
divine energies of Spirit manifest in peace, joy, and
power. Here we have Life, Truth, and Love. Here we
find divine Principle, Soul, Spirit, and Mind. Here we
find God, and we find man, and we find our oneness in
Being. Here we discover infinity.
------ The end. ------
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fully printed form as shown below, and in computer
readable form.

Chapter 14: A Sample
Christian Science Bible
Lesson
The Bible and the Christian Science textbook
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures are the
only pastor of the Christian Science church. The
following texts comprised the Sunday service for July
3,1898, the first such lesson created for a unified
universal service held throughout the world. These
services still continue.
The preselected citations are read by two readers,
one for the Bible, and one for correlative passages from
the Christian Science textbook. In the printed version
below, the textbook chapter titles are indicated, which
are generally not announced. In addition, the citations
from the textbook are prefixed with the applicable
marginal heading, which, too, is not announced during
the service. Still more supplemental references are
provided when the citations are from Recapitulation.
In such cases the Recapitulation question is shown and
its sequentially corresponding element from the
definition of Adam from the Glossary.
Also, an index is provided that relates the Chapter
title for the quotation to the matrix, as per Appendix J.
This index is shown preceding the chapter title. It is
made up of three periods and a symbols, for a total of
four notations to correspond to the four columns. A
period indicates that the chapter for the citation does
not pertain to the corresponding column. An underscore
symbol (lower than the periods) indicates that the
chapter corresponds to the lowest position in the
column. A dash (above the periods) denotes the second
lowest position. A lower case t denotes the second
highest position, and and an uper case T denotes the
highest position in the column. By the use of this index,
the corresponding element of the matrix can be visually
located, which in turn also provides an index to the
corresponding verse and painting from Christ and
Christmas, and the stanza of the Lord's prayer as these
have been associated with the matrix in the Appendix.
All historic Bible lessons are available from the
publisher of this book for the period beginning with
the second half of 1898 through to the end of 1909,
packaged in groups of 26 (two groups per year), both in

The work of transcribing the citation selections
from the numerous different textbook editions that
existed during the applicable years, to the modern
edition, has been done by Ann Beals of Santa Clarita
California. These transcribed lists of the historic citation
references are available from The Bookmark in Santa
Clarita, California. The Christian Science textbook, to
which the references refer, is available at any nearby
Christian Science Reading Room. The Biblical texts are
referenced to the King James version of the Bible.
The fully printed form of the Bible lessons, as
shown below with indexing and supplemental
information added, can be obtained from the publisher
of this book (Cygni Communications Ltd. - 1110
Wellington Drive, North Vancouver, B.C. - Canada V7K
1L2), for the price of $20 U.S. ($27 Canadian) per group
of 26 lessons (shipping included.) The computer readable
version, for IBM/DOS compatible personal computers,
are available for $10 U.S. ($13.50 Canadian) per group.
The price includes shipping and handling.
The 26 LESSON TOPICS are:

.1. God.
.2. Sacrament.
.3. Life.
.4. Truth.
.5. Love.
.6. Spirit.
.7. Soul.
.8. Mind.
.9. Christ Jesus.
.10. Man.
.11. Substance.
.12. Matter.
.13. Reality.
.14. Unreality.
.15. Are Sin, Disease, and Death Real?
.16. Doctrine of Atonement.
.17. Probation after Death.
.18. Everlasting Punishment.
.19. Adam and Fallen Man.
.20. Mortals and Immortals.
.21. Soul and Body.
.22. Ancient and Modern Necromancy, alias
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Mesmerism and Hypnotism, Denounced.
.23. God the Only Cause and Creator.
.24. God the Preserver of Man.
.25. Is the Universe, Including Man Evolved by
Atomic Force?
.26. Christian Science.

GOD.

***
I John 4:7-11
7 Beloved, let us love one another:
for love is of God; and every one
that loveth is born of God, and
knoweth God.
8 He that loveth not knoweth not
God; for God is love.
9 In this was manifested the love
of God toward us, because that God
sent his only begotten Son into the
world, that we might live through
him.
10 Herein is love, not that we
loved God, but that he loved us, and
sent his Son to be the propitiation
for our sins.
11 Beloved, if God so loved us, we
ought also to love one another.

Golden text

I John 4:16
16 And we have known and believed
the love that God hath to us. God is
love; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.

Responsive Reading

Psalm 103:1-5
1 Bless the Lord, O my soul: and
all that is within me, bless his holy
name.
2 Bless the Lord, O my soul, and
forget not all his benefits:
3 Who forgiveth all thine
iniquities; who healeth all thy
diseases;
4 Who redeemeth thy life from
destruction; who crowneth thee with
lovingkindness and tender mercies;
5 Who satisfieth thy mouth with
good things; so that thy youth is
renewed like the eagle's.

Section 1

Genesis 1:1
1 In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth.
***
John 1:1-4
1 In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God.
2 The same was in the beginning
with God.
3 All things were made by him; and
without him was not any thing made
that was made.
4 In him was life; and the life was
the light of men.
—...t 502:24 Chapter 15: Genesis
(Ideas and identities)
The infinite has no beginning. This word
beginning is employed to signify the only, - that is, the
eternal verity and unity of God and man, including the
universe. The creative Principle - Life, Truth, and Love
- is God. The universe reflects God. There is but one
creator and one creation. This creation consists of the
unfolding of spiritual ideas and their identities, which
are embraced in the infinite Mind and forever reflected.
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These ideas range from the infinitesimal to infinity, and
the highest ideas are the sons and daughters of God.
—...t 503:20 Chapter 15: Genesis
(Mind's idea faultless)
Immortal and divine Mind presents the idea of
God: first, in light; second, in reflection; third, in
spiritual and immortal forms of beauty and goodness.
But this Mind creates no element nor symbol of discord
and decay. God creates neither erring thought, mortal
life, mutable truth, nor variable love.
—..-. 275:6-12 Chapter 10: Science of Being
(Spirit the starting-point)
The starting-point of divine Science is that God,
Spirit, is All-in-all, and that there is no other might nor
Mind, - that God is Love, and therefore He is divine
Principle.
(Divine synonyms)
To grasp the reality and order of being in its
Science, you must begin by reckoning God as the divine
Principle of all that really is.
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humanity, nor can He be understood aright through
mortal concepts. The precise form of God must be of
small importance in comparison with the sublime
question, What is infinite Mind or divine Love?

Section 3

Deuteronomy 6:4
4 Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God
is one Lord:
***
Isaiah 46:9
9 Remember the former things of
old: for I am God, and there is none
else; I am God, and there is none
like me,
—.._. 256:9 Chapter 9: Creation

Section 2

Exodus 3:14
14 And God said unto Moses, I AM
THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt
thou say unto the children of Israel,
I AM hath sent me unto you.
***
Revelation 1:8
8 I am Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and the ending, saith the
Lord, which is, and which was, and
which is to come, the Almighty.

(Tritheism impossible)
The theory of three persons in one God (that is, a
personal Trinity or Tri-unity) suggests polytheism, rather
than the one ever-present I AM. "Hear, O Israel: the
Lord our God is one Lord."
—..-. 331:26 Chapter 10: Science of Being {PLATFORM}
(-7- Divine trinity)
VII. Life, Truth, and Love constitute the triune
Person called God, - that is, the triply divine Principle,
Love. They represent a trinity in unity, three in one, the same in essence, though multiform in office: God
the Father-Mother; Christ the spiritual idea of sonship;
divine Science or the Holy Comforter. These three
express in divine Science the threefold, essential nature
of the infinite. They also indicate the divine Principle
of scientific being, the intelligent relation of God to man
and the universe.

588:20 Chapter 17: Glossary
(I AM)
I AM. God; incorporeal and eternal Mind; divine
Principle; the only Ego.
—.._. 256:13 Chapter 9: Creation
(No divine corporeality)
The everlasting I AM is not bounded nor
compressed within the narrow limits of physical

Section 4

Psalm 100:5
5 For the Lord is good; his mercy
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is everlasting; and his truth
endureth to all generations.

***
Mark 10:18
18 And Jesus said unto him, Why
callest thou me good? there is none
good but one, that is, God.

Revelation 19:6
6 And I heard as it were the voice
of a great multitude, and as the voice
of many waters, and as the voice of
mighty thunderings, saying, Alleluia:
for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth.

—..-. 330:25-26 Chapter 10: Science of Being {PLATFORM}

***
Psalm 139:7-10
7 Whither shall I go from thy
spirit? or whither shall I flee from
thy presence?
8 If I ascend up into heaven, thou
art there: if I make my bed in hell,
behold, thou art there.
9 If I take the wings of the
morning, and dwell in the uttermost
parts of the sea;
10 Even there shall thy hand lead
me, and thy right hand shall hold me.

(-3- Evil obsolete)
III. The notion that both evil and good are real is
a delusion of material sense, which Science annihilates.

Psalm 147:5
5 Great is our Lord, and of great
power: his understanding is infinite.

—.-.. 119:21 Chapter 6: Science, Theology,
Medicine
(God and nature)
God is natural good, and is represented only by
the idea of goodness; while evil should be regarded as
unnatural, because it is opposed to the nature of Spirit,
God.

—..-. 286:16-19 Chapter 10: Science of Being
(Goodness a portion of God)
In the Saxon and twenty other tongues good is
the term for God. The Scriptures declare all that He
made to be good, like Himself, - good in Principle and
in idea.
—T... 78:28 Chapter 4: Christian Science versus
Spiritualism
(Spirit intangible)
Spirit blesses man, but man cannot "tell whence
it cometh." By it the sick are healed, the sorrowing are
comforted, and the sinning are reformed. These are the
effects of one universal God, the invisible good dwelling
in eternal Science.

—.-.. 109:32 Chapter 6: Science, Theology,
Medicine
(God's allness learned)
The three great verities of Spirit, omnipotence,
omnipresence, omniscience, - Spirit possessing all power,
filling all space, constituting all Science, - contradict
forever the belief that matter can be actual. These
eternal verities reveal primeval existence as the radiant
reality of God's creation, in which all that He has made
is pronounced by His wisdom good.
—.T.. 228:25 Chapter 8: Footsteps of Truth
(Priestly pride humbled)
There is no power apart from God. Omnipotence
has all-power, and to acknowledge any other power is
to dishonor God. The humble Nazarene overthrew the
supposition that sin, sickness, and death have power.
He proved them powerless. It should have humbled the
pride of the priests, when they saw the demonstration
of Christianity excel the influence of their dead faith
and ceremonies.

Section 5
—..t. 357:25 Chapter 11: Some Objections Answered
Psalm 62:11
11 God hath spoken once; twice have
I heard this; that power belongeth
unto God.
***

(One supremacy)
If what opposes God is real, there must be two
powers, and God is not supreme and infinite. Can Deity
be almighty, if another mighty and self-creative cause
exists and sways mankind? Has the Father "Life in
Himself," as the Scriptures say, and, if so, can Life, or
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God, dwell in evil and create it? Can matter drive Life,
Spirit, hence, and so defeat omnipotence?
—...- 466:2 Chapter 14: Recapitulation
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to them that ask him?
***
Matthew 5:48
48 Be ye therefore perfect, even as
your Father which is in heaven is
perfect.
586:9 Chapter 17: Glossary

.* Que. 3: Is there more than one God or Principle?

(FATHER)
FATHER. Eternal Life; the one Mind; the divine
Principle, commonly called God.
—_... 6:3 Chapter 1: Prayer

.* Adam is: Belief in "original sin," sickness, and
death.

Omni is adopted from the Latin adjective
signifying all . Hence God combines all-power or
potency, all-science or true knowledge, all-presence. The
varied manifestations of Christian Science indicate Mind,
never matter, and have one Principle.

(Pardon and amendment)
Divine Love corrects and governs man. Men may
pardon, but this divine Principle alone reforms the
sinner. God is not separate from the wisdom He bestows.
The talents He gives we must improve. Calling on Him
to forgive our work badly done or left undone, implies
the vain supposition that we have nothing to do but to
ask pardon, and that afterwards we shall be free to repeat
the offence.
—-... 36:7 Chapter 2: Atonement and Eucharist
(Final purpose)
Escape from punishment is not in accordance with
God's government, since justice is the handmaid of
mercy.
—-... 31:4 Chapter 2: Atonement and Eucharist

Section 6

Isaiah 63:16
16 Doubtless thou art our father,
though Abraham be ignorant of us, and
Israel acknowledge us not: thou, O
Lord, art our father, our redeemer;
thy name is from everlasting.
***
Luke 11:11,13
11 If a son shall ask bread of any
of you that is a father, will he give
him a stone? or if he ask a fish,
will he for a fish give him a
serpent?
13 If ye then, being evil, know how
to give good gifts unto your
children: how much more shall your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit

(Fleshly ties temporal)
Jesus acknowledged no ties of the flesh. He said:
"Call no man your father upon the earth: for one is your
Father, which is in heaven." Again he asked: "Who is
my mother, and who are my brethren," implying that it
is they who do the will of his Father. We have no record
of his calling any man by the name of father. He
recognized Spirit, God, as the only creator, and therefore
as the Father of all.

Section 7

Isaiah 66:13
13 As one whom his mother
comforteth, so will I comfort you;
and ye shall be comforted in
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Jerusalem.

***
Psalm 18:35
35 Thou hast also given me the
shield of thy salvation: and thy
right hand hath holden me up, and thy
gentleness hath made me great.
—..-. 312:14-17 Chapter 10: Science of Being
(Vain ecstasies)
People go into ecstasies over the sense of a
corporeal Jehovah, though with scarcely a spark of love
in their hearts; yet God is Love, and without Love, God,
immortality cannot appear.
—...t 517:10(begin In) Chapter 15: Genesis
(Ideal man and woman)
In divine Science, we have not as much authority
for considering God masculine, as we have for
considering Him feminine, for Love imparts the clearest
idea of Deity.
—...t 508:21 Chapter 15: Genesis
(Mind's pure thought)
The Mind or intelligence of production names the
female gender last in the ascending order of creation.
The intelligent individual idea, be it male or female,
rising from the lesser to the greater, unfolds the
infinitude of Love.

strangers and foreigners, but
fellowcitizens with the saints, and
of the household of God;
20 And are built upon the
foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Jesus Christ himself being
the chief corner stone;
21 In whom all the building fitly
framed together groweth unto an holy
temple in the Lord:
22 In whom ye also are builded
together for an habitation of God
through the Spirit.
***
Revelation 21:3,4
3 And I heard a great voice out of
heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle
of God is with men, and he will dwell
with them, and they shall be his
people, and God himself shall be with
them, and be their God.
4 And God shall wipe away all tears
from their eyes; and there shall be
no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there be any
more pain: for the former things are
passed away.
—.._. 256:7 Chapter 9: Creation
(No material creation)
Love, the divine Principle, is the Father and
Mother of the universe, including man.
—..._ 454:17-22 Chapter 13: Teaching Christian
Science

Section 8

I John 4:7,8,16
7 Beloved, let us love one another:
for love is of God; and every one
that loveth is born of God, and
knoweth God.
8 He that loveth not knoweth not
God; for God is love.
16 And we have known and believed
the love that God hath to us. God is
love; and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.
***
Ephesians 2:19-22
19 Now therefore ye are no more

(Love the incentive)
Love for God and man is the true incentive in
both healing and teaching. Love inspires, illumines,
designates, and leads the way. Right motives give pinions
to thought, and strength and freedom to speech and
action. Love is priestess at the altar of Truth.
—..T. 410:15 Chapter 12: Christian Science Practice
(Love casteth out fear)
The more difficult seems the material condition
to be overcome by Spirit, the stronger should be our
faith and the purer our love. The Apostle John says:
"There is no fear in Love, but perfect Love casteth out
fear. . . . He that feareth is not made perfect in Love."
Here is a definite and inspired proclamation of Christian
Science.
—-... 35:19 Chapter 2: Atonement and Eucharist

Chapter 14: A Sample Christian Science Bible Lesson

(Spiritual Eucharist)
Our baptism is a purification from all error. Our
church is built on the divine Principle, Love. We can
unite with this church only as we are newborn of Spirit,
as we reach the Life which is Truth and the Truth which
is Life by bringing forth the fruits of Love, - casting out
error and healing the sick. Our Eucharist is spiritual
communion with the one God. Our bread, "which
cometh down from heaven," is Truth. Our cup is the
cross. Our wine the inspiration of Love, the draught our
Master drank and commended to his followers.
END END END END END END END END END
END END END END END END END END END END
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by aught but the good.

Chapter 15: Mary
Baker Eddy's
"EXEGESIS" on
Genesis 1 to 2
Genesis i. 1. In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth.
The infinite has no beginning. This word
beginning is employed to signify the only, - that is, the
eternal verity and unity of God and man, including the
universe. The creative Principle - Life, Truth, and Love
- is God. The universe reflects God. There is but one
creator and one creation. This creation consists of the
unfolding of spiritual ideas and their identities, which
are embraced in the infinite Mind and forever reflected.
These ideas range from the infinitesimal to infinity, and
the highest ideas are the sons and daughters of God.
Genesis i. 2. And the earth was without form, and
void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And
the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
The divine Principle and idea constitute spiritual
harmony, - heaven and eternity. In the universe of Truth,
matter is unknown. No supposition of error enters there.
Divine Science, the Word of God, saith to the darkness
upon the face of error, "God is All-in-all," and the light
of ever-present Love illumines the universe. Hence the
eternal wonder, - that infinite space is peopled with
God's ideas, reflecting Him in countless spiritual forms.
Genesis i. 3. And God said, Let there be light: and
there was light.
Immortal and divine Mind presents the idea of
God: first, in light; second, in reflection; third, in
spiritual and immortal forms of beauty and goodness.
But this Mind creates no element nor symbol of discord
and decay. God creates neither erring thought, mortal
life, mutable truth, nor variable love.
Genesis i. 4. And God saw the light, that it was
good: and God divided the light from the darkness.
God, Spirit, dwelling in infinite light and harmony
from which emanates the true idea, is never reflected

Genesis i. 5. And God called the light Day, and
the darkness He called Night. And the evening and the
morning were the first day.
All questions as to the divine creation being both
spiritual and material are answered in this passage, for
though solar beams are not yet included in the record
of creation, still there is light. This light is not from the
sun nor from volcanic flames, but it is the revelation of
Truth and of spiritual ideas. This also shows that there
is no place where God's light is not seen, since Truth,
Life, and Love fill immensity and are ever-present. Was
not this a revelation instead of a creation?
The successive appearing of God's ideas is
represented as taking place on so many evenings and
mornings, - words which indicate, in the absence of solar
time, spiritually clearer views of Him, views which are
not implied by material darkness and dawn. Here we
have the explanation of another passage of Scripture,
that "one day is with the Lord as a thousand years." The
rays of infinite Truth, when gathered into the focus of
ideas, bring light instantaneously, whereas a thousand
years of human doctrines, hypotheses, and vague
conjectures emit no such effulgence.
Did infinite Mind create matter, and call it light?
Spirit is light, and the contradiction of Spirit is matter,
darkness, and darkness obscures light. Material sense is
nothing but a supposition of the absence of Spirit. No
solar rays nor planetary revolutions form the day of
Spirit. Immortal Mind makes its own record, but mortal
mind, sleep, dreams, sin, disease, and death have no
record in the first chapter of Genesis.
Genesis i. 6. And God said, Let there be a
firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide
the waters from the waters.
Spiritual understanding, by which human
conception, material sense, is separated from Truth, is
the firmament. The divine Mind, not matter, creates all
identities, and they are forms of Mind, the ideas of Spirit
apparent only as Mind, never as mindless matter nor
the so-called material senses.
Genesis i. 7. And God made the firmament, and
divided the waters which were under the firmament
from the waters which were above the firmament: and
it was so.
Spirit imparts the understanding which uplifts
consciousness and leads into all truth. The Psalmist saith:
"The Lord on high is mightier than the noise of many
waters, yea, than the mighty waves of the sea." Spiritual
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sense is the discernment of spiritual good. Understanding
is the line of demarcation between the real and unreal.
Spiritual understanding unfolds Mind, - Life, Truth, and
Love, - and demonstrates the divine sense, giving the
spiritual proof of the universe in Christian Science.
This understanding is not intellectual, is not the
result of scholarly attainments; it is the reality of all
things brought to light. God's ideas reflect the immortal,
unerring, and infinite. The mortal, erring, and finite are
human beliefs, which apportion to themselves a task
impossible for them, that of distinguishing between the
false and the true. Objects utterly unlike the original do
not reflect that original. Therefore matter, not being the
reflection of Spirit, has no real entity. Understanding is
a quality of God, a quality which separates Christian
Science from supposition and makes Truth final.
Genesis i. 8. And God called the firmament
Heaven. And the evening and the morning were the
second day.
Through divine Science, Spirit, God, unites
understanding to eternal harmony. The calm and exalted
thought or spiritual apprehension is at peace. Thus the
dawn of ideas goes on, forming each successive stage of
progress.
Genesis i. 9. And God said, Let the waters under
the heaven be gathered together unto one place, and let
the dry land appear: and it was so.
Spirit, God, gathers unformed thoughts into their
proper channels, and unfolds these thoughts, even as He
opens the petals of a holy purpose in order that the
purpose may appear.
Genesis i. 10. And God called the dry land Earth;
and the gathering together of the waters called He Seas:
and God saw that it was good.
Here the human concept and divine idea seem
confused by the translator, but they are not so in the
scientifically Christian meaning of the text. Upon Adam
devolved the pleasurable task of finding names for all
material things, but Adam has not yet appeared in the
narrative. In metaphor, the dry land illustrates the
absolute formations instituted by Mind, while water
symbolizes the elements of Mind. Spirit duly feeds and
clothes every object, as it appears in the line of spiritual
creation, thus tenderly expressing the fatherhood and
motherhood of God. Spirit names and blesses all.
Without natures particularly defined, objects and
subjects would be obscure, and creation would be full
of nameless offspring, - wanderers from the parent Mind,
strangers in a tangled wilderness.
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Genesis i. 11. And God said, Let the earth bring
forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree
yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon
the earth: and it was so.
The universe of Spirit reflects the creative power
of the divine Principle, or Life, which reproduces the
multitudinous forms of Mind and governs the
multiplication of the compound idea man. The tree and
herb do not yield fruit because of any propagating power
of their own, but because they reflect the Mind which
includes all. A material world implies a mortal mind and
man a creator. The scientific divine creation declares
immortal Mind and the universe created by God.
Infinite Mind creates and governs all, from the
mental molecule to infinity. This divine Principle of all
expresses Science and art throughout His creation, and
the immortality of man and the universe. Creation is
ever appearing, and must ever continue to appear from
the nature of its inexhaustible source. Mortal sense
inverts this appearing and calls ideas material. Thus
misinterpreted, the divine idea seems to fall to the level
of a human or material belief, called mortal man. But
the seed is in itself, only as the divine Mind is All and
reproduces all - as Mind is the multiplier, and Mind's
infinite idea, man and the universe, is the product. The
only intelligence or substance of a thought, a seed, or a
flower is God, the creator of it. Mind is the Soul of all.
Mind is Life, Truth, and Love which governs all.
Genesis i. 12. And the earth brought forth grass,
and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree
yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his kind:
and God saw that it was good.
God determines the gender of His own ideas.
Gender is mental, not material. The seed within itself is
the pure thought emanating from divine Mind. The
feminine gender is not yet expressed in the text. Gender
means simply kind or sort, and does not necessarily refer
either to masculinity or femininity. The word is not
confined to sexuality, and grammars always recognize a
neuter gender, neither male nor female. The Mind or
intelligence of production names the female gender last
in the ascending order of creation. The intelligent
individual idea, be it male or female, rising from the
lesser to the greater, unfolds the infinitude of Love.
Genesis i. 13. And the evening and the morning
were the third day.
The third stage in the order of Christian Science
is an important one to the human thought, letting in
the light of spiritual understanding. This period
corresponds to the resurrection, when Spirit is discerned
to be the Life of all, and the deathless Life, or Mind,
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dependent upon no material organization. Our Master
reappeared to his students, - to their apprehension he
rose from the grave, - on the third day of his ascending
thought, and so presented to them the certain sense of
eternal Life.

already divided into evening and morning; and the
allusion to fluids (Genesis i. 2) indicates a supposed
formation of matter by the resolving of fluids into solids,
analogous to the suppositional resolving of thoughts into
material things.

Genesis i. 14. And God said, Let there be lights in
the firmament of the heaven, to divide the day from
the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and
for days, and years.

Light is a symbol of Mind, of Life, Truth, and
Love, and not a vitalizing property of matter. Science
reveals only one Mind, and this one shining by its own
light and governing the universe, including man, in
perfect harmony. This Mind forms ideas, its own images,
subdivides and radiates their borrowed light,
intelligence, and so explains the Scripture phrase, "whose
seed is in itself." Thus God's ideas "multiply and
replenish the earth." The divine Mind supports the
sublimity, magnitude, and infinitude of spiritual
creation.

Spirit creates no other than heavenly or celestial
bodies, but the stellar universe is no more celestial than
our earth. This text gives the idea of the rarefaction of
thought as it ascends higher. God forms and peoples the
universe. The light of spiritual understanding gives
gleams of the infinite only, even as nebulae indicate the
immensity of space.
So-called mineral, vegetable, and animal
substances are no more contingent now on time or
material structure than they were when "the morning
stars sang together." Mind made the "plant of the field
before it was in the earth." The periods of spiritual
ascension are the days and seasons of Mind's creation,
in which beauty, sublimity, purity, and holiness - yea,
the divine nature - appear in man and the universe never
to disappear.
Knowing the Science of creation, in which all is
Mind and its ideas, Jesus rebuked the material thought
of his fellow-countrymen: "Ye can discern the face of
the sky; but can ye not discern the signs of the times?"
How much more should we seek to apprehend the
spiritual ideas of God, than to dwell on the objects of
sense! To discern the rhythm of Spirit and to be holy,
thought must be purely spiritual.
Genesis i. 15. And let them be for lights in the
firmament of the heaven, to give light upon the earth:
and it was so.
Truth and Love enlighten the understanding, in
whose "light shall we see light;" and this illumination is
reflected spiritually by all who walk in the light and
turn away from a false material sense.
Genesis i. 16. And God made two great lights; the
greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule
the night: He made the stars also.
The sun is a metaphorical representation of Soul
outside the body, giving existence and intelligence to
the universe. Love alone can impart the limitless idea
of infinite Mind. Geology has never explained the earth's
formations; it cannot explain them. There is no
Scriptural allusion to solar light until time has been

Genesis i. 17, 18. And God set them in the
firmament of the heaven, to give light upon the earth,
and to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide
the light from the darkness: and God saw that it was
good.
In divine Science, which is the seal of Deity and
has the impress of heaven, God is revealed as infinite
light. In the eternal Mind, no night is there.
Genesis i. 19. And the evening and the morning
were the fourth day.
The changing glow and full effulgence of God's
infinite ideas, images, mark the periods of progress.
Genesis i. 20. And God said, Let the waters bring
forth abundantly the moving creature that hath life, and
fowl that may fly above the earth in the open firmament
of heaven.
To mortal mind, the universe is liquid, solid, and
aeriform. Spiritually interpreted, rocks and mountains
stand for solid and grand ideas. Animals and mortals
metaphorically present the gradation of mortal thought,
rising in the scale of intelligence, taking form in
masculine, feminine, or neuter gender. The fowls, which
fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven,
correspond to aspirations soaring beyond and above
corporeality to the understanding of the incorporeal and
divine Principle, Love.
Genesis i. 21. And God created great whales, and
every living creature that moveth, which the waters
brought forth abundantly, after their kind, and every
winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it was
good.
Spirit is symbolized by strength, presence, and
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power, and also by holy thoughts, winged with Love.
These angels of His presence, which have the holiest
charge, abound in the spiritual atmosphere of Mind, and
consequently reproduce their own characteristics. Their
individual forms we know not, but we do know that
their natures are allied to God's nature; and spiritual
blessings, thus typified, are the externalized, yet
subjective, states of faith and spiritual understanding.
Genesis i. 22. And God blessed them, saying, Be
fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas;
and let fowl multiply in the earth.
Spirit blesses the multiplication of its own pure
and perfect ideas. From the infinite elements of the one
Mind emanate all form, color, quality, and quantity, and
these are mental, both primarily and secondarily. Their
spiritual nature is discerned only through the spiritual
senses. Mortal mind inverts the true likeness, and confers
animal names and natures upon its own misconceptions.
Ignorant of the origin and operations of mortal mind, that is, ignorant of itself, - this so-called mind puts forth
its own qualities, and claims God as their author; albeit
God is ignorant of the existence of both this mortal
mentality, so-called, and its claim, for the claim usurps
the deific prerogatives and is an attempted infringement
on infinity.
Genesis i. 23. And the evening and the morning
were the fifth day.
Advancing spiritual steps in the teeming universe
of Mind lead on to spiritual spheres and exalted beings.
To material sense, this divine universe is dim and distant,
gray in the sombre hues of twilight; but anon the veil is
lifted, and the scene shifts into light. In the record, time
is not yet measured by solar revolutions, and the motions
and reflections of deific power cannot be apprehended
until divine Science becomes the interpreter.
Genesis i. 24. And God said, Let the earth bring
forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and
creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and
it was so.
Spirit diversifies, classifies, and individualizes all
thoughts, which are as eternal as the Mind conceiving
them; but the intelligence, existence, and continuity of
all individuality remain in God, who is the divinely
creative Principle thereof.
Genesis i. 25. And God made the beast of the earth
after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and everything
that creepeth upon the earth after his kind: and God
saw that it was good.
God creates all forms of reality. His thoughts are
spiritual realities. So-called mortal mind - being non-
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existent and consequently not within the range of
immortal existence - could not by simulating deific
power invert the divine creation, and afterwards recreate
persons or things upon its own plane, since nothing exists
beyond the range of all-inclusive infinity, in which and
of which God is the sole creator. Mind, joyous in
strength, dwells in the realm of Mind. Mind's infinite
ideas run and disport themselves. In humility they climb
the heights of holiness.
Moral courage is "the lion of the tribe of Juda,"
the king of the mental realm. Free and fearless it roams
in the forest. Undisturbed it lies in the open field, or
rests in "green pastures, . . . beside the still waters." In
the figurative transmission from the divine thought to
the human, diligence, promptness, and perseverance are
likened to "the cattle upon a thousand hills." They carry
the baggage of stern resolve, and keep pace with highest
purpose. Tenderness accompanies all the might imparted
by Spirit. The individuality created by God is not
carnivorous, as witness the millennial estate pictured
by Isaiah: The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb,
And the leopard shall lie down with the kid;
And the calf and the young lion, and the fatling
together;
And a little child shall lead them.
Understanding the control which Love held over
all, Daniel felt safe in the lions' den, and Paul proved
the viper to be harmless. All of God's creatures, moving
in the harmony of Science, are harmless, useful,
indestructible. A realization of this grand verity was a
source of strength to the ancient worthies. It supports
Christian healing, and enables its possessor to emulate
the example of Jesus. "And God saw that it was good."
Patience is symbolized by the tireless worm,
creeping over lofty summits, persevering in its intent.
The serpent of God's creating is neither subtle nor
poisonous, but is a wise idea, charming in its adroitness,
for Love's ideas are subject to the Mind which forms
them, - the power which changeth the serpent into a
staff.
Genesis i. 26. And God said, Let us make man in
our image, after our likeness; and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of
the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
The eternal Elohim includes the forever universe.
The name Elohim is in the plural, but this plurality of
Spirit does not imply more than one God, nor does it
imply three persons in one. It relates to the oneness,
the tri-unity of Life, Truth, and Love. "Let them have
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dominion." Man is the family name for all ideas, - the
sons and daughters of God. All that God imparts moves
in accord with Him, reflecting goodness and power.
Your mirrored reflection is your own image or
likeness. If you lift a weight, your reflection does this
also. If you speak, the lips of this likeness move in accord
with yours. Now compare man before the mirror to his
divine Principle, God. Call the mirror divine Science,
and call man the reflection. Then note how true,
according to Christian Science, is the reflection to its
original. As the reflection of yourself appears in the
mirror, so you, being spiritual, are the reflection of God.
The substance, Life, intelligence, Truth, and Love, which
constitute Deity, are reflected by His creation; and when
we subordinate the false testimony of the corporeal
senses to the facts of Science, we shall see this true
likeness and reflection everywhere.
God fashions all things, after His own likeness.
Life is reflected in existence, Truth in truthfulness, God
in goodness, which impart their own peace and
permanence. Love, redolent with unselfishness, bathes
all in beauty and light. The grass beneath our feet silently
exclaims, "The meek shall inherit the earth." The modest
arbutus sends her sweet breath to heaven. The great rock
gives shadow and shelter. The sunlight glints from the
church-dome, glances into the prison-cell, glides into
the sick-chamber, brightens the flower, beautifies the
landscape, blesses the earth. Man, made in His likeness,
possesses and reflects God's dominion over all the earth.
Man and woman as coexistent and eternal with God
forever reflect, in glorified quality, the infinite FatherMother God.
Genesis i. 27. So God created man in His own
image, in the image of God created He him; male and
female created He them.
To emphasize this momentous thought, it is
repeated that God made man in His own image, to
reflect the divine Spirit. It follows that man is a generic
term. Masculine, feminine, and neuter genders are human
concepts. In one of the ancient languages the word for
man is used also as the synonym of mind. This definition
has been weakened by anthropomorphism, or a
humanization of Deity. The word anthropomorphic, in
such a phrase as "an anthropomorphic God," is derived
from two Greek words, signifying man and form, and
may be defined as a mortally mental attempt to reduce
Deity to corporeality. The life-giving quality of Mind is
Spirit, not matter. The ideal man corresponds to
creation, to intelligence, and to Truth. The ideal woman
corresponds to Life and to Love. In divine Science, we
have not as much authority for considering God
masculine, as we have for considering Him feminine,
for Love imparts the clearest idea of Deity.

The world believes in many persons; but if God
is personal, there is but one person, because there is
but one God. His personality can only be reflected, not
transmitted. God has countless ideas, and they all have
one Principle and parentage. The only proper symbol of
God as person is Mind's infinite ideal. What is this ideal?
Who shall behold it? This ideal is God's own image,
spiritual and infinite. Even eternity can never reveal the
whole of God, since there is no limit to infinitude or to
its reflections.
Genesis i. 28. And God blessed them, and God
said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it; and have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moveth upon the earth.
Divine Love blesses its own ideas, and causes them
to multiply, - to manifest His power. Man is not made
to till the soil. His birthright is dominion, not subjection.
He is lord of the belief in earth and heaven, - himself
subordinate alone to his Maker. This is the Science of
being.
Genesis i. 29, 30. And God said, Behold, I have
given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the
face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the
fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat.
And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of
the air, and to everything that creepeth upon the earth,
wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for
meat: and it was so.
God gives the lesser idea of Himself for a link to
the greater, and in return, the higher always protects
the lower. The rich in spirit help the poor in one grand
brotherhood, all having the same Principle, or Father;
and blessed is that man who seeth his brother's need
and supplieth it, seeking his own in another's good. Love
giveth to the least spiritual idea might, immortality, and
goodness, which shine through all as the blossom shines
through the bud. All the varied expressions of God
reflect health, holiness, immortality - infinite Life, Truth,
and Love.
Genesis i. 31. And God saw everything that He
had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the evening
and the morning were the sixth day.
The divine Principle, or Spirit, comprehends and
expresses all, and all must therefore be as perfect as the
divine Principle is perfect. Nothing is new to Spirit.
Nothing can be novel to eternal Mind, the author of all
things, who from all eternity knoweth His own ideas.
Deity was satisfied with His work. How could He be
otherwise, since the spiritual creation was the
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outgrowth, the emanation, of His infinite selfcontainment and immortal wisdom?
Genesis ii. 1. Thus the heavens and the earth were
finished, and all the host of them.
Thus the ideas of God in universal being are
complete and forever expressed, for Science reveals
infinity and the fatherhood and motherhood of Love.
Human capacity is slow to discern and to grasp God's
creation and the divine power and presence which go
with it, demonstrating its spiritual origin. Mortals can
never know the infinite, until they throw off the old
man and reach the spiritual image and likeness. What
can fathom infinity! How shall we declare Him, till, in
the language of the apostle, "we all come in the unity of
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto
a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the
fulness of Christ"?
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Chapter 16: The
Platform of Christian
Science (by Mary
Baker Eddy)
When the following platform is understood and
the letter and the spirit bear witness, the infallibility of
divine metaphysics will be demonstrated.
( The deific supremacy )
I. God is infinite, the only Life, substance, Spirit,
or Soul, the only intelligence of the universe, including
man. Eye hath neither seen God nor His image and
likeness. Neither God nor the perfect man can be
discerned by the material senses. The individuality of
Spirit, or the infinite, is unknown, and thus a knowledge
of it is left either to human conjecture or to the
revelation of divine Science.
( The deific definitions )
II. God is what the Scriptures declare Him to be,-Life, Truth, Love. Spirit is divine Principle, and divine
Principle is Love, and Love is Mind, and Mind is not
both good and bad, for God is Mind; therefore there is
in reality one Mind only, because there is one God.
( Evil obsolete )
III. The notion that both evil and good are real is
a delusion of material sense, which Science annihilates.
Evil is nothing, no thing, mind, nor power. As manifested
by mankind it stands for a lie, nothing claiming to be
something,--for lust, dishonesty, selfishness, envy,
hypocrisy, slander, hate, theft, adultery, murder,
dementia, insanity, inanity, devil, hell, with all the
etceteras that word includes.
( Life the creator )
IV. God is divine Life, and Life is no more confined
to the forms which reflect it than substance is in its
shadow. If life were in mortal man or material things, it
would be subject to their limitations and would end in
death. Life is Mind, the creator reflected in His creations.
If He dwelt within what He creates, God would not be
reflected but absorbed, and the Science of being would
be forever lost through a mortal sense, which falsely
testifies to a beginning and an end.
( Allness of Spirit )

V. The Scriptures imply that God is All-in-all.
From this it follows that nothing possesses reality nor
existence except the divine Mind and His ideas. The
Scriptures also declare that God is Spirit. Therefore in
Spirit all is harmony, and there can be no discord; all is
Life, and there is no death. Everything in God's universe
expresses Him.
( The universal cause )
VI. God is individual, incorporeal. He is divine
Principle, Love, the universal cause, the only creator,
and there is no other self-existence. He is all-inclusive,
and is reflected by all that is real and eternal and by
nothing else. He fills all space, and it is impossible to
conceive of such omnipresence and individuality except
as infinite Spirit or Mind. Hence all is Spirit and spiritual.
( Divine trinity )
VII. Life, Truth, and Love constitute the triune
Person called God,--that is, the triply divine Principle,
Love. They represent a trinity in unity, three in one,-the same in essence, though multiform in office: God
the Father-Mother; Christ the spiritual idea of sonship;
divine Science or the Holy Comforter. These three
express in divine Science the threefold, essential nature
of the infinite. They also indicate the divine Principle
of scientific being, the intelligent relation of God to man
and the universe.
( Father-Mother )
VIII. Father-Mother is the name for Deity, which
indicates His tender relationship to His spiritual
creation. As the apostle expressed it in words which he
quoted with approbation from a classic poet: "For we
are also His offspring."
( The Son of God )
IX. Jesus was born of Mary. Christ is the true idea
voicing good, the divine message from God to men
speaking to the human consciousness. The Christ is
incorporeal, spiritual,--yea, the divine image and
likeness, dispelling the illusions of the senses; the Way,
the Truth, and the Life, healing the sick and casting out
evils, destroying sin, disease, and death. As Paul says:
"There is one God, and one mediator between God and
men, the man Christ Jesus." The corporeal man Jesus
was human.
( Holy Ghost or Comforter )
X. Jesus demonstrated Christ; he proved that
Christ is the divine idea of God--the Holy Ghost, or
Comforter, revealing the divine Principle, Love, and
leading into all truth.
( Christ Jesus )
XI. Jesus was the son of a virgin. He was appointed
to speak God's word and to appear to mortals in such a
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form of humanity as they could understand as well as
perceive. Mary's conception of him was spiritual, for
only purity could reflect Truth and Love, which were
plainly incarnate in the good and pure Christ Jesus. He
expressed the highest type of divinity, which a fleshly
form could express in that age. Into the real and ideal
man the fleshly element cannot enter. Thus it is that
Christ illustrates the coincidence, or spiritual agreement,
between God and man in His image.
( Messiah or Christ )
XII. The word Christ is not properly a synonym
for Jesus, though it is commonly so used. Jesus was a
human name, which belonged to him in common with
other Hebrew boys and men, for it is identical with the
name Joshua, the renowned Hebrew leader. On the other
hand, Christ is not a name so much as the divine title of
Jesus. Christ expresses God's spiritual, eternal nature.
The name is synonymous with Messiah, and alludes to
the spirituality which is taught, illustrated, and
demonstrated in the life of which Christ Jesus was the
embodiment. The proper name of our Master in the
Greek was Jesus the Christ; but Christ Jesus better
signifies the Godlike.
( The divine Principle and idea )
XIII. The advent of Jesus of Nazareth marked the
first century of the Christian era, but the Christ is
without beginning of years or end of days. Throughout
all generations both before and after the Christian era,
the Christ, as the spiritual idea,--the reflection of God,-has come with some measure of power and grace to all
prepared to receive Christ, Truth. Abraham, Jacob,
Moses, and the prophets caught glorious glimpses of the
Messiah, or Christ, which baptized these seers in the
divine nature, the essence of Love. The divine image,
idea, or Christ was, is, and ever will be inseparable from
the divine Principle, God. Jesus referred to this unity of
his spiritual identity thus: "Before Abraham was, I am;"
"I and my Father are one;" "My Father is greater than I."
The one Spirit includes all identities.
( Spiritual oneness )
XIV. By these sayings Jesus meant, not that the
human Jesus was or is eternal, but that the divine idea
or Christ was and is so and therefore antedated Abraham;
not that the corporeal Jesus was one with the Father,
but that the spiritual idea, Christ, dwells forever in the
bosom of the Father, God, from which it illumines
heaven and earth; not that the Father is greater than
Spirit, which is God, but greater, infinitely greater, than
the fleshly Jesus, whose earthly career was brief.
( The Son's duality )
XV. The invisible Christ was imperceptible to the
so-called personal senses, whereas Jesus appeared as a
bodily existence. This dual personality of the unseen
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and the seen, the spiritual and material, the eternal
Christ and the corporeal Jesus manifest in flesh,
continued until the Master's ascension, when the human,
material concept, or Jesus, disappeared, while the
spiritual self, or Christ, continues to exist in the eternal
order of divine Science, taking away the sins of the
world, as the Christ has always done, even before the
human Jesus was incarnate to mortal eyes.
( Eternity of the Christ )
XVI. This was "the Lamb slain from the foundation
of the world,"--slain, that is, according to the testimony
of the corporeal senses, but undying in the deific Mind.
The Revelator represents the Son of man as saying
(Revelation i. 17, 18): "I am the first and the last: I am
he that liveth, and was dead ot understood]; and, behold,
I am alive for evermore, cience has explained me]." This
is a mystical statement of the eternity of the Christ, and
is also a reference to the human sense of Jesus crucified.
( Infinite Spirit )
XVII. Spirit being God, there is but one Spirit,
for there can be but one infinite and therefore one God.
There are neither spirits many nor gods many. There is
no evil in Spirit, because God is Spirit. The theory, that
Spirit is distinct from matter but must pass through it,
or into it, to be individualized, would reduce God to
d e p e n d e n c y o n m a t t e r, a n d e s t a b l i s h a b a s i s f o r
pantheism.
( The only substance )
XVIII. Spirit, God, has created all in and of
Himself. Spirit never created matter. There is nothing
in Spirit out of which matter could be made, for, as the
Bible declares, without the Logos, the Aeon or Word of
God, "was not anything made that was made." Spirit is
the only substance, the invisible and indivisible infinite
God. Things spiritual and eternal are substantial. Things
material and temporal are insubstantial.
( Soul and Spirit one )
XIX. Soul and Spirit being one, God and Soul are
one, and this one never included in a limited mind or a
limited body. Spirit is eternal, divine. Nothing but Spirit,
Soul, can evolve Life, for Spirit is more than all else.
Because Soul is immortal, it does not exist in mortality.
Soul must be incorporeal to be Spirit, for Spirit is not
finite. Only by losing the false sense of Soul can we gain
the eternal unfolding of Life as immortality brought to
light.
( The one divine Mind )
XX. Mind is the divine Principle, Love, and can
produce nothing unlike the eternal Father-Mother, God.
Reality is spiritual, harmonious, immutable, immortal,
divine, eternal. Nothing unspiritual can be real,
harmonious, or eternal. Sin, sickness, and mortality are
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the suppositional antipodes of Spirit, and must be
contradictions of reality.
( The divine Ego )
XXI. The Ego is deathless and limitless, for limits
would imply and impose ignorance. Mind is the I AM,
or infinity. Mind never enters the finite. Intelligence
never passes into non-intelligence, or matter. Good never
enters into evil, the unlimited into the limited, the
eternal into the temporal, nor the immortal into
mortality. The divine Ego, or individuality, is reflected
in all spiritual individuality from the infinitesimal to
the infinite.
( The real manhood )
XXII. Immortal man was and is God's image or
idea, even the infinite expression of infinite Mind, and
immortal man is coexistent and coeternal with that
Mind. He has been forever in the eternal Mind, God;
but infinite Mind can never be in man, but is reflected
by man. The spiritual man's consciousness and
individuality are reflections of God. They are the
emanations of Him who is Life, Truth, and Love.
Immortal man is not and never was material, but always
spiritual and eternal.
( Indivisibility of the infinite )
XXIII. God is indivisible. A portion of God could
not enter man; neither could God's fulness be reflected
by a single man, else God would be manifestly finite,
lose the deific character, and become less than God.
Allness is the measure of the infinite, and nothing less
can express God.
( God the parent Mind )
XXIV. God, the divine Principle of man, and man
in God's likeness are inseparable, harmonious, and
eternal. The Science of being furnishes the rule of
perfection, and brings immortality to light. God and man
are not the same, but in the order of divine Science,
God and man coexist and are eternal. God is the parent
Mind, and man is God's spiritual offspring.
( Man reflects the perfect God )
XXV. God is individual and personal in a scientific
sense, but not in any anthropomorphic sense. Therefore
man, reflecting God, cannot lose his individuality; but
as material sensation, or a soul in the body, blind mortals
do lose sight of spiritual individuality. Material
personality is not realism; it is not the reflection or
likeness of Spirit, the perfect God. Sensualism is not
bliss, but bondage. For true happiness, man must
harmonize with his Principle, divine Love; the Son must
be in accord with the Father, in conformity with Christ.
According to divine Science, man is in a degree as perfect
as the Mind that forms him. The truth of being makes
man harmonious and immortal, while error is mortal

and discordant.
( Purity the path to perfection )
XXVI. Christian Science demonstrates that none
but the pure in heart can see God, as the gospel teaches.
In proportion to his purity is man perfect; and perfection
is the order of celestial being which demonstrates Life
in Christ, Life's spiritual ideal.
( True idea of man )
XXVII. The true idea of man, as the reflection of
the invisible God, is as incomprehensible to the limited
senses as is man's infinite Principle. The visible universe
and material man are the poor counterfeits of the
invisible universe and spiritual man. Eternal things
(verities) are God's thoughts as they exist in the spiritual
realm of the real. Temporal things are the thoughts of
mortals and are the unreal, being the opposite of the
real or the spiritual and eternal.
( Truth demonstrated )
XXVIII. Subject sickness, sin, and death to the rule
of health and holiness in Christian Science, and you
ascertain that this Science is demonstrably true, for it
heals the sick and sinning as no other system can.
Christian Science, rightly understood, leads to eternal
harmony. It brings to light the only living and true God
and man as made in His likeness; whereas the opposite
belief--that man originates in matter and has beginning
and end, that he is both soul and body, both good and
evil, both spiritual and material--terminates in discord
and mortality, in the error which must be destroyed by
Truth. The mortality of material man proves that error
has been ingrafted into the premises and conclusions of
material and mortal humanity.
( Adam not ideal man )
XXIX. The word Adam is from the Hebrew
adamah, signifying the red color of the ground, dust,
nothingness. Divide the name Adam into two syllables,
and it reads, a dam, or obstruction. This suggests the
thought of something fluid, of mortal mind in solution.
It further suggests the thought of that "darkness . . . upon
the face of the deep," when matter or dust was deemed
the agent of Deity in creating man,--when matter, as
that which is accursed, stood opposed to Spirit. Here a
dam is not a mere play upon words; it stands for
obstruction, error, even the supposed separation of man
from God, and the obstacle which the serpent, sin, would
impose between man and his creator. The dissection and
definition of words, aside from their metaphysical
derivation, is not scientific. Jehovah declared the ground
was accursed; and from this ground, or matter, sprang
Adam, notwithstanding God had blessed the earth "for
man's sake." From this it follows that Adam was not the
ideal man for whom the earth was blessed. The ideal
man was revealed in due time, and was known as Christ
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( Divine pardon )
XXX. The destruction of sin is the divine method
of pardon. Divine Life destroys death, Truth destroys
error, and Love destroys hate. Being destroyed, sin needs
no other form of forgiveness. Does not God's pardon,
destroying any one sin, prophesy and involve the final
destruction of all sin?
( Evil not produced by God )
XXXI. Since God is All, there is no room for His
unlikeness. God, Spirit, alone created all, and called it
good. Therefore evil, being contrary to good, is unreal,
and cannot be the product of God. A sinner can receive
no encouragement from the fact that Science
demonstrates the unreality of evil, for the sinner would
make a reality of sin,--would make that real which is
unreal, and thus heap up "wrath against the day of
wrath." He is joining in a conspiracy against himself,-against his own awakening to the awful unreality by
which he has been deceived. Only those, who repent of
sin and forsake the unreal, can fully understand the
unreality of evil.
( Basis of health and immortality )
XXXII. As the mythology of pagan Rome has
yielded to a more spiritual idea of Deity, so will our
material theories yield to spiritual ideas, until the finite
gives place to the infinite, sickness to health, sin to
holiness, and God's kingdom comes "in earth, as it is in
heaven." The basis of all health, sinlessness, and
immortality is the great fact that God is the only Mind;
and this Mind must be not merely believed, but it must
be understood. To get rid of sin through Science, is to
divest sin of any supposed mind or reality, and never to
admit that sin can have intelligence or power, pain or
pleasure. You conquer error by denying its verity. Our
various theories will never lose their imaginary power
for good or evil, until we lose our faith in them and
make life its own proof of harmony and God.
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Chapter 17:
Recapitulation (From
Science and Health by
Mary Baker Eddy)
This chapter is from the first edition of the
author's (Mary Baker Eddy's) class-book, copyrighted in
1870. After much labor and increased spiritual
understanding, she revised that treatise for this volume
in 1875. Absolute Christian Science pervades its
statements, to elucidate scientific metaphysics.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1.
Question. - What is God?
Answer. - God is incorporeal, divine, supreme,
infinite Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love.
2.
Question. - Are these terms synonymous?
Answer. - They are. They refer to one absolute
God. They are also intended to express the nature,
essence, and wholeness of Deity. The attributes of God
are justice, mercy, wisdom, goodness, and so on.
3.
Question. - Is there more than one God or
Principle?
Answer. - There is not. Principle and its idea is
one, and this one is God, omnipotent, omniscient, and
omnipresent Being, and His reflection is man and the
universe. Omni is adopted from the Latin adjective
signifying all . Hence God combines all-power or
potency, all-science or true knowledge, all-presence. The
varied manifestations of Christian Science indicate Mind,
never matter, and have one Principle.
4.
( Real versus unreal )
Question. - What are spirits and souls?

Answer. - To human belief, they are personalities
constituted of mind and matter, life and death, truth
and error, good and evil; but these contrasting pairs of
terms represent contraries, as Christian Science reveals,
which neither dwell together nor assimilate. Truth is
immortal; error is mortal. Truth is limitless; error is
limited. Truth is intelligent; error is non-intelligent.
Moreover, Truth is real, and error is unreal. This last
statement contains the point you will most reluctantly
admit, although first and last it is the most important
to understand.
( Mankind redeemed )
The term souls or spirits is as improper as the
term gods. Soul or Spirit signifies Deity and nothing else.
There is no finite soul nor spirit. Soul or Spirit means
only one Mind, and cannot be rendered in the plural.
Heathen mythology and Jewish theology have
perpetuated the fallacy that intelligence, soul, and life
can be in matter; and idolatry and ritualism are the
outcome of all man-made beliefs. The Science of
Christianity comes with fan in hand to separate the chaff
from the wheat. Science will declare God aright, and
Christianity will demonstrate this declaration and its
divine Principle, making mankind better physically,
morally, and spiritually.
5.
( Two chief commands )
Question. - What are the demands of the Science
of Soul?
Answer. - The first demand of this Science is,
"Thou shalt have no other gods before me." This me is
Spirit. Therefore the command means this: Thou shalt
have no intelligence, no life, no substance, no truth, no
love, but that which is spiritual. The second is like unto
it, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." It should
be thoroughly understood that all men have one Mind,
one God and Father, one Life, Truth, and Love. Mankind
will become perfect in proportion as this fact becomes
apparent, war will cease and the true brotherhood of
man will be established. Having no other gods, turning
to no other but the one perfect Mind to guide him, man
is the likeness of God, pure and eternal, having that Mind
which was also in Christ.
( Soul not confined in body )
Science reveals Spirit, Soul, as not in the body,
and God as not in man but as reflected by man. The
greater cannot be in the lesser. The belief that the greater
can be in the lesser is an error that works ill. This is a
leading point in the Science of Soul, that Principle is
not in its idea. Spirit, Soul, is not confined in man, and
is never in matter. We reason imperfectly from effect
to cause, when we conclude that matter is the effect of
Spirit; but a priori reasoning shows material existence
to be enigmatical. Spirit gives the true mental idea. We
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cannot interpret Spirit, Mind, through matter.
( Sinlessness of Mind, Soul )
Reasoning from cause to effect in the Science of
Mind, we begin with Mind, which must be understood
through the idea which expresses it and cannot be
learned from its opposite, matter. Thus we arrive at
Truth, or intelligence, which evolves its own unerring
idea and never can be coordinate with human illusions.
If Soul sinned, it would be mortal, for sin is mortality's
self, because it kills itself. If Truth is immortal, error
must be mortal, because error is unlike Truth. Because
Soul is immortal, Soul cannot sin, for sin is not the
eternal verity of being.
6.
Question. - What is the scientific statement of
being?
Answer. - There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor
substance in matter. All is infinite Mind and its infinite
manifestation, for God is All-in-all. Spirit is immortal
Truth; matter is mortal error. Spirit is the real and
eternal; matter is the unreal and temporal. Spirit is God,
and man is His image and likeness. Therefore man is
not material; he is spiritual.
7.
( Spiritual synonyms )
Question. - What is substance?
Answer. - Substance is that which is eternal and
incapable of discord and decay. Truth, Life, and Love
are substance, as the Scriptures use this word in
Hebrews: "The substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen." Spirit, the synonym of
Mind, Soul, or God, is the only real substance. The
spiritual universe, including individual man, is a
compound idea, reflecting the divine substance of Spirit.
8.
( Eternity of Life )
Question. - What is Life?
Answer. - Life is divine Principle, Mind, Soul,
Spirit. Life is without beginning and without end.
Eternity, not time, expresses the thought of Life, and
time is no part of eternity. One ceases in proportion as
the other is recognized. Time is finite; eternity is forever
infinite. Life is neither in nor of matter. What is termed
matter is unknown to Spirit, which includes in itself all
substance and is Life eternal. Matter is a human concept.
Life is divine Mind. Life is not limited. Death and
finiteness are unknown to Life. If Life ever had a
beginning, it would also have an ending.
9.
Question. - What is intelligence?
Answer. - Intelligence is omniscience,
omnipresence, and omnipotence. It is the primal and
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eternal quality of infinite Mind, of the triune Principle,
- Life, Truth, and Love, - named God.
10.
( True sense of infinitude )
Question. - What is Mind?
Answer. - Mind is God. The exterminator of error
is the great truth that God, good, is the only Mind, and
that the supposititious opposite of infinite Mind - called
devil or evil - is not Mind, is not Truth, but error,
without intelligence or reality. There can be but one
Mind, because there is but one God; and if mortals
claimed no other Mind and accepted no other, sin would
be unknown. We can have but one Mind, if that one is
infinite. We bury the sense of infinitude, when we admit
that, although God is infinite, evil has a place in this
infinity, for evil can have no place, where all space is
filled with God.
( The sole governor )
We lose the high signification of omnipotence,
when after admitting that God, or good, is omnipresent
and has all-power, we still believe there is another
power, named evil. This belief that there is more than
one mind is as pernicious to divine theology as are
ancient mythology and pagan idolatry. With one Father,
even God, the whole family of man would be brethren;
and with one Mind and that God, or good, the
brotherhood of man would consist of Love and Truth,
and have unity of Principle and spiritual power which
constitute divine Science. The supposed existence of
more than one mind was the basic error of idolatry. This
error assumed the loss of spiritual power, the loss of
the spiritual presence of Life as infinite Truth without
an unlikeness, and the loss of Love as ever present and
universal.
( The divine standard of perfection )
Divine Science explains the abstract statement
that there is one Mind by the following self-evident
proposition: If God, or good, is real, then evil, the
unlikeness of God, is unreal. And evil can only seem to
be real by giving reality to the unreal. The children of
God have but one Mind. How can good lapse into evil,
when God, the Mind of man, never sins? The standard
of perfection was originally God and man. Has God taken
down His own standard, and has man fallen?
( Indestructible relationship )
God is the creator of man, and, the divine
Principle of man remaining perfect, the divine idea or
reflection, man, remains perfect. Man is the expression
of God's being. If there ever was a moment when man
did not express the divine perfection, then there was a
moment when man did not express God, and
consequently a time when Deity was unexpressed - that
is, without entity. If man has lost perfection, then he
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has lost his perfect Principle, the divine Mind. If man
ever existed without this perfect Principle or Mind, then
man's existence was a myth.
The relations of God and man, divine Principle
and idea, are indestructible in Science; and Science
knows no lapse from nor return to harmony, but holds
the divine order or spiritual law, in which God and all
that He creates are perfect and eternal, to have remained
unchanged in its eternal history.
( Celestial evidence )
The unlikeness of Truth, - named error, - the
opposite of Science, and the evidence before the five
corporeal senses, afford no indication of the grand facts
of being; even as these so-called senses receive no
intimation of the earth's motions or of the science of
astronomy, but yield assent to astronomical propositions
on the authority of natural science.
The facts of divine Science should be admitted, although the evidence as to these facts is not supported
by evil, by matter, or by material sense, - because the
evidence that God and man coexist is fully sustained by
spiritual sense. Man is, and forever has been, God's
reflection. God is infinite, therefore ever present, and
there is no other power nor presence. Hence the
spirituality of the universe is the only fact of creation.
"Let God be true, but every aterial] man a liar."
11.
( The test of experience )
Question. - Are doctrines and creeds a benefit to
man?
Answer. - The author subscribed to an orthodox
creed in early youth, and tried to adhere to it until she
caught the first gleam of that which interprets God as
above mortal sense. This view rebuked human beliefs,
and gave the spiritual import, expressed through Science,
of all that proceeds from the divine Mind. Since then
her highest creed has been divine Science, which,
reduced to human apprehension, she has named
Christian Science. This Science teaches man that God is
the only Life, and that this Life is Truth and Love; that
God is to be understood, adored, and demonstrated; that
divine Truth casts out suppositional error and heals the
sick.
( God's law destroys evil )
The way which leads to Christian Science is
straight and narrow. God has set His signet upon Science,
making it coordinate with all that is real and only with
that which is harmonious and eternal. Sickness, sin, and
death, being inharmonious, do not originate in God nor
belong to His government. His law, rightly understood,
destroys them. Jesus furnished proofs of these
statements.

12.
( Evanescent materiality )
Question. - What is error?
Answer. - Error is a supposition that pleasure and
pain, that intelligence, substance, life, are existent in
matter. Error is neither Mind nor one of Mind's faculties.
Error is the contradiction of Truth. Error is a belief
without understanding. Error is unreal because untrue.
It is that which seemeth to be and is not. If error were
true, its truth would be error, and we should have a
self-evident absurdity - namely, erroneous truth. Thus
we should continue to lose the standard of Truth.
13.
( Unrealities that seem real )
Question. - Is there no sin?
Answer. - All reality is in God and His creation,
harmonious and eternal. That which He creates is good,
and He makes all that is made. Therefore the only reality
of sin, sickness, or death is the awful fact that unrealities
seem real to human, erring belief, until God strips off
their disguise. They are not true, because they are not
of God. We learn in Christian Science that all inharmony
of mortal mind or body is illusion, possessing neither
reality nor identity though seeming to be real and
identical.
( Christ the ideal Truth )
The Science of Mind disposes of all evil. Truth,
God, is not the father of error. Sin, sickness, and death
are to be classified as effects of error. Christ came to
destroy the belief of sin. The God-principle is
omnipresent and omnipotent. God is everywhere, and
nothing apart from Him is present or has power. Christ
is the ideal Truth, that comes to heal sickness and sin
through Christian Science, and attributes all power to
God. Jesus is the name of the man who, more than all
other men, has presented Christ, the true idea of God,
healing the sick and the sinning and destroying the power
of death. Jesus is the human man, and Christ is the divine
idea; hence the duality of Jesus the Christ.
( Jesus not God )
In an age of ecclesiastical despotism, Jesus
introduced the teaching and practice of Christianity,
affording the proof of Christianity's truth and love; but
to reach his example and to test its unerring Science
according to his rule, healing sickness, sin, and death, a
better understanding of God as divine Principle, Love,
rather than personality or the man Jesus, is required.
( Jesus not understood )
Jesus established what he said by demonstration,
thus making his acts of higher importance than his words.
He proved what he taught. This is the Science of
Christianity. Jesus proved the Principle, which heals the
sick and casts out error, to be divine. Few, however,
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except his students understood in the least his teachings
and their glorious proofs, - namely, that Life, Truth, and
Love (the Principle of this unacknowledged Science)
destroy all error, evil, disease, and death.

which has not a single quality underived from Deity;
that which possesses no life, intelligence, nor creative
power of his own, but reflects spiritually all that belongs
to his Maker.

( Miracles rejected )
The reception accorded to Truth in the early
Christian era is repeated to-day. Whoever introduces
the Science of Christianity will be scoffed at and
scourged with worse cords than those which cut the
flesh. To the ignorant age in which it first appears,
Science seems to be a mistake, - hence the
misinterpretation and consequent maltreatment which
it receives. Christian marvels (and marvel is the simple
meaning of the Greek word rendered miracle in the New
Testament) will be misunderstood and misused by many,
until the glorious Principle of these marvels is gained.

And God said: "Let us make man in our image,
after our likeness; and let them have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth."

( Divine fulfillment )
If sin, sickness, and death are as real as Life, Truth,
and Love, then they must all be from the same source;
God must be their author. Now Jesus came to destroy
sin, sickness, and death; yet the Scriptures aver, "I am
not come to destroy, but to fulfill." Is it possible, then,
to believe that the evils which Jesus lived to destroy
are real or the offspring of the divine will?
( Truth destroys falsity )
Despite the hallowing influence of Truth in the
destruction of error, must error still be immortal? Truth
spares all that is true. If evil is real, Truth must make it
so; but error, not Truth, is the author of the unreal, and
the unreal vanishes, while all that is real is eternal. The
apostle says that the mission of Christ is to "destroy the
works of the devil." Truth destroys falsity and error, for
l i g h t a n d d a r k n e s s c a n n o t d w e l l t o g e t h e r. L i g h t
extinguishes the darkness, and the Scripture declares that
there is "no night there." To Truth there is no error, - all
is Truth. To infinite Spirit there is no matter, - all is
Spirit, divine Principle and its idea.
14.
( Fleshly factors unreal )
Question. - What is man?
Answer. - Man is not matter; he is not made up of
brain, blood, bones, and other material elements. The
Scriptures inform us that man is made in the image and
likeness of God. Matter is not that likeness. The likeness
of Spirit cannot be so unlike Spirit. Man is spiritual and
perfect; and because he is spiritual and perfect, he must
be so understood in Christian Science. Man is idea, the
image, of Love; he is not physique. He is the compound
idea of God, including all right ideas; the generic term
for all that reflects God's image and likeness; the
conscious identity of being as found in Science, in which
man is the reflection of God, or Mind, and therefore is
eternal; that which has no separate mind from God; that

( Man unfallen )
Man is incapable of sin, sickness, and death. The
real man cannot depart from holiness, nor can God, by
whom man is evolved, engender the capacity or freedom
to sin. A mortal sinner is not God's man. Mortals are
the counterfeits of immortals. They are the children of
the wicked one, or the one evil, which declares that man
begins in dust or as a material embryo. In divine Science,
God and the real man are inseparable as divine Principle
and idea.
( Mortals are not immortals )
Error, urged to its final limits, is self-destroyed.
Error will cease to claim that soul is in body, that life
and intelligence are in matter, and that this matter is
man. God is the Principle of man, and man is the idea of
God. Hence man is not mortal nor material. Mortals will
disappear, and immortals, or the children of God, will
appear as the only and eternal verities of man. Mortals
are not fallen children of God. They never had a perfect
state of being, which may subsequently be regained.
They were, from the beginning of mortal history,
"conceived in sin and brought forth in iniquity."
Mortality is finally swallowed up in immortality. Sin,
sickness, and death must disappear to give place to the
facts which belong to immortal man.
( Imperishable identity )
Learn this, O mortal, and earnestly seek the
spiritual status of man, which is outside of all material
selfhood. Remember that the Scriptures say of mortal
man: "As for man, his days are as grass: as a flower of
the field, so he flourisheth. For the wind passeth over
it, and it is gone; and the place thereof shall know it no
more."
( The kingdom within )
When speaking of God's children, not the children
of men, Jesus said, "The kingdom of God is within you;"
that is, Truth and Love reign in the real man, showing
that man in God's image is unfallen and eternal. Jesus
beheld in Science the perfect man, who appeared to him
where sinning mortal man appears to mortals. In this
perfect man the Saviour saw God's own likeness, and
this correct view of man healed the sick. Thus Jesus
taught that the kingdom of God is intact, universal, and
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that man is pure and holy. Man is not a material
habitation for Soul; he is himself spiritual. Soul, being
Spirit, is seen in nothing imperfect nor material.
( Material body never God's idea )
Whatever is material is mortal. To the five
corporeal senses, man appears to be matter and mind
united; but Christian Science reveals man as the idea of
God, and declares the corporeal senses to be mortal and
erring illusions. Divine Science shows it to be impossible
that a material body, though interwoven with matter's
highest stratum, misnamed mind, should be man, - the
genuine and perfect man, the immortal idea of being,
indestructible and eternal. Were it otherwise, man would
be annihilated.
15.
( Reflection of Spirit )
Question. - What are body and Soul?
Answer. - Identity is the reflection of Spirit, the
reflection in multifarious forms of the living Principle,
Love. Soul is the substance, Life, and intelligence of man,
which is individualized, but not in matter. Soul can never
reflect anything inferior to Spirit.
( Man inseperable from Spirit )
Man is the expression of Soul. The Indians caught
some glimpses of the underlying reality, when they called
a certain beautiful lake "the smile of the Great Spirit."
Separated from man, who expresses Soul, Spirit would
be a nonentity; man, divorced from Spirit, would lose
his entity. But there is, there can be, no such division,
for man is coexistent with God.
( A vacant domicile )
What evidence of Soul or of immortality have you
within mortality? Even according to the teachings of
natural science, man has never beheld Spirit or Soul
leaving a body or entering it. What basis is there for the
theory of indwelling spirit, except the claim of mortal
belief ? What would be thought of the declaration that
a house was inhabited, and by a certain class of persons,
when no such persons were ever seen to go into the
house or to come out of it, nor were they even visible
through the windows? Who can see a soul in the body?
16.
( Harmonious functions )
Question. - Does brain think, and do nerves feel,
and is there intelligence in matter?
Answer. - No, not if God is true and mortal man
a liar. The assertion that there can be pain or pleasure
in matter is erroneous. That body is most harmonious
in which the discharge of the natural functions is least
noticeable. How can intelligence dwell in matter when
matter is non-intelligent and brain-lobes cannot think?
Matter cannot perform the functions of Mind. Error says,

"I am man;" but this belief is mortal and far from actual.
From beginning to end, whatever is mortal is composed
of material human beliefs and of nothing else. That only
is real which reflects God. St. Paul said, "But when it
pleased God, who separated me from my mother's
womb, and called me by His grace, . . . I conferred not
with flesh and blood."
( Immortal birthright )
Mortal man is really a self-contradictory phrase,
for man is not mortal, "neither indeed can be;" man is
immortal. If a child is the offspring of physical sense
and not of Soul, the child must have a material, not a
spiritual origin. With what truth, then, could the
Scriptural rejoicing be uttered by any mother, "I have
gotten a man from the Lord"? On the contrary, if aught
comes from God, it cannot be mortal and material; it
must be immortal and spiritual.
( Matter's supposed selfhood )
Matter is neither self-existent nor a product of
Spirit. An image of mortal thought, reflected on the
retina, is all that the eye beholds. Matter cannot see,
feel, hear, taste, nor smell. It is not self-cognizant, cannot feel itself, see itself, nor understand itself. Take
away so-called mortal mind, which constitutes matter's
supposed selfhood, and matter can take no cognizance
of matter. Does that which we call dead ever see, hear,
feel, or use any of the physical senses?
( Chaos and darkness )
"In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth. And the earth was without form, and void; and
darkness was upon the face of the deep." (Genesis i. 1,
2.) In the vast forever, in the Science and truth of being,
the only facts are Spirit and its innumerable creations.
Darkness and chaos are the imaginary opposites of light,
understanding, and eternal harmony, and they are the
elements of nothingness.
( Spiritual reflection )
We admit that black is not a color, because it
reflects no light. So evil should be denied identity or
power, because it has none of the divine hues. Paul says:
"For the invisible things of Him, from the creation of
the world, are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made." (Romans i.20.) When the
substance of Spirit appears in Christian Science, the
nothingness of matter is recognized. Where the spirit of
God is, and there is no place where God is not, evil
becomes nothing, - the opposite of the something of
Spirit. If there is no spiritual reflection, then there
remains only the darkness of vacuity and not a trace of
heavenly tints.
( Harmony from Spirit )
Nerves are an element of the belief that there is
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sensation in matter, whereas matter is devoid of
sensation. Consciousness, as well as action, is governed
by Mind, - is in God, the origin and governor of all that
Science reveals. Material sense has its realm apart from
Science in the unreal. Harmonious action proceeds from
Spirit, God. Inharmony has no Principle; its action is
erroneous and presupposes man to be in matter.
Inharmony would make matter the cause as well as the
effect of intelligence, or Soul, thus attempting to
separate Mind from God.
( Evil nonexistent )
Man is not God, and God is not man. Again, God,
or good, never made man capable of sin. It is the opposite
of good - that is, evil - which seems to make men capable
of wrong-doing. Hence, evil is but an illusion, and it has
no real basis. Evil is a false belief. God is not its author.
The supposititious parent of evil is a lie.
( Vapor and nothingness )
The Bible declares: "All things were made by Him
he divine Word]; and without Him was not anything
made that was made." This is the eternal verity of divine
Science. If sin, sickness, and death were understood as
nothingness, they would disappear. As vapor melts
before the sun, so evil would vanish before the reality
of good. One must hide the other. How important, then,
to choose good as the reality! Man is tributary to God,
Spirit, and to nothing else. God's being is infinity,
freedom, harmony, and boundless bliss. "Where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." Like the archpriests
of yore, man is free "to enter into the holiest," - the
realm of God.
( The fruit forbidden )
Material sense never helps mortals to understand
Spirit, God. Through spiritual sense only, man
comprehends and loves Deity. The various
contradictions of the Science of Mind by the material
senses do not change the unseen Truth, which remains
forever intact. The forbidden fruit of knowledge, against
which wisdom warns man, is the testimony of error,
declaring existence to be at the mercy of death, and good
and evil to be capable of commingling. This is the
significance of the Scripture concerning this "tree of the
knowledge of good and evil," - this growth of material
belief, of which it is said: "In the day that thou eatest
thereof thou shalt surely die." Human hypotheses first
assume the reality of sickness, sin, and death, and then
assume the necessity of these evils because of their
admitted actuality. These human verdicts are the
procurers of all discord.
( Sense and pure Soul )
If Soul sins, it must be mortal. Sin has the elements
of self-destruction. It cannot sustain itself. If sin is
supported, God must uphold it, and this is impossible,
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since Truth cannot support error. Soul is the divine
Principle of man and never sins, - hence the immortality
of Soul. In Science we learn that it is material sense, not
Soul, which sins; and it will be found that it is the sense
of sin which is lost, and not a sinful soul. When reading
the Scriptures, the substitution of the word sense for
soul gives the exact meaning in a majority of cases.
( Soul defined )
Human thought has adulterated the meaning of
the word soul through the hypothesis that soul is both
an evil and a good intelligence, resident in matter. The
proper use of the word soul can always be gained by
substituting the word God, where the deific meaning is
required. In other cases, use the word sense, and you
will have the scientific signification. As used in Christian
Science, Soul is properly the synonym of Spirit, or God;
but out of Science, soul is identical with sense, with
material sensation.
17.
( Sonship of Jesus )
Question. - Is it important to understand these
explanations in order to heal the sick?
Answer. - It is, since Christ is "the way" and the
truth casting out all error. Jesus called himself "the Son
of man," but not the son of Joseph. As woman is but a
species of the genera, he was literally the Son of Man.
Jesus was the highest human concept of the perfect man.
He was inseparable from Christ, the Messiah, - the divine
idea of God outside the flesh. This enabled Jesus to
demonstrate his control over matter. Angels announced
to the Wisemen of old this dual appearing, and angels
whisper it, through faith, to the hungering heart in every
age.
( Sickness erroneous )
Sickness is part of the error which Truth casts out.
Error will not expel error. Christian Science is the law
of Truth, which heals the sick on the basis of the one
Mind or God. It can heal in no other way, since the
human, mortal mind so-called is not a healer, but causes
the belief in disease.
( True healing transcendent )
Then comes the question, how do drugs, hygiene,
and animal magnetism heal? It may be affirmed that they
do not heal, but only relieve suffering temporarily,
exchanging one disease for another. We classify disease
as error, which nothing but Truth or Mind can heal, and
this Mind must be divine, not human. Mind transcends
all other power, and will ultimately supersede all other
means in healing. In order to heal by Science, you must
not be ignorant of the moral and spiritual demands of
Science nor disobey them. Moral ignorance or sin affects
your demonstration, and hinders its approach to the
standard in Christian Science.
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( Terms adopted by the author )
After the author's sacred discovery, she affixed
the name "Science" to Christianity, the name "error" to
corporeal sense, and the name "substance" to Mind.
Science has called the world to battle over this issue
and its demonstration, which heals the sick, destroys
error, and reveals the universal harmony. To those
natural Christian Scientists, the ancient worthies, and
to Christ Jesus, God certainly revealed the spirit of
Christian Science, if not the absolute letter.
( Science the way )
Because the Science of Mind seems to bring into
dishonor the ordinary scientific schools, which wrestle
with material observations alone, this Science has met
with opposition; but if any system honors God, it ought
to receive aid, not opposition, from all thinking persons.
And Christian Science does honor God as no other
theory honors Him, and it does this in the way of His
appointing, by doing many wonderful works through the
divine name and nature. One must fulfill one's mission
without timidity or dissimulation, for to be well done,
the work must be done unselfishly. Christianity will
never be based on a divine Principle and so found to be
unerring, until its absolute Science is reached. When this
is accomplished, neither pride, prejudice, bigotry, nor
envy can wash away its foundation, for it is built upon
the rock, Christ.
18.
( Mindless methods )
Question. - Does Christian Science, or
metaphysical healing, include medication, material
hygiene, mesmerism, hypnotism, theosophy, or
spiritualism?
Answer. - Not one of them is included in it. In
divine Science, the supposed laws of matter yield to the
law of Mind. What are termed natural science and
material laws are the objective states of mortal mind.
The physical universe expresses the conscious and
unconscious thoughts of mortals. Physical force and
mortal mind are one. Drugs and hygiene oppose the
supremacy of the divine Mind. Drugs and inert matter
are unconscious, mindless. Certain results, supposed to
proceed from drugs, are really caused by the faith in
them which the false human consciousness is educated
to feel.
( Animal magnetism error )
Mesmerism is mortal, material illusion. Animal
magnetism is the voluntary or involuntary action of error
in all its forms; it is the human antipode of divine
Science. Science must triumph over material sense, and
Truth over error, thus putting an end to the hypotheses
involved in all false theories and practices.

19.
( Error only ephemeral )
Question. - Is materiality the concomitant of
spirituality, and is material sense a necessary preliminary
to the understanding and expression of Spirit?
Answer. - If error is necessary to define or to reveal
Truth, the answer is yes; but not otherwise. Material
sense is an absurd phrase, for matter has no sensation.
Science declares that Mind, not matter, sees, hears, feels,
speaks. Whatever contradicts this statement is the false
sense, which ever betrays mortals into sickness, sin, and
death. If the unimportant and evil appear, only soon to
disappear because of their uselessness or their iniquity,
then these ephemeral views of error ought to be
obliterated by Truth. Why malign Christian Science for
instructing mortals how to make sin, disease, and death
appear more and more unreal?
( Scientific translations )
Emerge gently from matter into Spirit. Think not
to thwart the spiritual ultimate of all things, but come
naturally into Spirit through better health and morals
and as the result of spiritual growth. Not death, but the
understanding of Life, makes man immortal. The belief
that life can be in matter or soul in body, and that man
springs from dust or from an egg, is the result of the
mortal error which Christ, or Truth, destroys by fulfilling
the spiritual law of being, in which man is perfect, even
as the "Father which is in heaven is perfect." If thought
yields its dominion to other powers, it cannot outline
on the body its own beautiful images, but it effaces them
and delineates foreign agents, called disease and sin.
( Material beliefs )
The heathen gods of mythology controlled war
and agriculture as much as nerves control sensation or
muscles measure strength. To say that strength is in
matter, is like saying that the power is in the lever. The
notion of any life or intelligence in matter is without
foundation in fact, and you can have no faith in falsehood
when you have learned falsehood's true nature.
( Sense versus Soul )
Suppose one accident happens to the eye, another
to the ear, and so on, until every corporeal sense is
quenched. What is man's remedy? To die, that he may
regain these senses? Even then he must gain spiritual
understanding and spiritual sense in order to possess
immortal consciousness. Earth's preparatory school must
be improved to the utmost. In reality man never dies.
The belief that he dies will not establish his scientific
harmony. Death is not the result of Truth but of error,
and one error will not correct another.
( Death an error )
Jesus proved by the prints of the nails, that his
body was the same immediately after death as before. If
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death restores sight, sound, and strength to man, then
death is not an enemy but a better friend than Life. Alas
for the blindness of belief, which makes harmony
conditional upon death and matter, and yet supposes
Mind unable to produce harmony! So long as this error
of belief remains, mortals will continue mortal in belief
and subject to chance and change.
( Permanent sensibility )
Sight, hearing, all the spiritual senses of man, are
eternal. They cannot be lost. Their reality and
immortality are in Spirit and understanding, not in
matter, - hence their permanence. If this were not so,
man would be speedily annihilated. If the five corporeal
senses were the medium through which to understand
God, then palsy, blindness, and deafness would place
man in a terrible situation, where he would be like those
"having no hope, and without God in the world;" but as
a matter of fact, these calamities often drive mortals to
seek and to find a higher sense of happiness and
existence.
( Exercise of Mind faculties )
Life is deathless. Life is the origin and ultimate of
man, never attainable through death, but gained by
walking in the pathway of Truth both before and after
that which is called death. There is more Christianity
in seeing and hearing spiritually than materially. There
is more Science in the perpetual exercise of the Mindfaculties than in their loss. Lost they cannot be, while
Mind remains. The apprehension of this gave sight to
the blind and hearing to the deaf centuries ago, and it
will repeat the wonder.
20.
( Understanding versus belief )
Question. - You speak of belief. Who or what is
it that believes?
Answer. - Spirit is all-knowing; this precludes the
need of believing. Matter cannot believe, and Mind
understands. The body cannot believe. The believer and
belief are one and are mortal. Christian evidence is
founded on Science or demonstrable Truth, flowing from
immortal Mind, and there is in reality no such thing as
mortal mind. Mere belief is blindness without Principle
from which to explain the reason of its hope. The belief
that life is sentient and intelligent matter is erroneous.
The Apostle James said, "Show me thy faith
without thy works, and I will show thee my faith by my
works." The understanding that Life is God, Spirit,
lengthens our days by strengthening our trust in the
deathless reality of Life, its almightiness and immortality.
( Confirmation by healing )
This faith relies upon an understood Principle.
This Principle makes whole the diseased, and brings out
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the enduring and harmonious phases of things. The result
of our teachings is their sufficient confirmation. When,
on the strength of these instructions, you are able to
banish a severe malady, the cure shows that you
understand this teaching, and therefore you receive the
blessing of Truth.
( Belief and firm trust )
The Hebrew and Greek words often translated
belief differ somewhat in meaning from that conveyed
by the English verb believe; they have more the
significance of faith, understanding, trust, constancy,
firmness. Hence the Scriptures often appear in our
common version to approve and endorse belief, when
they mean to enforce the necessity of understanding.
21.
( All faculties from Mind )
Question. - Do the five corporeal senses constitute
man?
Answer. - Christian Science sustains with
immortal proof the impossibility of any material sense,
and defines these so-called senses as mortal beliefs, the
testimony of which cannot be true either of man or of
his Maker. The corporeal senses can take no cognizance
of spiritual reality and immortality. Nerves have no more
sensation, apart from what belief bestows upon them,
than the fibres of a plant. Mind alone possesses all
faculties, perception, and comprehension. Therefore
mental endowments are not at the mercy of organization
and decomposition, - otherwise the very worms could
unfashion man. If it were possible for the real senses of
man to be injured, Soul could reproduce them in all
their perfection; but they cannot be disturbed nor
destroyed, since they exist in immortal Mind, not in
matter.
( Possibilities of Life )
The less mind there is manifested in matter the
better. When the unthinking lobster loses its claw, the
claw grows again. If the Science of Life were understood,
it would be found that the senses of Mind are never lost
and that matter has no sensation. Then the human limb
would be replaced as readily as the lobster's claw, - not
with an artificial limb, but with the genuine one. Any
hypothesis which supposes life to be in matter is an
educated belief. In infancy this belief is not equal to
guiding the hand to the mouth; and as consciousness
develops, this belief goes out, - yields to the reality of
everlasting Life.
( Decalogue disregarded )
Corporeal sense defrauds and lies; it breaks all the
commands of the Mosaic Decalogue to meet its own
demands. How then can this sense be the God-given
channel to man of divine blessings or understanding?
How can man, reflecting God, be dependent on material
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means for knowing, hearing, seeing? Who dares to say
that the senses of man can be at one time the medium
for sinning against God, at another the medium for
obeying God? An affirmative reply would contradict the
Scripture, for the same fountain sendeth not forth sweet
waters and bitter.
( Organic construction valueless )
The corporeal senses are the only source of evil
or error. Christian Science shows them to be false,
because matter has no sensation, and no organic
construction can give it hearing and sight nor make it
the medium of Mind. Outside the material sense of
things, all is harmony. A wrong sense of God, man, and
creation is non-sense, want of sense. Mortal belief would
have the material senses sometimes good and sometimes
bad. It assures mortals that there is real pleasure in sin;
but the grand truths of Christian Science dispute this
error.
( Will-power an animal propensity )
Will-power is but a product of belief, and this
belief commits depredations on harmony. Human will
is an animal propensity, not a faculty of Soul. Hence it
cannot govern man aright. Christian Science reveals
Truth and Love as the motive-powers of man. Will blind, stubborn, and headlong - cooperates with appetite
and passion. From this cooperation arises its evil. From
this also comes its powerlessness, since all power belongs
to God, good.
( Theories helpless )
The Science of Mind needs to be understood.
Until it is understood, mortals are more or less deprived
of Truth. Human theories are helpless to make man
harmonious or immortal, since he is so already, according
to Christian Science. Our only need is to know this and
reduce to practice the real man's divine Principle, Love.
( True nature and origin )
"Quench not the Spirit. Despise not
prophesyings." Human belief - or knowledge gained from
the so-called material senses - would, by fair logic,
annihilate man along with the dissolving elements of
clay. The scientifically Christian explanations of the
nature and origin of man destroy all material sense with
immortal testimony. This immortal testimony ushers in
the spiritual sense of being, which can be obtained in
no other way.
( Sleep an illusion )
Sleep and mesmerism explain the mythical nature
of material sense. Sleep shows material sense as either
oblivion, nothingness, or an illusion or dream. Under
the mesmeric illusion of belief, a man will think that he
is freezing when he is warm, and that he is swimming
when he is on dry land. Needle-thrusts will not hurt

him. A delicious perfume will seem intolerable. Animal
magnetism thus uncovers material sense, and shows it
to be a belief without actual foundation or validity.
Change the belief, and the sensation changes. Destroy
the belief, and the sensation disappears.
( Man linked with Spirit )
Material man is made up of involuntary and
voluntary error, of a negative right and a positive wrong,
the latter calling itself right. Man's spiritual individuality
is never wrong. It is the likeness of man's Maker. Matter
cannot connect mortals with the true origin and facts of
being, in which all must end. It is only by acknowledging
the supremacy of Spirit, which annuls the claims of
matter, that mortals can lay off mortality and find the
indissoluble spiritual link which establishes man forever
in the divine likeness, inseparable from his creator.
( Material man as a dream )
The belief that matter and mind are one, - that
matter is awake at one time and asleep at another,
sometimes presenting no appearance of mind, - this
belief culminates in another belief, that man dies.
Science reveals material man as never the real being.
The dream or belief goes on, whether our eyes are closed
or open. In sleep, memory and consciousness are lost
from the body, and they wander whither they will
apparently with their own separate embodiment.
Personality is not the individuality of man. A wicked
man may have an attractive personality.
( Spiritual existence the one fact )
When we are awake, we dream of the pains and
pleasures of matter. Who will say, even though he does
not understand Christian Science, that this dream rather than the dreamer - may not be mortal man? Who
can rationally say otherwise, when the dream leaves
mortal man intact in body and thought, although the
so-called dreamer is unconscious? For right reasoning
there should be but one fact before the thought, namely,
spiritual existence. In reality there is no other existence,
since Life cannot be united to its unlikeness, mortality.
( Mind one and all )
Being is holiness, harmony, immortality. It is
already proved that a knowledge of this, even in small
degree, will uplift the physical and moral standard of
mortals, will increase longevity, will purify and elevate
character. Thus progress will finally destroy all error,
and bring immortality to light. We know that a statement
proved to be good must be correct. New thoughts are
constantly obtaining the floor. These two contradictory
theories - that matter is something, or that all is Mind will dispute the ground, until one is acknowledged to
be the victor. Discussing his campaign, General Grant
said: "I propose to fight it out on this line, if it takes all
summer." Science says: All is Mind and Mind's idea. You
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must fight it out on this line.
( Scientific ultimatum )
The notion that mind and matter commingle in
the human illusion as to sin, sickness, and death must
eventually submit to the Science of Mind, which denies
this notion. God is Mind, and God is infinite; hence all
is Mind. On this statement rests the Science of being,
and the Principle of this Science is divine, demonstrating
harmony and immortality.
( Victory for Truth )
The conservative theory, long believed, is that
there are two factors, matter and mind, uniting on some
impossible basis. This theory would keep truth and error
always at war. Victory would perch on neither banner.
On the other hand, Christian Science speedily shows
Truth to be triumphant. To corporeal sense, the sun
appears to rise and set, and the earth to stand still; but
astronomical science contradicts this, and explains the
solar system as working on a different plan. All the
evidence of physical sense and all the knowledge
obtained from physical sense must yield to Science, to
the immortal truth of all things.
22.
( Mental preparation )
Question. - Will you explain sickness and show
how it is to be healed?
Answer. - The method of Christian Science Mindhealing is touched upon in a previous chapter entitled
Christian Science Practice. A full answer to the above
question involves teaching, which enables the healer to
demonstrate and prove for himself the Principle and rule
of Christian Science or metaphysical healing.
( Mind destroys all ills )
Mind must be found superior to all the beliefs of
the five corporeal senses, and able to destroy all ills.
Sickness is a belief, which must be annihilated by the
divine Mind. Disease is an experience of so-called mortal
mind. It is fear made manifest on the body. Christian
Science takes away this physical sense of discord, just
as it removes any other sense of moral or mental
inharmony. That man is material, and that matter suffers,
- these propositions can only seem real and natural in
illusion. Any sense of soul in matter is not the reality of
being.
If Jesus awakened Lazarus from the dream,
illusion, of death, this proved that the Christ could
improve on a false sense. Who dares to doubt this
consummate test of the power and willingness of divine
Mind to hold man forever intact in his perfect state,
and to govern man's entire action? Jesus said: "Destroy
this temple ody], and in three days I ind] will raise it
up;" and he did this for tired humanity's reassurance.

( Inexhaustible divine Love )
Is it not a species of infidelity to believe that so
great a work as the Messiah's was done for himself or
for God, who needed no help from Jesus' example to
preserve the eternal harmony? But mortals did need this
help, and Jesus pointed the way for them. Divine Love
always has met and always will meet every human need.
It is not well to imagine that Jesus demonstrated the
divine power to heal only for a select number or for a
limited period of time, since to all mankind and in every
hour, divine Love supplies all good.
( Reason and Science )
The miracle of grace is no miracle to Love. Jesus
demonstrated the inability of corporeality, as well as
the infinite ability of Spirit, thus helping erring human
sense to flee from its own convictions and seek safety
in divine Science. Reason, rightly directed, serves to
correct the errors of corporeal sense; but sin, sickness,
and death will seem real (even as the experiences of the
sleeping dream seem real) until the Science of man's
eternal harmony breaks their illusion with the unbroken
reality of scientific being.
Which of these two theories concerning man are
you ready to accept? One is the mortal testimony,
changing, dying, unreal. The other is the eternal and real
evidence, bearing Truth's signet, its lap piled high with
immortal fruits.
( Followers of Jesus )
Our Master cast out devils (evils) and healed the
sick. It should be said of his followers also, that they
cast fear and all evil out of themselves and others and
heal the sick. God will heal the sick through man,
whenever man is governed by God. Truth casts out error
now as surely as it did nineteen centuries ago. All of
Truth is not understood; hence its healing power is not
fully demonstrated.
( Destruction of all evil )
If sickness is true or the idea of Truth, you cannot
destroy sickness, and it would be absurd to try. Then
classify sickness and error as our Master did, when he
spoke of the sick, "whom Satan hath bound," and find a
sovereign antidote for error in the life-giving power of
Truth acting on human belief, a power which opens the
prison doors to such as are bound, and sets the captive
free physically and morally.
( Steadfast and calm trust )
When the illusion of sickness or sin tempts you,
cling steadfastly to God and His idea. Allow nothing but
His likeness to abide in your thought. Let neither fear
nor doubt overshadow your clear sense and calm trust,
that the recognition of life harmonious - as Life eternally
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is - can destroy any painful sense of, or belief in, that
which Life is not. Let Christian Science, instead of
corporeal sense, support your understanding of being,
and this understanding will supplant error with Truth,
replace mortality with immortality, and silence discord
with harmony.
23.
( Rudiments of growth )
Question. - How can I progress most rapidly in
the understanding of Christian Science?
Answer. - Study thoroughly the letter and imbibe
the spirit. Adhere to the divine Principle of Christian
Science and follow the behests of God, abiding
steadfastly in wisdom, Truth, and Love. In the Science
of Mind, you will soon ascertain that error cannot
destroy error. You will also learn that in Science there
is no transfer of evil suggestions from one mortal to
another, for there is but one Mind, and this ever-present
omnipotent Mind is reflected by man and governs the
entire universe. You will learn that in Christian Science
the first duty is to obey God, to have one Mind, and to
love another as yourself.
( Condition of progress )
We all must learn that Life is God. Ask yourself:
Am I living the life that approaches the supreme good?
Am I demonstrating the healing power of Truth and
Love? If so, then the way will grow brighter "unto the
p e r f e c t d a y . " Yo u r f r u i t s w i l l p r o v e w h a t t h e
understanding of God brings to man. Hold perpetually
this thought, - that it is the spiritual idea, the Holy Ghost
and Christ, which enables you to demonstrate, with
scientific certainty, the rule of healing, based upon its
divine Principle, Love, underlying, overlying, and
encompassing all true being.
( Triumph over death )
"The sting of death is sin; and the strength of sin
is the law," - the law of mortal belief, at war with the
facts of immortal Life, even with the spiritual law which
says to the grave, "Where is thy victory?" But "when
this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this
mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be
brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is
swallowed up in victory."
24.
( - Tenets - )
Question. - Have Christian Scientists any religious
creed?
Answer. - They have not, if by that term is meant
doctrinal beliefs. The following is a brief exposition of
the important points, or religious tenets, of Christian
Science: -

.1. As adherents of Truth, we take the inspired Word
of the Bible as our sufficient guide to eternal Life.
.2. We acknowledge and adore one supreme and
infinite God. We acknowledge His Son, one Christ;
the Holy Ghost or divine Comforter; and man in
God's image and likeness.
.3. We acknowledge God's forgiveness of sin in the
destruction of sin and the spiritual understanding
that casts out evil as unreal. But the belief in sin is
punished so long as the belief lasts.
.4. We acknowledge Jesus' atonement as the
evidence of divine, efficacious Love, unfolding man's
unity with God through Christ Jesus the Wayshower; and we acknowledge that man is saved
through Christ, through Truth, Life, and Love as
demonstrated by the Galilean Prophet in healing
the sick and overcoming sin and death.
.5. We acknowledge that the crucifixion of Jesus
and his resurrection served to uplift faith to
understand eternal Life, even the allness of Soul,
Spirit, and the nothingness of matter.
.6. And we solemnly promise to watch, and pray
for that Mind to be in us which was also in Christ
Jesus; to do unto others as we would have them do
unto us; and to be merciful, just, and pure.

The end
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About the research
series:
Discovering Infinity
The series is made up of nine books , created by
Rolf A. F. Witzsche, in North Vancouver, Canada, over
a span of more than 15 years.
Work on the series began in the early 1980s, but
its central element is rooted in a new form of science
that had been created a hundred years earlier by a New
England woman named Mary Baker Eddy (1821-1910).
The woman was probably the most accomplished
scientists in the field of exploring the power of
intelligent perception for elevating human existence.
The science became widely known for its application
for the healing of disease on a scientific metaphysical
basis. While the series presented here focuses on the
leading-edge aspects of her science that are still largely
unknown in today's world, the series takes us still farther
back in time, to the work of another great pioneer of
humanity, to Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) who is regarded
by some as the first stepping stone towards the Golden
Renaissance, a period of scientific and spiritual
development that uplifted mankind probably more
profoundly than any other period in history. A new selfperception of mankind dawned that ended the Dark Ages
and uplifted the world. Both developments stand tall
among the great turning points in the history of mankind.
It is sadly obvious that we need such a renaissanceturning-point again in our modern dark world. Our
world has become a world of unspeakable fascism, greed,
war, terror, torture, inhumanity, nuclear bombs, slavery,
poverty, and financial disintegration. I addition to that
we face the return of the Ice Age that's looming darkly
on the not so distant horizon. With these shadows fast
falling around us we find that our civilization hangs in
the balance once again, and more precariously so than it
did in the time of Dante who foresaw society's doom
and worked to prevent it. As in Dante's time the strength
of our civilization is failing; our defences are wearing
thin; our riches are crumbling; and the light of our hope
for getting out of this trap is getting small, matching
the smallness in thinking that has become the hallmark
of modern society.
Dante found himself in a similar kind of world.
His home city had been the center of the greatest
financial world empire up to this time, which was rotten
to the core. Dante became a rebel bearing warnings and

presenting critical choices that could have avoided the
doom that later happened. But instead of being heeded
Dante was banished from the city.
As a rebel in 'exile' Dante poured the principles
that he understood into his writings. The best known of
these works is his epic poetic trilogy the Commedia, or
translated, the Divine Comedy. The Commedia is a
serious work designed to lift society out of its 'smallness'
by raising its perception of truth and its self-perception
to higher levels of thinking. The Commedia presents
three such levels, presented in a progressive sequence.
Dante's three levels are incorporated into the makeup
of the research series presented here, which is focused
on our modern world.
In order to be able to do accomplish the complex
task that Dante had laid out for himself, he had to first
create a high-level language, a new kind of language with
a depth and quality that can convey the complex ideas
that he wanted to express. On this track he gathered
together the most beautiful aspects of all the Italian
dialects that he could find from the numerous sources
across the country. It is being said that he literally
created the Italian language for this purpose. Of course
there was nothing more worthy of that language than
his own poetic works.The language that he created
became the central language of the Golden Renaissance,
the Italian Renaissance, the renaissance typified by the
Council of Florence of the mid 1400s. Dante would have
been proud of this development, but he died long before
the Renaissance became a reality. Nevertheless he
understood the principles that the Golden Renaissance
represented, and he expressed these principles in the
Commedia.
The Commedia tells us the story of a pilgrim and
his guide. The two journey together through the three
stages that Dante called: Hell; Purgatory; and Paradise.
The research series presented here is designed to follow
this three-step pattern. In fact, it is designed to take us
through the journey twice, once in the perspective of
the pilgrim, and once in the perspective of the guide.
For this reason the series is made up of six sets of books,
Volume 1 through 6.
Vo l u m e 1 t h r o u g h 3 a r e w r i t t e n f r o m t h e
standpoint of the pilgrim.
Volume 1 corresponds with Dante's concept of Hell,
but seen in modern terms. Actually Dante's personal hell
has been two-fold. He was a rebel against the financial
empire of his time. He saw doom spelled in big letters
in the corrupting decadence that stank with arrogance
but was in real terms a hollow, empty shell. He must
have spoken out powerfully with calls for sanity for
which he was banished from his beloved home city.
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While he didn't live long enough to see the collapse of
the financial system that he had warned about, he
understood that the system would collapse by the sheer
weight of its gravity if it continued its course, and by
the weakness of its emptiness. The collapse occurred 24
years after Dante's death, with consequences far worse
that he might have imagined. The collapse had weakened
the population across Europe so severely that it opened
the door to the Black Plaque that swept like wildfire
across the land and destroyed nearly half the European
population.
Since we are now poised for a replay with a
possibly deeper and wider financial collapse, the first
book of the series, Volume 1 (Volume 1A) focuses on
the hell that Dante had fought against. The tile for this
volume is, The Disintegration of the World's Financial
System. Indeed, when the mighty giant that is deemed
as solid as the Rock of Gibraltar becomes an empty shell
the inevitable happens.
But Dante's personal hell had a second feature, that
of injustice, inhumanity, death threats; he was banished
under the threat of death. The modern face of this
feature becomes the focus for the second part of Volume
1 (Volume 1B). It focuses on the crimes committed by
those who would uphold today's dying private empire
in order to hold back its built-in demise. The tile for
this volume is, Crimes Against Humanity.
In the Greek legend in which Saturn is devouring
his sons, the god-giant perpetrates this crime not in a
rage of 'greed' so that he may nourish himself, but out
of fear. Dante the poet had been banished by the
mightiest financial empire of his time, out of fear. The
empire had been scared of the humanity of the poet.
Volume 2 mirrors Dante's concept of Purgatory, a
stage of healing. The title for this volume is Science and
Spiritual Healing. The healing here is a kind of selfdiscovery, the discovery of a spiritual dimension in our
humanity that takes us beyond the crude limits that we
have placed on ourselves in the 'smallness' of today's
prevailing closed-minded thinking.
Volume 3 takes us to still higher ground. It presents
the scientific platform of Christ Science, Dante's
Paradise, but advanced in great measures to a true
science. At this stage the pilgrim finds that the guide
inevitably leaves him standing alone in order that he
may be guided by his own human resources. America's
spiritual pioneer, Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of
Christian Science, the discoverer of "the divine Principle
of scientific mental healing," has done exactly the same.
In the late 1800s she developed a vast pedagogical
structure for scientific and spiritual development,
evidently in support of her science, but she left humanity
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alone with it. She only outlined its design, even though
the structure is so enormous in scope that it encompasses
all of her major words, with some strikingly advanced
concepts added. She never imposed it as a dogma as to
how it must unfold in the mind of the student. Just as
the guide stepped aside at this point in Dante's poem,
Mary Baker Eddy had posed a lot of questions in the
way her pedagogical structure is outlined, but she never
really provides any answers for them. It is as if she is
saying, like Dante had, that the answers must emerge
through the process of discovery as one individually
begins to search for the truth.
Volume 3 presents the details of the discovery of
Mary Baker Eddy's pedagogical structure and the
subsequent exploration of it. What is presented in this
volume resulted from a process in which one is always
alone, supported only by the substance of science and
the spiritual riches of our humanity. The title of this
volume is: Universal Divine Science - Spiritual
Pedagogicals.
At this point the second cycle begins. The next
three volumes, Volume 4 through 6 take us through the
same journey once more, from Dante's Hell, to
Purgatory, and to Paradise, but from the standpoint of
the guide instead of the pilgrim.
Volume 4 takes us through Hell as seen by the guide
who must plot a safe path through the jungle. Here the
great concepts demand clarity: Is evil a power, or is it a
negation without power? Is darkness substantial, or is
there substance only in light against which darkness
cannot stand? The title of this volume is, Light Piercing
the Heart of Darkness.
Volume 5 explores the dimension of Purgatory with
the eyes of a guide who must turn the spiritual potential,
by means of science, into a profound renaissance that
uplifts the whole world. In this case the guide
understands the advanced pedagogical structures that the
pioneer of the past has provided, who then finds himself
challenged to apply them to create a portal to a new
world. The title of this volume is, Scientific Government
and Self-Government.
Perhaps the profoundest realization that we have
learned in the historic periods of renaissance is the now
evident fact that our 'bread' does not come from the
sky, from heaven, nor does it come from the Earth, but
is created as the product of the human mind, drawn from
the discovery and application of universal principles in
which our infinite dimension comes to light.
Volume 6 is once more split into two parts, both
representing Dante's Paradise from the standpoint of the
guide. The first part, Volume 6a, has the title, The
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Infinite Nature of Man. Mary Baker Eddy made a
statement in 1884 that must have shaken the starched
motions of that time. She wrote, "Woman is the highest
term for man." In the context of her science this
statement bears not a sexual reference, but a spiritual
one. It reflects the highest concept of humanity that we
find described in the biblical Apocalypse as "a woman
clothed with the sun and the moon under her feet and
on her head a crown of twelve stars."
This non-sexual reference to woman as a metaphor
for the spiritual identity of mankind, the highest idea
of our humanity, comes with no small challenges
attached for one to live up to. It is no small challenge to
discover what worlds upon worlds it encompasses. In
this realm even the guide is alone, and infinity itself
becomes the frontier where there are no inherent limits.
The second part of Volume 6, (Volume 6b), is
focused on the spiritual dimension of leadership. The
title for this final book in the series is simply called,
Leadership.
So what is it that we are after to provide leadership
for? What kind of leadership makes any sense in the
infinite domain? Is the goal to achieve victory? Or does
a new type of leadership unfold that raises the standard
of achievement?
The research series presented here contains still
one more volume, the Introduction Volume that opens
the series. Its title is, Roots in Universal History.
This introductory volume sets the stage for the
series by exploring who and what we are as human
beings in the vast scope of universal history. In this
sphere of the real world the roles of the pilgrim and the
guide are blurred and intermingle. In this sphere we are
all but children growing up, or children that refuse to
grow out of their infancy as it is so often the case. In
this sphere history sometimes offers itself as a guide,
but to what end? And who listens anyway what history
tells us? Dante must have felt that society needs more
than just history, because history by itself comes with
an empty promise all too often. Dante must have felt
that something more is needed, like timeless principles
and a humanity with built-in riches that we have barely
begun to explore, much less to utilize. Evidently Dante
wrote the Commedia to open the door to this universe
of principles and the wide dimension of our profound
humanity.
I have written the nine volume research series in
an attempt to bring back the spirit of Dante's 'devotion'
to looking more deeply into what shapes us and our
world. His achievements became a stepping stone to the
greatest renaissance of all times that began the greatest

period of humanist development in the entire history
of civilization. It is my hope that this still existing
potential that Dante had one tapped into may be realized
anew in our time. The principles that Dante had
glimpsed so long ago are valid for all times according to
the nature of principles. Consequently they are valid
today. For this reason the great renaissance that we
desperately need in our time has the potential of
becoming realized. We are not looking for utopian
dreams coming true, but for the truth of our humanity
coming to light with a light "brighter than the sun" that
had already been discovered several times before. We
may yet realize that the potential for getting back to
this light still exists.
Maybe Dante's greatest legacy is the cradle that
holds the potential for our awakening towards an infinite
future that remains forever within our reach to be
claimed if we care to take the steps involved. Those
steps comprise the critical choices that Dante had dealt
with, which are now before us. But how will we choose?
Will we explore the depth of our humanity and
experience its freedom? Nobody can really answer that
question. Nobody can see into the future. We can only
look at our world as it is and explore the dimensions of
the present civilization. What one sees in today's world
is far from encouraging. In comparison with Dante's
world we are in a far-more precarious state. Our
economies are collapsing, choking with unemployment
and poverty. Our world-financial system is disintegrating
on the globalized platforms of imperial looting and
slavery. And in the shadow we have war wrecking the
world, now endless war, with atomic bombs evermore
on the horizon that can eradicate civilization. And then
we face the darkest and latest invention for the mass
killing of human beings, the little-known dirty-uranium
bomb that has already been pre-positioned by the
millions, if not tens of millions, which could end human
existence altogether.
During the years when the research series,
Discovering Infinity was written to a large extend, the
world was much brighter than it is today. Nevertheless
it became evident at this time that a profound impetus
was needed to power the transition of society out of its
ever-deepening hell. It was seen as obviously impossible
to eradicate terror with more terror, and war with more
war, and the looting of society with evermore powerful
looting by globalizing the process. It was recognized that
we can only solve these problems asymmetrically by
proceeding from a higher-level standpoint. Since the
asymmetric countering of force, violence, and terror is
to love, even to love universally, I began the huge task
of writing a series of novels that is designed to explore
the Principle of Universal Love. Over the years the work
unfolded into the now 12-part series of novels, The
Lodging for the Rose.
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The series of novels, The Lodging for the Rose
was preceded by two novels that serve somewhat like a
preface for the series. The first of these novels, Flight
without Limits, explores the hypothetical potential of
being able to move instantly to wherever one wants to
be in physical space. While we don't have that potential
and probably never will, no such inherent limitation
appears to exist in the mental realm. What inertia would
hold us back in the mental realm, to prevent us from
being where we want to be, or need to be? It appears
that no real limit exists in the mental sphere where our
humanity comes to light. Herein lies our future.
The second novel that preceded the series is the
novel, Brighter than the Sun. It deals with the hell of a
staged nuclear-war accident and the power of love that
draws three families together by their individual
struggles in countering this hell. In the unfolding story
the Principle of Universal Love is gradually coming to
light.
The reason why the platform of the novel was
chosen to explore the Principle of Universal Love in
parallel with the research series Discovering Infinity,
reflects the nature of the response that is needed in our
nuclear world to protect our existence and save our
civilization that is rapidly collapsing into the shadow of
terror, poverty, fascism, and imperial slavery and looting
of the world. The Principle of Universal Love cannot
be explored in a cold theoretical fashion to counter the
darkness of these shadows. We would loose love farther
on the theoretical platform, instead of facing its
imperative in the world of our daily living where it
should be our light.
The very concept of the Principle of Universal love
needs to be uplifted in life by giving it a shape that is
found in its practical development at the grassroots level
of our social existence. Surely, Dante would have agreed
that love needs to become an active universal impetus.
The 19th Century spiritual pioneers, Mary Baker
Eddy, wrote the following about love as a principle that
can only be understood in its universal manifestation
rather than as a 'privatized thing.' She wrote: "LOVE What a word! I am in awe before it. Over what worlds
on worlds it hath range and is sovereign! the underived,
the incomparable, the infinite All of good, the alone
God, is Love... No word is more misconstrued; no
sentiment less understood. The divine significance of
Love is distorted into human qualities, which in their
human abandon become jealousy and hate. Love is not
something put upon a shelf, to be taken down on rare
occasions with sugar-tongs and laid on a rose-leaf. I make
strong demands on love, call for active witnesses to prove
it, and noble sacrifices and grand achievements as its
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results. Unless these appear, I cast aside the word as a
sham and counterfeit, having no ring of the true metal.
Love cannot be a mere abstraction, or goodness without
activity and power." (Miscellaneous Writings, p.250)
Indeed love shouldn't be deemed something as small
and rare like a gem that one picks up with "sugar tongues
and puts on a rose leaf" for special occasions. It needs
be the universal impetus, and it will be that when we
can find it in the true face of the humanity of mankind
that we all share and bring to light as human beings. It
needs to unfold as an all-embracing, active expression,
a light that enriches individual living. Only then can we
expect to see our civilization unfolding on that higher
level where fascism, slavery, war, looting, and poverty
cannot exist, and the world is secure. Right now we are
so far from this state that seems like but a dream, while
the loss of civilization and the extinction of mankind
loom in the foreground as a growing threat.
The series of novels, The Lodging for the Rose
was written in parallel with the research series
Discovering Infinity in order that it may enable us
increasingly to see ourselves primarily as human beings
- not divided by sex, marriage, wealth, power, but as a
single humanity of human beings, individual in our
living, but sharing a common universal human soul. In a
sense, this is what Dante tried to convey in the
Commedia. My series of novels is designed to take the
Principle of Universal Love out of the theoretical sphere
into the down-to-earth practical sphere towards a
profound new renaissance in civilization. On this line
the research series Discovering Infinity and the series of
novels The Lodging for the Rose are designed to unfold
in parallel.
Rolf A. F. Witzsche
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Figure A

Appendix: A - Rows and Columns

Figure B

Figure C

Appendix A cont.
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Appendix: B - The four cardinal points, defining the rows
Please note: The four definitions for the name Adam are from second part of the Glossary definition for ADAM.
The Scientific Translation for Mortal Mind and Immortal Mind are from Science and Health p.115/6.
The "Quality of good" definitions are from the Glossary definitions for the terms GOD and GOOD
The definition for the cardinal points is from the textbook chapter, The Apocalypse, Science and Health 577:12

The Word

Cardinal point: "The Word of Life, Truth, and Love." (the divine domain of universal Principle)

omnipotence
Heaven /
Day

Glossary terms: HEAVEN / DAY
Quality of good: "omnipotence" (God, the great I AM)
Translation of immortal Mind: GOD, divine synonyms - MAN, divine image - IDEA, divine reflection

The divine domain
universal
lateral

The name Adam represents the false supposition "that Life is not eternal, but has beginning and
end." This supposition is invalidated by divine infinity. - God is the All-in-all.

Christ

Cardinal point: "The Christ, the spiritual idea of God" (the scientific domain - Christ Science)

omniscience
Kingom of
Heaven /
Morning

Glossary terms: KINGDOM OF HEAVEN / MORNING

The Christ domain
scientific
vertical

Quality of good: "omniscience" (God, the all-knowing)
Translation of mortal mind: understanding, SPIRITUAL, reality.
The name Adam represents the false supposition "that the infinite enters the finite, that intelligence
passes into non-intelligence, and that Soul dwells in material sense." The supposition is invalidated
by the Science of the Christ unfolding in Divine Science.
Cardinal point: "Christianity, which is the outcome of the divine Principle of the Christ-idea in

Christianity Christian history." (the transitional domain of 'awakening.')
omnipresence
Earth /
Evening

The moral domain
transitional
vertical

Christian
Science
omianction
Hell /
Night
The domain of
depravity
terminal
vertical

Glossary terms: EARTH / EVENING
Quality of good: "omnipresence" (God, the all-seeing)
Translation of mortal mind: evil beliefs disappearing, MORAL, transitional qualities
The name Adam represents the false supposition "that immortal Mind results in matter, and matter
in mortal mind." The supposition is invalidated by divine Principle unfolding in moral development.
Cardinal point: "Christian Science, which to-day and forever interprets the great example and the
great Exemplar." (the all-action domain invalidating unreality)
Glossary terms: HELL / NIGHT
Quality of good: "omni-action" (God, the all-acting )
Translation of mortal mind: Depravity, PHYSICAL, unreality
The name Adam represents the false supposition "that the one God and creator entered what
He created, and then disappeared in the atheism of matter" - Invalidated by Christian Science.
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Appendix: C - The four 'sides' defining the columns as development streams
Northward

The Word
the dawn of the day
the river is PISON
incorporeal
northwards is gates
open towards the
dawn - towards the
North Star, the Word,
the polar magnet of
revelation

Westward

Eastward

Southward

The Christ

Christianity

the sunrise
the river is Gihon
divine

the ‘heat’ of the day
the river is Hiddekel
supreme

the sunset / peace
the river is Euphrates
infinite

eastwards is gates
open towards the
sunrise - towards the
star seen by the
Wisemen of the
Orient, who followed it
to the manger of
Jesus;

southward is gates
open towards the heat
of the day - towards
to the genial tropics,
with the Southern
Cross in the skies, the Cross of Calvary,
which binds human
society into solemn
union;

westward is gates
open towards the
sunset - towards the
grand realization of
the Golden Shore of
Love and the Peaceful
Sea of Harmony.

Gihon (river)
The rights of woman
acknowledged morally,
civilly, and socially.

Hiddekel (river)
Divine Science
understood and
acknowledged.

Euphrates (river)
Divine Science
encompassing the
universe and man; the
true idea of God; a
type of the glory which
is to come; metaphysics taking the place of
physics; the reign of
righteousness. The
atmosphere of human
belief before it accepts
sin, sickness, or
death; a state of
mortal thought, the
only error of which is
limitation; finity; the
opposite of infinity.

Divine Science

Note: The geographic
orientation, in the
sequence shown is
presented in S&H on
page 575:26 -- Its
gates open towards
light... p. 577:24

Pison (river)
The love of the good
and beautiful, and
their immortality.

Note: The rivers are
defined in the Glossary of
the textbook: Their
sequence is defined in
Genesis 2:11-14
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Appendix: D - locating the textbook chapters and Lord’s Prayer on the struxture
Northward

The Word

The Word
omnipotence
Heaven /
Day

Christ
omniscience
Kingom of
Heaven /
Morning

Eastward

Southward

Westward

Divine Science

The Christ

Christianity

the dawn of the day
the river is PISON
incorporeal

the sunrise
the river is Gihon
divine

the ‘heat’ of the day
the river is Hiddekel
supreme

the sunset / peace
the river is Euphrates
infinite

4: Christian Science
versus Spiritualism

8: Footsteps of Truth

12: Christian Science
Practice

16: The Apocalypse

Adorable One.

Enable us to know, - as And Love is reflected in For God is infinite, allpower, all Life, Truth,
in heaven, so on earth, - love;
Love, over
God is
all, and All.
omnipotent, supreme.

1ooo

o1oo

3: Marriage

7: Physiology

oo1o

ooo1

11: Some Objections
Answered

15: Genesis

Hallowed be Thy name.

Thy will be done in
earth, as it is
in heaven.

And forgive us our
debts, as we forgive
our debtors.

For Thine is the kingdom, and the power,
and the glory, forever.

2ooo

o2oo

oo2o

0002

6: Science,
Theology,
Medicine

10: Science of Being

The Christ domain
scientific
vertical

Christianity
omnipresence
Earth /
Evening

2: Atonement
and Eucharist

Our Father-Mother God, Thy kingdom is come;
Thou art ever-present.
all-harmonious,

Give us grace for
to-day; feed the famished affections;

And God leadeth us
not into temptation,
but delivereth us from
sin, disease, and
death.

oo3o

ooo3

The moral domain
transitional
vertical

Christian
Science
omianction
Hell /
Night
The domain of
depravity
terminal
vertical

3ooo
1: Prayer

o3oo
5: Animal Magnetism
Unmasked

14: Recapitulation

9: Creation

13: Teaching
Christian Science

Our Father which art in
heaven,

Thy kingdom come.

Give us this day our
daily bread;

And lead us not into
temptation, but deliver
us from evil;

4ooo

o4oo

oo4o

ooo4
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Appendix: E - defining the nature of the rows - science vs. ADAM
Note: The definition for the name Adam is taken from the second part of the Glossary definition for the
term ADAM (S&H p. 580:21)

The Word

GOD: (divine synonyms) - MAN: (divine image) - IDEA: (divine reflection)

omnipotence
Heaven /
Day

Scientific translation of immortal Mind (p. 115)
versus Adam
The name Adam represents the false supposition that Life is not eternal, but has beginning and end.

The divine domain
universal
lateral

Christ

Third Degree: Understanding. (reality)

omniscience
Kingom of
Heaven /
Morning

SPIRITUAL. Wisdom, purity, spiritual understanding, spiritual power, love, health, holiness.

The Christ domain

Scientific translation of mortal mind (p. 116)
versus Adam
The name Adam represents the false supposition that the infinite enters the finite,
that intelligence passes into non-intelligence, and that Soul dwells in material sense;.

scientific
vertical

Christianity Second Degree: Evil beliefs disappearing. (transitional qualities)
omnipresence
Earth /
Evening

The moral domain

MORAL. Humanity, honesty, affection, compassion, hope, faith, meekness, temperance.
Scientific translation of mortal mind (p. 115)
versus Adam
The name Adam represents the false supposition that immortal Mind results in matter, and matter in
mortal mind.

transitional
vertical

Christian
Science
omianction
Hell /
Night
The domain of
depravity
terminal
vertical

First Degree: Depravity. (unreality)
PHYSICAL. Evil beliefs, passions and appetites, fear, depraved will, self-justification, pride, envy,
deceit, hatred, revenge, sin, sickness, disease, death.
Scientific translation of mortal mind (p. 115)
versus Adam
The name Adam represents the false supposition that the one God and creator entered
what He created, and then disappeared in the atheism of matter.
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Appendix: F - locating the textbook chapters and Lord’s Prayer on the struxture
Northward

The Word

The Word
omnipotence
Heaven /
Day

Christ
omniscience
Kingom of
Heaven /
Morning

Eastward

Southward

Westward

Divine Science

The Christ

Christianity

the dawn of the day
the river is PISON
incorporeal

the sunrise
the river is Gihon
divine

the ‘heat’ of the day
the river is Hiddekel
supreme

the sunset / peace
the river is Euphrates
infinite

4: Christian Science
versus Spiritualism

8: Footsteps of Truth

12: Christian Science
Practice

16: The Apocalypse

Adorable One.

Enable us to know, - as And Love is reflected in For God is infinite, allpower, all Life, Truth,
in heaven, so on earth, - love;
Love, over
God is
all, and All.
omnipotent, supreme.

1ooo

o1oo

3: Marriage

7: Physiology

oo1o

ooo1

11: Some Objections
Answered

15: Genesis

Hallowed be Thy name.

Thy will be done in
earth, as it is
in heaven.

And forgive us our
debts, as we forgive
our debtors.

For Thine is the kingdom, and the power,
and the glory, forever.

2ooo

o2oo

oo2o

0002

6: Science,
Theology,
Medicine

10: Science of Being

The Christ domain
scientific
vertical

Christianity
omnipresence
Earth /
Evening

2: Atonement
and Eucharist

Our Father-Mother God, Thy kingdom is come;
Thou art ever-present.
all-harmonious,

Give us grace for
to-day; feed the famished affections;

And God leadeth us
not into temptation,
but delivereth us from
sin, disease, and
death.

oo3o

ooo3

The moral domain
transitional
vertical

Christian
Science
omianction
Hell /
Night
The domain of
depravity
terminal
vertical

3ooo
1: Prayer

o3oo
5: Animal Magnetism
Unmasked

14: Recapitulation

9: Creation

13: Teaching
Christian Science

Our Father which art in
heaven,

Thy kingdom come.

Give us this day our
daily bread;

And lead us not into
temptation, but deliver
us from evil;

4ooo

o4oo

oo4o

ooo4
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Appendix: H - The four 'sides' with the definition for ADAM
Northward

The Word
the dawn of the day
the river is PISON
incorporeal

Note: The
geographic
orientation, in the
sequence shown
is presented in
S&H on page
575:26 -- Its
gates open
towards light....
577:24

northwards is gates
open towards the
dawn - towards the
North Star, the Word,
the polar magnet of
revelation

SERPENT
from the Glossary The name ADAM
defintion for the
represents the false
term ADAM
supposition that Life is
not eternal, but has a
beginning and end.

Note: The rivers
are defined in the
Glossary of the
textbook: Their
sequence is
defined in Genesis 2:11-14

Pison (river)
The love of the good
and beautiful, and
their immortality.

Westward

Eastward

Southward

The Christ

Christianity

the sunrise
the river is Gihon
divine

the ‘heat’ of the day
the river is Hiddekel
supreme

the sunset / peace
the river is Euphrates
infinite

eastwards is gates
open towards the
sunrise - towards the
star seen by the
Wisemen of the
Orient, who followed it
to the manger of
Jesus;

southward is gates
open towards the heat
of the day - towards
to the genial tropics,
with the Southern
Cross in the skies, the Cross of Calvary,
which binds human
society into solemn
union;

westward is gates
open towards the
sunset - towards the
grand realization of
the Golden Shore of
Love and the Peaceful
Sea of Harmony.

MORTAL MIND

MATTER

DEVIL

The name ADAM
represents the infinite
enters the finite, that
intelligence passes into
non-intelligence, and
that Soul dwells in
material sense.

The name ADAM
represents the false
supposition that
immortal Mind results
in matter, and matter in
mortal mind.

The name ADAM
represents the false
supposition that the
one God and creator
entered what He
created, and then
diassappeared in the
atheism of matter.

Gihon (river)
The rights of woman
acknowledged morally,
civilly, and socially.

Hiddekel (river)
Divine Science
understood and
acknowledged.

Divine Science

Euphrates (river)
Divine Science
encompassing the
universe and man; the
true idea of God; a
type of the glory which
is to come; metaphysics taking the place of
physics; the reign of
righteousness. The
atmosphere of human
belief before it accepts
sin, sickness, or
death; a state of
mortal thought, the
only error of which is
limitation; finity; the
opposite of infinity.
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Appendix: I - locating the textbook chapters and Lord’s Prayer on the struxture
Northward

The Word

The Word
omnipotence
Heaven /
Day

Christ
omniscience
Kingom of
Heaven /
Morning

Eastward

Southward

Westward

Divine Science

The Christ

Christianity

the dawn of the day
the river is PISON
incorporeal

the sunrise
the river is Gihon
divine

the ‘heat’ of the day
the river is Hiddekel
supreme

the sunset / peace
the river is Euphrates
infinite

4: Christian Science
versus Spiritualism

8: Footsteps of Truth

12: Christian Science
Practice

16: The Apocalypse

Adorable One.

Enable us to know, - as And Love is reflected in For God is infinite, allpower, all Life, Truth,
in heaven, so on earth, - love;
Love, over
God is
all, and All.
omnipotent, supreme.

1ooo

o1oo

3: Marriage

7: Physiology

oo1o

ooo1

11: Some Objections
Answered

15: Genesis

Hallowed be Thy name.

Thy will be done in
earth, as it is
in heaven.

And forgive us our
debts, as we forgive
our debtors.

For Thine is the kingdom, and the power,
and the glory, forever.

2ooo

o2oo

oo2o

0002

6: Science,
Theology,
Medicine

10: Science of Being

The Christ domain
scientific
vertical

Christianity
omnipresence
Earth /
Evening

2: Atonement
and Eucharist

Our Father-Mother God, Thy kingdom is come;
Thou art ever-present.
all-harmonious,

Give us grace for
to-day; feed the famished affections;

And God leadeth us
not into temptation,
but delivereth us from
sin, disease, and
death.

oo3o

ooo3

The moral domain
transitional
vertical

Christian
Science
omianction
Hell /
Night
The domain of
depravity
terminal
vertical

3ooo
1: Prayer

o3oo
5: Animal Magnetism
Unmasked

14: Recapitulation

9: Creation

13: Teaching
Christian Science

Our Father which art in
heaven,

Thy kingdom come.

Give us this day our
daily bread;

And lead us not into
temptation, but deliver
us from evil;

4ooo

o4oo

oo4o

ooo4
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Appendix K

Appendix M
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??BC

0

Mary Baker Eddy (spiritual renaissance)

Nicolas of Cusa (Golden Renaissance)

Christ Jesus

Plato

Moses

Abraham

Noah
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Appendix P

The major steps in the spiritual history of mankind

by its LINEAR TIME BASE

1910

Appendix Q

The none linear development. Each individual contribution brought a new dimension to the spiritual
scene that made resulting development richer and
more universally applicable.

Mary Baker Eddy (spiritual renaissance)
Nicolas of Cusa (Golden Renaissance)
Christ Jesus
Plato
Moses
Abraham
Noah

191
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Appendix R

The non-linear explosion of fascism and imperialism

Global imperial ‘governance’ - globalism by power
New World Order, might is right, sanctions, bans of DDT, CFC,
population reduction genocide, wars that never end with
consequences that keep on killing people forever,
globalization of genocide to maintain imperial
power, synarchism beyond fascism

geopolitics / Nazi fascism / Terrorism
Confronation ideology, World War I and II, Atom Bomb
terrorism, corporate terrorism, financial terrorism Hitler put into power, continent wide destabalization

Malthus / Darwing / Galton
imperial environmentalism, carrying capacity
hoax, man as animal, Eugenics genocide, Poor Laws

The private world empire
the British East India Co.
(Venice in the North)
Opiun wars, narco terrorism, dope economy,
oligarchic government, fictitious capitalism,
war against independence, free trade ‘wars,’
pupulation control genocide

The Ventian Empire
banking empire - financial looting
slave trading - oligarchic society,
30 years war

Aristotle
The theory of natural
slavery - elitism
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Appendix S1 - Placing the 7 days of creation and the 7 synonyms
for God
The vertical domain is made up of two
opposing parts:
The upper part is upwards oriented.
It represents scientific and spiritual development in Christ Science. It is oriented towards the divinely real with love becoming
the portal to it.

The lower part is oriented downwards,
towards the sewer of hell that is also the
workplace for Christian Science healing.
When love is extinquished we've reached
the bottom of the sewer, the deepest hell.

The top row represents
the lateral domain of universal principles, The Word, or
divine reality.

Christ

Steps of unfolding
of the divine Idea
- 7 - Love
- 6 - Truth
- 5 - Life
- 4 - Spirit
- 3 - Soul
- 2 - Mind
- 1 - Principle

Christianity

Hell

- 1 - Principle
- 2 - Mind
- 3 - Soul
- 4 - Spirit
- 5 - Life
- 6 - Truth
- 7 - Love
Steps of denial (loss)
of the divine Idea

Each column contains 28 terms in the lower 3 rows when the central element of the center row is shared by
both the upper and lower half. This gives us 2 sets of 14 terms each, in each column, both in the upper and lower
half. This gives us the exact amount that is needed to represent the 7 days of creation and the 7 synonyms for God
in each column.
The sequence of the synonyms for God is defined in the Glossary under the term God and is shown as
presented there.
The resulting arrangement gives us 56 terms in total for each of the upper and lower halves, which matches
exactly the number of rays of light surrounding the 7-pointed star on the front cover of Christ and Christmas,
Mary Baker Eddy's book of visual metaphors. Note, every star in Christ and Christmas has 7 points, as do the stars
in the crown of Mary Baker Eddy's seal that she placed on her books.
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Appendix S1-a - relating the days of creation with the synonyms for God
1st day - The infinite has no beginning - it signifies "the
only" - God is light - Light precedes the sun. Upon the dark
void without form, shone light...

the forever demand
let there be light

Principle
the great I AM

recognition
2nd day - The "firmament" appears that divides the waters, above and below a demarcation line, separating the scientific and spiritual from the erroneous and mythological (including matter and limitations)

intelligence vs. darkness
Science vs. error

Mind
the all-knowing

understanding
3rd day - The separation of the waters and dry land (thought organized by purpose) - herb yielding seed, and trees
yielding fruit - creation is ever appearing from the nature of
its inexhaustible source.

exalted thoughts - discovery
of fundamental principles

Soul
the all-seeing

reflection
4th day - Lights in the 'firmament" appear. A greater light
(divine Science) to rule the "day", and a lesser light {Christian
Science) to bring light to the "night" of error. In divine Science God is revealed as infinite light.

subdivision of thought
ordering of perception

Spirit
the all-acting

manifestation
5th day - This stage brought to the scene life in the 'waters', and birds in the air - pure and 'winged' ideas, and the
charge for them to multiply - to be productive and fill their
domains with life.

the dynamics of life
growth and abundance

Life
the all-wise

multiplication
6th day - At this stage the metaphor of unfolding focuses on the quality of thought - 'cattle' (stern resolve), and
'beasts' (the lion of the tribe of Judah), and the highest idea
"man" (the Son of God, having dominion and the capacity to
replenish the earth).

7th day - At its fruition the unfolded idea must meet
with acceptance, and an acknowledgement of its value and its
completeness (in this we rest). Completeness is not a limit to
infinity, it defines infinity in quality - God and man coexist in
the divine, infinite calculus of Love.

replenish the Earth

Truth
the all-loving

dominion

rest in action

Love
the eternal

acknowlegment

The sequence of the synonyms for God and their related definitions are taken from the Glossary of the
Christian Science textbook, for the term GOD.
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Appendix S2

Appendix S3
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More works by the Author
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More works by the Author
Rolf A. F. Witzsche
http://www.rolf-witzsche.com

List of novels - focused on universal love
http://books.rolf-witzsche.com
Flight Without Limits
(space travel science fiction)
Brighter than the Sun
(the nuclear fire)
The Lodging for the Rose
(spiritual science fiction - a series of novels)
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode
Episode

1 - Discovering Love
2a - The Ice Age Challenge
2b - Roses at Dawn in an Ice Age World
3 - Winning Without Victory
4a - Seascapes and Sand
4b - The Flat Earth Society
5a - Glass Barriers
5b - Coffee Sex and Biscuits
6a - Endless Horizons
6b - Angels of Sex in Queensland
7 - Sword of Aquarius
8 - Lu Mountain

Books of single stories from the novles
low cost books, for details see:
http://books.rolf-witzsche.com/stories/index.html

Exploration books
http://books.rolf-witzsche.com
The Lord of the Rings’s Metaphors
An exploration of the metphors in J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic saga, The Lord of the Rings
Small Research Books
http://books.rolf-witzsche.com/stories/research/index.html

More works by the Author

Discovering Infinity
A research book series focused on scientific and spiritual development.
for details see:
http://science.rolf-witzsche.com

Volume ii (Introduction) - Roots in Universal History
Focus on Reality
Volume 1A - The Disintegration of the World's Financial System
Focus on Truth
Volume 1B - Crimes Against Humanity
Life Denied
Volume 2A - Science and Spiritual Healing
History as Truth
Volume 2B - The Lord of the Rings’ Metaphors
The Future Determining the Present
Volume 3A
Universal Divine Science: Spiritual Pedagogicals
Structure for Discovery and Scientific Development
Volume 3B - Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures in
Divine Science - The divine Principle of scientific mental healing
Volume 3C - Bible Lessons in Divine Science - 1898
The Scientific Process to Know the Truth
Volume 4 - Light Piercing the Heart of Darkness
The Demands of Truth
Volume 5 - Scientific Government and Self-Government
Platform for Freedom
Volume 6A - The Infinite Nature of Man
The Fourth Dimension of Spirit
Volume 6B - Leadership
The Dimension of Leadership
and other titles
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